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Preface

In 1971, when I began the dissertation that would become The Maculate
Muse, scorn of the old taboos about human sexuality and its social
expressions had become socially fashionable among many members of my
generation, even a badge of cultural liberation. For me, an academic who
had never thought that human sexuality should be a shameful secret and
who had always been amused and fascinated by erotic art and literature,
that era of "sexual revolution" seemed an opportune time to explore the
sexual dimensions of my favorite classical artform. But there was little to
build on: the sexual organization of the Athenian polis, and therefore the
specifically Athenian meanings of its erotic art, were still largely unexplored
subjects. Investigation of the whole system would have been beyond my
capacity even if I had given myself more than one year to write a
dissertation. But I wanted to start, and obscenity seemed to be the category
that could most easily be defined and analyzed by a novice scholar and that
would be most useful as philology. And I saw nothing improbable in
Aristophanes' claim (e.g., Nu. 518-62) that obscenity, like other features of
his art, whether considered as poetry, as wit, or as characterization, should
ideally be not merely enjoyably shocking but also creatively original,
aesthetically dynamic, and even liberating. For me Aristophanes often
attained this ideal, as have other major writers in forms both elevated
(Shakespeare, Rabelais, Joyce) and proletarian (Charles Bukowski, William
Burroughs).

At the time few of my colleagues felt the same way. Friends warned me
that I was unlikely to get the dissertation published even if I did manage to
find something worthwhile to say about comic obscenity, which they
doubted. One professor was sympathetic but suggested I write the
dissertation in Latin, while another angrily asked, "How could you do this to
Aristophanes?" Fortunately, Zeph Stewart, my advisor, and later Edward
Tripp, my editor at the Yale University Press, provided the support and
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encouragement I needed to bring off the project. As it turned out, The
Maculate Muse did manage to show that obscene language was a more central
and interesting feature of Old Comedy than had been supposed, even in light
of the groundbreaking work by K. J. Dover (in Clouds) and Jean Taillardat
(in Les Images d' Aristophane). Since then, obscene language in comic and other
Greek poetry has begun to be acknowledged by translators1 and to receive
the same kind of scholarly interest and attention as other kinds of language.
And we now have Adams (1982) and Richlin (1983) on the Latin side.

Also, since then, new approaches to the study of sexuality,2 which see it as
a phenomenon central to every culture, though always in different ways,
have begun to stimulate the interest of classicists, with some impressive
results.3 In addition, new cultural approaches to the study of gender and
gender-roles have forced a reappraisal of our own discipline and its cultural
dynamics. Here the Women's Classical Caucus has played a leading role,
and the formation of a Gay/Lesbian Caucus has recently been announced.
In light of these developments of the past twenty years I would certainly do
some things differently were I writing the book now.

My use of psychoanalytic theory—the most powerful tool available in any
study of the sexual and emotional dynamics of language and narrative—
would be more sophisticated now, largely as a result of my association, since
1982, with Richard Caldwell.4 My analysis of the aggressive and regressive
dynamics of comic obscenity was adequate, but we still need a refined
psychoanalytic study of comic plots and situations, especially in their
mythopoeic dimensions5; such a study would further illuminate the
dramatic codes at work in comic obscenity. Greater awareness of the role of
comic drama as a social and political institution6 sheds additional light on
the power of comic obscenity to expose and degrade, and thus to play a role
(analogous to but distinct from that played by lawcourts, dokimasiai and

1. Noteworthy are the translations that accompany Alan H. Sommerstein's edition of
Aristophanes (Warminster and Chicago 1980—).

2. See the Introduction to Halperin/Winkler/Zeitlin (1990) for a survey. The University of
Chicago Press recently announced the debut in 1990 of the Journal of the History of Sexuality.

3. I have added a selection of recent works on texts and material remains to the bibliography.
4. Classicists, when they know anything about psychoanalytic theory at all, do not so much

reject as misunderstand it. I hope this situation will change now that Caldwell (1989, 1990) has
provided lucid descriptions of the theory and examples of its application to myths and'mythic
language. For a feminist reappraisal of the psychoanalytic approach see du Bois (1988).

5. I should have made more extensive use of P. Rau, Paratragodia (Munich 1967), who often
discusses comic usurpation of the erotic in tragedy. The extent to which a comic poet could
mythologize in his own right is shown by H. Hofmann, Mythos and Komodie. Untersuchungen zu den
Vogeln des Ar. (Hildesheim 1976).

6. See the essays in Winkler/Zeitlin (1990).
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euthynai) in the corporate surveillance of sexual behavior.7 In this field,
incorporation of the evidence of erotic art—more ubiquitous in classical
Greece than in any other society except Japan—is a desideratum, but (in my
case at least) would require collaboratior with an expert iconographer.8

The accomplishments of recent gay and feminist scholarship have alerted
us to the degree to which Attic comedy expressed, and helped to enforce, the
norms of an exclusively androcentric and in certain ways homophobic public
regime. But at the same time there was an "other" Athens—the spheres of
home and cult, the world of "detached" apragmones, foreigners and slaves—
that was more traditional and inclusive, whose principles and protocols were
often at variance with those of the official polis, and whose rival claims could
be (uniquely) expressed, even championed, at the comic festivals. More
attention should be paid to such points of social and ideological conflict, lest
we end up fabricating yet another oversimple picture of a complex society,
replacing the Athens that could be held up as an ideal for men by an Athens
that can play sinister "other" to a gay or feminist ideal. If The Maculate Muse
seems in retrospect to reproduce the vocabulary and assumptions of the
androcentric and homophobic sides of Attic comedy too uncritically, then it
remains to be seen to what degree these may in fact have been subversive (as
would befit Dionysos and the negative and deflationary biases of his festive
comedy); whether in the end there is any more benign and less degrading
way to make public humor out of sex; and whether indeed erotic art or
literature can ever do without guilt, taboo, violence, conflict, and
degradation and still be erotic.9 The study of sexuality still needs to
investigate not merely the behavior of people in groups and in relation to
institutions like marriage, but also their behavior in sex. For philologists,
critics, and historians obscenity, being a way to express sexuality that every
society tries to define and then suppress in its own ways, is of particular value.

These are some of the questions that would inform The Maculate Muse were
I (re) writing it today. But on balance it seems best simply to reprint the
original text, adding a new preface and some necessary addenda, corrigenda,
and retractanda. Historical interest and cost-efficiency aside, the book remains
a basic starting-point, and is offered again in hopes of contributing to the
ongoing investigation of an aspect of Greek culture that continues to
fascinate in new ways.

7. See Winkler (1990) 45-70.
8. Various approaches can be found in Berard et al. (1990), Boardman (1978), Bowie/

Christenson (1970), Hofmann (1978), Johns (1982), Keuls (1985), Marcade (1965), Sutton
(1981; forthcoming), Taplin (1988).

9. In this connection it is worth mentioning the feminist debate over the social and political
aspects of pornography and the desirability of its censorship: see Ellis et al. (1986) and, from the
classicist's point of view, Richlin (forthcoming), Introduction.
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In another way 1991 is an opportune time for re-release, in view of what
seems to be a national reversion to sexual conservatism (I would say
intolerance), as witnessed, for example, by this chilling notice to humanists
from our government:

None of the funds authorized to be appropriated for the . . . National
Endowment for the Humanities may be used to promote, disseminate, or
produce materials which in the judgment of the... National Endowment
for the Humanities may be considered obscene, including but not limited
to, depictions of sadomasochism, homoeroticism, the sexual exploitation
of children, or individuals engaged in sex acts which, when taken as a
whole, do not have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.10

One can only hope that the art of classical Greece, which frequently depicts
each one of these banned subjects, will be among the materials judged
"serious" even when we are studying Old Comedy. At any rate, to reissue
The Maculate Muse in such a climate gives me an agreeable feeling of
rebelliousness reminiscent of my student days.

I am grateful to my editor, Rachel Toor, for suggesting this new edition
and for her many helpful suggestions, and to the reviewers and friends (Amy
Richlin and John J. Winkler particularly) who over the years have alerted
me to the book's strengths and weaknesses.

May 1990 J. H.

10. Sent to all applicants for funding as of November 1989. For a Greek word to describe this
kind of censorship I can't help but recall Aristophanes' coinage (Eq. 878) [make
surveillance of assholes], applied by the Sausage Seller to Kleon, who had boasted of "putting a
stop to homosexual fornication".
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Introduction

Obscene humor has always been something of an embarrassment to
writers on ancient comedy, from Aristotle, Plutarch, and Longinus to
scholars of the present day. Everyone knows that Aristophanes and his
fellow comic poets included in their works a great abundance of obscene
words, allusions, double entendres and visual bawdiness, but to this day
there has been no study that attempts comprehensively to elucidate,
evaluate, or even to discuss the nature and function of sexual and scatolog-
ical language in Attic Comedy. Occasionally an article will appear
explaining an obscene word or passage. The older commentaries, when
they take note of obscenities at all, usually follow the scholiast's laconic
and often inaccurate definitions.

The work of modern scholiasts, like J. Taillardat's Les Images d'Aristoph-
ane (Paris, 1962) and C. Charitonides' A OPPHTA (Thessaloniki, 1935),
are merely reference lists, and quite incomplete ones at that, which para-
phrase the scholia and tell us nothing about the function of obscene lan-
guage in the comedies. The attempts to acknowledge and understand
comic obscenity in such treatments of individual plays as Dover's com-
mentary on Clouds, MacDowell's on Wasps, Ussher's on Ecclesiazusae, and
Wit-Tak's book on Lysistrata1 suffer from the absence of any comprehensive
study of obscenity in all the remains of Attic Comedy. The same can be
said for the well-meaning but inadequate treatment of the subject in the
standard reference works and in books of literary criticism, like those of
Cedric Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero (Cambridge, Mass., 1964)

1. Lysistrata: Vrede, Vrouw, en Obsceniteit bij Aristophanes (Groningen, 1967). This book
makes some valuable observations, although the author's reliance on modern sociological
and psychological theories at the expense of philological accuracy gravely mars her con-
clusions: see P. Rau's trenchant critique in Gnomon 40 (1968): 568 ff. Miss Wit-Tak's
sequel, "Obscenity in the Thesm. and Eccl. of Aristophanes," Mnem. 21 (1968): 4 ff.,
suffers from the same methodological imperfections.
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and, most recently, K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los
Angeles, 1972).

Contributing to the natural disinclination of scholars to study Aristo-
phanic obscenity is the notion that none of this material has any relevance
to the actual meaning and value of the plays; it is usually assumed that
the plays would be better without it. Scholars seem to feel that they may
on the basis of that assumption safely ignore the obscenity, and the
explanations they give for its presence in the plays in the first place are
similar to those given in the case of other authors, Shakespeare being
perhaps the closest parallel:2 the obscenity, they say, must be traditional
and thus, we must suppose, indispensable, an inheritance from lower
forms of art such as the hypothetical Dorian or Megarian farces3 or the
cults; or it must have been an extra morsel tossed in on the principle his
plebecula gaudet;4 or the poet had to use every kind of humor available to
him in order to win prizes or sweeten his moral messages.5 Conversely,
the obscenities are explained away through the popular notion that they
were not really obscene at all, since the ancients were uninhibited children
of nature who looked on all human functions without shame:6 therefore
there is no need for more discriminating people to discuss them, for their
presence in the plays is merely the consequence of artful innocence.

But a thorough study of the evidence will reveal the incorrectness of such
assumptions. The obscenity in Aristophanes is almost always integrally
connected with the main themes of the plays; it is an important part of the
stage action, the development of plots, and the characterization of per-
sonae, and can no more readily be excised from the plays than can any
other major dramatic or poetic ingredients. Far from being merely an
artist's concession to the rabble, the obscene jokes and allusions in ancient
comedy often reach a level of sophistication equal to the cleverest allusions
to poetry or philosophy, and are composed as much for as
for the groundlings. We must keep in mind that the very spectacle of
Attic Comedy was, at least until well into the fourth century, thoroughly

2. As Eric Partridge observes in his amusing book, Shakespeare's Bawdy (London, 1968).
3. W. Schmid, Geschichte der griechischen Literatm (Munich, 1929-46), 1: 637, nn. 1, 2;

4: 8, n. 1, 22 ff.; P. Mazon, "La Farce dans Aristophane," Rev. d'hist. du theatre 3 (1957):
7 ff.

4. See the discussion by Wit-Tak (n. 1, above), pp. 109 f.; M. Croiset, Histoire de la
litterature grecque3 (Paris, 1913), 3: 484, 606; W. Suss, Aristophanes und die Nachwelt (Leipzig,
1911), pp. 78 f.; F. Wright, Feminism in Greek Literature from Homer to Aristotle (London,
1923), pp. 150 f.; G. Murray, Aristophanes (Oxford, 1933), chap. 1; van Daele at PI 703.

5. Schmid (n. 3, above), 4: 400 f.
6. See, for example, N. Dracoulides, Psychanalyse d'Aristophane (Paris, 1967), pp. 38 f.;

H. M. Hyde, A History of Pornography (London, 1964), p. 10.
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obscene: the male actors were grotesquely padded in the rump and belly
and wore the phallus ;7 the female parts (even if played by men) usually
involved nudity and much sexual byplay;8 the dancing was often highly
suggestive; the abusive, parodic, and satirical thrust of the comedies relied
heavily on obscenity for its impact. In other words, the ethos of Attic
Comedy, as well as the traditions it carried on, included obscenity in all its
forms as an indispensable element.

It is the purpose of this study to offer as comprehensive a consideration
of sexual and scatological language in Aristophanes and the other poets of
Attic comedy as seems feasible in the present state of our knowledge.

The first three chapters, which are more or less theoretical, appraise the
nature of obscenity as it appears in Attic Comedy and attempt to under-
stand the historical, cultural, and literary factors which led to the elevation
of obscene language to the prominent position it holds in the artistic rep-
ertoire of Aristophanes and his fellow comic poets. Since ancient critics and
literary historians, all of them writing at a time when Old and Middle
Comedy and public indecency in general were relics of the past, offer
nothing worth discussing in this connection, our evidence in chapters
1-3 must be the remains of comedy itself, archaeological evidence, the
cults, and obscene language as it appears in other contemporary literature.

The subsequent chapters attempt to identify and discuss all the obscene
terminology I have been able to find in the extant remains of Attic Com-
edy. In these sections, as in the introductory chapters, I have translated
all Greek, not only to make the discussion available to those who are with-
out Greek or who are not specialists in this field, but also because passages
quoted from Attic comic poets (especially fragmentary passages) often

7. It is now generally agreed that the phallus was worn by male actors, except in cases
like that of Cleisthenes in Thesmophoriazusae, where its absence adds to the humor. All the
relevant arguments can be found in the following series of articles: W. Beare, "The Cos-
tume of the Actors in Attic Comedy," CQ 4 (1954): 64 ff.; "Aristophanic Costume
Again," CQ. 7 (1957): 184 f., with Webster's reply (p. 185); "Aristophanic Costume: A
Last Word," CQ.9 (1959): 126; T. B. L. Webster, "South Italian Vases and Attic Dra-
ma," CQ 42 (1948): 15 ff.; "Attic Costume: A Reexamination," Eph. Arch. (1953/54):
192 ff.; J. F. Killeen, "The Comic Costume Controversy," CQ.21 (1971): 51 ff. See also
R. Ussher's Introduction to his commentary on Ecclesiazusae (Oxford, 1972); T. Gelzer,
"Aristophanes," RE Supplbd. 12. 1515.44 ff.; A. Willems, Aristophane (Paris-Brussels,
1919), 3:381 ff.

8. The costumes of women characters who were supposed to be naked probably in-
cluded simulated sexual organs and pubic hair: e.g. V 1373 ff., P 891 ff., L 87 ff. On the
question of nudity vs. costuming, see C. H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero
(Cambridge, Mass., 1964), p. 311, n. 31; Willems (n. 7, above). For the question of
nakedness in general, cf. Schmid (n. 3, above), 4: 23, n. 2, 286, n. 7. In Aristophanes, see
Eq 1390 ff., V 1342 ff., 1373, P 886 f., Av 670, L 1114, T 1181 ff.
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contain terminology and allusions which even the experienced scholar
might find difficult. I hope that the translations will save every reader
from the annoyance of frequent trips to LSJ.

In order that these chapters will have an interest and value beyond that
of the usual glossary, I have arranged the terminological entries by num-
bered paragraphs in groups that can be read as independent essays on the
various aspects of comic obscenity. A straight lexical approach would
have made it impossible to do justice to the material: the terminology
must be explained as it occurs in each individual context and in relation to
typologically similar terminology; definitions alone would be neither
accurate nor enlightening. Readers who wish to consult this book as a
reference work may use the indexes, which have been designed for use as a
glossary.

For readers who have little or no Greek but wish to make use of the
Greek terminology, I suggest the key to transliteration given by K. J.
Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, pp. xii ff.

In translating Greek obscenities I have regularly used the nearest Eng-
lish equivalents. I hope and trust that no one will be shocked by these
words. In any case, the reader will soon perceive that it would be at least
cumbersome, and often impossible, to explicate the Greek texts by means
of clinical, euphemistic, or Latin terminology.

I would like to thank C. H. Whitman and A. Lowell Edmunds of
Harvard, K. J. Dover of St. Andrews, Charles Segal of Brown University,
and Edward Tripp and Barbara Folsom of the Yale University Press for
their interest and helpful suggestions, and to express particular gratitude
to Zeph Stewart of Harvard, not only for his patient and painstaking
criticism of several drafts of this book, but for the friendship and encour-
agement he so freely extended to me during my four years in Cambridge.
Whatever faults remain are entirely my own.

J.H.
New Haven, Connecticut
June 25, 1973



Abbreviations

Authors and works are abbreviated as in LSJ. The plays and fragments of
Aristophanes are abbreviated according to the following list:

A Acharnians
Eq Knights
N Clouds
V Wasps
P Peace
Av Birds

L Lysistrata
T Thesmophoriazusae
R Frogs
E Ecclesiazusae
PI Plutus
Fr Fragment
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1 Obscene Language and the
Development of Attic Comedy

The plays of Aristophanes burst with jokes and buffoonery of all kinds: in
the service of satire, abuse, parody, irony, and surrealistic absurdity are
countless plays on words, comic distortions of proper names, ludicrous and
extravagant compounds, constant shifting between different proprieties of
diction, verbal surprises, equivocations, deceptions. Although the physical
action must have been fast-paced and colorful, it is primarily in his verbal
pyrotechnics that the genius of Aristophanes (and the writers of Old and
Middle Attic Comedy in general) resides.1 The Athens of the middle fifth
century was itself fascinated, even infatuated, with words and their power;2

its citizens listened intently and with great sophistication to the clever
speakers who mounted the bema; to be a polished and urbane orator and
debater was a highly prized accomplishment; to be slow and clumsy with
words meant second-class consideration.

Already the ground was being prepared for the great studies of rhetoric,
dialectic, linguistics, and genre that would appear in a constant flow from
the late fifth century on. Playwrights were required, no less than the public
speakers, to be verbally entertaining, to use the great subtlety and flexibil-
ity of Attic Greek to its best advantage. The audiences at Aristophanes'
plays were the same quick-witted public that attended the tragedies; they
expected the same sophistication in both genres—more so, perhaps, from
comic poets: in comedy there is no mythological grandeur and high emo-

1. For systematic discussions of Aristophanes' comic methods, see W. Starkie, Achar-
nians, pp. xxxviii ff., an analysis from the pseudo-Aristotelian Tractatus Coislinianus (in
Kaibel, pp. 50 ff.; Cantarella, 1: 33 ff.); L. Grasberger, Die griechischen Stichnamen (Wurz-
burg, 1883), pp. 11 ff.; C. Holzinger, De Verborum Lusu apud Aristophanem (Vienna, 1876);
O. Froehde, Beitrage zur Technik der alten attischen Komodie (Leipzig, 1898).

2. Cf. Grasberger (n. 1, above), pp. 11 ff.

1



2 The Maculate Muse

tion to absorb the audience's attention, little opportunity to dilate upon a
theme. The action must move quickly, and one joke must give way to
another as soon as its brief impact disappears. While tragedy kept to a
single, stylized verbal plane, a comedy that hoped for success had to draw
on any and all resources of the language, from the highest to the most
mundane and vulgar.

The sexual and excremental areas of human activity figure prominently
in the comic material of early Attic Comedy; there is no type of joke or
comic business, however sophisticated, which does not make use of them
to provoke laughter. Alongside the constant use of unadorned obscenity—
words like o' , cock, , cunt, and , ass-hole—is an even
greater abundance of double meanings, both invented by the poet for the
occasion or already common in Attic slang. These are important elements
of Aristophanes' art and contribute just as much to the meaning of his
plays as any other;3 but before we attempt to identify and discuss the par-
ticular varieties and literary uses of obscene language in Attic Comedy,
which is the task of the following chapters, we must first try to analyze the
impact of obscenity in general on the spectator of Old Comedy. Why did
obscene language figure so prominently in the plays? Where did it come
from and why does it appear to be an exclusively Attic phenomenon? Why
did it die out so quickly as an acceptable part of comic writing?

We must begin by clarifying our terms. By "obscenity" we mean verbal
reference to areas of human activity or parts of the human body that are
protected by certain taboos agreed upon by prevailing social custom and
subject to emotional aversion or inhibition. These are in fact the sexual and
excremental areas. In order to be obscene, such a reference must be made
by an explicit expression that is itself subject to the same inhibitions as the
thing it describes. Thus, to utter one of the numerous words, to be found in
any language, which openly (noneuphemistically) describe the tabooed
organs or actions is tantamount to exposing what should be hidden. Our
ability to expose the forbidden by using words gives these words a kind of
magical power. I shall return to this point soon.

The Greeks did not have a special term for this kind of language as
distinguished from any language considered insulting or for any reason
socially unacceptable. Our concept of the obscene derives from the Latin
obscenus. It might be worthwhile to sketch briefly the difference between
our ideas of obscenity and those of the Greeks.

Obscenus, whether originally from caenum (Priscian 9.54, followed by
W.-Hofmann s.v. caenum), or scaena (Varro LL 7.96, quare turpe ideo

3. A full treatment of the dramatic and poetic uses of obscenity in Aristophanes will be
given in chapter 3.
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obscenum quod nisi in scaena palam dici non debet; see Ernout-Meillet),
or scaeuus (Varro LL 7.97, followed by Thierfelder, p. 107 ff.),4 clearly
means filthy, repulsive, hateful, disgusting, offensive, and possessed of the
power to stain and contaminate.5 In the moral realm it meant exactly
what most of us mean when we say obscene: filthy, indecent, offensive. Thus
it could describe lewd pleasures (Cic. ND 1.40. 111), adultery (Ov. Tr.
2.212), pictures (Prop. 2.5.19, 6.27), verses (Prop. 1.16.10), gestures (Tac.
An. 15.37, cf. Suet. Calig. 56), jokes (Cic. Off. 1.29.104), shameful things
generally (Quint. 8.3.38, Cic. Off. 1.35.127, quodque facere non turpe est,
modo occulte, id dicere obscenum est; cp. 1.35.128), even the genitals
themselves (Ov. M 9.347; Mel. 3.7; Suet. Calig. 58). Obviously, the Ro-
man word shared with ours the notion that words which describe tabooed
sexual or excremental organs or functions are somehow dirty as well as
shameful; the natural induction is that the organs and functions are them-
selves dirty and shameful. It is no secret that such a feeling was present in
Roman culture, though perhaps not in the degree to which the stringent
prohibitions of Puritanism and Victorianism have influenced modern
feelings. Undoubtedly the term obscenus entered popular speech from its
original use as an augural term meaning inauspicious, unfavorable, or
evil-boding;8 thus the idea of res mali ominis passes to the tabooed areas,
which then become, along with the words which describe them, obscena.

The Greek words that come closest to being voces propriae for what we
have described as obscenity are those which derive from the root *aizd-:

, , , , , , and so on. All
seem to imply shame, fear, reverence, or ugliness.7 Any activity, person, or
thing which is shameful, ugly, fearful, or to be revered can be described by
using one of these words; the valuation of sexual and excremental organs
and functions is but one area of their utility. There seems to be no sugges-
tion of filthiness or harmfulness, as there is in obscenus and obscene. The
primary notion is that of shame and modesty. Thus in the Nausicaa episode

4. A. Thierfelder, "Obscaenus," Navicula Chilonensis. Studia Philologica F. Jacoby Oblata
(Leiden, 1956), pp. 107 ff. For complete citations, see Kuhlmann in ThLL IX.2 s.v.
obscenus.

5. Cf. Vergil A. 3.241, 262; 7.417; Pliny 10.29.44, etc. Of excrement itself, Sen. Ep.
8.1.20; of urine, Ov. RAm 437.

6. Cf. Vergil A. 12.876 (birds); G. 1.470; Suet. Galba 4 (dogs); Cic. Dom. 55.140
(omens); Hor. Ep. 5.98 (old woman); other citations in Thierfelder and Kuhlmann (n.
4, above).

7. Cf. the cognates aistan (Goth. = fear); Ger. Ehre; Lat. aestimo; Goth, aiwiski (= -
). See Frisk, Chantraine s.v. The fullest treatment of the concept is C. von Erffa,

A1 Q , Philol. Supplbd. 30 (1937). See also Th. Hopfner, Das Sexualleben der Griechen und
Romer (Prague, 1938), pp 17 ff.
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of the Odyssey the young maiden says she is afraid ( ) to tell her
father of her (6.66 f.) or to be seen accompanying Odysseus
back to the city (6.273 f.). Similar is Odysseus' reaction to bathing with
the young ladies (221 f.),

[For I am ashamed to be naked among fair-haired young ladies.]

Compare the goddesses' unwillingness to look on Ares and Aphrodite
(8.324) and Penelope's to be with the suitors alone (18.184). Someone who
is willing to do these things is, of course, : his actions are immodest,
shameless, and therefore ugly and offensive, .8 The same rationale
lies behind the use of to indicate the genitals,9 as in //. 2.262, 22.75.
The more common seems to have meant something close to
"worthy of respect."10

Two more specifically sexual passages are worth mentioning. In Pindar's
Ninth Pythian, Apollo has come across the huntress-maiden, Cyrene, in the
glens of Pelion and has conceived a strong passion to deflower her on the
spot (36 f.). But the centaur Cheiron admonishes him that gods and men
alike must have the modesty and restraint ( 41) not to consum-
mate a marriage in the light of day, that is, without the ceremonies proper
to a wedding. These, as Pindar tells us (12), are properly carried out by the
happy couple in Libya, where Aphrodite "cast a charming veil of modesty
( )) over their sweet union" (we may compare this with Hera's
admonition to Zeus at Il. 14.330 ff. about sleeping out on Ida). Similar is
Herodotus' story of Candaules' wife (1.8 ff.). Candaules, king of Lydia,
was so taken by his wife's beauty that he forced his trusty guard, Gyges, to
sneak a look for himself and thus confirm his opinion. Gyges at first tried to
refuse by pointing out that a woman sheds her modesty ( ) when she
sheds her clothing, but was finally forced to comply. Unfortunately, the
wife saw Gyges and determined that one or the other of her admirers must
die; Herodotus points out that, among the Lydians, being seen naked
brings great disgrace ( , 10), even for a man. Both of these
passages emphasize a peculiarly sexual meaning of and its cognates

8. Von Erffa (n. 7, above), pp. 19 ff.
9. Ibid., pp. 39 f.
10. This usage seems to be confined to Greek; as for the Latin equivalent, von Erffa,

p. 40, rightly points out that "im Lateinischen begegnet die Bezeichnung 'pudenda' oder
'reverenda' erst spat und wohl im Anschluss ans Griechische" [In Latin the designation
pudenda or reverenda appears for the first time only late, and indeed in imitation of Greek
usage].
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which harmonizes with all other spheres of the word's significance: name-
ly, the notion of modesty, restraint, and a feeling of decency and secrecy
surrounding what is private (but not "dirty," as we moderns might say).
In the Pindar passage especially, one notices an important double-edged
concept: denotes both the intimacy of sexual activity and an ethical
impulse to restrain its exposure.

These Homeric examples may stand as valid for the entire classical
period. The basic idea of shame and modesty, but without dirtiness, re-
mained unchanged despite the sophistications made by poets and theorists.
In Greek, the sexual and excremental realms were categorized as a subdi-
vision of all those areas which must be treated with respect and modesty.

Contributing to this idea was the Greek conception of all passions and
drives as inborn necessities of life against which one cannot struggle suc-
cessfully. This was especially true of divine Eros:11 examples are so abun-
dant that citation is unnecessary. Indeed, one might say that the Athe-
nians of the fifth century viewed sexuality in almost all of its manifesta-
tions as an essentially healthy and enjoyable fact of life. There is no
indication of the kind of guilty, inhibited, and repressive feelings so char-
acteristic of later societies in regard to this area of human life. The Athe-
nians of this era may not have been uninhibited children of nature, but
their inhibitions concerning human sexuality were certainly less muddled
by complicated feelings of shame and guilt than our own. I shall return to
this point in the following chapter.

was, in fact, a not uncommon euphemism for the sexual organs
(LSJ s.v. VII.2; see also O. Weinreich, RhM 77 [1928]: 112). We find
mention of these "necessities of nature" with reference to the genitals in the
comic poets: (N 1075),
(Philem. 4.6), (Anaxandr. 33.18, Alexis 240.8),

(Amphis 20). When the sexual drives are regarded as natural urges
to be viewed with the proper respect and guarded by modesty, there can be
no place for the judgment implied by obscenus.12

The use of improper (noneuphemistic) words to describe these urges was
no more obscene than the urges themselves: one must guard against saying
them in public and in polite company not because they are dirty but be-
cause they stand for what one keeps to himself. One would no more say

at a dinner party than actually expose himself. But there was no
special term to describe such language: to speak of anything out of place

11. The subject is well covered by H. Schreckenberg, Ananke (Munich, 1964), pp. 58 f.
12. See the illuminating discussion by E. R. Dodds, The Creeks and the Irrational (Berke-

ley, 1964), chap. 2, "From Shame-Culture to Guilt-Culture." Also excellent is K. Latte,
"Schuld und Sunde in der griechischen Religion," Arch.f.Kel. 20 (1920-21): 254 if.
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was to speak shamelessly or insultingly ( ). Gentlemen did
not speak of such things, but only of noble, or at any rate high-minded,
matters (cf. Xen. Lac. 5.6). A common way of illustrating this was to say
that, had our maker wanted us to flout our intimate parts, he would not
have put them out of the way; therefore we ought to keep our language
similarly concealing.13

By way of contrast, compare Cicero Off. 1.35.128: latrocinari fraudare
adulterare re turpe est, sed dicitur non obscene, it is in fact base to deceive,
to commit adultery, to pillage, but one may speak of these things without
being obscene. To a Roman certain sexual and scatological expressions
were themselves unclean, but if one used the proper language, talk of
morally reprehensible matters was permitted. But a Greek would con-
sider anything reprehensible to be and therefore an unfit topic for
conversation. That is, the Greeks had no word that could make the dis-
tinction Cicero makes: (e.g. at PI. Rep. 3.395e) has a much
wider coverage, as well as a very different meaning, than obscene. A man
who does not possess tact is characterized by qualities that put him outside
the pale of proper society: , disgusting behavior (Thphr. Ch.
11.1 f.), , rusticity (ibid., 4.4), , tactlessness (ibid.,
=   t he  readiness  to  commit
any shameful act).

This feeling of shame that comes from being exposed or listening to
words that expose what should be covered up is crucial to our understand-
ing of obscenity in Old Comedy, indeed for the understanding of obscenity
throughout the history of Greek literature up to the end of Old (and some
Middle) Comedy. For the obscenity used in this early literature is dif-
ferent in character, purpose, and social function from what was written
later in Greece, and from obscenity as it appeared in Roman and subse-
quent literature.

To explain the difference it is necessary first to differentiate between
pornography and obscenity.14 Both may refer to the sexual and excre-
mental (although true pornography seldom refers to the latter) but their
motivation and effect are completely different. Pornography plays upon
our sexual fantasies by constructing dream worlds in which our longings

13. The best description is Longinus 43.5 f.; the first appearance of the idea is Xen.
Mem. 1.4.6. See D. Russell, Longinus (Oxford, 1964), ad loc. and A. Pease, "Caeli Enar-
rant," HThRev 34 (1941): 163 ff.

14. Perhaps the best study of the two as literary phenomena is E. Mertner and H.
Mainusch, Pornotopia: Das Obszone und die Pornographie in der litemrischen Landschaft (Frank-
furt ana Main, 1970); see also P. Gorsen, Das Prinzip Obszb'n. Kunst Pornographie und Gesell-
schaft (Reinbeck bei Hamburg, 1969) and, from an author's standpoint, D. H. Lawrence,
Pornography and Obscenity (London, 1929).
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for sexual gratification are satisfied with no effort on our part. We are
allowed to look at and enjoy the objects of our sexual desires; they and
rendered passive and gratify us automatically. All the initiative, hazards,
and responsibilities that must be faced in real life are bypassed. Thus
pornography is introverted; its target is autoeroticism and private im-
aginings.15 It goes without saying that pornography is best suited to books
that can be read in private. It is difficult to imagine a pornographic play
or social function in the style of Greek theater: the emotions aroused by
pornographic actions or descriptions cannot be shared with others and
cannot produce comedy.16 Pornography demands a darkened theater
or the privacy of an easychair. The pleasures it offers are the vicarious
pleasures of sexual acts themselves.

Obscenity is by nature extroverted; that is why pornography usually
avoids it, preferring the stimulating effects of suggestive language to the
naked impact of obscene words.17 The effect of obscenity is to break
through social taboos rather than to escape them in fantasy.18 Thus
obscenity is most often used to insult someone; to emphasize what one is
saying in the most forceful possible way; to make curses; to add power to
comedy, jokes, ridicule, or satire.19 Its efficacy in all these functions re-
sides in its ability to uncover what is forbidden, and thus to shock, anger,
or amuse. The pleasure afforded by obscenity lies in our enjoyment at
exposing someone else or seeing someone else exposed without having
to effect the exposure physically.

Very often this exposure is hostile and serves to degrade its object,
but sometimes it is used only to excite amusement or pleasure in the
audience by arousing their sexual feelings, for instance, by describing
sexual intercourse with a young girl. The difference between the latter

15. Mertner and Mainusch (n. 14, above), p. 120.
16. Ibid., p. 40: "Ganz im Gegensatz zur Pornographie ist das Obszone in der Lage,

sich vom Bezirk des primitiv Sinnlichen zu befreien, ohne ihn zu verlassen. Im Bereich
des Komischen ist das augenfallig. Es gibt den obszonen Witz, aber keinen porno-
graphischen" [Obscenity, in complete contrast to pornography, is in the position of
being able to free itself from the limited range of the primitively sensual without actually
abandoning it. This is conspicuously true of the realm of the comic. There are obscene
jokes, but no pornographic ones].

17. Ibid., p. 110. There are pornographic writings that make use of direct and non-
euphemistic language in their descriptions, but the tendency in almost all cases is toward
the avoidance of literalness or harshness of language. It was not until toward the end of
the nineteenth century that pornographers began to include crass and obscene descrip-
tions in their works, but even today the great majority aim for florid and oblique (even
sentimental) language.

18. Ibid., pp. 88 f.
19. Ibid., pp. 185 f.
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pleasure and pornographic pleasure is one of intention and tone: por-
nography seeks to arouse detailed fantasies that fulfill wishes the listener
considers in some way forbidden, while the obscene allusion to sexuality in
Old Comedy arouses only the amusement of a brief and uninhibited re-
lease of sexual feelings. There are no feelings of guilt and fear behind such
a release because the acts described were not themselves considered dirty
or illicit, but only, on all public occasions (save at comedies), private.
This simple excitation of pleasurable feelings (or hostile ones) was, as
we shall see, also characteristic of much of the obscenity found in the
iambic poets and perhaps (although we cannot be certain) in the cults as
well.

In Greek literature what can be called pornography did not make its
appearance until well after the decline of Old Comedy, when the con-
ception of love was becoming more romantic, more spiritualized, more
capable of description in a way that emphasized pathological analysis and
suggestive sensibility.20 Since obscenity tends to unmask and destroy the
fantasies pornography constructs, obscene language tends to disappear
from the literary scene and is replaced by titillating euphemisms. The
erotic intrigues of New Comedy and Hellenistic poetry (apart from the
pornographic epigram) do not admit coarse, direct speech; tasteful nuance
is more stimulating.

The obscenities in Old Comedy do not serve to stimulate extended or
detailed sexual fantasies; they are meant to make us laugh. Thus not all of
them have the character of unadorned obscenity or smut: most are retailed
in the form of jokes, using all the technical properties available to any
other kind of joke. The majority of these jokes are cast in the form of double
entendre and allusion, a process that replaces an outright obscenity by
something innocent but similar, but that in fact serves to emphasize the
original obscenity in a comical way.

Naturally, not all such replacement mechanisms are comical: when
Euripides (Ph. 18) or Sophocles (OT 1211) refer to a wife as , furrow,
we realize at once that this is a metaphor, and a grand one at that. The
physical reference is unmistakable but we do not feel that it is obscene: the
context, the respectable nature of agricultural terminology, and the re-
moteness of the image save it. The same is true of straightforward eu-
phemisms like , be with, or TO , the part, where the
reference is clear but the language deliberately vague and abstract.

On the other hand, obscene double entendres derive their impact from
the generally low or amusing points of cohmparison they employ: thus 

20. The whole topic is definitively treated in part 1 of E. Rohde, Der griechische Roman
and seine Vorlaufer    (Leipzig, 1914); see especially pp. 59 f.3
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(cunt/piggie) in popular Attic slang emphasizes the physical reference
in a comical way rather than disguising or ennobling it, just as the redender
Name Kinesias in Lysistrata renders a character obscenely comical by al-
legorizing his state of sexual excitement. In this manner the obscene double
entendre has much in common with the language of slang; often the two
are distinct only in that slang is common to the language, while double
entendres can be invented for specific comic purposes. The use of more
sophisticated joke-mechanisms is therefore due, not to inhibition or a de-
sire to divert our attention from what is really meant, but just the opposite:
to intensify the obscenity and render it more potent than the inert, blunt
vox propria would be. The force of Old Comedy and its success in compe-
tition depended on the level of verbal sophistication attained by the poet,
including (and especially) in the realm of the obscene.

It is in this light, incidentally, that we must perhaps interpret Aristo-
phanes' continual insistence that his use of obscene comedy was different
from that of his (he says) less gifted contemporaries. He maintains that he
avoids ' , lowness, vulgarity and
sordid clowning (P 748) and , evil scurrility (N542), and
gives examples of the kind of material that only poets like Phrynichus,
Lycis, and Ameipsias would stoop to using (N 537 ff., V 58 ff., P 739
ff., R 1 ff.). His own comedy claims to be , chaste in
its nature (N 537, cf. Eq 545) because of its great "technical sophisti-
cation" (P 749), and the poet's anger is vehement when his carefully pre-
pared jests are beaten in competition by , vulgar people (N
524): ., , whoever laughs at
such things will not enjoy my wit (N 560). These are perhaps not merely
idle boasts designed to win over judges but reflect the real difference be-
tween the technical prowess of an Aristophanes and that of his fellow
comic poets. Jokes "snitched from the Megarians" (V 57), which "always
get a laugh" (R 2), are used only by those who cannot invent new jokes or
vary the old ones in unexpected and imaginative ways.21

The purpose, then, of the obscenities in Attic Comedy, whether outright
obscene words or comically disguised references, was not to stimulate ex-
tended and detailed fantasies in the audience, in the manner of porno-
graphy, but to open the sexual and excremental areas of human activity to
public view. As we have seen, these words and expressions, like the acts to
which they refer, were not felt to be dirty in and of themselves, but subject
only to feelings of shame, modesty, and a certain taboo. To utter them was

21. See Th. Gelzer, "Aristophanes," RE Supplbd. 12 (1971), 1527.6 ff., 1541.18-1542.7,
who gives as examples of typical jokes turned to new uses Eq 24 f., N 634 ff., V 1388 ff.,
P871 ff., E 311 ff., 877 ff.
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verbally to expose the parts to which they refer. But to whose shame ? Who
was exposed? Not the audience, certainly; they suffered nothing more by
listening to obscenities than they suffered by looking at the exceedingly
graphic pictures of sexual acts of all kinds that were depicted routinely and
openly in pictorial and plastic art throughout the fifth century. Unlike the
Romans and ourselves, to whom obscene words are automatically offensive
because of their intrinsically evil, staining, and dirty nature, the Greeks
who watched Old Comedy took great pleasure in them, just as in their
private lives they took uninhibited pleasure in the acts to which the
obscenities referred. The reason is that they could in the theater safely
watch someone else being exposed, someone else losing his protective cover
of modesty and shame. The unfortunate victims of this public exposure
were in fact (a) the characters on stage and (b) other, extradramatic targets
of the poet's attacks whose exposure the poet felt would amuse the audi-
ence. We must now turn our attention to the particular comic mechanisms
involved in these exposures.

Obviously it is impossible in civilized societies to act out one's hostilities
whenever and however one wishes, just as it is impossible to see and touch
at will what is forbidden. Obscene words replace physical aggression; they
compel the person to whom they are directed to imagine the part of the
body or the activity they describe, and thus show that the person who
utters them is also imagining these things. We note the role of smutty
language in sexual aggression where the motive is seduction (undressing
and touching) as well as in hostility where the motive is the exposure of an
enemy's hidden parts (degradation). The inhibitions imposed on such ag-
gressiveness by society, as well as the resistance of the listener to his ex-
posure by obscene words, open the way for the introduction of a third
person whose presence makes comic or degrading exposure possible.22

That is, the first person, frustrated in his desire to expose the second per-
son, toward whom his aggressiveness is directed (whether hostile or libidin-
ous), calls on a third person to be his ally. The first person's obscene speech
exposes the second before the third, who in turn derives pleasure from the
effortless satisfaction of his own libido or hostility.

Now the naked uttering of obscenity is itself sufficient to bring about
pleasure in the third person (and satisfaction to the first). But when the
obscenity is also a joke—a play on words, an allusion or other witticism—
the pleasure is increased immensely. Thus we can expose and exploit some-
thing very sensitive and vulnerable in another person, which owing to the

22. The most enlightening discussion is that of Freud in his brilliant and amusing
Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, trans. J. Strachey (New York, 1960) [= Der Witz
und seine Beziehung zum Unbewussten, Ges. Werke VI].
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obstacles imposed by civilized society could not be brought out openly.
Moreover, we derive further pleasure from the presence of the third party
in that (a) the third party enjoys our joke and (b) takes sides with us be-
cause of his enjoyment. That is, the pleasure derived by the third party
from our joke makes him disinclined to examine the grounds of our ag-
gressiveness dispassionately and in general disarms serious or critical
thought. The presence of a joke also modifies the appearance of aggressive-
ness and thus makes it easier and less potentially dangerous to laugh at
someone else's expense.23

The same mechanism is at work at a comic performance. The role of the
third person is assumed by the audience, which is thus free to enjoy the
exposure of other people, particularly people whose political, intellectual,
or even divine authority in the community is so great that open attack or
ridicule in any other form would be out of the question. Moreover, the
comic poet has at his disposal all the resources of the stage, which yield
infinitely more possibilities for exposure than any personal situation. The
playwright can actually bring his targets onto the stage, actually show
them in their dependence on bodily parts or drives, put obscene words in
their mouths, or have other characters make them the targets of obscene
exposures. All the techniques of caricature, mimicry, parody, travesty, dis-
guise, burlesque, and slapstick are available to augment the inherently
humorous spectacle that is afforded by the use of obscenity to expose some-
one else.24 In addition, the nature of the comic performance itself intensi-
fies the pleasure afforded by this process: the expectation of the comic, the
festival atmosphere that prevails, the playwright's license to do and say
what he wants, the audience's tonic mood of cheerfulness, and the light-
hearted, joking, exaggerated manner in which the exposures are effected.25

We can now account for the incredible abundance of obscene jokes and
situations in Attic Comedy: they are there precisely because the areas of
sexuality and scatology in comedy offer especially deep and satisfying
pleasure and thus well serve the release of hostile or sexual aggressiveness
through laughter.26 Again, it must be emphasized that the words and situ-
ations were themselves innocuous as long as the audience was merely a
spectator; obscenity was not considered inherently evil or offensive. It was
the shame of exposure that made obscenity obscene for the Greeks; the
goal of unmasking and degrading invented comic figures (e.g. the Sausage-

23. This may help to explain the importance of jokes and witticisms in rhetorical per-
suasion: see Cic. de orat. 2.216-289; Quint. 6.3; Gorgias Frag. B 12 (Diels-Kranz).

24. Freud, p. 200 ff. (= G.W. 227 ff.).
25. Ibid., 218 ff. (= G.W. 249 ff.).
26. Ibid., 221 f. (= G.W. 252 f.).
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Seller, Strepsiades, Lampito, Kinesias and Myrrhine, or Blepyrus) and
real-life targets of hostility (e.g. Cleon, Cleisthenes, or Ariphrades) made
obscenity an indispensable and crucial mechanism in an art form whose
most notable function was ridicule, satire, parody, and caricature.27

Thus the use of sexual and scatological detail in comic degradation and
exposure was but one of several powerful methods of producing laughter
through ridicule and attack. We find the same sort of obscenity in the
fragments of all the other writers of Old Comedy, although the intact state
of eleven of Aristophanes' plays might give the impression (probably false)
that he was more obscene than the others. The basic nature of Old Comedy
was negative, critical, and aggressive; the object was to expose its victims
to ridicule and abuse. Although the comic poets often claim to be advising
the state and delivering the clearest programs for right action (A 656 ff.,
V 650 ff., L 1112 ff., R 686 ff.), the tone is usually ironic and jesting.
When someone or something is praised positively it is inevitably an ab-
straction like the Good Old Days or the spirit of the Marathonomachai;
the salvation of the polis that we see presented on stage is a comic Utopia
founded by grotesque caricatures who are themselves targets of comic ex-
posure.

Thus, in Peace, it is Trygaeus and his outrageous assault on Olympus
which bring back peace; there is no mention in the play of the actual peace
negotiated by Nicias a short time before. The poet might insert serious
thought into his parabasis or (occasionally) elsewhere, but the advice itself
always turns out to be most general and unadventuresome. In any case, the
audience did not expect positive enlightenment on private, political, or
social dilemmas;28 it expected negative criticism and scurrilous exposures

27. Compared to Old Comedy, the indecency of the sly double entendres and off-color
remarks of Roman and English Restoration comedy look very tame indeed. The social
strictures, the offensive nature of obscenity itself, and the ethos of these later comic forms
prohibited the kind of light-hearted and large-scale use of blatant obscenity that we find
in Old Comedy.

28. See W. Schmid, Die altattische Komodie (= Schmid-Stahlin, Geschichte der griechischen
Lileratur 1, no. 4 [1946] ), pp. 14 ff. A thorough discussion of the negative characteristics
of Old Comedy in its criticism of society is that of A. Meder, Die attische Demokratie zur
zeit des peloponnesischen Krieges im Lichte zeitgenb'ssischen Quellen (Lengerich, 1938), pp. 15 ff.
The remarks of K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972), pp.
52 f., are worth quoting. "The 'good advice' offered to the community by an Aristo-
phanic parabasis, when it is not extolling the merits of the poet himself at the expense of
his rivals, tends always to be advice which is acceptable at the level of popular sentiment,
even if it is not always accepted and put into practice. It is acceptable because of its
essentially conciliatory character, promoting that homonoia, 'community of mind,' which
was regarded as strengthening the city against external enemies. The clearest example is
the least jocular of parabases, Frogs 686-705 and 718-737."
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of those whom the poet found risible or whom he considered to stand in the
way of enlightened polity. This may account for the fact that the great
majority of all the obscenities uttered in most Aristophanic comedies are
uttered by the hero, whose function is usually to take comic revenge on
authorities of all kinds.

That we do not find obscenity anywhere else in the surviving literature
of the time, or hear it mentioned in any other connection (nor can we
imagine another context in which it might have been employed), testifies
to its unique appropriateness to the phenomenon of Old Comedy. There
are two exceptions: the Ionian iambic poets and the cults of (above all)
Dionysus and Demeter. These have a crucial importance in the develop-
ment of Old Comedy and the inclusion of obscenity therein as a central
method of comic degradation, abuse, and ridicule. It is to these back-
grounds that we must now turn our attention.

We may begin with the cults.29 The appearance of obscenity in cults and
celebrations whose purpose is to promote fertility, make rain, initiate
youths, celebrate multiple births, or mark other important occasions, is
universal. The efficacy of obscenity in such activities is sometimes sym-
pathetic, in that the naming of sexual organs and acts aids fertility, or
apotropaic, in that evil powers do not like obscenity.30 Whatever the
reason, obscenity, usually restricted, is considered on these special oc-

29. Most of the evidence is given by H. Fluck, Skurrile Riten in griechischen Kulten (Endin-
gen, 1931), although his conclusions, especially the one that all obscenity in cult is
apotropaic, cannot be accepted. There is a critique in L. Deubner, Attische Feste (Berlin,
1932), p. 267.

30. Apotropaic obscenity is unlikely to have been used much in Greek cults; obscenity
was not considered frightening or particularly harmful in itself. M. Nilsson's remarks on
the phallus are most instructive (Geschichte der griechischen Religion 13 [Munich, 1967J: 118
f.): "So wurde der Phallos von den Griechen als ein Heiltum betrachtet, nicht als ein

fascinum, dessen Unanstandigkeit bose Einfliisse abwehrt. Ein Glaube an die Wirkung
unanstandiger Gebarden als Gegenzauber bestand allerdings, beschrankte sich aber
hauptsachlich auf die weibliche Organe. Dem Phallos und dem Geschlechtsakt standen
die Griechen fast ebenso unbefangen gegenilber wie Tierzuchter; das zeigen eine ganz
Anzahl Vasen, die wegen ihrer fur unsere Begriffe anstossigen Bilder nicht ausgestellt
werden konnen—von den Komodiendichtern nicht zu sprechen. Die Romer dagegen
besassen dieselbe Art des Schamgefuhls wie wir, und bei ihnen ist der Phallos fascinum"
[Thus the phallus of the Greeks came to be regarded as a holy thing, not as a fascinum
whose indecency warded off evil influences. To be sure, a belief in the efficacy of indecent
gestures as countermagic did persist, but for the most part it was restricted to the female
organs. In regard to the phallus and the sex act, the Greeks were as dispassionate as
animal breeders, a fact demonstrated by a great multitude of vases whose illustrations are
to our minds too shocking to be exhibited, to say nothing of the comic poets. The Romans,
on the other hand, possessed the same feelings of modesty as we, and so for the Romans
the phallus was fascinum.]
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casions to be good luck and great fun. Its public use marks a complete de-
parture from the ordinary: what is ordinarily forbidden is sanctioned on
certain days. In our discussion we will be concerned not with such in-
nocent magical practices as the obscenity that accompanies the planting
of cumin,31 rue, and basil,32 or the trimming of hedges,33 but with com-
munal festivals of which obscenity was a major, standard feature. The im-
portance of these cults for our examination of Old Comedy resides not
simply in the presence of obscenity but in its context: obscenity is almost
always cast in the form of ritual strife and abuse.34

When Aristotle (Pol. 7.1336b 17) advises men in authority to ban from
the ideal polis pictures and literature with obscene content, he makes an
exception for the cults for which custom prescribes scurrility ( -
(Uos)-35 The word means mock at or jeer (cf. V 1362) but un-
doubtedly derives from the ritual mockery of the cults. For Aristotle the
mockery is synonymous with obscenity; we may compare another word
for obscene mockery, (Hsch.), which derives from the Stenia
festival of Demeter. As Farnell remarks, the , of the cults was
"no mere casual and licentious jeu d'esprit, the coarseness of a crowd of

31. Thphr. HP 8.3.3, 11.8.5; Stob. 2.31, 83; Pliny NH 19.120.
32. Palladius de re rust. 4.9; Pliny NH 19.120.
33. Thphr. HP 9.8.8.
34. Like other ancient and certain modern societies (e.g. Japan), which consider a

man's good reputation among his fellows of the highest importance and take very much to
heart the slightest ridicule or mockery, the Greeks sanctioned ritual mockery and abuse,
probably for cathartic purposes, at certain specified times and always under the auspices
of a god. Like such scurrilous combats in other societies, ritual Greek abuse seems to have
followed standardized canons of organization and language, and usually to have been
carefully rehearsed or planned rather than spontaneous or free-form. In a society so
sensitive to insults, the sanction of a holiday was demanded before public abuse (and
obscenity) could take place. At no other time could it have been tolerated or deemed
acceptable, although a man (an iambic poet, for example) might at any time wish to
curse or slander another man for purely personal reasons. (See the lucid discussion of R. C.
Elliott, The Power of Satire: Magic, Ritual, Art [Princeton, N. J., 1960], pp. 66 ff.) Our
survey will not make use of the abundant evidence from many cultures regarding the
abusive and combative nature of ritual obscenity. There is ample enough material from
Greece itself. Those who are interested may consult J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough3 (New
York, 1935), 1: 287 ff. (rites including the hurling of filth), 267 f., 269, 284 n.; 3: 154 f.;
7: 62 f.; 8: 280. Additional material in T. Allen, W. Halliday, and E. Sikes, The Homeric
Hymns2 (Oxford, 1963) at h.Cer., pp. 195 ff. See also W. Thomas, Primitive Behavior (New
York, 1937) and the excellent account of E. Evans-Pritchard, "Some Collective Expres-
sions of Obscenity In Africa," Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland 59 (1929): 311 ff.

35. Hsch. glosses with , , , , . Cf. also
Suda, Poll. 5.161.
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drunken revellers, but a ceremonious duty."36 The obscenity was well con-
trolled and organized, and the vehicle for its use was some form of abuse.

In the Haloa festival of Demeter, closed to men, we hear that there was
much playfulness and gibing ( ), with the
women saying the most shameless things to each other, perhaps even hold-
ing models of the genitals.37 At the Stenia, in which women celebrated the

of Demeter, there was similar abuse (
ffcv, Hsch.) ;38 likewise at the Thesmophoria,39 where the ritual obscenity
was thought to derive from the good-natured jesting of the maid, Iambe,
which cheered up the grieving goddess (h.Cer. 202 ff.). Baubo, the "orphic
Iambe," cheered up the goddess by actually exposing herself;40 she may be
connected with the (dildo) of Herod. 6.19. We find companies
( ] of obscenity-hurlers at the Syracusan Demeter cult ;41 groups of
men and women reviling each other in the Demeter festival at Pellene.42

The Demeter-Kore surrogates,43 Damis and Auxesia, had cults on Aegina
and at Epidaurus in which choregoi undertook the training of female cho-
ruses for ritual abuse (Hdt. 5.83). Compare Herodotus' account (2.60) of
the Egyptian Isis cult, in which men and women sail riotously in a boat to
certain towns where they disembark to let certain women shout abuse
( ) at the women of the town; some dance and hitch up their
skirts lewdly.

The cults of Dionysus are even more important, for it is in them that we
find many of the elements developed by early dramatists into what we
know as Old Comedy.44 A fixture of these celebrations was the freedom to
say what one wanted, like those who jested from wagons (

( ) mocking each other ( ) .45 These wagons car-
rying special bands of jokesters seem to have been standard in Dionysiac

36. Cults of the Greek States (Oxford, 1896), 3: 104.
37. Schol. Luc. d.meretr. 7.4; full description in Deubner (n. 29, above), pp. 60 ff.
38. Cf. T 834 (with schol.), Eub. 148.
39. Apollodorus 1.5.1.
40. Fluck (n. 29, above), p. 28; Nilsson (n. 30, above), 1:657, n. 2.
41. Diodor. 5.4.6.
42. Paus. 8.27.9; similar is the Anaphaia with its male and female choruses of mockers:

Apol. Rhod. 4.1719 ff.; Apollodorus 1.9.26; Conon 49.
43. Their names are transparently fertility titles; see Fluck (n. 29, above), pp. 21 f.
44. The most brilliant and (to my mind) most persuasive reconstruction is that of H.

Herter, Vow. dionysischen Tanz zum komischen Spiel. Die Anfdnge der attischen Komodie (Iserlohn,
1947). A full discussion and literature in G. Giangrande, "The Origin of Attic Comedy,"
Eranos 61 (1963): 1 ff.; A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals of Athens2 (London,
1968).

45. Schol. Luc. 44; see Suda, Phot. s.v. , Harpocration s.v. :
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festivals, a particular part of the spectacle,46 at least in the Anthesteria and
the Lenaea, and probably in other less important festivals as well. They
traveled in the Dionysiac processions ( )47 and made scurrilous at-
tacks on people of the community whom they saw.48 It is now generally
agreed that such songs were composed especially for the Dionysiac -

(of which Dicaeopolis' procession in Acharnians is a humorous takeoff),49

and that there may even have been the germs of a dramatic performance
inherent in the central lyric hymn;50 certainly the likely development of
the (of which the were part) into the primitive
suggests early dramatic activity which incorporated strife and, in keeping
with the occasion, obscenity.51 The recent demonstration by Herter52 that
Attica, as well as the Peloponnese, at an early date possessed indigenous
ithyphallic-steatopygic "actors" in addition to the masked chorus makes
such a supposition all the more attractive. We must return to these points
presently.

Although the Eleusinian mysteries included no obscenity or ritual a-
buse53—perhaps because they were so solemn—the faithful were subjected
to scurrilous abuse on their way to the holy place, in a strange custom
known as the It is not clear whether this practice had any
religious connection; as Deubner remarked (Attische Feste [Berlin, 1932],
p. 73), "Dergleichen Neckereien konnten sich bei enger Passage leicht
genug einstellen." The probably organized as a thiasos (cf. Plu.
Sulla 2), stood on a bridge (or bridges) to mock those in the procession. Al-

46. schol. Luc. Eun. 2. See Pickard-Cambridge (n. 44, above), pp. 5, 12, 17,
24, 34, 38; Farnell (n. 36, above), 5: 212.

47. Men. 396; Dem. Cor. 11 (with schol. which equates with at 124).
48. AB 1.316; Lyd. Mens. 4.56.
49. Schol. Eq. 546; D. H. 7.27, in comparing the ceremonies surrounding the Roman

triumph with the processions of wagons in the Dionysiac cults, adds that in his own day
they sang improvised , perhaps implying that in earlier days the poems were
fixed (written?). Could the obscene abuse in R 372 ff. be a takeoff on such abusive songs?
It certainly is not an example of , as has been thought. See L. Radermacher,
Frogs, ad loc., p. 203.

50. Radermacher, Frogs, p. 12; M. Pohlenz, "Die Entstehung der attischen Komodie,"
NGG 1949, Phil.-Hist. Kl., pp. 38 ff. There is a good discussion in Giangrande (n. 44,
above), pp. 18 f.

51. Literature in Giangrande, op. cit., pp. 3 f.; L. Breitholz, Die dorische Farce (Uppsala,
1960), pp. 50 ff. Obscenity would be likely in company with the phallus itself. See H.
Herter, "Phallos," RE 38 (1938): 1681 ff.; Nilsson (n. 30, above), 1: 118 ff., 590 ff.

52. (N. 44, above), pp. 16 ff, 22 ff.
53. Nilsson, op. cit., 1: 658; Deubner (n. 29, above), pp. 73 f.
54. Hsch. s.v. , ; Ammon. Diff. 128 Valck.; Suda s.v. , Fluck

(n. 29, above), p. 54, n. 1.

54
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though we do not know for certain whether this mockery included ,-
the likelihood that it did is great.

The prominence of obscenity in the Attic fertility cults does not auto-
matically mean that Old Comedy derived its obscenity from that source.
The cults do seem, however, to have contributed to the growth of ob-
scenity as a standard and accepted element in the comic performances: the
use of obscene language to expose individuals and thus to make them
comic was a standard feature of the cults as well as the comedies that were
eventually part of them, and there can be little doubt that the suspension
of the ordinary taboos and restrictions of society in cult prepared the way
for the same extraordinary freedom enjoyed by comedy as part of the
artistic side of the Dionysian festivals.

Again it must be stressed that it was not merely the uttering of obscene
language which appealed to the comic poets; it was the use of obscenity as
a means of abuse, criticism, and degradation which attracted them and
challenged their ingenuity. The cults, with their tradition of ritual abuse,
would have provided them with the general freedom to develop this
method of attack as an art. Perhaps there was direct influence from the
cults in obscene choral strife, as in the battle between the old men and old
women in Lysistrata; the epirrhematic parts of the agon, parabasis, and
other choral interludes doubtless reflect ritual structures, although their
artistic development in the middle of the fifth century was due more to the
influence of the law courts, sophists, word duels, historical avxc.'kofia.c,, and
tragic debates. But surely freeform abusive songs such as R 392 ff. can still
be found that imitate the obscene satirical hymns of the . Never-
theless, it is the iambic part of Old Comedy which contains the richest
obscenities and most frequent attacks of all kinds. Thus the Ionic literary
tradition of obscene and abusive iambic poetry seems a more direct artistic
inspiration for the Attic playwrights than the cults.

Archaic iambic poetry, unlike poetry that treated heroic myth, was, to
use the phrase of G. Meyer, the "Poesie des gesteigerten personlichen Af-
fektes,"56 poetry that described the of the poet directly, without the
formalities and remoteness required by the conventional subjects of epic
or—later—tragedy. Unlike lyric poets, writers of iambic verse were ag-
gressive, antagonistic, often coarse, vulgar, obscene, vituperative. Their
public attacks on individuals relied for their forcefulness not only upon
their victims' almost morbid sensitivity to public ridicule but also upon the
belief that words, especially words sung by a poet, had magical and even

55. Hsch. is confusing the Dionysus cult with the mysteries when he says that it did.
56. G. Meyer, Die stilistische Venaendung der Nominalkomposition im Griechischen, Philol.

Supplbd. 16 (1923): 106 ff.

55
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lethal power. The malefic individual will of the iambic poet could, through
his words, become sovereign over the powers of nature. The legend that
Archilochus wrote iambics so insulting that his enemy, Lycambes, along
with his entire family, hanged themselves from shame may be closer to
truth than to fiction. It is easy to imagine, after what we have said about
the power of obscene words in exposure and degradation, what effect ob-
scenity must have had in the hands of an Archilochus.57

The origins of this kind of poetry are to be found in the abusive -
of the cults; the figure of Iambe is merely the personification of

iambic invective. To speak in iambs is virtually the same as "to revile and
abuse."58 It is therefore no coincidence that the literary perfection of
iambic poetry took place in areas where the cults were important. Archil-
ochus, the great pioneer writer of iambic verse, was personally involved
in the cult songs of Paros (120, 322)59 (once called Demetrias and boasting
ancient cults of Demeter and Dionysus) and worked in part from the
inspiration he received from them;60 indeed, he seems to have sung his
deadly attack on Lycambes at the Demeter festival (see n. 57). This
literary development of the iamb coincided with the transition from oral to
written verse composition,61 and so we are not surprised at the strong
public tone in the poetry: the poet's invective, gossip, ridicule, and personal
opinions were communicated openly for all to hear.

Thus the origins, development, and social function of the Ionic iambos,
of which Archilochus, Hipponax, and Semonides are the chief representa-
tives, seem to run parallel to those of Old Comedy. All the elements are
there:62 personal invective (Archilochus vs. Lycambes, Semonides vs.
Oroecidas [Luc. Pseud. 2], Hipponax vs. Athenis and Bupalus, even A-

57. G. L. Hendrickson, "Aristophanes and the Victims of His Iambics," AJP 46
(1925): 101 ff.; Elliott (n. 34, above), pp. 1-15.

58. Arist. Poet. 1448" 32; Apollodorus 1.5.1; Phot; EM; schol. Nic. Alexiph. 132;
 , etc. The word iambos seems to be cognate with other sacral terms like

dithyrambos, thriambos, triumphus. See H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidel-
berg, 1960-72) s.v. for full discussion and additional literature. In the following discussion,
references to iambic poets are to the edition of M. L. West, Iambi et Elegi Graeci (Oxford,
1971-72): A = Archilochus, H = Hipponax, etc.

59. Cf. also the prominence of Dionysus in the Monumentum Archilocheum: text in
M. Treu, Archilochos (Munich, 1959), pp. 40 ff.

60. A good discussion of the primitive song that was the background of Archilochus's
poetry and of its social context is K. J. Dover, "The Poetry of Archilochus," Archiloque,
Fondation Hardt, Entretiens sur l'antiquite classique 10 (Geneva, 1964): 183 ff.

61. See D. Page, "Archilochus and the Oral Tradition," in Archiloque (n. 60, above),
pp. 119ff.

62. There is a full review in F. Brecht, Motiv- und Typengeschichte der griechischen Spottepi-
gramms, Philol. Supplbd. 22 (1930).
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nacreon [16D3]), literary invective (Hipponax vs. Mimnermus [153],
Xenophanes vs. Homer and Hesiod [D.L. 9.18]), parody,63 obscene ex-
posures, flights of fantasy. In fact, the numerous connections, already
recognized in antiquity,64 between the writers of Old Comedy and the
iambic poets suggest that the development of the at Athens
was heavily influenced by these Ionian models.65 We note that Cratinus
wrote an Archilochoi as well as directly echoing Archilochus,66 as does
Aristophanes.67 Aristophanes also contains Hipponactean reminiscences
(L 361, R 661); so does Eupolis in Baptai (74).68 Alexis wrote an Archil-
ochus, and the comic poet Hermippus was an iambographer in the style of
Archilochus. We might even say that our surviving fragment of the legend-
ary comic poet Susarion is a direct descendant of the stylized iambic
misogyny of Semonides. Certainly the obscenity and abuse of Old Comedy
and iambic poetry were thought of by ancient critics as virtually identi-
cal.69

An examination of the terminology, techniques, and motivation of
obscenity in these iambic writers shows this remarkable similarity in our
own area of inquiry quite vividly. The fundamental purpose of obscene
language in both genres seems to be exposure, whether hostile or libidin-
ous (or both), although the iambists are of course much more personal
and vehement than is usual in Attic comedy.70

Slang terms for the genitalia abound:71

63. Hipponax; see Athen. 15.698B. Cf. also the mock-epic Margites, fragments of which
are now in West (n. 58, above), 2: 69 ff.

64. See the important remarks of Aristotle Poet. 1448b 38-1449" 6; cf. Athen. 14.622A-
B.

65. G. Gerhard, "lambographen," RE 9 (1916): 659 ff.; Meyer (n. 56, above), pp.
110 ff.; L. Weber, " ' 'EPMHI," Philol. 74 (1917): 96 ff.; A. von Blumenthal,
Die Schatzung des Archilochos im Altertume (Stuttgart, 1922).

66. Frag. 109 and Cratin. 198; Frag. 168 and Cratin. 10. Cf. Schmid (n. 28, above), p.
12, n. 2; Platonius in Kaibel, p. 6.

67. A 120, 279, P 603 (and schol.), 1148, Av 1764, L 1257, R 704.
68. Fr 74; see G. Gerhard, Phoinix von Kolophon (Leipzig, 1909), p. 202, n. 4.
69. E.g. Arist. NE 4.1128a 17 ff.; Pol. 7.1336b 20 f.; H. Reich, Der Mimus (Berlin,

1903), pp. 324 ff.
70. See the excellent treatment of this subject in V. Grassman, Die erotischen Epoden des

Horaz. Literarischer Hintergrund und sprachliche Tradition (Munich, 1960 = Zetemata 39), pp.
1-17, and cp. the iambist's exposures of an enemy's private parts with those on tabulae
defixionum (A. Audollent, Defixionum Tabellae [Paris, 1904] ): (42B.5),
(= fuck, 85A.3), (42B.5, 75B.2?), (= phallus, 74.17), (74.14
f., 75B.3); none of these dates from before the first century A.D.

71. For parallels in Old Comedy, the reader may check the iambic terminology given
here against the Index Verborum.
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figs (as often in Old Comedy):™ A 331, H 41, 124, 167
[nightingale] = cunt: A 263

[sausage] = penis (?) : H 84.17
[assless] = lecherous (woman): Se 7.76

[bag] = cunt (?): A 119.1 (cf. LSJ 2, cp. edicavdpos)
= "dirty-holed": H 135b

[pennyroyal] = pubic hair: H 84.4
= cunt: H 174 (?)

[eels] = penis: A 189 (Wilamowitz, n. 84, below)
— guts, reached via the vagina: A 302

= penis: H 1073

[sinews] = penis: A 222
(dTra/ldv) [tender horn] = penIs: A 247

(?) [tail] = penis: H 12.3 ( 15.3D3, Masson,
West)74

[beam-man] = having large penis: A 43
[mantle] = cunt: H 2

[crow] = penis: A 331 (see G. Wills, "Phoenix of Colophon's
," CQ,, vol. 20 [1970], 112 ff.)

[butt] : H 151b
[cunt] : H 174 (?)

= anus: ad ia 53; : H 82.2
= cunt: Ho 7.1

[meatbone] = penis: H 75.1
[meadow] = cunt (?): H 675

[mushroom] = hard-on: A 252
[myrtle] = cunt: H 174 (?)
= genitals of men and women: A 309

[furrow] = cunt. A 188
= anus: Se 17; cp. Ar. Eccl. 316 f., Sotad. 1;

parodying Homer Od. 22.126, 333?
[testicles] : H 92.3

[ass-hole] : H 104.32
' Ar 187 (cp. H 92.15, H 92.2, /H 92.2)

72. V. Buchheit, "Feigensymbolik im antiken Epigramm," RhM 103 (1960): 200 ff.
73. flfiftq}, "a warty excrescence" LSJ), suggested by M. Schmidt, Philol. 16 (1860):

522; codd. du/tQ.
74. See O. Masson, La Fragments du Poete Hipponax (Paris, 1962), pp. 114 f.; O. Hoff-

mann, Griechische Dialekte (Gottingen, 1891-98), 3: 137 f.; Herod. 5.45.
75. See W. Madeiros, Hipponactea (Coimbra, 1969) on Frag. 27.1; D. Gerber in Phoenix

25 (1971): 166 f.
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: A 25.3, 43.1, 82.4.
[fissure] = cunt: H 2a

= anus: A 283, H 114a
[three-balled] : Se 9.2

. A 48.8 (conj. Lasserre)
: H21, 92.3

( ( [knob] : A 66
(?) [piggie] = cunt: H 174

Sexual acts, described with great realism, are also common, very often
involving the poet and, as often in comedy, a prostitute: A 30, 31, 41,
48, 119, 189, 205-08, 246, 302, 331; H 104.34, 119, 135, 135 a-c, 160,
182; ad ia 5, 9 (?), 37, 61 ; Hermipp. 5, etc.

Fornication :

Love-scene between Hipponax and Arete: H 16
: H 135a is a comic coinage from (expose the

genitals)78, cf. Eub. 140 illegitimate pre-
gancy

: A 39 = draw back the prepuce in coitus
H 19.2 = fornicate ( jump, throb, palpitate; cf.

the images in Cratin. 26 and Ar. Fr. 495

: H 139 ( , 14 A. ID3; see J. Whatmough,
Poetic, Scientific and other Forms of Discourse [Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1956], p. 76)

: A 152.2, H 84.16, ad ia 37 (= CA 55)
A 207 = common whore

: Se 1 7 = penetrate sexually
: H 104.35 = penetrate a woman sexually

- A 208 = whore.
A 222, "she peeled back the

fig-leaves [prepuce] of my manhood."77

: A 206 = lecherous.
A 209 = prostitute (cp. ad ia 37 .

. H 167 = "son of Raunchy" (figs = genitals), a "kostli-
cher Witz" worthy of Old Comedy.™

: ad ia 53 = penetrate sexually.

76. Hdt. 2.60, with reference to the Isis cult; Thphr. Ch. 11.2.
77. As in Thphr. HP 3.12.7; ? is difficult to interpret ("sinews"?).
78. Meyer (n. 56, above), pp. 115, 140 ff.
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Incest: Hipponax describes how Bupalus "despoils his own mother's
little urchin (cunt) while she sleeps" (70.7 f.) and is therefore a

(12).79

Homosexuality: For Hipponax's curse that someone be buggered (1 14a
, cp. H 41, where Bu-

palus threatens to widen the poet's anus,80 
 that is, "to make me as holey as fig-wood,"81 and perhaps H

104.32   
as a pejorative epithet: H 26.3, cp.

way to his shoulders
: A 294

nvfapyo'S'. A 313 = coward (womanlike)
Masturbation: H 78.16 (hapax).
Fellatio : H 1 7 (punning on KVUTOI in this sense are H

129, H 77. 1, referring to Homer's Calypso).83 A 42 : as a Thracian
or a Phrygian sucks ( ) must through a straw, so did the woman
bend over ( ) and work at the phallus.84 Cp. 209, H
105.10), H21 (?).

Cunnilingus: H 124 ,
"nor suck / eat85 a dried Lebedian fig (cunt) from Camandolus (puns on

Exhibitionism : see on , above.
Scatology: : H 79.6, cf. 73.3,82.2:

v: H 73.3, Ho 7.6; ? : H 92.9, 144; latrines:
Ho 7.4, ( Hermipp. 6, ] H 61, 92.10, 155.

One of the longest fragments of Hipponax (92) is the first-person account
of a dreadful anal penetration suffered at the hands of two Lydian women:
the entire passage is very similar to the trials of Encolpius in Petronius
Sat. 138,86 and shares with the Petronian account the same comic verve

79. See Masson (n. 74, above), pp. 114, 141, n. 2.
80. See A. Bartalucci, "Hipponacteae Interpretatiunculae," Main 16 (1964): 249 ff.
8 1 . For this quality of fig-wood, see schol. PI 946, schol. Theoc. 1 0.45 ; cf. Hsch . s.v.
82. Cf. Athen. 12.546E, Epic. Fr. 413.
83. See Grassmann (n. 70, above), pp. 4 f.
84. R. Lattimore, "Notes on Greek Poetry," AJP 65 (1944): 172 f.; U. von Wilamo-

witz, "Lesefruchte," Hermes 59 (1924): 271.
85. See Hsch. s.v. ; Bartalucci (n. 80, above), pp. 247 f., thinks it means "to work

the lips."
86. Full discussion in K. Latte, "Hipponacteum," Hermes 64 (1929): 384 ff. For this

particular cure for impotence, see the remarks of Hopfner (n. 7, above), p. 269, and
perhaps Aristophanes Frr. 24 ff.

82

H 148
H 28. 1 = so debauched that his rear end gapes all the
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and delight in sexual sadism. There are several clever coinages in the
passage: for (1.2), "in the manner of pederasts [?]"
(1.2), , a comic locative (1.15).87 Hipponax uses such comic place-
names elsewhere: . . (2) and (2a)
are both puns referring to the female member; (124) puns on

(129) and (77.1) are puns referring to fellatio
and parodying Homer's Calypso. (92.2), (1.3), =

(1-9), and (1.10) are all favorites in Old Comedy, and the
picture of over fifty dung-beetles ( } swarming in a squadron
toward the latrine where the perversion is taking place, sharpening their
teeth for the attack, is quite Aristophanic in its grotesque exaggeration,
and distinctly foreshadows the prologue to Peace.

We must consider one final point. The highly refined elegy attributed
to Archilochus (331),

, contains several Aristophanic touches: the ob-
scene fig-symbolism, the phallic crows, the invented hetaera-name. These
invented names appear frequently in Old Comedy (for example, Chari-
xene at E 943 is similar). The instructive example of Alcman 95D3 allows
us to see the cult origins of such names:
"the man is  cal led Prat t ler ,  the woman Everybody's  Girl ."
As T. Nissen has shown,88 the context is a marriage hymn and the verse
an answer to the question, What are the names of the bride and bride-
groom? Here the fictitious Necknamen are meant to confuse and repel evil
influences that might try to spoil the happy occasion. It was from such in-
nocent obscenities in cult and in folk customs that the iambic poets de-
veloped their more abusive and more artistic verses. That the writers of
Old Comedy also derived the idea independently from cults is possible,
but the Ionian iambic poets seem a likelier intermediate step.89

Our discussion so far has centered around Ionian and Attic develop-
ments. But there was a tradition in antiquity,90 and still is a certain feeling

87. Bartalucci (n. 80, above), p. 245, n. 10.
88. "Zu Alkman frgm. 95 Diehl," Philol. 91 (1936-37): 470 ff.
89. Not much has been said of the comparatively gentle poems of Semonides. Frag. 17,

quoted above, shows that he did have close affinities with the ethos of his fellow iambogra-
phers; perhaps this would be more perceptible had more of his work survived. The
satirical poem on women has many comic touches, however, and seems to back up the
judgment of Schrnid (n. 28, above), 1: 399, that despite this poet's un-Archilochean af-
finities with elegiac, epic, and fable literature, there is enough realism and colloquial bite
in what we possess of his poetry to establish firmly his kinship to the Ionian iambic school.
Cf. Grassmann (n. 70, above), pp. 12 f.

90. Arist. Poet. 1448a 28 ff.; 1449a 37-68. Discussion in Breitholz (n. 51, above), pp.
34 ff.
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among some modern scholars,91 that the Dorians had a role in the
development of Attic Comedy, especially in the inclusion of obscenity
therein.92 Since A. Korte's revolutionary articles,93 these notions have
been hard to shake off. Korte and his followers have assembled an im-
posing array of circumstantial clues pointing to Dorian areas (especially
Megara), and from these clues have hypothesized the existence of a
developed farcical drama which they suppose had a decisive impact on
Athenian drama in its formative stages. I have summarized their argu-
ments, along with what I feel are decisive refutations by several recent
researchers, in an appendix. For the present argument it suffices to say
that not one element of the Kortians' hypothesis concerning the existence
of a mainland Dorian drama that antedates the formative period of Attic
Comedy can be proved on the evidence we now possess. The hypothesis
is built upon a foundation of misinterpreted, unfounded, or fictional facts
and assumptions, and its conclusions are consequently of no use to us in
explaining the nature (or the existence) of obscene language in the extant
works of Attic Comedy. Most importantly, we need no longer feel tempted
to explain away this obscenity as merely an un-Attic holdover from less
sophisticated early influences.

If evidence for the (mainland) Dorian origins of the obscenity in Attic
Comedy cannot be found in Megara or any other Dorian area, are we on
any firmer ground with Sicilian comedy? Certainly Epicharmus lived
early enough to have been influential in the development of Attic Comedy:
his period of activity extends from the late sixth century down to the time
of Hiero. The extreme views of Zielinski,94 that Epicharmus was unknown
in Athens before Plato Comicus, and A. von Salis,95 that Epicharmus'
influence is to be seen everywhere in Old Comedy, have been in recent
years abandoned for a cautious middle ground. Scholars such as Pickard-
Cambridge, Weinreich, and Wiist tend to admit the possibility of a
certain influence, if for no other reason than the close commercial, social,
and artistic ties then flourishing between Athens and the West. After all,
Aeschylus' first trip to Sicily took place a mere fifteen years before Chi-
onides' comic victory of 487/86.96

91. Complete review in Breitholz, op. cit., pp. 9 ff., and Giangrande (n. 44, above),
passim.

92. Schmid, op. cit., 1: 635 ff.; 4: 4 ff.
93. A. Korte, "Archaologische Studien zur alien Komodie," Jhb. d.arch, Inst. 8 (1893):

6 ff.; "Komodie," RE 21 (1921).
94. Th. Zielinski, Die Gliederung der altattischen Komodie (Leipzig, 1885).
95. A. von Salis, De doriensium ludorum in Comoedia Attica vestigiis (Basel, 1905), pp. 9 ff.
96. See Schmid (n. 28, above), 2: 189 ff.
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But "a certain influence" does not mean a profound, formative role in
the development of Attic Comedy. It may very well be that some of
Epicharmus' famous apothegms found their way onto the Attic stage, or
that his technique of comic debate (such as that in Aofos Kac Aofc'va) may
have appealed to some of his eastern colleagues. But these are minor and
external matters. The evidence seems to point in the other direction.
Epicharmus' comedy apparently lacked the essential elements of At-
tic Old Comedy: it had no discernible admixture of personal invective,
no chorus (certainly not a very developed one) ,97 and no standard meter.
In addition to the iambic trimeter, which is very unlike that of Old
Comedy (e.g. in its substitution of dactyls in the first five places), there are
tetrameters and anapests (this latter being the only meter used in Choreu-
ontes and Epinicius). His plays are therefore referred to by Aristotle and
other ancient critics98 not as comedies but merely as dpa/iata. It is not
even certain that may of these pieces involved actors at all. They may
have been mere dialogues, skits, or "recitative ballet."99 Admittedly,
much of this is speculation ex silentio; on the other hand, there is even
less on which to build more positive hypotheses.

The obscene language that we encounter in the fragments100 of the
Sicilian comic poets amounts to very little, and what there is has no direct
analogues in Attic Comedy; contrast the close similarities we observed
when discussing Ionian iambic poetry. Most are innocent double en-
tendres101 which can be expected in any comedy and, for all we know,
may have been borrowed from Attica: (Epich. 6) is both "anus"
and "leader" (LSJ II); (Epich. 182, Sophr. 52) is "anchor" and
"phallus" (Hsch.). Puns: = fellate appears in Sophr. 41 and
as a pun in 39: a . Kuma&c, "she works hard over her meal,"
can also be read obscenely as a d she bends over to
work at the phallus." Slang: (Sophr. 24) is "pipes" and "dildoes"
(the ; (Epich. 174) for "phallus," a
usage probably taken from the cult of Aphrodite at Naxos. Or comic
comparisons such as that involving some men more debauched than

, "fishes that travel in pairs" (Sophr. 63, Epich. 44). There are
a few references to sexual or scatological acts that do not involve joke-

97. On this question see Herter, vom dion. Tanz, pp. 57, 176.
98. References in Kaibel, Cantarella, vol. 1.
99. T. B. L. Webster, "Some Notes on the New Epicharmus," Serta Philologica Aeni-

pontana (Innsbruck, 1961), pp. 85 ff.
100. Fragments in A. Olivieri, Frammenti della Commedia Greca e del Mima nella Sicilia e

nella Magna Cretin* (Naples, 1946-47).
101. See L. Berk, Epicharmus (Groningen, 1964), pp. 46 ff.
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technique: Epich 181 , 183 , 193 -
(a vulgar dance? cf. Phot., Hsch., Athen 1.22C), Sophr 11 f.

-
Such gentle and casual obscenity fits in well with the general picture

we get of Sicilian comedy: brief skits on a wide variety of mythological
and mundane subjects, much wit, sententious wisdom, and intellectual
sophistocation, with close affinities to the mime. Absent are the fiery
abuse, invective, and satire of Attic Comedy, the wild flights of fantasy
and absurdity, the outrageous and indecent costuming — in a word, every-
thing that gave Old Comedy's obscenity its raison d'etre and its bite.
Nothing we have seen warrants the conclusion that Sicilian comedy had
anything to do with the inclusion of obscenity in Attic drama.

The muted and somewhat Plautine tone of the obscenities in Sicilian
comedy has an Attic analogue in the satyr drama, which derives, like Old
Comedy, from the Dionysus cult and its tcw/noc of Silenus, satyrs, and other
rustic creatures. The very infrequent obscenities that we find in the
fragments of satyr drama are, like those of Epicharmus and Sophron just
examined, casual, nonabusive double entendres, sly references or colorful
slang intended to elicit a smile. We never see an outright obscenity like

, cock, or , ass-hole. What obscenities there are, moreover,
seem to be restricted without exception to the chorus of satyrs and their
leader, and never associated with the heroic personages involved, no
matter how ridiculous those personages may be. And unlike the obsceni-
ties in Old Comedy, those of satyr drama, do not appear to be connected
with dramatic developments or thematic material (as far as one can tell),
but are delivered simply as incidental jokes, jokes such as drunken and
aroused satyrs would make.

Thus the lecherous nymphs and satyrs of Aeschylus' Dictyulci are de-
scribed in very chaste language,102 as is the defloration Aristophanes
borrowed (Fr 160 ; cf. Poll 6.80) : K O K K i e i S - The same
is true of Sophocles' ' ' A (the satyrs as frustrated lovers of
Achilles) and ' (the satyrs passionately aroused by Helen).
There is no obscenity at all in the substantial remains of Ichneutai. Despite
their humorous content, satyr plays were felt to be part of tragic perfor-
mances. Their diction has much in common with tragic diction and bears
very little similarity to that of comedy.

Thus the obscenities amount to very few, almost all of them in Euri-
pides, which may indicate an idiosyncratic loosening of standards of dic-
tion and propriety by that iconoclastic writer, not to mention a certain

102. 821 ff. (all citations from V. Steffen, Satyrographorum graecorum fragments2 [Poznan,
1952] ).
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amount of borrowing from comedy itself. At any rate, Sophocles has
(162), a common slang term to which the German Schwanz is exactly

analogous; (102), to be erect; (104) ; - (111),
rape (spoken by a drunken satyr of his own violation); (113).
In  Eur ip ides  we f ind            (24) ,  which amounts  a lmost  to  

euphemism; (38), a bit more comical; and (34; cf.
, Incert. poet. fr. 20), also something of an elegant word
(see Hsch.).

In the extant Cyclops, Silenus points to his phallus ( , 169) as he
rhapsodizes on the delights of drinking and fornicating :

[feeling tits, palpating ready love-plots with both hands, having a ball,
and forgetting one's cares!]

Here is a double entendre for the female pubis, and a pun
on . Later the aroused Coryphaeus queries Odysseus about the cap-
ture of Helen ( , you captured Troy
and took Helen in hand 177) : is another pun. There are several
puns and double entendres in the Coryphaeus' denunciation of the
traitress: , you all banged her in
turn (180), for which cf. E 257 and PL Lg. 795e ( ); 182),
cf. R 1203, Hippiatr. 50; (184), cf. L 680 f. Later the
vulgar Cyclops confesses, ,
"I bang my clothes, vying with Zeus' thunderbolts in my crashing"
(372 f), a bit of rusticity reminiscent of Strepsiades and Xanthias. More
double entendres follow in (440), phallus; (502), cunt; -

(516), cunt; Silenus is ultimately dragged off and
raped by the drunken Cyclops (581 ff.).

Again, the similarity of the obscene puns and jokes in Euripides to those
in Old Comedy suggests borrowing by Euripides, selectively, of course:
none of the above-quoted jokes falls far enough below accepted standards
of diction for satyr drama to be ranked with comic obscenity, and none is
connected with anyone other than satyrs. There is no trace of scurrility or
abuse. And the lack of even this kind of off-color joke in the rest of the
surviving pieces of satyr drama makes the likelihood very great that
Euripides was the exception to a general rule.

To conclude, we must rule out the idea that Old Comedy and its ob-
scenity derives from Dorian sources. There is no evidence at all from the
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mainland to support such a theory, and what little we find in Sicily will
not support derivation theories any more than will the scanty bits of ob-
scenity in Attic satyr drama itself. Attic Comedy was, like its chief function
ofoffentlicheruge, ange, annnAttictic-Ionian Ruge, an Attic-Ionian phenomenon whichoffentliche Ruge, ange, annnAttictic-Ionian Ruge, an Attic-Ionian phenomenon which shared nothing shared nothing
with and received nothing from the Dorians. Its obscenity derives from
purely Attic and Ionian sources, through the opportunity for develop-
ment afforded by the cults and with some inspiration from the iambic art
of abuse and exposure characteristic of writers like Archilochus and Hip-
ponax.103

From its early, formless days,104 Old Comedy developed under the
guidance of poets of the school of Cratinus, whose first victory came in
455.105 It was Cratinus who, taking advantage of the freedom to satirize
and ridicule—freedom deriving from the cults and supported by prevail-
ing public sentiment—developed comedy into a great and powerful ve-
hicle for the open treatment of public and social affairs of all kinds, as
acceptable to the , the clever and sophisticated, as to the
ordinary citizen. Cratinus introduced varied subjects for comic treatment:
in addition to the realm of politics, he wrote plays dealing with social
(Plutus), ethical (Malthakoi), religious (Trophonius), and poetic (Archilo-
choi) issues. His aim was to rid the state of bad influences (4 Dem.), a
rationale we have seen at work in Aristophanes with great regularity.
Cratinus' plays were longer106 and better made107 than anything done
previously, and his satire was strong and often bitter (

) ,  wi th  l i t t le  o f  Ar is tophanes '    in  h is  j ibes ,  but  much
108 We may be sure that Cratinus' school, of which Aristophanes

103. The development of the tragic and satyric iambos seems to have been a special
legacy of Solon and Thespis, taking place outside the natural (i.e. comic-abusive) de-
velopment of Ionian iambic poetry in Attic drama. As Else says (Appendix, n. 9), pp. 61 f.:
"In the ancient tradition iambic poetry figures as the invention of Archilochus, and it was
always considered to have a special ethos or character: sharp, vituperative, satirical. This
recognized ethos of iambic constitutes a problem. Why did tragedy, of all literary genres,
choose the particular verse form that was identified with satire, vilification, the un-
inhibited expression of personal hatreds and animosities? Thespis cannot have adopted it
for such a reason. We have to assume another use of iambic which was quite different
from that of Archilochus, yet so significant and impressive that Thespis felt impelled to
use it for his new purpose. Once the problem is put this way, the answer is clear. There is
only one possible model: those iambic and trochaic poems of Solon."

104. See Kaibel, 1.7.11 ff., 18.20. ff.
105. Schmid (n. 28, above), p. 69, n. 5.
106. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 531, n. 9.
107. Kaibel, 1.18.24 ff.
108. Ibid., 1.6.
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was a member in good standing, joyfully developed and honed the art of
Attic-Ionian obscenity along with all the rest.

The obscenity in Attic Comedy seems to have been an indispensable
feature of the genre. Its importance as a potent vehicle for ridicule, abuse,
satire, and comic exposure could not be equaled by any other weapon in
the poet's arsenal. Unique in ancient literature both in character and in
social context, it derived its license from the openness of the Periclean
polis and the traditional freedoms allowed by the cults, from which its sole
literary models, the Ionian iambic poets, also drew inspiration. To equate
(and thus explain away) the obscenity of Old Comedy, which attained a
level of sophistication and functionality equal to any other aspect of the
comic poet's art, with the hypothetical buffooneries of Dorian farce or the
genial indecencies of the Sicilian school, is to misunderstand or falsify the
fundamental nature of Old Comedy itself. It will be the task of the follow-
ing chapters to illustrate in detail that sophistication and functionality.

The decline of obscenity in comedy after the debacle of 404/403 goes
hand in hand with the decline of the Rugekomodie as a genre and as a social
event.109 Without its function in the humor of abuse and exposure, ob-
scenity becomes mere smut and disappears, never to reemerge save in the
witless and pornographic imitations of the epigrammatists. The comedy
that arose in the fourth century played to audiences with different sen-
sibilities, with appetites not quite so hearty as those of their grandparents.
It remained for the Socratic and sophistic schools, particularly the Isocra-
tean, to ban on ethical and philosophical grounds a phenomenon which
had already expired of old age and social uselessness.

109. For a thorough treatment, see Schmid, op. cit., 4: 441 ff.; F. Wehrli, Motivstudien
zur griechischen Komodie (Basel, 1948), esp. pp. 27 ff.



2 Varieties of Obscene Expression:

An Overview

Before we attempt an examination of the dramatic and literary functions
of obscene language in the extant plays of Aristophanes, it is necessary to
make a preliminary analysis of the various kinds of obscenity that appear
in the remains of Attic Comedy and are cataloged in the final chapters of
this book. Our analysis will involve two inquiries: as far as our evidence
allows, we must try to ascertain precisely (1) the aesthetic and psycho-
logical effects created by each type of obscene terminology, and (2) to
reconstruct, as an aid to that end, the peculiar Athenian attitudes toward
the sexual and scatological aspects of human life which are reflected in the
language used by their comic playwrights. That is, our concern is primarily
with the artistic uses of obscene language but will necessarily involve not
only the attitudes and reactions of the Athenians toward the sexual and
scatological areas of life as they are manifested in the various types of
obscene language, but also relevant aspects of their experience in regard to
those areas.

Obviously, we must keep in mind the limitations imposed upon us by
the centuries that separate us from the Athenians of the fifth century B.C.
There are very great differences between the Athenian and the modern
attitudes toward sexuality, and these reflect not only different ways of
interpreting sexual experience but also great differences in the character
of the experience itself. Certain pieces of evidence from Greek literature
and plastic art can help us to define and understand many Athenian
attitudes in our area of inquiry, but since we are examining the intimate
life of a long-dead society, we necessarily lack much of the information
needed to control our evidence fully—namely, the kind of information
we know as statistical, clinical, and sociological. The evidence with which
we must work is primarily artistic rather than popular. This means that

30
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what we will be examining is more homo Aristophaneus than real Athenian
men and women, an artist's view of his world and the ways in which his
imagination operated on the raw material of his life.

Works of art have their own conventions, which are more or less autono-
mous and are accepted as such by their audience. In the absence of any
real Athenians it is impossible to gauge exactly what the attitude of Ari-
stophanes' audience was toward his art or to discover their feelings about
the relation between what is presented by an artist and the experiences of
their own lives. Even in our own society the problems posed to the analyst
of human sexuality are open to wildly differing interpretations, and the
only scientifically verifiable conclusions are those which rest upon ex-
haustive compilations of statistical, clinical, and sociological information.
We should no more ask Aristophanes or Plato to speak for the sexual
attitudes and experiences of every member of every social class and age-
group in Athens than we would ask a comparable spokesman of our own
day to speak for ours; indeed, it is rarely the artist who is asked for his
opinion about sexual matters, and although artists frequently say more
profound and illuminating things about their culture than statistics do,
we cannot use one as a substitute for the other.

This also means that the greatest caution must be observed in the ap-
plication of modern analytical principles to the evidence we possess: too
often literary critics err by extrapolating modern attitudes into ancient
times, a process that rests upon unproved and frequently illegitimate
assumptions about the universality of social responses to human experi-
ence. We must resign ourselves both to the remoteness of the Athenians
of the fifth century B.C. from our own experience and to our lack of certain
crucial kinds of evidence about them.

Fortunately, however, Old Comedy was an art form whose language
and subject matter were geared, more than any other Greek genre, to the
tastes of the man in the street. It is through Old Comedy that we can
perceive most readily the attitudes and style of life of the average (as
opposed to the exceptional) fifth-century Athenian. And so, although we
must acknowledge the limitations imposed on us by our lack of certain
kinds of evidence, the evidence we do possess is extremely rich and reveal-
ing, springing as it does from the current popular language of the day and
standing in vivid dramatic contexts. It is thus the comic poets' con-
centrated and artistic use of the popular idiom, in combination with other
documentary evidence from Greek literature and applicable modern
analytical principles, on which our discussion is based.

A few preliminary remarks must be made concerning the general
nature of the obscenity in Old Comedy. We are struck immediately by the
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abundance of all types of sexual and scatological words and acts in the
plays, from the coarsest and least subtle references to the most intricate
and sophisticated kinds of joke-technique. We are struck also by the
absence of anything like this kind of language elsewhere in Attic literature.
Athens was a society in which women and girls of citizen status were
rigorously segregated, where sexual and social mores were controlled by
strict notions of etiquette and propriety, and where a very sharp distinc-
tion was drawn in respect to propriety of language between humorous
and serious, proper and improper, expression. Obviously, comedy was the
one public occasion in which the usual strict standards of decorum imposed
by Athenian society on the language to be used at public and social events
were relaxed in favor of a complete absence of inhibition. The freedom of
language and action characteristic of Old Comedy was an astounding and
unique exception to the rule that obscenity and the sexual or excretory
acts to which it refers are appropriate, just as they are today, only to the
most private contexts.

That obscene humor is also found in the fertility rites in which Old
Comedy in part originated has nothing to do with its retention and artis-
tic development by comic playwrights, other than the likelihood, discussed
in chapter I, that the established ritual freedoms of the cults allowed the
unrestricted development of even greater freedoms by the comic writers.
Such a prominent and artistically developed aspect of Old Comedy would
not have been retained merely in deference to an old tradition: artists are
too eager to perfect their art and win over their audiences to be bothered
with toting the burdens of traditions that are obsolete. From simple begin-
nings Old Comedy in all its aspects developed rapidly and majestically,
and the playwrights chose to develop its obscene features also. Clearly, the
public enjoyed and demanded the presentation of obscenity in comedy;
when the public largely ceased to do so, toward the end of the fifth cen-
tury, comedy largely ceased to offer it. The same cults, with their tradi-
tional ritual obscenity, continued throughout succeeding centuries when
comedy no longer featured much obscene language and action.

As we saw in the previous chapter, the Athenians did not feel as we do
about obscenity, which we defined as verbal references to areas of human
activity or parts of the human body that are protected by certain taboos
agreed upon by prevailing social custom and subject to emotional aversion
and inhibition, these references being made by an explicit expression that
is itself subject to the same inhibitions as what it describes. The use of
obscene language is therefore tantamount to exposing what should be
hidden. The crucial difference between the Athenians and ourselves is the
reason why these things should be hidden. We abhor obscenity because the
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objects and acts it exposes are felt somehow to be dirty; we are embar-
rassed by the public exposure of our sexual organs and acts because we
feel them to be somehow unclean or even unhealthy. In public we profess
total ignorance of them unless we are in the presence of companions we
trust, and even then there is often a feeling of dirtiness or embarrassment.

The Athenians evidently did not feel this way at all. For them sexuality,
like the human body, was accepted as a healthy and important (and
sometimes awesome: note early personal lyric poetry and such tragedies
as Sophocles' Trachiniae and Euripides' Medea and Hippolytus] part of
one's life, something to enjoy to the fullest and to talk about in the proper
contexts without embarrassment. As was pointed out in the previous chap-
ter, society imposed strict controls on the language used publicly to describe
sexuality because this was an area, among others, which deserved respect
and therefore demanded a certain linguistic decorum. It was considered
shameful to expose intimate matters publicly, but out of respect and pro-
priety and not from feelings of disgust, dirtiness, or embarrassment. The
place to enjoy and discuss sexuality was the privacy of one's home, or the
brothel, or the symposium, in the company of friends of the same sex.
Through most of the fifth century one could routinely purchase paintings
and pottery that depicted every imaginable kind of sexual activity, and
during the same period one could attend fertility cults and the perform-
ances of ithyphallic songs, compositions by iambic poets, and comedy
that featured the most uninhibited language and action. These were the
allowed public outlets for the exposure of sexuality: note what Aristo-
phanes says (R 358) of those who use "buffoonish language" at "the
wrong time" ( ), Needless to say, there are no such universally
sanctioned public outlets in our time: if we wish to enjoy verbal or
pictorial obscenity we must do so more or less surreptitiously, and our
sources for this kind of enjoyment are constantly under attack by author-
ities representing the community. When we say that obscene art is shame-
ful, we mean something quite different from what the Athenians meant.

We concluded in the previous chapter that the primary effect of ob-
scenity on the audience was to allow an unrestricted exposure of what was
usually hidden, to allow the audience to participate vicariously (usually
on the side of the hero) in the hostile or libidinous exposure of actual or
invented persons. Such exposures in real life would have been considered
unacceptable aggression, but placed on the stage they became permissible
channels for the audience's sexual aggressiveness, a kind of catharsis of
sexual feelings and a kind of wish fulfillment. It must be stressed that this
presentation of uninhibited sexuality, frequent reference to excretion, and
unfettered vulgarity of utterance is entirely consonant and of a piece with
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all the other forms of the comic hero's, and thus the audience's, self-
assertion against authority: the playwrights were expected to debunk and
retaliate against the heavy authority of gods, politicians, intellectuals,
generals, poets, unpopular or risible citizens, and foreign bogeymen.

Comedy offered a vicarious victory of the individual against society and
of the average man against superior authority. The use of obscenity in it-
self served to accomplish the former end, and obscenity in its particularly
hostile manifestations (degradation as opposed to simple depiction of
pleasurable acts that arouse the libido rather than satisfy hostility) helped
to accomplish the latter. We recall that the use of obscenity in the cults
and in iambic poetry, both of which, like comedy, satisfied the people's
need for occasional irreverence, parallels that of Old Comedy in most of
these respects: the element of hostility and aggression is prominent along-
side the simple portrayal of otherwise private sexual acts.

A word should be said about the composition of the audience.1 It is
usually assumed that women did not attend performances of comedies,
but only men and boys (for boys see N 538 f). This assumption is based on
the feeling that the uninhibited obscenity of Old Comedy would have
been offensive to or inappropriate for women of citizen status, about whose
modest and decorous behavior in public we hear so much (for example in
Thucydides' Funeral Oration). But there is no evidence that women did
not attend and some evidence that they did. Plato (Lg. 658a-d, 817c),
writing in the middle of the fourth century at a time when obscenity was
still present in many comedies, implies that women could attend any
kind of drama, and there is no good reason to think that the same assump-
tion cannot also be made about the fifth century. Women may be assumed
to have had routine and unembarrassed contact with obscene pottery,
which was after all intended for the household, were free to participate in
the city's cults and phallic processions, and, as we have seen, had their own
cults in which the speaking of obscenity and the handling of representa-
tions of the sexual organs of both sexes were quite unrestrained.

If human sexuality was not considered dirty and unhealthy by Greek
men, it would not have been by Greek women either. It is, in fact, entirely
plausible, as K. J. Dover says, that "when the adult male citizens had
seated themselves women, children, foreigners and slaves saw as much as
they could."2 It would, of course, have been inappropriate for women to
watch the plays in the presence of men, but we should not imagine that
as spectators they would not have enjoyed themselves, as they certainly did

1. Citations in A. Willems, Aristophane (Paris-Brussels, 1919), 1: 425 ff.
2. Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972), p. 17.
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in their own cults, in the presence of other women in their own section
of the theater. That we do not have specific references to their presence
at the comic performances is hardly surprising: rarely are real (non-
mythical) women, and whatever viewpoints they might have had, men-
tioned at all in Attic literature.

Keeping in mind these fundamental points we may pass to a considera-
tion of the varieties of obscene language itself.

Primary Obscenities

The natural starting point is the Greek version of what I will call pri-
mary obscenities, as opposed to metaphorical words, euphemisms, clinical
terminology, double entendres, or slang. Like any language, Greek pos-
sessed a small number of these "pure" obscenities, words that refer directly,
without any intermediary associations or distancing, to the sexual organs,
excrement, arid the acts which involve them, and which are always im-
proper. These are: , dick;3 , cunt; , hard-on; ,
have/get a hard-on; , shit; , ass-hole; ( ),
fart; ficvecv, fuck; , jerk off. In addition, there are a few meta-
phorical words whose originally nonsexual meanings were still barely
perceptible to the ear but which had come to be used as primary ob-
scenities: (move, fuck), and (move a limb/fuck;
cf. , pecker), (probably hypostasis from ], into
the sack/fuck). Noteworthy is the absence of an equivalent for English
piss, and the fact that there are hardly any references to pissing in comedy.
One can probably conclude that the Greeks were more casual than we
about urination.

What separates primary obscenities from proper words like ,
penis, and , move the bowels? Certainly refers as directly to
the penis as , yet one has a proper tone and one does not. The differ-
ence lies simply in the quality of the mental picture awakened by each
word. There are two ways, basically, to perceive the penis. One may think
only of the existence or the presence of the penis as an organ, or one may
think of it as charged with those strong emotional and libidinous feelings
about which one is taught to be circumspect in all civilized and social
contexts. s is simply the uncathected organ, while is the
embodiment of raw sexuality.When a doctor says, "Let me see your penis,"
we feel no particular emotion. But if he were to say, "Let me see your

3. I use dick here instead of cock because the latter still retains some of its metaphorical
(nonprimary) tone.
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cock," we should very probably feel that our privacy was being threatened.
Cock is appropriate only to situations where the issue is sexuality, just as

, shit, expresses definite affective feelings, while , dung, refers
simply to excrement.4

It will be illuminating for our entire discussion to outline briefly a
general theory of the psychogenesis of the use of primary obscenities
before we examine their particularly Greek manifestations.5 S. Ferenczi,
in describing the uniquely expressive power of what we have called pri-
mary obscenities, speaks of their regressive and hallucinatory qualities, their
power to bring to life memory-images and thought-processes characteristic
of an early stage of development. A very young child thinks primarily
in preabstract (nonverbal) images and is unable to differentiate reality
from wish-fantasy (Freud's Wahrnehmungsidentitat); this process of thinking
is essentially hallucinatory and concrete (dinglich). The growing child
gradually abandons this egocentric "thingness" in favor of the designation
of reality by words, and so becomes increasingly capable of abstraction
and precision; that is, he accepts reality and seeks to define it.

A child's perception of sexual and excretory functions undergoes a sim-
ilar development, completed in the period of true latency. But between the
period of infantile satisfaction and latency, the "polymorphously per-
verse" period (as Freud at one time in his career called it), the child clings
to his hallucinatory perceptions of sexuality and excretion and is especially

4. S. Ferenczi (n. 5, below) reports, however, that the analyst ought to use, and make
his patients use, primary obscenities rather than euphemisms or clinical terms because of
their direct and emotional power; they help to expose crucial areas of psychic difficulty,
where less direct expressions allow the patient to avoid confronting them.

5. The formulations of Freud and Ferenczi, on which much of the present argument is
based and upon which I develop new arguments, are generally accepted by the small
number of responsible critics who have dealt with obscenity: see especially Freud's Wit
and Its Relation to the Unconscious, part 2, and "The Antithetical Sense of Primal Words,"
in Collected Papers, vol. 4; Ferenczi, "Uber obszone Worte," in Schriften zur Psychanalyse
(Frankfurt am Main, 1970), 1: 59 ff. (also in Sex In Psychoanalysis, trans. E.Jones (Boston,
1916]); E. Bergler, "Obscene Words," Psychoan. Quart. 5 (1936): 226 ff.; L. Stone, "On
the Principal Obscene Word of the English Language," IJP 35 (1954): 30 ff.; H. Sperber,
"Uber die Einfluss sexueller Momente auf Entstehung und Entwicklung der Sprache,"
Imago 1 (1912): 405 ff.; brief discussion and up-to-date bibliography in M. Grotjahn,
Beyond Laughter: Humor and the Subconscious (New York 1966), pp. 113 ff. There has been,
surprisingly, almost no attention devoted to specific kinds of obscene terminology, as
opposed to consideration of the experience of obscene language in general. It seems to
me that the psychological and sociological theories of the critics who deal with this
problem would be more penetrating and precise if each variety of obscene expression were
analyzed before generalizations were made concerning what is erroneously thought to
be the wholesale effect of obscenity. This I hope to do for Attic comedy and its obscenity
in this chapter.
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fascinated by primary obscenities as the one way to define them with
"absolute and exclusive explicitness in a conscious sense."6 That is why he
wants to hear, say, and write primary obscenities. This tendency is of
course gradually stifled by the pressures of his society, which teach the
child to acknowledge society's moral standards and to feel varying degrees
of inhibition, shame, and even disgust concerning both his sexual feelings
and the words that most directly express them; the child learns to express
himself by means of accepted, proper words as a component of his develop-
ing adult thought. Primary obscenities are repressed in the period of la-
tency along with the infantile perceptions of sexuality they represent.
These words thus retain their "hallucinatory" and affective elements at a
time when the rest of a child's speech moves toward greater sophistica-
tion.

Other kinds of obscenity vary greatly, as we shall see, in their approach
to or distance from the expressive character of primary obscenities: some
are qualitatively very close to primary obscenities in affective power, for
example, fuck and screw, where the latter is perceptibly metaphorical, or
cunt and pussy, where the latter is still more obviously metaphorical. There
is only a slight difference in tone between the primary and the meta-
phorical obscenities in these two pairs of synonyms, and yet the difference
is remarkable. Expressions like sleep with, make, muff, and pecker are pro-
gressively more remote from the hallucinatory-regressive area of percep-
tion and can more readily be integrated into adult thinking. Primary
obscenities are the words most incapable of development or of real in-
tegration into the adult's speech or perceptual patterns.

Throughout one's life there is a tendency toward regression to the
infantile mode of perception: the most universal example is the dream,
which is nonverbal and hallucinatory and which seeks not only to evade
the repressions that separate infancy from adulthood but also to return to
the period of active wish-fulfillment and egocentric perceptions of reality.
The power of primary obscenities also lies to a certain extent in their
ability to return us to that vivid mode of perception. Words that once
stood for valued objects of childish pleasure now return, in a context of
civilized repression, as means by which morality, inhibitions, and shame
can be bypassed or overturned: they afford us, simultaneously, the
pleasure that once was natural in us and a powerful weapon by which to
defy civilization and the adult way of perceiving the world. We shall have
occasion later on to examine the important relationship between the pro-
cess of dreaming and the uses of obscenity.

6. See Stone (n. 5, above), p. 35.
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Two examples will suffice to indicate the tendency toward this kind of
hallucinatory regression as it appears in the sexual sphere, in waking life as
opposed to the obvious sphere of dream sexuality. A common emphasis in
obscene humor concerns the smallness and inadequacy of the penis or
vagina, a fear which clinical study has shown to be most often a regressive
and illogical fear. A child naturally feels that his organ is too small to
function adequately, especially when he compares it to the organ of an
adult, and may retain this fear even when his organ is fully mature. Sim-
ilar is the frequent emphasis (e.g. in Playboy magazine) on unnaturally
large breasts, a strong preference in many men that recalls the little boy's
perception of his mother's (or any grown woman's) breasts. Such men
often find any woman's breasts inadequate in comparison with their
childhood idea of breast-size.

In these two common cases infantile hallucinatory thoughts persist
alongside, and overpower, developed adult perceptions of reality. It is
evident that most of our hallucinatory relics of childhood center around
the sexual and excretory areas because these are the areas which have
undergone the most severe social repression and are for that reason often
arrested before they can be fully developed alongside the rest of our per-
ceptions. The arrested nature of primary obscenities is a by-product of
this process, and their unique power lies in their ability to recall to us
a pleasurable and uninhibited time of life, regression to which is a function
of our occasional need to rebel against the repressions enforced by adult-
hood.7

The uses of primary obscenities in Attic Comedy illustrate this process.
Unlike other kinds of words that indicate sexual and excretory functions,
they are incapable of nuance or multiple shades of meaning; they are
simply equal-signs cutting through social barriers and pointing directly
toward, and invoking in the listener, the basic emotions adhering to the
organs and acts themselves. When the Sausage-Seller threatens Gleon
(Eq 364), "I'll fuck your ass-hole like a sausage-case," or bids him "bite
off his own cock," (1010), his use of primary obscenities is the nearest
possible approach to actual violation; the power of the language to recall
infantile directness of perception endows these threats against Cleon's
private parts with unique force, and in vividly recalling to us our own
anxieties makes our laughter all the heartier. Proper or figurative words
(that is, words of the kind appropriate to more advanced stages of think-
ing) would be much less effective: "I'll bugger you" or "I'll violate you

7. The strong psychomotor power of primary obscenities may be observed by listening
to the (often involuntary) exclamations of a man who hits his thumb with a hammer.
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from the rear" are too sophisticated and remote in tone to effect the
primal vision of assault the poet desires.

This process is the same in the realm of libidinal aggressiveness as it is
in the just mentioned examples of hostile aggressiveness. The poet wishes
to make the most direct possible appeal to the audience's sexual feelings:
Dicaeopolis cries in triumph, "Take hold of niy cock, dearies!" (A 1216),
and thus vivifies the explicit stage action. Compare Philocleon to the
flute-girl (V 1345 ff .) : "You see how cleverly I rescued you from that
banquet just as you were about to have to blow everybody—so be nice to
this here cock," and Peisetaerus to the pesky Iris (combining Sausage-
Sellerlike violence with an arousing image of sexual intercourse): "If you
keep on bothering me I'll lift up both your legs high and stick it in right
between them, and you'll be surprised at the triple-decker hard-on this
old geezer can still get up" (Av 1253 ff.).

In scenes like these it is inevitably the primary obscenities which are
used; other types of obscenity are reserved for more complex effects. In
addition to their use in threats, insults, and scenes of direct sexuality, pri-
mary obscenities are also used as simple throwaway laughs, sure to amuse
and needing no context, no comic devices or joke-techniques to bolster
them: they are often used to cap nonsexual jokes or to climax a passage
before the introduction of a new action or subject. So Euripides and his
Relation arriving at Agathon's house (T 29 ff.): "Eur. This happens
to be Agathon's house, the tragic poet. Rel. What Agathon? Let me
see . . . not the strong, swarthy fellow? Eur. No, another Agathon. Rel.
Never seen him. Wait—the bushy-bearded man! Eur. You've really never
seen him? Rel. Never, as far as I know. Eur. Well, you've certainly fucked
him, though you may not remember. But let's get to one side, his servant's
coming out."

As an example of true climax, see the use of Tree? at L 124, which
climaxes the whole prologue up to that point and introduces the actual
theme of the plot. For the use of primary obscenities as throwaway laughs,
consider the following exchange between Socrates and Strepsiades, whom
the teacher has set on a pallet to philosophize (N 731 ff.): "Soc. Let me
see how this fellow's getting on. Hey! are you asleep? Str. No indeed, by
Apollo! Soc. Well, have you got anything? Str. Nope, by Zeus, nothing
here. Soc. Nothing at all? Str. Nothing but a handful of cock! Soc. Well,
why don't you cover up quickly and think of something?"

These primary obscenities in Greek are more or less identical in usage
and form to our own. The one area of difference is the absence in Greek
of anything like our tendency to transfer them from the concrete sexual
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and excremental contexts in which they actually belong to nonsexual and
nonexcremental ones. For example, the Greeks did not seem to use, as we
do, generalized expressions such as "Oh, fuck!" or "Oh, shit!" or "It's a
fucking nice day" or "What the fuck do you mean?"8 The explanation
may be that in Greece the social sanctions leading to latency did not
repress obscene words and infantile sexual feelings as strongly or in the
same manner as our own society (more on this later). That is, we choose
primary obscentities to emphasize and heighten the power of any forceful
expression because these words and the organs and acts to which they
refer are the most strongly censored areas of our thought: they are deeply
tinged in latency by notions of guilt, filthiness, and disgust. The Greeks,
as we have seen, were taught only to think of sexuality as private and
worthy of strong feelings of shamefacedness (aidos). Their primary ob-
scenities are much less pejorative and hostile in tone; they recall infantile
sexual and excremental feelings as primarily pleasurable and healthy,
and so do not make use of primary obscenity in generalized curses or as
all-purpose expletives, but only in relation to explicit sexuality and ex-
crementality. A cursing Greek instead uses the names of gods and resorts
to specific (and usually nonobscene) epithets to insult enemies.

Certain words that have the directness of primary obscenities seem
to have developed a more or less innocuous tone: itoffdrj, "wee-wee"
(a small penis or a child's), , "waggler" (compare English "dingle"),
and , "butt" (both sexes). These words, if used in sexual contexts,
have at most a tone of affectionate lubricity; they stand at a distance from
the affective primacy of and its company. All have entered everyday
speech: in cult, as medical terms ( can mean a stye on the eyelid),
as hypocoristic household words ( and meaning little
boy),9 as figurative words ( as fat, swelling land, or tail). Such usages
indicate that these words have been allowed to develop with the rest of a
child's language into the period of latency, unlike the arrested primary
obscenities, and thus to take on nuance and a certain metaphorical flexi-
bility (capacities of the developed mind). The amusement they occasion
is the amusement of an adult mind looking back from a distance toward
the directness of childhood sexuality; primary obscenities, on the other

8. The closest approach to these usages in Greek is the meaning "deceive" or "give a
raw deal to" attached to certain words for fucking (e.g. ), just as we say "He got
screwed" or "He really fucked me over," a meaning that is not really very far from the
idea of hostility and aggressiveness inherent in the primary sexual meaning of these
words.

9. Freud, Works (London, 1953- ), 5: 357, points out the widespread tendency to
equate children with the genitals and genitals with children.
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hand, momentarily strip the adult mind of its distancing powers and
create an actual regression.

Metaphorical (Figurative and Comparative) Expressions

The great majority of obscene words are those which, although they
may be unmistakably direct in their reference, neither attain to the
absolute and exclusive explicitness of primary obscenities nor possess
their hallucinatory and regressive power, but which distance the listener
in a greater or lesser degree from undistracted perceptual concentration
on the organs and acts involved. They do this by creating secondary
figures, comparisons, and images that color and refract the perceptions
and emotions evoked directly by primary obscenities. They are products
and components of the capacity for abstract and metaphorical thinking
characteristic of latency. Unlike the primary obscenity, valuable only for
its directness and primitive force, the value of metaphorical obscenity
lies precisely in its flexibility and nuance. It does not penetrate to the
cathected objects and act directly, but forces us first to imagine those
aspects of them which resemble something else. While primary obscenities
play upon essentially nonverbal and hallucinatory regions of the mind,
these words depend on sophisticated verbal thinking for their very
meaning.

The mechanics of metaphorical obscenities are similar to the mechanics
of dreams, wit, and other more or less dissociated states of mind. In all
these activities the mind manipulates comparisons, symbols, and verbal
displacements to identify objects and acts subject to underlying feelings of
hostility, anxiety, and desire, and to achieve pleasure in that expression.

For example, acorn or bolt (indicating the penis), is the Greek
version of an almost universal symbol (cf. our medical term glans penis).
Aristophanes uses it as a double entendre in highly sophisticated jokes
about sexual intercourse, such as L 408 ff., where the Probulus illustrates
the ways in which husbands play along with their adulterous wives' pec
cadillos. One husband says the following to a young goldsmith: "Gold
smith, about that necklace you made: while my wife was dancing (double
entendre = fucking) last night the bolt fell out of its hole. I've got to sail
to Salamis (double entendre = fuck), so if you have time by all means drop
over some evening and shove it in for her."

Several levels of mental activity are at work here. As a joke, as wit, the
poet's use of established symbolism is a product of focal consciousness, the
capacity of the developed mind for intellectual association. Aristophanes
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wants to make the husband ridiculous by showing how he virtually asks
to be cuckolded; his focal consciousness provides a solution—the husband
will use ambivalent language which the audience readily perceives as
being sexual but which the husband uses only in its innocent meanings.
The situation is familiar comic irony. On a deeper level, the symbolism
the poet uses is a product of his subconscious mind, his capacity for
affective association: the bolt has become a viable symbol for the penis as a
result of a subconscious tendency, shared by the audience, to associate
bolt and penis—a tendency deriving from childhood patterns of thinking
about which shall speak presently. And on a still deeper level, this sym-
bolism derives from a primitive level of consciousness capable only of
serial association: this-follows-thatness. It is this basic primitive capacity for
serial association which feeds the subconscious and enables the mind to
manufacture symbolisms by affective association. The focal consciousness
then draws on, and in turn feeds back into, the subconscious level selec-
tively for intellectual constructs like the joke just discussed.10

We saw in the previous chapter that obscene wit (like most wit) begins
with some degree of hostility, an intention to injure, which society requires
us to suppress. The expression of this inhibited aggression is connected in
the case of wit with some form of associative mechanism, a play on words,
for example. The original aggressive tendency is allowed to simmer for a
time on the subconscious, affective level and is eventually served up by the
operation of the focal consciousness symbolically disguised but still readily
perceptible to the listener. The more clever the disguise the better the wit.
The pleasure in a play on words serves to remove suppression and re-
pressions and allows a relatively harmless release of hostility. We receive
pleasure both from the release of inhibition or repression and from the
purely intellectual enjoyment of the wordplay.

The mechanism of dreaming, as explained by the Freudians, is quite
similar in its essentials. A residue of daytime thinking simmers in the
subconscious, where it is connected associatively with a wish awaiting an
opportunity for fulfillment on the conscious level, which has been denying
that opportunity. The dream is formed on the subconscious level by means
of disguise and symbolization and takes the form of a hallucinatory,
pictorial sequence of images that are perceived by, but are often incom-
prehensible to, that part of the consciousness still functioning during sleep.
The main difference between wit and dreams is that whereas dream
associations function as asocial, nonverbal, and hallucinatory wish ful-

10. See the careful discussion, with bibliography, of this process as it relates to creative
genius in A. Armstrong, Shakespeare's Imagination (Lincoln, Neb., 1963), especially chap.
19.
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fillments, wit appears as consciously formulated thought whose subcon-
sciously arranged associations are decipherable and communicable to
others. The disguises of the dream are meant to hide what is struggling
for escape; the disguises of wit function only to cast the original hostility
and aggression in a form that will still be perceptible enough to stimulate
the listener but will be humorous and oblique enough to remove any kind
of guilt feelings. Of course, wit involves additional complexities of a
purely verbal nature: delight in language for its own sake, the enjoyment
that derives from playful manipulations of conscious thought, and the
simple desire on the part of most people to lift their speech from the level
of banality.11

The creation of metaphorical obscenities, whether current in the langu-
age as slang (we might say "frozen wit") or invented by an artist for a
specific context, has much in common with these processes of dreaming
and wit-making; indeed, the very same symbols are frequently found in
all three areas.12 Unlike primary obscenities, metaphorical obscenities
are products of a conscious formulation occurring partially under pressure
from inhibition (a reaction away from the affective focus of primary
obscenities) and partially in pursuit of intellectual play. They are simili-
tudes whose evocative power is derived from the associative subconscious
(affective intellection) but whose meaning and effects are perceptible and
enjoyable on the fully conscious intellectual level. Their formal qualities
enable them better to survive the social suppression inflicted on the less
tractable and less civilized primary obscenities, and also allow their creator
great scope for inventiveness, nuance, and wit.

11. Dreams can be controlled by words in various ways and in this often resemble wit,
although their inner connections can be perceived, if at all, only afterward by analysis.
The frequency of puns and double meanings in dreams (especially prophetic dreams)
was, of course, widely acknowledged in antiquity. Freud tells of the girl who dreamt of
walking among ears of corn (Ahren) and finds that her dream was based upon a precept
that was obviously a source of anxiety in the dreamer: "einen Kuss in Ehren kann niemand
verwehren," no one can object to a kiss in honor. The hallucinatory dream-image of ears
of corn had disguised the verbal expression of an anxiety-producing daytime thought. In
dramatic terms, Aristophanes often accomplishes similar hallucinatory effects: much of
the plot of Birds is built by taking figurative expressions literally and making the charac-
ters act them out in a landscape of fantasy, and it does not seem too farfetched to point
also to such scenes as A 729 ff., in which a central pun—choiros, piggie = cunt—is taken
literally and acted out much as it might be in an actual dream; or to P 1136 ff., where a
vision of roasting acorns in the fire (double entendres for fucking) resembles the symbolic
wish-fulfillment of a sexual dream.

12. See Freud, The Complete Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, trans. J. Strachey
(New York, 1966), pp. 158 f., 163, 165 ff.
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We are now in a position to discuss the principal types of metaphorical
obscenity found in the remains of Attic Comedy.

Metaphorical obscenities for the sexual organs make use of symbolisms
frequently encountered also in dreams and springing from an affective,
associative level of consciousness still possessing infantile and archaic
processes of thought. The use of certain bodily parts to represent the penis
is instructive: the foot (104) and the finger (15) are universal symbols in
this regard, and undoubtedly have their origins in early infantile experi-
ence. A very young child's first pleasurable experience with parts of his
own body centers around areas of curiosity, areas most like playthings:
these are primarily the fingers and toes. The most acute pleasure in this
period is oral, the contact of the lips with the nipple. Finger-sucking
quickly becomes a pleasurable surrogate for this activity, and even into
adulthood the cathexes surrounding these early objects of pleasure remain
active somewhere beneath the level of full consciousness, and frequently
emerge in dreams and other forms of unconscious ideation: folklore,
popular myths and legends (the most notorious being Oedi-pous the
swell-foot), linguistic idioms, and word-plays. One might say that idioms
like foot = penis are dream symbols which have become fixed and current
in the language rather than remaining private or idiosyncratic.

One of the most common varieties of metaphorical words for the penis
are words for tools, always indicating the erect penis.13 From very early
childhood all men are fascinated by tools and tool-using,14 and it is most
natural to equate tool-using with intercourse, just as it is most natural to
compare any elongated object with the erect penis. Only three of these
words are static in meaning: beam (54), peg (61) and the Spartan baton (66)
whose wrapping suggests the foreskin; all the rest are used kinetically to
represent the characteristic of penetration into the body of the recipient
of the penis and frequently of injuring as well: a bolt (57) fits into a lock,
the spit (59) pierces meat, a boat-pole shoves (55), and so on for spears and
swords (47, 58, 65, 67), rams (48), goads (53), axes (62), drills (68, 71).

All these objects are mechanical extensions of a man's strength and a
means by which a man can exert his strength and will upon other (weaker)
objects. These comparisons of tools with the erect and potent penis are not
only natural but gratifying and attractive to a man's mind and self-image;

13. Nearly all the metaphorical obscenities for penis in comedy indicate the erect penis,
the organ ready for intercourse. Only two point to the idea of a dangling penis, and these
are used only of impotent men: snake (90) and rope (105). Tail (92 ff.), common in many
languages for penis, never carries the idea of dangling but is merely a natural comparison
of man's only "caudal" appendage with that of animals.

14. See the remarks of Sperber (n. 5, above), pp. 412 ff.
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they carry in them each a small wish fulfillment. We might also include
here animals or parts of animals which express similar mechanical ex-
tensions of strength, for example, the horn (91) or the ram (87). We note
in passing the familiar tendency in men (called to mind by this type of
phallic metaphor) to talk of their penises as smaller versions of them-
selves, as representatives of their own libidinous drives, which are then
personified in exciting and amusing metaphors. The penis is thought of as
a rather randy and uncivilized being that accompanies us through life and
must be catered to and appeased in its imperious whims; no ordinary
terminology will suffice to describe its nature and its ways.

As in the case of many metaphorical expressions for sexual intercourse,
these words carry in them a distinct aggressiveness, an impulse to injure,
subjugate, and overcome the resistence of the object of desire in ways
other than wooing. Like the mechanisms of wit and dreaming, the meta-
phorical obliquity of these expressions allows a pleasant and harmless
bypass of social inhibitions against violence and aggressiveness and
produces a much greater release of tension than is possible with the more
direct and affectively charged primary obscenities. We may compare the
many metaphorical obscenities for intercourse which are violent and
hostile in tone: piercing on a spit (298 f.), all varieties of striking (301),
thrusting on or into (303), banging (305 f.), beating (307), hitting (309),
pounding (313), smacking (314), stabbing (304, 312, 315, 316), grating
(322), twisting around (329, 338), pressing (334), wounding (339), and so
forth.

The female genitals are of course represented by all such objects as
share their characteristic of enclosing a hollow area or taking something
into itself; naturally, these are perceived as static and passive but almost
always contain the concomitant idea of entry by the phallic object. These
can be natural features like holes, pits, hollows, or caves (150-55), cracks
(196) or the pink cavity of seashells (160), or flowers (see below), or man-
made enclosures like boxes (108), doors, gates, and passageways (140-43),
which are entered by means of keys or locked by bolts, sheaths for weapons
(144), shoes (132), rings or circles (145-48), vent-holes (156) or bored
holes (157), as well as all kinds of dishes (166-67) and ovens (163). An
inspection of the contexts in which these metaphorical expressions occur
reveals a frequent feeling of darkness and secrecy. Boxes contain secret
things, caves are dark (see Eccl., prologue), gateways and doors are un-
locked on the sly or closed against entry (as in Lys., passim), seashells are
unsealed to reveal the secret places within.

Many sexual metaphors are taken from nature, as one might expect in
a society whose most important natural resources were agricultural. The
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comparison of the processes of fertility in the land with human sexuality is
inevitable and took place very early in the Greek consciousness, as most
Greek myths about mother earth and father sky will reveal. As we ob-
served in the preceding chapter, the line that separates metaphorical
obscenity in this class of comparisons from the many noble and exalted
metaphors found in serious poetry (see 279} is very often delicate and
sometimes merely a matter of context.

As a rule, however, metaphorical obscenities from agriculture stress
more concretely the physical similarities between the genitalia and natural
features of the land than do the vaguer and more figurative metaphors of
serious poetry. Passages in tragedy about wives whose husbands "till"
them to produce a "crop" of offspring have the effect of euphemisms, in
that they distract the listener's imagination away from the physical act of
procreation onto a figurative plane whose language is exalted by centuries
of poetic and religious usage. Metaphorical obscenities, on the other hand,
ignore the telos of procreation and instead emphasize the physical act of
intercourse by choosing natural features which illustrate it most vividly.
Thus these metaphors are no different in intention and effect from all the
others, despite their bastard status in an otherwise noble family.

Most natural are comparisons of the landscape to the female genitals:
the bushy thicket (134) and gulley (135) call to mind most concretely the
appearance of the genitalia, while the well-cropped plain (136), the garden
(130), and the meadow (133) are gentler images of smooth areas bearing
short foliage (pubic hair) like pennyroyal (129), celery (137), spurge-flax
(131), and mint (138). Pubic hair is also compared with the downy fuzz
on fruits (139), as it is also in the case of very young boys. Certain flowers
that resemble the vaginal orifice in color and shape are common: the red
rose (126), the juicy red fruit of the fig (727), the hyacinth (132). Some
flowers, like certain nonagricultural objects mentioned earlier, contain
secrets to be plucked out and taken away (cf. the universal image of
"defloration"), such as the myrtle-berry (125), barley (124), and fruits
with pits (123). Agricultural terminology for intercourse reflects this idea:
one "removes the pit" in intercourse (285 f.), a metaphor related to that
of "pressing out grapes" (327) or "sweeping out" or "debugging" (325)
the vagina. All agricultural metaphors for intercourse contain the idea of
breaking into the land: breaking up clods (283), stirring up or hoeing
(293 f), working the land (234), digging down into it (292, 295), or taking
its fruit away (287).15

Closely connected with the land are birds, often used to indicate the
15. Similar agricultural metaphors for the breasts are discussed in sections 200 and 202,

below.
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vagina: the central idea is always the bird as a small, chirping thing that
hides in the foliage, a nightingale (190), a thrush (101), a titis (194), or a
swallow (195). Thus Peisetaerus twice asks his bird-host to "go into the
thicket" and bring out the nightingale which is hiding there (190). Mouse
and bird nests are used similarly to suggest the vaginal area (192 f.): the
secret place itself hides in a spot concealed by nesting foliage. It need not
be stressed that birds, like the products of the land, are caught and eaten
by men (see Peisetaerus' vivid description at Av 524 ff., in which the
preparation and consumption of bird-flesh is couched in sexual terms).
As in all agricultural metaphors for the female genitals, a strong underlying
idea is always the taming of the land and the consumption of its products
by the males and their phallic tools: one word for intercourse is literally
"to feed on" (320).

The male organ is also the subject of agricultural metaphors, but in a
static way : various plants resemble and are therefore compared to the
erect penis. The fig tree with its large, pendant fruit (31) suggests the
penis and testicles, as the acorn suggests the erect penis; so do barley
corns (43, 40 f., 44), the bushy chickpea and its pealike fruit (42), and the
mallow-stalk (39), which is long and stiff and can be peeled back like a
foreskin. Metaphorical obscenities for manipulation of the erect penis
include terms meaning to peel back leaves (of the fig, for example, 37 f.,),
to scutch (288) or to flay the skin (289 ff.). Homosexual contrectation is
spoken of as "fig-gathering" (35) or "fig-squeezing" (36).

The connection between eating and sex, which we shall have much
occasion to discuss in the following chapter, is related to the early pleasure
of taking in food which constitutes a child's first strong feelings of gratifica-
tion and enjoyment. The female genitalia are often compared to meats
that are cooked (sometimes on a phallic spit, 168) and eaten: pork (168),
boiled (labial?) sausages (168a), assorted dainties (169, 171), slices of
fish (170). Pastries and cakes are frequent metaphors (173 ff.). Dish-
licking is a frequent metaphor for cunnilingus (166 f.), and sauces, soups,
and juices are used to indicate vaginal secretions (180 ff.).

The penis also is "meat" (99), just as in our own slang, or the large
thigh-bone with the meat on it (100), or phallic pastries (101, 103; com
pare our "loaf"), all emphasizing the erect, fleshy appendage. Unlike food
metaphors for the female organs, which are cooked and consumed, these
are static comparisons. The only usurpation by male organs of the idea of
edibility appropriate to female organs is in fact a reversal of the sexual
roles: the man is passive and the woman fellates him ("consumes his
relish," 102).

The vagina, as often in myth and legend, is perceived as an oven, hearth,
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or brazier in which the penis is "cooked" during intercourse:16 a man
cooks his penis in hot coals (344), roasts it (346), bakes it (351 f.) or smelts
it like a rod of hot metal (557). A man is thought to "inflame" the vagina
by means of his hot organ (345, 350, 353 ff.), a process dramatized in the
parodos of Lysistrata when the chorus of men, armed with flaming rams,
launch an attack on the women, who, having sworn off sex, "close the
gates" of the Acropolis and try to douse the flames with water. Men in the
grip of sexual passion are "aflame" (347) and can be "set afire" by the
attractions of women (349, 351). At the root of all these fire metaphors,
common to all languages, is, of course, the actual physical feeling of heat
accompanying sexual arousal and intercourse, a feeling which in these
metaphors is distributed equally between the men and the women.

Animals, which to the human mind often symbolize strong and un-
restrained passion, are used to indicate the genitalia of both sexes. There
can be some degree of physical comparison in these metaphors, as in the
case of "piggie" (110 f.), which emphasizes the warm, pink, hairless
member of a young girl, or "sparrows" (98), which remind us of the
aroused penis's hopping about. But primarily these metaphors emphasize
sexual power and passion as localized in and embodied by the sexual
organs, just as power and passion can be symbolized by and embodied in
beasts: that is why the aggressive women at L 683 threaten the men with
the power of their sexuality by saying "we'll loose our sows (cunts) on
you."

The penis is thus a horse (84), a ram (87), a bull (89), or a dog (88), and
the female member is a pig (110 ff.) or sow (113 ff.), a dog (117 ff.), a bull
(120), and perhaps a horse (84). The fish called kallionymos, the "marine
member," could represent both sexes. It is clear that most animal meta-
phors are bisexual in use, a fact which is puzzling but is probably due to
the fact that these metaphors emphasize the power and passion of animals
rather than their physical resemblance to the organs themselves; the
organs are personified by comparison with headstrong beasts. When these
metaphors do emphasize physical resemblance they are not interchange-
able: piggies and sows do not indicate the penis, nor do rams the vagina.17

The case of the kallionymos is less clear inasmuch as the identity and char
acteristics of the fish are unknown.18

A large number of sexual metaphors are based on various kinds of

16. Compare the story of Periander of Corinth (Hdt. 5.92) who "pushed his loaf into a
cold oven," according to the testimony of his wife Melissa.

17. Freud (n. 12, above), p. 157, remarks that in dreams, symbols for the genitals are
often used bisexually, sometimes signifying genitals in general, irrespective of whether
they are male or female, sometimes interchangeably, sometimes with only apparent
ambiguity.

18. The usual identification with the fish known as Uranoscopus saber lacks plausibility;
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motion that remind us of the excitement, release, and exhilaration we feel
in the motions of sexual intercourse. Several words for intercourse mean
simply to move or move against (205 f., 212 f.), and the rapid rhythmic
movements of dancing are often compared with those of intercourse (75,
359 L).

In this area nautical metaphors are most prominent. The idea of tool-
using and male domination plays a certain part in this kind of metaphor:
the oar as penis (51, 63) and the notion that a man during intercourse
"mans" his woman and sails her like the captain of a ship at the rudder
(259 ff.).19 The terminology reflects this idea: playing a scull (259), driving
a ship through the water (260), getting aboard or being a passenger (262,
264-69), sailing (270). Mutual aggressivenesss is expressed by the com-
parison of intercourse to a sea-battle (263). Swimming, referring primarily
to coital motion, also appears (271). A certain female equality, however,
is attained in this class of metaphors, since intercourse with the woman atop
the man (woman in the active role) was popular in Greece. Thus a woman
can be said to sail the man (274 ff.).

Metaphors of horsemanship are closely connected with these nautical
metaphors, both conceptually (riding and sailing are both compared with
coital motions) and in terms of the language itself: the same words often
mean both to sail and to ride (276 f.). The fact that both men and women
can do the sailing or riding accounts for the use of , small yacht or
racehorse, for the genitals of both sexes: again, the ambiguity here is due
to the fact that the comparison is based on particular motions and posi-
tions of intercourse and not on any physical similarity of horses or yachts
to the sexual organs.

A word should be said here about flying, an idea that appears occa-
sionally to be metaphorically connected with sex. Freud notes the sexual
nature of the dream-symbolism of flying20 and connects this with "the
remarkable characteristic of the male organ which enables it to rise up in
defiance of the laws of gravity, one of the phenomena of erection," noting
that in dreams the penis is often symbolized by "balloons, flying-machines
and . . . Zeppelin airships." A person who dreams he is flying (having
intercourse) treats the sexual organ "as the essence of the dreamer's whole
person." Probably we should, rather, consider the flying metaphor as akin
to those based on other activities similar to the exhilaration of coital
motion, such as sailing, riding, or swimming. The phallus is several times

why the kallionymos should have been identified with the genitals is mysterious. See D.
Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Fishes (London, 1947), pp. 98 f.

19. Freud (n. 12, above), p. 162, points out that ships regularly stand for women in
dream symbolism.

20. (N. 12, above), p. 155.
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referred to as a wing (95 ff.) or as winged (97 f.), and is regularly re-
presented in plastic art as winged. We note also the (phallic, 98) sparrows
that draw Aphrodite's chariot in Greek art, Eros' wings, and so forth. The
sexually aroused women deserters of Lysistrata attempt to "fly away on
wings" or "on a sparrow," both metaphors for intercourse (97 f), and we
might very plausibly see some similar sexual element (albeit scatologically
tinged) in the flight of the erect (P 142) Trygaeus to Olympus on the back
of his winged dung-beetle.

Freud also draws attention to another symbol that appears in dreams
but has little in common with the others we have been examining, namely
the number three.21 It is not certain that the magical character of this
number (and such lucky tripartite symbols as the cloverleaf, the fleur-de-
lis, and the triskeles) is based on its phallic connection (the stylized phallus,
penis, and two testicles, as a charm) or vice versa. At any rate, the con-
nection of the number three with the phallus is frequent in comic meta-
phors and descriptions of the sex act (49): the phallus is often given a
tripartite character as a symbol of virility, and especially virile men who
have intercourse several times in succession always do it three times.

There is no specific terminology in comedy for ejaculation that cor-
responds to such English expressions as "come," "blow one's load,"
"shoot," and so on, nor is there any terminology covering male or female
orgasm,22 although of course orgasm is implied.23 The emphasis in all
terminology for intercourse lies, as we have observed, only on penetration
and motion. The one term that points to ejaculation, to uri
nate upon (336), used contemptuously of minor poets in their nonpro-
creative (uncreative) relationships with Lady Tragedy, reflects a confu
sion of urine and semen common not only in dream symbolism24 and
infantile thought25 but also in Latin terminology (urina = semen, meiere,
mingere, and commingere — to ejaculate).26

21. (N. 12, above), pp. 163, 220.
22. Indeed, there is a curious absence in most languages of any slang expressions for the

clitoris: see A. Blau, "A Philological Note on a Defect in Sex Organ Nomenclature,"
Psychoan. Quart. 12 (1943): 481 ff.

23. Three euphemisms point a bit more directly to orgasm than obscenities:
"finish off" (244) and two words meaning "fill up" (335).

24. The Basic Writings of S. Freud, trans. A. A. Brill (New York, 1938), p. 375.
25. See Freud's interesting essay, "The Acquisition of Fire," Works, 22: 187 ff., which

discusses the child's perception of the dual function of the penis (urination and ejacu
lation) and its significance in myths concerning fire and water. The parodos of Lysistrata,
in which the men attack the acropolis (closed by the women) with flaming rams only to be
doused from above, is revealing in this connection.

26. See ThLL 6.2.2322.36-47, 8.998.71 f.; R. Muth, "Urin," RE Supplbd. 11 (1968):
1301 ff.
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Despite this lack of distinct terminology regarding the orgasm, obscene
(and some nonobscene) language in comedy does allude, far more than in
English, to the many ways in which sexual intercourse can be made more
varied and stimulating. There are specific terms for foreplay: rubbing and
chafing (328, 340), feeling (319, 341, 34la), arousing the woman (318),
causing the woman's genitals to moisten (273), women inciting erection in
men (288 f.), women masturbating men (252), and numerous varieties of
kisses (366 ff.); terms for modes of intercourse: lifting up the woman's
legs before and during intercourse (317), women's leg-motions during
intercourse (317a), rough sex (246, 249), the woman on top (274), the
woman with arched back and gyrating hips (358 ff.), the woman bending
over, holding onto something or on all fours while being penetrated from
behind (361 ff.); and frequent reference to fellatio and cunnilingus. All of
this shows an unabashed enjoyment in the mechanics of sexuality and a
desire on the part of both the woman and the man to heighten their part-
ner's enjoyment of the sex act.27

The frequent allusions to fellatio and cunnilingus (citations in 380 ff.)
are part of this process. The great emphasis placed upon these activities is
evidence of a marked degree of orality in the sex life of the Greeks28 (note
also the stress laid on the techniques of kissing, 366 ff.), and shows that the
Greeks valued, and considered entirely proper, other types of sexual
intercourse than vaginal penetration (compare also the popularity of anal
intercourse, both heterosexual and homosexual). References to fellatio
indicate that the man was usually fellated to orgasm, and those to cun
nilingus imply that this activity, too, was valued as a pleasure separate
from vaginal intercourse.

The Greeks considered oral sex, like anal sex, as an enjoyable alternative
to the usual modes of vaginal intercourse, and rightly allude to the oral
activities of animals (395), which observation will be corroborated by
anyone who has spent any time at the zoo. Fellatio is frequently depicted
in vase-paintings, sometimes in scenes of group sex, and passages from
comedy suggest that flute-girls (!) openly performed fellatio upon the men
at symposia. No vase-painting that I have seen depicts cunnilingus, and
there is no evidence that it was ever performed as a group activity, as was

27. We recall that one of Lysistrata's emphases in her sex-strike was that the wives, if
forced to have intercourse, not do anything to make it enjoyable for the husbands; the
oath taken by the women enumerates several such techniques (L 225 ff.).

28. See our remarks on this subject below, pp. 183 ff.
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fellatio, but references in comedy indicate that the private practice of
cunnilingus was not considered irregular.

References to fellatio and cunnilingus in comedy reflect no feelings of
disgust or obloquy, except in the case of certain practitioners, Ariphrades
the cunnilinctor and Aristyllus the fellator, who seem to have preferred
these activities to the exclusion of others. Ariphrades is spoken of as
frequenting brothels to perform cunnilingus (thus overdoing it in the
poet's eyes) and Aristyllus, who habitually chooses to be the passive
partner in a homosexual act, would have come under the general con-
tempt expressed in comedy for all pathics (see sections 458 ff.).

The terminology for both acts is instructive. There are no metaphorical
obscenities for fellatio (such as "blow" in English), but only obvious des
criptive language: to lick (382), bend down over (380), work the mouth
(383, 383a), or "do it Lesbian-style" (381: compare English "french" =
fellate). Cunnilingus, usually called "licking" (391), does, however, boast
some revealing metaphorical terms. We have seen that cunnilingus is
often compared to licking soups and sauces from dishes, or as "having
breakfast" (392, 394); the vagina is popularly called a "tongue-case"
(390). These usages suggest that, apart from a desire on the part of the
man to give his partner special pleasure, there was also a special pleasure
for the man in smelling and tasting the woman's genitals and their se-
cretions.

Freud's observation29 that although the genitals most strongly arouse us,
we do not consider them attractive has to be rejected in the case of the
Greeks. That the female genitals were, in fact, considered especially at-
tractive by the Greeks is indicated not only by the nature of this practice
of cunnilingus but by the frequent references in comedy and in plastic art
to the many styles of genital depilation practiced by Greek women and to
the many kinds of perfumes used to enhance lovemaking. It may be that
the absence of obscene language for ejaculation and orgasm in Greek can
be explained in the same way as can the similar lack of such terms for
urination: the Greeks were much more matter-of-fact than we about
bodily secretions (other than excrement) and were not repelled, as we are,
by them.

We will remark here, as we shall again in a later discussion of homo-
sexuality, the pronounced tendency of the Greeks30 to lay more stress on
the sexual instinct itself than on the object; in glorifying the former they

29. Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, trans. J. Strachey (New York, 1962), p. 22.
30. Noted by Freud (n. 29, above), p. 15, n. 1.
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were much freer than we are to vary sexual objects on their relative
merits, whereas modern man tends to be limited in his choice of objects by
outright taboos or by feelings of shame, disgust, or shyness which our
culture has imposed upon certain kinds of objects. While we tend to con-
sider the performance of certain sexual acts or a preference for certain
objects as perversions per se, the only kinds of perversion remarked by the
comic poets are cases in which sexual acts other than vaginal intercourse,
otherwise perfectly proper, are carried to excess or practiced in an inap-
propriate setting.

This easy sliding from one sexual object to another is further illustrated
by comic terminology for homosexual penetration and for the anus. It is a
commonplace of psychology (and indeed common sense) that in anal
intercourse the anus is perceived as an ersatz vagina;31 anal intercourse is
performed by analogy to vaginal intercourse. In addition, the Greeks
seem to have retained into adulthood a strong cathexis of the anus, an
area which is a source of great pleasure in children: the process of defeca-
tion, the sensation of the fecal column in the intestines32 (note the joke
about the column of feces which "buggers" Blepyrus, 437, and the term

, 284, gather shit = to bugger), and the excitement of observ-
ing one's excrement are all components of narcissistic infantile pleasure, of
which our society disapproves and which is repressed in children very
early in favor of what adults consider the "normal" genital development.
Children are taught that excrement and the anus are dirty and nasty-
smelling and so are broken of their attachment to them. The Greeks, on
the other hand, encouraged through adolescence in their freedom of choice
regarding sexual objects, retained the erotic significance of the anal zone
alongside their developing genitality.33 What in our society would be con-
sidered an inversion, a defiance of normal sexual behavior, was for the
Greeks merely another sexual option, whether it be pathic sex as a young
man or the occasional penetration of a male anus by a predominantly
heterosexual adult.

Thus many obscenities for vaginal intercourse are used interchangeably
for anal intercourse, not only the principal primary obscenities for fucking
(205 ff.), but also metaphorical obscenities: shoving bolts (41), goading
(359), banging (305), pounding (313), chafing (340), words for motion
(337), embarking on a ship (262), baking the penis (351), bending over
(363)—all can mean penetration of a man or a woman. The same is true of
words that mean both vagina and anus:   (109),  dried f ig (122),  


32. See Freud, "Anal Erotism and Castration," Works, 17: 72 ff.
33. See below, pp. 205 ff.

31. See, for example, Freud, Works, 16: 315 f.; 22 101.
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gates and doorways (140 f., 142, 437, 451 f.), isthmus (143, 441], sheath
(144), bored hole (157), gulf (151, 203), bull (453).

This cathexis of the anus is clear also in comic language describing
defecation, urination, and excrement. The abundant treatment of these
subjects by the comic poets is fully discussed in chapter 6, but a few points
apply here. Although defecation in comedy is used primarily in slapstick
routines and as a way to degrade a character (by dramatizing his depend-
ence upon, and frequently his lack of control over, his bodily needs),
there is a marked curiosity about and an enjoyment of the excremental
processes: its colors, shapes, sizes, and smells. Feces are long and vary in
hue; farts are sudden and surprising, as loud as thunder, and occur es
pecially when we are happy and well-fed, gleeful or contented or lazy.
Farting and excreting are very often ways to signify joy, contentment,
contempt, friskiness, displeasure, or strain, and as such they are an import
ant component of the comic hero's "arsenal" of self-expression. By talking
openly of (or acting out) farting, shitting, and pissing, a comic hero breaks
free from and violates social inhibitions and the natural inhibitions of the
adult, like a child who puts feces where adults do not want them.

Excrement, urine, and farts have strong smells which belong generically
with the smells of rotting flesh and vegetation; they are death smells and
as such are considered bad, as are all the activities involving the organs of
excretion. A child is naturally ignorant of this kind of valuation and in fact
feels a strong liking for his excreta, which give him physical pleasure both
in the process of elimination and in the handling and smelling of his pro-
ductions. This pleasurable feeling about one's own excretions never quite
leaves us, even after we have been taught by adults that they are bad and
smelly and to be kept out of sight and smell. Scatological language or the
actual hurling of filth, for which it is a replacement, therefore become
potent weapons against society's rules and produce old feelings of pleasure
and release when they are employed or when we hear or see others employ-
ing them.

Euphemisms

A final word must be said about euphemistic terminology. Euphem-
isms, which are frequent in comedy, are of course not obscene but are
nevertheless akin to metaphorical obscenities in that they indicate the
identity of the organ or act to which they refer by comparing (or allying)
it to something else; they differ in that the "something else" is vague in
its nature and respectable in tone, and serves not to emphasize and high-
light the physical characteristics of its reference but to give only the blur-
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riest and remotest suggestion of it, to distract our attention from the
realities that obscenities insist on by appealing to socially acceptable
concepts instead. That is, we know what a euphemism is driving at, but the
respectable images it calls to mind block the emotional force of the refer-
ence and make it impossible for the mind to focus on anything but vague
impressions.

The euphemisms of comedy are natural and are found to be common in
all languages: the penis is "nature" (27), joy (28), it (17), youth (20),
thing (24), privates (13); intercourse is "manning" (216), enjoying one's
youth (217), having or doing the work of Aphrodite (218 ff.), having
relations with (223), possessing (231), and so on. These words belong to
the common vocabulary of the civilized adult and cannot cause halluci
natory regression, like primary obscenities, or affective imaging of sexual
acts or organs, like metaphorical obscenities. They are society's way of
referring to things that must be both physically and verbally hidden.

Euphemisms are used when no comic purpose would be served by using
a primary or metaphorical obscenity. Often they are employed to build up
to a climax in which more vivid language is used; sometimes they serve
to differentiate a polite character from an uninhibited one (Just and Un-
just Logic, for example); and sometimes they are used in lyric passages
aiming for poetic beauty, such as the parabasis of Birds.

The one remarkable feature of this body of expressions, as they appear
in comedy, is the absence of euphemistic expressions for the female geni-
tals. The male organs are frequently alluded to euphemistically but the
poets seem always to insist on obscene language for the female organs. The
explanation is surely that no opportunity for euphemistic descriptions of
women arises: the poets use women in the plays solely as objects of male
desire, and in their presentation of women to their male audiences (the
women in the audience do not count in determining a play's success) the
poets lose no opportunity to call attention to the female genitals in the
most direct and arousing manner possible.

With the points made in this brief overview in mind, we may proceed to
a consideration of how Aristophanes, the author of our only surviving
plays, employed the various kinds of obscene language in his artistic
creations.



3 The Dramatic Function of Obscenity

in the Plays of Aristophanes

In the course of his career Aristophanes wrote comedies dealing with many
different subjects in a variety of dramatic styles: comedies about peace,
politics, social phenomena, and the sexes; lyrical fantasies; tragic parodies;
satires on leading statesmen and the Athenian way of life. The eleven
surviving plays constitute approximately one-fourth of his total output and
represent very various periods of his creative life over a span of thirty-
seven tumultuous, years from 425 to 388. Of course, the nature of the
characters, the plot, the themes, and the dramatization will vary from play
to play, sometimes greatly, sometimes not so greatly, depending on factors
ranging from simple differences in subject matter to major changes in the
poet's style and method, some due to the rapidly changing social and
political conditions in Athens toward the end of the fifth century, some
because of conscious developments in Aristophanes' own technique.1

Yet in each of the surviving plays, from the earliest to the last, obscene
language and themes related to it, as we have described it in the previous
chapters, play an important role in the characterization of personae, in
the development of themes and ideas, in the plot and the action we see on
stage. Having treated obscenity historically and analytically, it is now
our task to examine briefly the nature of the dramatic function of this one
aspect of Aristophanic comedy: which characters use obscenities, when and
how they use them, what kinds of obscenities appear in what contexts, how
sexual and scatological themes contribute to the general thematic develop-
ment of individual plays or groups of plays.

In the first part of this chapter we are concerned with the comedies
that survive from the 420s. These five plays show a conspicuous unity of

1. See D. Grene, "The Comic Technique of Aristophanes," Hermathena 50 (1937):
114 ff.
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tone, structure, and subject matter within the body of Aristophanes'
extant work, a unity distinct enough from the later plays to warrant close
comparison as well as individual scrutiny. The obscenity in these five plays
is in many ways strikingly uniform in function, and possesses a richness
and dramatic coherence to be found in none of the later extant plays save
Lysistrata. Obscenity in these plays is a major ingredient in the grotesque
humor, the wild lyrical flights, the free and abundant fantasy, and the
savagery and abandon of personal and political invective that are all
hallmarks of Aristophanes' early work.

Although a simple chronological treatment of these plays would be
acceptable in view of their mutual similarities, it seems better to discuss as
a group Acharnians, Peace, and Knights, which concern war, peace, and
Gleon, followed by Clouds and Wasps, which concern primarily the ques-
tions of nature versus convention and the role of education therein.

Acharnians

The first scene of the play (1—203) establishes themes common to all the
plays of the period of the Archidamian War: our hero, Dicaeopolis, is
poor (497, 558, 578, 593 f.), old (600, 993 ff., 1228), and obviously out of
place in the city, which he loathes but where he has been forced to live for
the duration of the war. He longs for his rural deme (33) as do Demus, the
Farmer (Frr. 100-11), Strepsiades, and later Trygaeus. When we first
meet him he is sitting in lonely isolation from the city and its citizens; he is,
in fact, as his name suggests, the only just citizen, the only one for whom
the Assembly and the affairs of the city are a serious concern. What he
sees in this first scene convinces him that no action is possible for one who
is content to accept the conventional morality and work through the
ordinary channels, because the entire city is corrupt and uniterested in the
just things. The polis uses law and morality dishonestly, as masks for its
injustice and greed.

The only course of action left to Dicaeopolis is to transcend the polis and
its war by establishing in the countryside a private world in which all
wishes are satisfied, all enemies are powerless, and all conventional laws
and morality can be overturned by his own boundless self-assertion. That
is, what the poet sees as dishonest and unnatural morality, allowing politi-
cians and generals to foist war and destruction upon helpless little men like
Dicaeopolis, is to be replaced in Dicaeopolis' new world by the healthy,
natural drives toward food, sex, procreation, and general fertility. This
devaluation and annihilation in fantasy of authority-figures—politicians,
generals, nobles, gods, intellectuals, and other representatives of forces
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superior in power to the average citizen—is accomplished by heroes with
whom the audience can identify and in that way retaliate vicariously
against society.2 All of the heroes of the plays of this period, Dicaeopolis,
Demos and the Sausage-Seller, Strepsiades, Philocleon, and Trygaeus, in
their own ways make use of the same outrageous mechanisms in accomp
lishing their overturning of society: these include violence, deception, the
uninhibited indulgence of bodily drives (especially the sex drive), and the
unrestrained use of obscene language, whether (a) positively, to celebrate
sensual indulgence or (b) negatively, to expose enemies.

Midway through his opening monologue, Dicaeopolis breaks wind (30),
a sign of boorishness and rusticity in Aristophanes; he also toys with him
self, plucking pubic hairs from boredom (31). These are things no polite
person would do, but which are done very frequently by Aristophanic
heroes. Dicaeopolis is from the country, where (according to the comic
poet) people are simple and uninhibited, and say what they mean. In
other words, Dicaeopolis is already presented as living more or less in
accordance with nature and not by the hypocritical conventions of the
polis; he is not afraid to behave and speak accordingly.

In fact, Dicaeopolis is virtually the only character in the play who utters
obscenities, that is, who feels free to expose what is usually hidden. All of
the other characters (save the chorus of Acharnians, fellow-countrymen)
are imposters with something to conceal. Later in the play, Dicaeopolis'
obscenities will celebrate the freedom from restraints enjoyed by the hero;
in this opening scene, Dicaeopolis' obscenities serve to cut through the
disguises of the various corrupt envoys who appear before the Assembly
and who represent the maddening depravity of wartime Athenian politics.

These exposures all involve references to unnatural sex, namely the
risible varieties of homosexuality: here the reader is advised to consult
chapter 7, where the delicate nuances of the Athenian attitude toward
homosexuality are explored. It is a standard Aristophanic notion, which
we will see again and again in the plays, that the only natural sex is the
free heterosexual variety between husbands and wives or husbands and
girls (and the occasional young boy). Sex with prostitutes as well as with
older homosexual objects is nearly always frowned upon by the poet and is
at best a poor substitute for normal sexual relations between man and
woman. This is especially true of plays like Acharnians, where heterosexual-
ity is so closely bound up with themes of general fertility and the idealized
freedoms of rural life.

In 79 Dicaeopolis crudely but accurately maintains that only promiscu-
2. See K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972), pp. 31 ff.;

C. H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), passim.
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ous pathics.and pederasts are considered real men in Athens, and when the
ambassador tells what he considers an amusing tale about the gourman-
dizing of the Persians (whom he admires and envies), Dicaeopolis interjects
obscenely that the Persians are probably pathics too (83 f.). The ambas
sador affects not to believe this, however, nor does he believe Dicaeopolis'
correct interpretation of Pseudartabas' garbled insult of 104, that all
Athenians are pathics. The ambassador deliberately bowdlerizes the word

, gape-ass, into the innocent (108), and this enrages
Dicaeopolis: he is beginning to see through the whole hoax. Through his
personal cross-examination of the envoys it soon becomes clear that the
Assembly is dealing not with Persians but with the notorious Athenian
pederasts, Cleisthenes and Straton, a discovery that leads to more derisive
obscenities by Dicaeopolis (117-22). But the crier shouts him down. It is
not long, however, before Dicaeopolis again breaks out with his obscene
(and therefore impolitic) descriptions of the envoys: when he loudly com-
plains about the hard-earned money of lowly citizens like himself going to
degenerate Odomantians (158) he is pummeled and robbed, but gets no
help from fellow Athenians. It is at this point that the fraudulent Assembly
is dissolved and Dicaeopolis makes his private peace.

Dicaeopolis' obscenities in this first scene are all homosexual, that is,
the honest and "natural" Dicaeopolis refers to unnatural sex as a way of
exposing the unnaturalness and corruption of the polis. The same is true of
obscene homosexual references later: Dicaeopolis' insult to Lamachus
(592) and his pathic young soldiers (604), and the Acharnians' choric
references to contemporary (and therefore debauched) youth (716) and to
Cleon (664). In the city a man runs the risk of having Prepis or Cleonymus
brush off their "wide-arsedness" onto him (842 ff.) or running into the
adulterous Cratinus (848 ff.), or having Cleon "tongue him into submis-
sion" and "filthy him all over" (380-82). The war itself is seen by Dicaeo
polis in terms of degraded sex, since it was caused (he contemptuously
maintains) by the reciprocal rapes of "sluts and whores" (524 ff.).

The perversion and secretiveness which Dicaeopolis exposes in the first
scene by means of his obscenities contrasts with the open honesty of the
countryside. For it is only in the country (it would appear) that one can
break wind, speak out plainly, and fornicate naturally. As Dicaeopolis
says (271 ff.), it is far better to frolic and have sex out in the fields than to
put up with troubles, fights, and Lamachuses in the city; playful sexual
aggressiveness is better than planned political whore-snatching and inces-
sant buggery. Dicaeopolis' small country Dionysia (241-79), with its
uninhibited ritual obscenities and open glorification of the phallus, offers a
refreshing contrast to the manifest depravity of the opening scene and pro-
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vides a transition from the prologue to the dramatization of Dicaeopolis'
reestablishment of a rural style of life, which means an unlimited supply of
good food, wholesome sex, and general fertility, none of which can be had
or enjoyed amid the sterility of wartime Athens.

Food and sex, the rewards of peace, are in fact the controlling themes of
the second half of the play, whose action begins immediately after the
reconciliation between Dicaeopolis and his natural allies, the Acharnians.
This reconciliation consists of spirited fights, a visit to Euripides, and lively
masquerade sequences. There is hardly any obscenity between the close of
the country Dionysia and the opening of Dicaeopolis' marketplace (719).
Obscenity (other than for incidental swipes at the polis by the chorus and
at Lamachus by Dicaeopolis) is not needed during this agonistic portion of
the play: there is no one to denounce for degeneracy and, as yet, no sexual
pleasures to celebrate. But the obscenity begins again in earnest with the
arrival of Dicaeopolis' first customer, a Megarian.

This Megarian wants to sell his two small girls as piggies. His scheme is
Megarian (738) not only because it is deceitful but because was a
slang term for the youthful female member. Aristophanes bases the entire
scene around this play on words,3 but he intended something more than
merely a series of vaudeville-style turns on an obscene double entendre.
The motifs of food and sex are to be introduced simultaneously by means of
this scene in the first moments of Dicaeopolis' private truce. Dicaeopolis
realizes at least as early as 781 that the Megarian's sack contains girls and
not piggies, but perseveres in a discussion of piggie-sacrifice, which in its
ambiguity could mean either eating or fornicating. The ambiguity is
continued as Dicaeopolis offers to feed the piggies, who will "eat anything
you give them": Dicaeopolis' offerings are double entendres referring to
the male member, which the girls will "eat" (797 ff.).

Interesting dramatically are the roles of the two characters in the ob-
scenity: the deceitful Megarian never intentionally uses outright or even
indirect obscenity; he is the straight man for Dicaeopolis, whose growing
recognition of the Megarian's scheme provides ample opportunity for
double entendres and occasional outright obscenities (as in 781 f., 789).
Dicaeopolis thus reestablishes by the use of open and salty language his
identity as "natural man," his ability to acknowledge and enjoy bodily
drives and verbally to cut through all kinds of deceptions and disguises.
But the context of his exposures is changed: in the first scene Dicaeopolis,
as a member of the Assembly, exposed the deceivers for no reward and
only at the risk of bringing down upon himself wrath, physical violence,
and the loss of his food. In the country and on his own terms as a private

3. Dover, ibid., gives a lively description of the entire scene (pp. 63 ff.).
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citizen, Dicaeopolis' sagacity and outspokenness bring him glory, food,
and sex. In the prologue obscenity was unnatural in that it uncovered only
ugliness and society's corruption; therefore it had to be suppressed by the
forces of conventionality. In the countryside, obscenity exposes and cele-
brates what is joyful and fructifying, and is thus the natural, festive ex-
pression of healthy desires.

The mingling of motifs of food and sex through obscene language con-
tinues beyond the Megarian scene: the Theban's Copaic eels are apostro-
phized as "maidens" (883), and the pleasure of eating them is given in
sexual language (883 ff.). The foods and processes in Dicaeopolis' descrip-
tion of the banquet (1005-07, 1014) are all double entendres for sexual
organs and acts, referring probably to the "easy women" who will attend
(1091). Both themes, gluttony and sexual abandon, rise to a crescendo as
the play nears its climax.

Of course, the banquet with which the play ends is a grand marriage-
feast celebrating the union of Dicaeopolis and the beautiful Diallage
(989 ff.), who represents in her naked charms the sexual nature of Dicaeo
polis' (and the poet's) conception of peacetime. Dicaeopolis' rhapsodic
address to Diallage (989-99) contains a striking series of sexual double
entendres based upon agricultural terminology; Dicaeopolis' reworking of
the land after long years of wartime sterility is seen simultaneously as
sexual rejuvenation and procreation.

Like Diallage and the countryside, the Truce itself is endowed with
sexual powers, revealed obscenely by Dicaeopolis in a brief scene (1048-
68) in which a groom's man asks Dicaeopolis for some of the Truce so that
his friend will not have to fight but can spend all his time making love to
his bride. In other words, like all the other "imposters" or intruders in this
half of the play, he wants to benefit from Dicaeopolis' unique style of life
without having earned the right to it. Like the others he is refused. But
Dicaeopolis is only too happy to give some of the Truce to the bridesmaid,
who he says had nothing to do with the war (1062). This girl is the only
person so honored in the play, unless we include also the young girls with
whom Dicaeopolis exits at the end. Dicaeopolis is otherwise quite selfish
with the blessings of peace.

During the last scene the triumphant Dicaeopolis uses obscenity as a
powerful means of contrasting his present state of blessedness with the
wretchedness of the campaigning Lamachus, champion of the city. Lama-
chus asks his boy for some rotten fish rolled in a leaf but Dicaeo
polis tells his own boy to take hold of his foreskin promising to
"bake it" later (1101 f.); Lamachus tells his boy to grab hold of his spear,
but Dicaeopolis tells his own boy to grab hold of his phallus (1121). A
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chorus sums up the extended stichomythy with a song contrasting Lama-
chus' cold guard duty with Dicaeopolis' warm sexual exploits with a
"most luscious little girl" (1143-49). The contrast is further sharpened
when Lamachus enters, wounded by a vine-pole (1190: fertility victorious
over war), while Dicaeopolis enters with two naked courtesans, whose
charms he describes obscenely (1198-1201): note the artful juxtaposition of
Lamachus' "take hold of my broken leg" (1214) and Dicaeopolis' "take
hold of my erect cock" (1216), Lamachus' ("I swoon in the
encroaching darkness") (1219) and Dicaeopolis' ("I fuck
the dark night through") (1221). Finally, as Lamachus is carried offstage
groaning, Dicaeopolis exits toward the consummation of his marriage to
triumphant cries of

Peace

Peace returns to many of the ideas treated in Acharnians, although the
methods of dramatizing them are different.4 Since the play is a festive
masque5 celebrating the accomplished fact of peace and her blessings for
all the Greeks, rather than the story of one aggressive man and his estab-
lishment of a selfish private peace, its action and its characters are simpler
and more symbolic, its mood more joyous. Trygaeus is a nonviolent, less
demonic Dicaeopolis, the chorus of farmers (603 ff.) more typically coun-
trymen than the bellicose Acharnians, Polemos more a symbol of war than
an execrable practitioner of martial arts like Lamachus, and the arma-
ment-makers are essentially straw men whose weapons Trygaeus turns
magically into ploughshares. The names themselves reflect the less astrin
gent and political character of the play when compared with their coun
terparts in Acharnians.

Since there is less intrigue and less conflict, less concentration on char
acters as individuals in Peace than Acharnians, the obscenity in Peace is
benign and celebratory rather than aggressive and abusive, and more
consistently symbolic than that of the earlier play. Although Trygaeus
uses obscene language more often than anyone else, he is not, like Dicaeo
polis, the only one who does. The obscenities in Acharnians were closely
linked to the character and doings of Dicaeopolis in his fight to transcend
the city, its politicians, generals, and personal enemies, in a quest for pri-
vate blessedness. Obscenity in Peace, on the other hand, is used primarily to
contribute to the universal themes of the play through more or less static

4. See Th. Geizer, Aristophanes, RE Supplbd. 12 (1971): 1456.53 ff.
5. Cf. Whitman (n. 2, above), p. 104.
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images and symbols: the return of peace to the world and the blessings
that result.

Like Dicaeopolis, the Trygaeus of the prologue wants somehow to be rid
of the war and to enjoy once again the blessings of peace in his native
countryside. In the earlier play the prologue put before us a picture of the
corruption and unnaturalness of wartime Athens, which Dicaeopolis then
exchanged for the gay life of sensual indulgence depicted in the later part
of the play. The harsh and negative obscenities of the prologue contrasted
in quality and function with the benign and celebratory obscenities of the
later part of the play. In Peace the pattern is the same: the obscenities of
the first part of the play (to 341) are scatological and serve to characterize
the unnaturalness of wartime: they stand in sharp contrast to those of the
second, which (like those of the second half of Acharnians} are uniformly
sexual and serve to celebrate peacetime.

The world without peace presented to us in the prologue is visualized
in images of excrement,6 evil smells, and the total absence of heterosexual
sex (sterility). If in Acharnians "perverse" homosexuality represents the
opposite of healthy sexual release, in Peace the dung-beetle embodies a
more complete reversal of the proper order of things: he eats rather than
excretes excrement, his foul-smelling mouth is like an anus, he loves what
we naturally abhor. Fully consonant with this disgusting state of affairs is
the presence of Cleon amidst the excrement (43 ff.): Aristophanes makes
an Ionian (i.e. a debauchee) guess that the dung-beetle actually rep
resents Cleon, and Aristophanes does not deny it—like the dung-beetle,
Cleon has become powerful by eating excrement (48); he is a that
stinks like a seal, has unwashed private parts and the anus of a camel, and
behaves like a degenerate (754 ff.). He is thus the ideal human symbol for
the present disastrous state of the world.

Homosexuality, too, figures in the obscenity of this first section: the
beetle is "dainty" in his own revolting way, and especially likes the ex
crement of pathics (11 f.), an Athenian specialty. The Athenians whom
Trygaeus surveys on his flight upward are to be found in outhouses,
around brothels, and are pathics all (101, 154-72). Yet the only subse-
quent references to homosexuality (that is, after the prologue) are Aristo-
phanes' denial, in the parabasis, of improper homosexual inclinations
(762 f.) and Hermes' fitting remark (724) that the dung-beetle will stay in
heaven to "feed on Ganymedes' ambrosia" (= excrement), a remark

6. The only sexual references in the first part of the play are two incidental (and
metaphorical) double entendres referring to Zeus' mistreatment of the (personified)
cities, at 59 and 63.
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that concludes the play's main exchange : the gods get the foul and sterile
dung-beetle while humanity receives peace and fertility.

It is interesting to note that in Peace the gods are presented as unnatural
in sexual terms : they have an affinity with the character of the dung-beetle.
Zeus is , the shitwalker or shitmounter (pederast, 42), Gany-
medes is a pathic (724), Polemos makes men defecate in terror (241), the
gods are pimps (849 f.) and rapists (59, 63) and make Theoria perform
fellatio upon them (854) — not to mention their burial of Peace and the
edict of death for anyone found "digging her up" (i.e. having intercourse
with her, 37 f.). Thus Trygaeus' Bellerophon-like7 journey to heaven on
the dung-beetle accomplishes a return to the correct order of things : per
verted sex is exchanged for natural sex, war for peace, the evil smells of
excrement for the sweet smells of flowers, food, and girls, the execrable
dung-cakes of the prologue for the wedding cakes of the climactic wedding
feast.

There are few references to excrement in the second part of the play,
and all are thematically connected with the first part : bad poets are called
"droppings" by the chorus (790), and people who are connected with war
are singled out for excremental humiliations : thus the fate of the sword-
maker (547), the pike-maker (549), the taxiarch (1176), and the arms-
merchant whose breastplate Trygaeus uses for a bedpan (1228, 1236 ff.).
Like war itself, such creatures must be excluded from the new order of the
world.

Once Eirene and her two companions, Opora and Theoria, have been
returned to society, fertility and happiness burst forth in abundance. The
resumption of normal sexual relations is closely connected with the return
of peace (cf. 341, 439 f., 666, where Eirene bears a [box] of truces, a
pun on [cunt]), and specifically with a return to the fields: cf.
536, 707 f., 1329-31, and 867 ff., where Trygaeus says,

[I saved all the Greeks so that they might safely take to the fields, to
sleep and to fuck.]

The close connection between sex and the renewed fertility of the fields is
captured in images like that of 706-08, Hermes' exhortation to Trygaeus:

7. Sec the schol. at 76, 135 f., 146 f., 154; Arg. Pac. 2; schol. at V 757.
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[Come now, on these conditions take to wife Opora here, live alongside
her, and in your fields produce . . . grapes!]

(cp. A 994—99). Similarly Opora at 711 ff. represents both a sex partner
and the fruit of the harvest, and the wedding hymn with which the play
closes mingles sexual and agricultural terminology: double entendres for
intercourse include (1339), which plays on Trygaeus' name,

, fig-gathering(1348),and figs for the genitals of both bride and
groom (1351 f.); all serve to allegorize and elevate the standard sexual
byplay that was expected at the end of comedies.

As in Acharnians, eating and sex are closely connected: the pennyroyal
tonic of 712 is vaginal fluid, simultaneously a cure for overconsumption of
fruit and overindulgence in sex with Opora; at the banquet described at
868-70 the foods are double entendres for the female parts, and lack only
the for perfection; grain is both sustenance and the penis at 965-67;
at the wedding feast (1353-59) food and sex are indistinguishable; com
pare 1136-39:

[and I'll toast my chickpeas and roast my acorn and kiss my Thracian
slave-girl—all while the wife's away at her bath!]

Like Dicaeopolis, Trygaeus is rejuvenated sexually as part of the re
wards for his heroic transcendence (859 ff.) and receives a beautiful wife
symbolic of peace and fertility. In the earlier, more political play, the wife
is Reconciliation; for Trygaeus she is Opora, symbol since the dawn of
Greek literature of plenty, of ripe fruits and ripe bodies in the prime of
life.8 Trygaeus' name marks him allegorically as her "harvester" and
sexual partner; this is explicit at 1339. After the wedding, we assume that
he will return with his bride to Athmone to resume his vine-dressing. But
Trygaeus, not as selfish and egocentric as Dicaeopolis, has provided the
entire Council with a sex-partner, too. After all, everyone is sex-starved

8. A good survey and discussion of this traditional aspect of Greek poetry can be found
in H. Frankel, Wege und Formen fruhgrieckiscken Denkens (Munich, 1955), pp. 45 ff.; see
also LSJ s.v. II, III.
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after thirteen long years (990) of sterile and sexless warfare (727 f., 964 ff.):
everyone in the city is "a lover" of Eirene (988). Theoria is to be the com
mon sex-partner of the city.

We note that neither Eirene nor Opora, symbols of Peace and the
countryside respectively, is ever made the object of coarse sexual humor;
the sexual humor surrounding them is gentle and bound thematically to
noble motifs. But we get a different impression of Theoria's future in the
city, at the hands of the aroused Council. Aristophanes makes this thought
his excuse for a long series of violent and extravagant sexual jokes (871-
908) traded between Trygaeus and a slave, which emphasize the less lofty
aspects of coupling: here the images are of beating (874), anal penetration
(876), tent-pitching (880), gang-rape (882, 889 f.), cunnilingus (885),
roasting and scorching (891-93), and a culminating tour de force of
metaphors derived from the rousing and sweaty events of festal games
(894 ff.). Understandably, the prytanis takes hold of Theoria very eagerly
indeed (906).

Knights

Knights, like Acharnians and Peace, is concerned directly with the political
life of Athens, specifically the continuing war, the evilness of the leaders
(especially Gleon), and the desire of good men for peace. The conflict of
the play results in the reestablishment of peace and the good old days to
replace fear and warfare (although the new order following the fall of
Cleon is not dramatized as in the two preceding plays). Nevertheless,
Knights is quite different in tone and structure from its two sister plays. The
action consists almost entirely of a contest in roguery between two un-
savory characters, with the emphasis on ferocious scurrility more intense
than that found anywhere else in the extant plays. The hero, a sausage-
seller, is not, like Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus, morally superior to the city
and its leaders, but precisely the opposite: he is a product of the city's
lowest depths and knows nothing of the pure countryside. Demos, who
comes closest to the type of character we saw in Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus,
is hardly developed at all.

There is little fantasy. Where Dicaeopolis managed to create a Utopian
state of blessedness which transcended the polis and bypassed the realities
of war, where Trygaeus. in a state of heroic madness stormed Olympus and
brought Peace to transform the world, the Sausage-Seller accomplishes
nothing transcendent, establishes no new order of things. The focus from
first to last is on the immediacy of the city and its affairs. Nor does the play
ever show us the reality of the good things that are supposed to result from
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the triumph of the Sausage-Seller over Cleon: the rejuvenation of Demos
is not developed much beyond a plot-device, and the entrance of two
naked Truces at the end seems to be a perfunctory gesture made to satisfy
an almost obligatory tradition in Old Comedy of staging the good old
days this way.9 Moreover, even the actual political satire of this most
political play contains very little specific criticism and no coherent pro-
gram of reform, even on the trivial level of most other plays. The atmos-
phere of topicality and realism is only a mask; the real purpose of Knights
is to attack and degrade Cleon in the most violent possible ways. It is es-
sentially a vindictive work that grew out of the standing feud between the
poet and the politician.

The obscenity in Knights is particularly savage and almost entirely of a
homosexual and scatological nature. In Acharnians and Peace the negative
dramatic function of such kinds of obscene language (used to expose and
degrade corruption and wickedness) was confined to the opening (nega-
tive) scenes; the heroes then proceeded either to transcend or to transform
the evilness they uncovered. The obscenities of the later parts of the plays
were therefore primarily sexual, their dramatic function gay and positive:
to celebrate peace and unfettered fertility. In Knights a part corresponding
to this second section is lacking, and thus there is no place for heterosexual
language. The play is wholly concerned with a contest of attack and ex-
posure between two profligates, and the winner, far from transcending the
corruption he exposes, wins because he is actually more scurrilous and
corrupt than his opponent.

The only sexual obscenity to be found in the play is in fact the comic
coinage , thrice shoving in the old pole, which follows
the entrance of the Truces (1390 ff.) at the end of the play, where it is
intimated that Demos, like Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus free of his troubles,
will take his wenches and head for the countryside. Elsewhere we find
only nasty references to cunnilingus (a practice not thought of, when taken
to excess, as proper heterosexuality: see chap. 2, p. 52): Cleon's plunder
ing of the islands is visualized by the Sausage-Seller in terms of forcible
cunnilingus (1032 f.), and the chorus describes for the audience the un
speakable practices of Ariphrades the cunnilinctor (1280-89). The faint
sexual overtones of the dialogue between the virgin trireme and her older
companion, who express disgust at the thought of being manned by Hyper-
bolus (1300 ff.), or those of the chorus regarding Dame Comedy (517),
are meant to be anything but obscene.

The two slaves, Nicias and Demosthenes,10 initiate an important homo-

9. Cf. Cratin. 160 f., 238, 239; Telecl. 1; Eup. 90 f., 276 f; Pherecr. 10, 130.
JO. Although the generals are not named in the text, it seems plausible that they are the
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sexual characterization of Cleon which continues throughout the play:
specifically, he is presented as both a pathic and a paedicator, the aggressor
in homosexual contact. Demosthenes tells us that Cleon's anus lies

, among the gapers, that is, among the pathics (78). The idea is picked
up again by the chorus, who portray Cleon as violating his victims sexually
(263), and once more by Demosthenes, who makes another joke on
KSCV, gaping (380 f.) Naturally, the Sausage-Seller is quick to adopt this
kind of scurrility in his abuse of Cleon: when Cleon righteously declares
that he has benefited the city by curbing the activities of the homosexuals,
particularly Gryttus (876 f), the Sausage-Seller retorts that this was done
not with virtuous intent but simply to prevent other pathics from becoming
Cleon's political rivals.

Of course, the Sausage-Seller, too, is guilty of homosexual practices, but
there is a difference: whereas Cleon never admits the vice of which the
other characters accuse him, the Sausage-Seller proudly proclaims it; he
does not wait for Cleon to bring up the subject (as he does only obliquely
at 962 f). But the Sausage-Seller is not an aggressor like Cleon; he is not a
paedicator. The Sausage-Seller grew up in the marketplace where he was
subjected to buggering (1242). One of the first signs of his future greatness
was the episode of the "meat" which as a young man he was holding be-
tween his buttocks. A passerby prophesied that this was surely evidence of
a great future in politics.

The anecdote runs like a minor leitmotif throughout the play (423-26,
483 f, 1263). The Sausage-Seller's reamed anus in fact makes him at one
with the people in comic terms (as well as the most extreme case), as op-
posed to Cleon, who is an oppressor (bugger) of the people. As the Sausage-
Seller says to Demos, "You will agree that you have never seen a man
worthier than me in this city of (that is, the Reamed as well as
the Gullible, 1262 f.). Two insults reinforce the characterizations: Cleon
tells Demos that if he listens to the Sausage-Seller he will become a
an old hide pouch (i.e. well-worn anally) like the Sausage-Seller (962 f.).
The Sausage-Seller replies that if Demos listens to Cleon, he will become

all the way to the pubis" (963 f.)—that is, a totally aggressive
pederast, all hard-on.

We must understand the use of the lover-theme, in the same
light. Cleon proclaims himself to be Demos' , the Sausage-Seller
calls himself a rival, and goes on to explain that Demos is like
a young the beloved: the Sausage-Seller and other good men

men intended by the poet: see Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1427.58 fF. We shall therefore refer
to slave A as Demosthenes and to slave B as Nicias.
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have been waiting their chance to treat Demos as he deserves, but are
blocked by Demos' fatal tendency to "give himself" to such scum as Cleon
(733 ff.).11 Here again is the motif of Cleon as violator of the people,
expressed by means of homosexual obscenity. The joking portrayal of
Demos as a young continues through to the last part of the play
(946, 1163), when his rejuvenation entitles him to a , a well-
hung boy "such as the nobles have" (1385-87), in addition to the Truces.
Like Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus, Demos in his liberation from oppression
earns a simultaneous liberation from the restrictions of age and sexual
restraints.

Cleon uses only four obscenities, in comparison with the many used by
his rival, and those he does use are comparatively mild: his threat to drag
his opponent away by his - ,butt (a mild word, 365), his threat to rip
out the Sausage-Seller's "tender parts" (he uses the euphemism, ,
708), his boast about Gryttus (876 f), and his reference to the Sausage-
Seller as a (962 f.), use no harsh words. In a revealing interchange
(896 ff.) Cleon even breaks off a series of crude jokes on flatulence with
which the Sausage-Seller and the rustic (43 ff.) Demos are amusing them-
selves, complaining that they are the. rankest buffooneries

The delighted Sausage-Seller replies that his destiny is to overpower
Cleon in roguery.

If roguery includes the abundant use of obscenities, the Sausage-Seller
certainly qualifies as a rogue. Nearly all of the obscene language in the
play is his. If Cleon threatens to tear out the Sausage-Seller's "tender
parts," the Sausage-Seller threatens to "drag Cleon into the Cerameicus by
the testicles with a meathook" (772), and hopes that he "bites
his own cock" when he bends over to consult his oracles (1010). Cleon
threatens to "tear in pieces" his rival; the Sausage-Seller replies that he
will "bugger" Cleon , 295); at 364, the Sausage-Seller vows
to "fuck Cleon's ass-hole as if it were a sausage-case," a threat which
Cleon's meager reply (365) cannot hope to match.

In addition to homosexual scurrility, the Sausage-Seller makes frequent
use of excremental language: he calls Cleon , bullshit (658), turns
Cleon's political program into a crude joke on the powers of his own well-
muscled anus (721), and often alludes to defecation as a means of trivializ-
ing Cleon's arguments (280 f., 888 f, 896-903, 1057), or twisting his off-
hand statements in a vulgar way (997 f.). The Sausage-Seller's anecdotes,
too, are full of gratuitous excremental coarseness: witness his account of the

11. For the meretriciousness of the post-Periclean demos, cf. Th. 2.65.10, Xen. Ath.
1.7. 2.19.
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Assembly meeting at 638-42, and his continuous references to guts, stuffed
or unstuffed.

Clouds

Clouds does not, like the plays we have been examining, deal with the
grand problems of war, peace, political corruption, and Cleon. There is
no transcendent hero, no fantastic liberation from the constraints of so
ciety, no grand causes of the compelling urgency that surrounded the
questions of war and peace and politics debated in other plays. The play
focuses entirely on the family of Strepsiades and their dealings with the
new amorality and chicanery then (according to the comic poet) sweeping
Athens and embodied in Socrates' school. Unlike such larger-than-life
creatures as Dicaeopolis, Trygaeus, and the Sausage-Seller, the characters
of Clouds (with the exception of the chorus of clouds itself, in which the
poet invests most of the overarching intellectual dialectic of the play) are
mere individuals with small and selfish concerns, without intellectual dis-
tinction or unusual strengths of character, and incapable of any grand or
extraordinary achievement. Aristophanes treats within this all-too-human
context the problems of pedagogy, belief in Zeus and the gods, the
relationship between rationalism and morality, the conflict of generations,
the nature of education, and the question of nature versus convention. The
essential comedy is built around the Begriffsstutzigkeit of Strepsiades and
the difficulties in which it involves him when he leaves the tolerant safety
of his own home to try to hoodwink the city.12 Socrates and his pupils,
Pheidippides, the Logics, and the creditors are secondary characters who
illuminate the various facets of Strepsiades' predicament, besides provid-
ing much opportunity for the satire of current ideas.

Strepsiades, like the other comic heroes, has a scheme: to cheat his
creditors. But since this is a dishonest and unfair scheme, he is not allowed
to get away with it. He must pay for his poor judgment and reckon with
the consequences of his bungled attempt at fraud. If there was little
fantasy in Knights, there is none at all in Clouds. In the absence of anything
grand and fantastic with which to identify the characters, it is their
personal idiosyncrasies and foibles which must provide the comedy and
sustain our interest. The invincible and transcendent power of heroic self-
assertion in the face of a corrupt society, which initiated the fantastic and
superhuman successes of Dicaeopolis, Trygaeus, and the Sausage-Seller,
is schematized in this play by means of the then current dichotomy be-

12. See W. Schmid, Die attische Komodie in Schmid-Stahlin, Geschichte der griechischen
Literatur ser. 1, vol. 4 (1946), pp. 261 f.
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tween , the urgings of nature, and , the conventions of society.13

But since Strepsiades' scheme and the disreputable men with whom he
must conspire to achieve its success are viewed as stupid and dishonest,
while society appears (for once) to be sane and honest, Strepsiades cannot,
like other heroes, use the force of liberated to overturn the laws of
society. Instead, the unrestrained exercise of appears in the speech
of Unjust Logic, and the result of the play demonstrates that anyone who
follows the advice of Unjust Logic must be defeated by the forces of
civilized life and convention. For Strepsiades this means paying his debts
and his damages at last, not to mention dealing with his now corrupted
son; for Socrates it means dealing with the outraged Strepsiades.

Thus, the sensory indulgences that were part of the victory of the comic
hero in other plays, as well as the obscene language which helped first to
achieve that victory and then to celebrate it, appear in Clouds to be mere
outlawry and hubris, intolerable to society and involving the transgressors
in ruin. The role of obscenity in Clouds will therefore be different from what
it has been hitherto.

Obscenity in Clouds is, in fact, used to flesh out and animate a character's
personality. This use of obscenity to differentiate characters and add depth
to their personalities is new, and demanded by the novel and more subtle
nature of the play itself (cf. V 1044 ff.).14 In the plays we have been
examining, obscenity belonged primarily to one character but was for that
character more a weapon of abuse and/or exposure than an integrated
part of his personality. Moreover, the obscenity was very closely con-
nected with the themes and fantasies in which the protagonist was involved
rather than being a real aspect of the protagonist's personality. The
obscenities of minor characters, like the slaves in Peace, were without dis-
tinctive characteristics and were intended merely to provide farcical
amusement. In Clouds all of the major characters use obscenities (except
for the elegant Pheidippides, who would not stoop to using coarse lan-
guage), although, like all protagonists of this period, Strepsiades has by
far the most.

Before we examine the obscenities of the major characters in detail we
may note that Clouds has neither women nor references to the countryside

13. The fullest treatment of philosophical and cultural problems involved in this
dichotomy is F. Heinimann, Nomos und Physis (Basel, 1965), especially pp. 101 ff., 121 ff.

14. The remarks of Grene (n. 1, above), pp. 117 f., are worth quoting: "Within its
particular parts . . . Clouds shows a distinct move toward more effective dramatization,
and also a kind of psychological humor which we find again only in the late and fully
developed plays, Lysistrata, Ecclesiazusae, Plutus. . . . This subtler kind of humor, which
consists in observation of a purely human personality and its contacts, is that which informs
much of Aristophanes' later works."
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(apart, of course, from the magnificent nature poetry of the parodos,
which is nevertheless different in tone and context from that of descrip-
tions of the countryside in, say, Acharnians and Peace), peace, or fertility—
subjects which in Acharnians and Peace called for much heterosexual
obscenity. The closest approach is in Strepsiades' monologue contrasting
the simple sex life of bumpkins with the sophisticated lovemaking of city
women (see below), a reference which is but a brief nod to themes that
literally filled earlier plays. There is even less heterosexual obscenity in this
play than there was in Knights: all we find here are Just Logic's moralistic
references to fornication (996 f.), Unjust Logic's teasing replies thereto
(1068-82), and Strepsiades' shocked reaction to the incest in Euripides'
plays (1371 f.).

As in Knights, the obscenity is entirely homosexual and scatological, al-
though there is very little obscene invective, which was the special realm
of such obscenities in earlier plays. The obscenity of Clouds does not serve
to establish the violent vulgarity of any one character, nor is it used by one
character to expose another. It is almost totally benign, and the exposures
it effects are self-exposures: a character's obscenities reveal aspects of his
personality and motivations. The only suprapersonal, thematic use of
obscenity—to underline the conceptual points Aristophanes wants to make
about the new morality in Athens—occurs in the debate of the Logics, but
here, too, the points are made through revealing self-characterizations and
not through the exposure of someone else. Just Logic reveals his own un-
healthy sexual interests, and Unjust Logic his own shamelessness, without
each other's help.

We may begin with Strepsiades who, like Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus, is
a countryman (43, 134, 138) forced by the war to take up residence in
Athens. Unlike Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus, however, Strepsiades has little
dynamism or strength of character. He is an ignoramus, puzzled and con-
fused by the city and its ways but unable either to transcend or transform
what dissatisfies him. The reason is simple: he is selfish and without the
strongly developed sense of morality that characterized the other pro-
tagonists ; he wants his share of the corruption. The obscene language of
Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus served to expose corruption and liberate ,
then to celebrate the establishment of a new society. Without that kind of
dynamic function, Strepsiades' many obscenities serve merely to empha-
size his vulgarity, clownishness, and stupidity. Lacking a target for ex-
posure or a subject for celebration, Strepsiades' obscenities turn inward
and expose their speaker as a buffoon.

The pressure of the polis lies much heavier on Strepsiades than on
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Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus. Strepsiades has a city wife whose inexplicable
ways trouble him as much as those of their hippomaniac son. In a wonder-
fully vivid bit of characterization, Strepsiades soliloquizes about his un-
happy life in terms of sexual incompatibility (41 ff.):

[Oh, how I wish that that matchmaker had perished cruelly before she
persuaded me to marry your mother. I had a very sweet life as a country-
man—lazing, unshaven, sleeping whenever I wished, abounding in
bees and flocks and olives. And then I married the niece of Megacles,
son of Megacles—I a farmer, and she a woman of society, elegant,
grand. On our wedding day, reclining at her side, I smelled of new wine,
cheeses, wool, abundance—she, of perfumes, saffron, tricky lascivious
kisses, expenses, gluttony, Aphrodite of the Hard-on and Genetyllis.
I shall not say that she was slothful; on the contrary, she banged at her
loom constantly. But I would hold up this nightgown here between us
and say, "Wife, if you keep banging like this you'll use it all up!"]

All of Strepsiades' suspicions about the city and his longings for the
familiar, uncomplicated life of the countryside are encapsulated here in
sexual terms: his perplexity about his wife's sophisticated (and thus "un-
natural") odors and ways of making love is at one with his anxiety over the
family's spendthrift ways: note the obscene double entendre in ,
which means both "to whack away [make love] continually" and "to
squander wool/money." Kolias, whose name puns on , the male
member, and Genetyllis, goddesses of sex and reproduction who were
favorites with city women, puzzle Strepsiades as much as the newfangled
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deities of Socrates. Even the constant activity of city people puzzles him:
like his wife in bed, everyone seems always to be doing something—or,
rather, to be up to something.

The major function of Strepsiades' obscenity is to provide country-
bumpkin farce. He uses , fart, in the opening soliloquy as a
synonym for "sleep" (9); we note, a few lines later, his suspicion of "long-
hairs" (14), that is, nobles whom he suspects of pederastic debauchery,
something he finds strange and about which he often makes jokes. Strep-
siades' antics throughout his stay in the Phrontisterion demonstrate his
fondness for simple kinds of rustic humor: he mightily enjoys the story of
the lizard that defecates on Socrates (171-74); he is particularly amused
by the odd posture of the disciples who are bent over to study "the things
beneath the earth" and immediately makes crude and obscene fun of them
(193, 196 f). We note that later he continues to poke fun at homosexuals
by personifying the bedbugs ( ) who bite him like "Cor-inthian"
pederasts (713 f), by joking obscenely about Cleonymus (675 f.), and by
calling his newly reeducated son a "cistern-ass" (1330). When he is sup-
posed to be meditating ascetically, he is found instead to be masturbating
(it is difficult to repress Strepsiades' raw naturalness, 734), a joke that
Socrates does not find amusing. Socrates rebukes him as blasphemous and
clownish for comparing his flatulence to the Clouds' thunder (293—96,
although he later gives in on this point) and calls him vulgar and perverse
for making an obscene gesture in answer to a serious question (649-55). All
of this is, of course, the familiar situation in comedy of a serious teacher
questioning an ignorant buffoon who reduces everything to his own base
level. The same kind of comic routine reappears in Wasps the following
year.

Strepsiades' own anecdotes are full of scatological references. The
bladder that exploded at a country picnic he says "defecated" on him
(411); his bathetic reminiscences about Pheidippides' childhood bowel
troubles serve only to broaden the comedy of his own urgency (1384-90);
his dialectic of the chicken-droppings is his notion of Socratic discourse
(1430 ff.); the idea that rain is Zeus urinating through a sieve (372)
betrays incredible naiveness; and his reference at the end of the play to
the moon's backside (1507), at which he feels it is impious to peek, under-
lines both his simple backwardness and his sexual conservatism (cf. 43—55,
1371—76), not to mention his newfound moral standards. When he is in an
abusive mood he is apt to use violent obscenity, as in his threat to the
creditor (1299 f.) or his insult to Pheidippides (1330).

Similar to Strepsiades in buffoonishness is the disciple who greets him at
the Phrontisterion. This fellow, no less than Strepsiades, is fascinated (if
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not as hugely amused) by the gnat's proctal buzzing and the defecating
lizard, as well as all the other ludicrous things he speaks of. The obscenities
he uses are intended primarily to help establish Strepsiades' vulgar and
credulous nature, but they also serve as a comment on the frivolous and
farcical character of the subject matter taught by the Socratic school and of
the people who go there to learn claptrap and dishonesty.

Socrates himself uses obscenity, too, but of a different kind. After his
initial disgust with Strepsiades for comparing his own flatulence with the
Clouds' thunder, Socrates gives in and a bit later lowers himself to
Strepsiades' level by resurrecting the flatulence comparison, this time not
as a joke with sound effects, but as an illustration of a scientific principle
(385—94). Aside from being a good way to illustrate further the block-
headedness of Strepsiades, Aristophanes uses this scene to poke fun at
Socrates' notorious habit of illustrating his ideas by using lowly examples
(although we may be sure that in real life Socrates never stooped quite
this low), and also to ridicule what the poet feels is an idle game of vapors
and a waste of time for a grown man like Socrates.

All of Socrates' other obscenities are contemptuous jokes about homo-
sexuals and effeminates (348-50, 355, 673 ff., 687-92), which might be
expected in the discussions of the protean quality of the Clouds or the
peculiarities of verbal gender in which they occur. They seem, however,
to be entirely in character for Socrates, given his ascetic life-style and rigid
code of continence. Socrates' contempt for homosexuality is based upon
his contempt for softness and anything that distracts men from contempla-
tion. This indifference to the pleasures (and perversions) of sex is similar to
that of Strepsiades. Both men are out of step with the "morality" of the
city, Socrates by conscious choice, Strepsiades because of his rustic up-
bringing, the accidents of war, and the frightening demands of his elegant
wife.

Obscenity plays a crucial role in the debate of the two Logics (see also
478 ff.). Just Logic, who speaks first, complains that none of the young
men want to follow his lead any longer (916 f.) because of the evil influ-
ence of Unjust Logic, whom he calls "shameless and a pathic" (909) and
the instigator of what he feels has been a disastrous decline in decency and
morality. In his speech on the , the old-fashioned educa-
tion (961 ff.), he lauds the simple, upright pleasures of the good old days,
namely, continual athletic training and the learning of wholesome knowl-
edge, good manners, and strict continence under the tutelage of the
nobles. From such a regimen emerged the stout warriors of Marathon
days. Just Logic's throngs of clean young men, bronzed by the sun and
well-muscled from constant exercise, stand in striking contrast to their
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pale, flabby, and degenerate modern counterparts. The decline of chastity
has, in the view of Just Logic, led to a general decline in morality and civic
health.

There is nothing in all this of which the Acharnians, the Knights, or the
Aeschylus of Frogs would disapprove. But, unlike the usual laudatio tem-
poris acti, Just Logic's illustration of the theme of chastity of the good old
days is held up to comic ridicule and ultimately fails, not because chastity
on the part of young men and decorum on the part of their elders are
indefensible, but because Just Logic is a clumsy debater and a weak
personality, and therefore a poor spokesman for his theme: he makes
Unjust Logic's case for him.

In the struggle for Pheidippides' allegiance, Just Logic takes an entirely
negative position: he tells Pheidippides what he must not do, what he
should abstain from. The vices and unseemliness against which he rails are
described in such lurid detail and with such obvious longing that we must
feel there is something very attractive, not to say enjoyable, about them.
Just Logic manifestly counsels Pheidippides to deny what seem to be ir-
repressible urges. We might go even further: the sexual tastes of Just
Logic, although suppressed, do not really differ from the blatant tastes of
those he would call pathics (909, 1023), except that they are regulated not
by promiscuous whim but by the time-honored code of the upper class, a
code often ridiculed by Aristophanes' lowbrow heroes. Propriety and
etiquette appear to be mere masks for the lust that is in all of us. We note
that Just Logic does not prohibit pederasty itself: he prohibits only
wantonness, flirtatiousness, and promiscuity. The act itself is delicately
concealed but hardly invisible.

The language of Just Logic's speech is worth savoring: the long anapes-
tic section (961-1008) contains no outright obscenity but much suggestive
detail: note the piquant tone of (974), the hot euphemisms ,
token of youth (976), and . . . , the regions below the
navel (977), and the strikingly sensual , keeping the
legs crossed (983), and , the dewy down of
young privates (978), to mention but a few. Note also the affectionate

, little dingle (1014), used of the good boy's member, in
delicate balance with the vulgar , big meat, of the bad boy's
(1018). The short lyrical section following the anapests (1009-23) shows
Just Logic in a more excited mood: hence his stronger, but still preciously
euphemistic, language.

Unjust Logic at once perceives his rival's unhealthy sexual inhibitions
and takes a positive approach. He makes no secret of his own sexual
desires, but maintains that they are perfectly natural impulses, an ac-
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ceptable part of human nature. Sexual drives are to be seen as "nature's
imperatives":                      (1075, with a pun on       =
penis). We must, he says, "use our , jump, laugh, and consider
nothing shameful" (1078). It is unnatural to oppose nature. Included in
Unjust Logic' list of life's pleasures are the sexual enjoyment of both men
and women (1073), and our only concern in satisfying these urges should
be that, if caught, we be able to talk our way out of punishment (Strep-
siades' aim from the beginning). Unjust Logic makes his cynical and
blasphemous references to Thetis' grounds for divorce from Peleus (he
was an unimaginative lover) to poke fun at his opponent's misogynistic
feelings (more unnaturalness: cf. 996 f.) and to twit him for his old-
fashioned, romantic notions about physical love. Moreover, this reference
to the sexual life of the gods undermines Just Logic's assertion that "right"
is with the gods, that is, that the gods must be chaste. We notice that Un-
just Logic is quick to deny Just Logic's claims of divine support: if Zeus
beats his father, if Heracles likes warm baths, and if Thetis likes to peform
exotic variations on the sex act, perhaps the gods say one thing but do
another (like Just Logic). Perhaps human beings should do what the gods
do rather than what they tell us to do.

Just Logic's reply to all this is to maintain that without modesty and
chastity we would all be , gape-asses (1084), which he assumes
is an evil thing to be. But times have changed, as Unjust Logic proceeds to
demonstrate, more Socratico: with a brief but triumphant cross-examina-
tion, Unjust Logic makes his opponent admit that the majority think

to be a fine condition. Everyone in the city—politicians,
tragedians, and the man in the street—is an . This point
made, Just Logic, last spokesman for the good old days, deserts to the
victor's camp: , , "you win, buggers!" (1103).

The victory of Unjust Logic is necessary to the plot. We must have the
abstract triumph of that sophistic and dishonest cleverness which is the
heart and soul of Socratic teaching before we can be shown that in practice
the lessons of Unjust Logic lead to disaster. Strepsiades' outraged burning
of the Phrontisterion is the opposite of the usual comic hero's deed: it is the
reflex of outraged striking back at its attackers and reestablishing
its right to dominate and control the forces of . When Strepsiades
comes to his senses, he turns to the position of Just Logic against that of
Unjust Logic (and, we suppose, Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus). The moral of
all this is wobbly but clear: may shield the of the citi-
zens and the secret lusts of Just Logic, but it is better than enduring the
chaos of liberated .

In purely sexual terms, wider moralism aside, the city Strepsiades con-
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fronts is the same that confronted Dicaeopolis, Trygaeus, and the Sausage-
Seller. It is characterized by total corruption, for which homosexual
promiscuity is the symbol. However we might challenge the other assump-
tions of Unjust Logic regarding human nature, he is (as the poet implies)
correct about that fact. But without fantasy, without the miracles of
transformation accomplished by more fantastic comic heroes, there is no
way to expose it successfully or exchange it for more admirable sexuality
(such as love in the fields with pretty maidens). As Unjust Logic says to
his rival when pelted by vile epithets, "You're just tossing rose-petals."
Abuse is powerless unless it is backed up by the power of fantasy.

It would seem that only rustics like Strepsiades any longer believe in the
old values, but Strepsiades is much too simple and too weak to change
things, even if he could become outraged about corruption (and he does
not: his reaction at the end of the play is personal, not civic-minded). The
absence of anything but degraded sex and buffoonish scatology in the play
means an absence of that gaiety and freedom which characterize Aristo-
phanes' best and most characteristic work. Moralizing is no substitute for
gaiety and the fun of shattering morality. That is, in part, why Unjust
Logic could defeat Just Logic, why Dicaeopolis could defeat the Acharn-
ians, and why Cratinus and Ameipsias were able to defeat Aristophanes at
the City Dionysia of 423.

Wasps

The dilemmas of Clouds appear again in Wasps: can Philocleon's style of
life be altered by education? What are we to make of the contrast between
the older and younger generations ? Can and should be mastered by

? As in Clouds, the roles of the generations seem to be reversed: the
son, who as a young man ought to be championing the new ideas and
questioning all authority, is the spokesman for behavior according to
values and authority; his aims in the play are (1) to cure his father of the
"disease" of litigiousness that disrupts his notions of comfort and propriety,
and (2) to provide his father with a broader, more productive old age.
Philocleon, the father, lives as he wants, says what he feels, and does not
trouble himself about propriety or convention as long as he and his friends
are left alone to pursue their mania for litigation.

Wasps, however, is free of the moralizing and dispassionate analysis
that made Clouds so unsatisfying and ambivalent. Strepsiades, too, was an
old man who wanted to live as he pleased and say whatever he wanted with
impunity, but was frustrated by the poet in the name of law and conven-
tion. That is, Aristophanes in Clouds made the suppression of nature
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Bdelycleon attempts in Wasps successful. But the ebullient nature of Philo-
cleon is not to be stifled or corrected at the end of the play, even though it
might be more dangerous to society than Strepsiades' fraud.15 Philocleon
retains his self-assertive idiosyncrasies despite all attempts to change him;
the promptings of nature will not be ruled by convention this time.

(1457-58).

[It is most difficult to escape the nature which a man carries with him
always.]

Although Philocleon is thus much closer to the transcendent heroes
Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus than he is to the dull and ineffectual Strep-
siades, he is prevented from fully realizing his fantasies; for his own protec-
tion he must be controlled by the common sense of his son. He remains
true to himself and achieves a heroic stature of sorts as "natural man"
unbent by social conformity, but he must remain in the real world and
submit to its laws. In short, Aristophanes returns in Wasps to the problems
of Clouds, but this time he dramatizes them according to the comic prin-
ciples that made heroes like Dicaeopolis so appealing, rather than trying to
analyze too closely the hero's actual moral position.

Wasps has the least obscenity, whether functional or merely farcical, of
any extant play of this period.16 Philocleon, not being a buffoon like
Strepsiades, provides less opportunity for the obscenity of low farce. Not
having much invective or abuse, Wasps has little homosexual language, nor
do we find the kind of thematic development which in the earlier plays
called for obscenity: one cannot imagine a more anerotic environment
than the law courts, the jury-box, and the genteel home of Philocleon and
his son. Yet the obscenities we do encounter follow the patterns we have
observed in other plays, particularly Clouds: as in that play, Wasps uses
obscenity mostly as a characterizing device rather than as a component of
broad thematic development. Even so, obscenity plays a very minor role in
the development of themes and characters. Only in the scene with the
flute-girl near the end is there a significant concentration of obscene lan-
guage and action.

Naturally, most of the obscenities are associated with the protagonist.
Philocleon's language, as befits a salty old man, runs to the colorful, and he
is fond of using extravagant and vulgar expressions, especially scatological

15. See Dover's penetrating appraisal of Philocleon's character (n. 2, above, pp. 125 ff.).
16. Noteworthy in this connection is Aristophanes' programmatic statement at lines

54 ff.
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ones. Thus he counters his son's irritatingly rational arguments by calling
him "an ass-hole that defies washing" (604) and urges his waspish friends
to sting their enemies "on the ass" (431).17 Instead of simply threatening to
eat the poor canine defendant, Labes, the harsh and testy (604) old juror
concentrates on the other end of the digestive process in his threat ( -

, 941). A gurgling flagon of wine ( ) suggests to him the contemptu-
ous crepitations of a wide-breeched donkey ( , 618 f.). Philocleon
refers continually to his excretory incontinence: the statue of Lycus, placed
before the tribunal, apparently served as his usual convenience (394), and
to the delight of his cleaner he frequently soils his clothing (1127 f). The
private trial arranged by Bdelycleon is interrupted frequently by jokes on
the piss-pot and its use (807 f., 858, 935, 940 f.).

The vigorous and excitable chorus of Philocleon's colleagues displays a
similar passion for strong invective: their savage description of Cleon
(1035) and of Ariphrades (1280 ff.) are particularly harsh for any chorus,
and their contemptuous preference of old age to the "ringlets and gape-
assedness" (1068 ff.) of youth places them squarely in the company of those
other stout Marathon fighters, the Acharnians (the Wasps are also farmers,
250 ff.).

Philocleon's obscenities play a significant role in the scene in which
Bdelycleon tries to dress his reluctant father in elegant clothes and school
him in Salonweltlichkeit. Of course, Philocleon, like Strepsiades in his
similar scene with Socrates, manages to reduce the elegance and intel-
lectual refinement of Bdelycleon's society to his own vulgar level through
bathos and crude jokes. Later, Philocleon will comically misuse what he
absorbs in this scene to his son's further mortification, just as Strepsiades
distorts and garbles what he has learned from Socrates. The point is that
natural man cannot be sweetened by or redeemed for the conventions of
polite society.

The difference between the two scenes is important. Strepsiades was
clownish and vulgar through stupid misunderstandings; Philocleon de-
liberately sabotages his son's efforts by feigning ignorance and poking fun
at what he is told to do and say. That is, whereas Strepsiades is a victim of
his own stupidity, Philocleon consciously fights against conformity; he re-
jects what he sees as restrictive and therefore unacceptable behavior. Thus
he imitates what he considers the mincing and effeminate gait of respect-
able people (1170 f.), and declares his desire to "waggle his ass" ( -

, 1173). He refuses to tell polite stories, preferring stories about
"how Lamia broke wind when caught" (1177) and how "Cardopion

17. Compare the similar jokes at Av 438 ft". and PI Com. 173.21.
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his mother" (Bdelycleon breaks him off before he can supply the verb,
1178). When Bdelycleon orders him to recline, Philocleon does so in a
crude manner: not , elegantly (1210 ff.)but, we suppose, com-
fortably. Strepsiades was only an inadvertent, and thus ineffective, cham-
pion of against society's conventions; Philocleon knows what he is
doing.

When the real test comes, Philocleon naturally reverts to his usual be-
havior, forgetting (or ignoring) the admonitions of his son: he makes a
shambles of an elegant dinner party. As a messenger tells us, he was by far
the most unrestrained of anyone there ( , 1303), behaving in
fact very much in accordance with the exhortations of Unjust Logic:

[1305f.]

[He jumped, gamboled, farted, laughed, like a frisky overfed little
donkey.]

When he enters he is clutching the naked flute-girl he has stolen, and is
babbling drunkenly to her in a very obscene fashion (1335 ff.). Hitherto
Philocleon has expressed a certain amount of sexual passion, but only in
the limited context of the courtroom: there he is permitted to see naked
boys at their , the examination undergone upon reaching man-
hood (578), enjoy power over girls ( , piggie, is a pun at 573), and
"unseal heiresses" (more puns, 588 ff.). In the period of his jury duties he
had been, as far as society was concerned, more or less innocuous; the
potential of raw to disintegrate the functioning of society was con-
tained by the self-imposed prison of the jury-box. The well-intentioned
Bdelycleon mistakenly releases him from that safe enclosure and turns him
loose on society; an abundance of wine and the confused politeness of his
fellow banqueters now precipitate the vulgar and violent behavior which
disrupts the party and finally erupts into the streets in an outpouring of
uncontrollable libido and hubris.

In his long monologue to the flute-girl (1341-63) we learn that Philo-
cleon feels younger than he ever has, more exhilarated; he acts the part
of a wild and reckless youth in total disregard for society's laws. The
flute-girl, whom he has rescued from the polite ritual of symposiac fellation
(1345 f.),18 becomes a kind of symbol of sexual abandonment, as had the
sex partners of Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus. We must contrast Philocleon's
self-centered lust, in its straightforward honesty, with the ritualized and

18. See chap. 5, n. 120, below.
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conventional ceremony from which he has saved the flute-girl. His act
compares in a way with the digging up of Eirene and the liberation of
Theoria and Opora, who, we recall, also had to perform fellatio in their
heavenly prison. The liberation of sex partners usually involves rejuvena-
tion, and so it does here.

But unlike Dicaeopolis and Trygaeus, Philocleon has taken hold of no
magical creature; she is merely a flute-girl who does not belong to him
and does not care to minister to his lusts. Despite our amusement and
sympathy, we must agree with Bdelycleon, cast in the role of stern father,
who sees that this rejuvenation is not really a rejuvenation but simply the
drunken reenactment of youthful exploits long past. Philocleon cannot be
free of his old age just by wishing it so. Bdelycleon rightly calls his father a
"dirty old man" ( , 1364) and warns him paternally of the danger
of what he is doing (1366). "I am going to take the girl away from you,"
he says, "because you are decrepit and impotent" (1379 ff.). Bdelycleon
uses the same word ( ) used earlier by Philocleon himself to refer
to his own phallus, which is like a rotten old rope (1343) . That is, although
Philocleon might boast of his rejuvenated sexual prowess and promise the
flute-girl a great performance, his limp and withered phallus, visible to
all, betrays the bitter reality of old age.19

We sympathize with Philocleon's yearning for liberation from the
physical restraints of old age and the social restraints demanded by
society's conventions, but we must agree with the failed educator, Bdely-
cleon, that home is the best place for the old man. Without the super-
natural help of fantasy, must bow to if society is to survive.
We realize that beyond the wild, reeling dance of life with which Philo-
cleon ends the play, await a hangover, court appearances, and fines for
damages. But we realize equally clearly that Philocleon will be as im-
penitent and manic as ever, and that his spirited, irrepressible nature will
survive Bdelycleon's attempted cure.

Birds

The plot and structure of Birds reminds us in many ways of the plays of
the 420s ; in fact the play might be seen as the artistic culmination of
Aristophanes' earlier technique:20 two aging Athenians, Peisetaerus and
Euelpides, have grown sick of life in Athens, with its constant litigations,
business pressures, fines, and petty irritations (30 ff.). They are

19. See J. Vaio, "Aristophanes' Wasps: The Final Scenes," GRBS 12 (1971): 333, n.
41, and Whitman (n. 2, above), pp. 157 f.

20. See Whitman (n. 2, above), p. 218.
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, tired of political duties (110), looking for a place free of
city business (44, 120 ff.).21 Like Timon they have been driven to mis-
anthropy by Athens; and like the protagonists of Pherecrates' Savages,
produced six years earlier, they have decided to leave Athens to search
for a life of pastoral bliss and perfect , freedom from duty of
any kind.22 After having found such a world in the realm of the birds,
they proceed to win over the birds and transform the bird kingdom into a
kind of airy imperial polis. By intercepting the smoke of sacrifices rising
heavenward, they ultimately force the gods themselves to parley and
extort from Zeus his scepter and Princess Basileia, the personification of
absolute supremacy. During the latter half of the play the hero must deal
with newcomers and humbugs who wish to participate in the blessings of
his new world.

Yet Birds is in important respects different from the preceding five
plays. Since the action takes place far from Athens and literally up in the
air, the play is almost completely free of political concerns ; there are few
topical allusions, no mention of the war and its current fortunes, no con-
sistent satirical or abusive motifs. The comedy of Birds is almost entirely
fantastic and has detached itself from the immediate topicality upon which
the earlier plays relied so heavily for their impact and humor. Not even the
traditional structural elements of the play are allowed to disrupt the il-
lusion or interrupt the unusually tight dramatic unity: the parabasis
integrates itself into the action by taking the form of an ornithogeny, and
even the appeal for victory in the comic competition is delivered by a
bird- Coryphaeus (445 ff.).

In the absence of abuse, topicality, and other undramatic intrusions,
there is little need of obscene exposures; Birds has by far the least obscenity
of any extant Aristophanic play. But what obscenity there is occurs in
forms and contexts in which the plays of the 420s have accustomed us to
expect it.

Much of the obscenity is standard buffoonery: the jokes on fear-inspired
defecation, which Euelpides and Peisetaerus make upon first encountering
a bird (65 f., 68), seem to be standard in situations where two characters
meet frightening apparitions in an unfamiliar place: compare Dionysus
and Xanthias in the underworld (R 308, 479 ff.). So also the incidental
jokes on bird-droppings (1054, 1114 ff.), birds pecking the rear end of
enemies (438 ff. : cp. V 431), pathics (829 ff.), and lascivious foreigners
(504-07: cp. A 158 ff.).23

21. Cf. A 266 ff., N 43 ff., P 240, 350 ff.
22. See Pl. Protag. 327C.
23. Here Euelpides' vulgar remark is perfectly in character for the standard buffoon-

figure.
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All the rest of the obscenity is completely devoted to the motif of sexual
freedom: freedom to gratify one's lusts with an impunity possible only in a
world of Utopian self-assertiveness outside the conventions of the polis.
The fantasy empire of Peisetaerus affords him sexual license (and heroic
rejuvenation) much like that of Dicaeopolis in his private country market-
place, and Demos and Trygaeus in their new worlds of peace and fertility.
The difference lies in the unusual tone and character of Peisetaerus'
sexual freedoms.

Early in the play, the hoopoe asks the two wanderers what their ideal
polis would be like. Euelpides answers (128 ff.) that he would like to be
forced to go to wedding-feasts, but Peisetaerus says (137 ff.) that he would
like to be encouraged by parents to take his pleasure with their young sons
as they leave the palaestra fresh and rosy from exercise and bathing. That
is, whereas Euelpides wishes for something not really very extraordinary
or unlikely, Peisetaerus wishes for something that actually amounts to
freedom from the strictures of convention, a license to satisfy bodily drives
that are usually prohibited or severely circumscribed. Thus Peisetaerus'
answer is not merely a random, comical wish but represents a pattern of
fantasy which in Aristophanes is constantly connected with heroic self-
assertion ; it in fact foreshadows Peisetaerus' heroic triumph. In this play,
heroic triumph means the freedom of the winged life Peisetaerus enjoys
after his alliance with the birds.

Indeed, sexual self-aggrandizement is continually mentioned as a special
privilege of birdhood. At 703 ff,. birds are said to be the descendants of
Eros, since it is through their mediation (in the form of gifts) that lovers
are able to win their favorites ( , 706). Having wings means that
one can fly out of the Assembly, fornicate with someone's wife ( ),
and fly back again (793 ff.), or (like the birds) spend the winter in caves,
"playing with mountain nymphs" and feeding on virginal foliage (puns
for the pudenda) in the Garden of the Graces (1097 ff.). One of the most
delightful attractions of the birds' society is Procne, who appears as a
feathered flute-girl (665 ff.), available for the amusement of the chorus
(660) and its human guests, who are immediately and strongly aroused at
the sight of her and indulge in an obscene sexual commentary (667 ff.)
reminiscent of the interchange between Trygaeus and his slave over Theo-
ria, another symbol of unrestricted sexuality (P 871 ff.).

When Peisetaerus' victory comes, he is quick to insure the inviolability
of his airy new polis by consolidating his power and establishing a rigidly
disciplined and highly organized society. One of his first acts is to amass
and regulate all sexual prerogatives: among other regulations, the "hard-
ons" of the gods are to be infibulated to prevent them from prowling
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around, erect, in search of Alcmenes, Alopes, and Semeles with whom to
fornicate (556-60).

The arrival of Iris, messenger-girl of Zeus (1202 ff)., provides Peiset-
aerus with an opportunity to demonstrate both his sexual superiority over
the gods and his heroic rejuvenation. Where the gods had been free in the
past to have their way with mortal women, Peisetaerus now turns the
tables on them by capturing and hubristically mistreating their pretty
envoy. From the first, Peisetaerus whittles away Iris' air of superiority by
means of sexual double entendres (1204, 1206, 1214 ff.); he denies that the
gods any longer have the power to punish him; on the contrary, he will do
the punishing if the gods misbehave. As for Iris, Peisetaerus unceremoni-
ously shoos her away, but not before he dresses her down in an obscene
speech that amounts almost to verbal rape (1253-56, translated, p. 39):

The rise of Peisetaerus to heroic transcendence over gods and men is
accompanied by the simultaneous rise of his rejuvenated phallus. As a
final insult, Peisetaerus invites Iris to fly elsewhere and "burn to ashes"
( ) one of the younger men (1261 f.), using in an erotic
sense a word Iris had used earlier (1242) in speaking of the terrible wrath
of Zeus.

Of course, the triumph of Peisetaerus is complete with his assumption
of Zeus' scepter, his marriage to Princess Basileia, and his actual apotheo-
sis. Such a triumph, aside from its unusual grandeur, is not essentially
unlike that of Dicaeopolis, Demos, or Trygaeus. One striking difference is
the complete lack of any accompanying obscenity, even much erotic
nuance. Indeed, there is no obscenity at all in the final 504 lines of the play
after the mild double entendre in 1261.

The reason lies in the characterization of Peisetaerus himself. Unlike the
earlier heroes, Peisetaerus is primarily concerned not with ego-gratifying
indulgences—food, drink, sex, and uninhibited behavior—or even with
his stated goal of , but with power and the establishment of an
empire. Peisetaerus' triumph is not, like those of Dicaeopolis, Demos, and
Trygaeus, tied in with themes of peace, fertility, and joyous abandon, but
conies about through careful and often ruthless diplomacy, clever rhetoric,
and wily intelligence—qualities that resemble (and echo) the slippery
techniques of the Socratic school in Clouds.24

24. Av 430 f.; N 317 f., 412 ff., Av 462 ff.
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Throughout the play, obscenity has been used to describe the sexual
privileges open to those who have wings; Peisetaerus' object has been to
get wings himself and then to take over the leadership of winged creatures,
with the ultimate goal being nothing less than absolute tyranny over birds,
gods, and men. Sensual indulgence is merely one of the benefits of supreme
power, but hardly an end in itself. In a sense, Peisetaerus' career moves in
a direction opposite to those of earlier heroes, who begin with troubles and
end by relaxing amid the joys of the senses. Peisetaerus begins Birds in a
peaceful thicket far from the hubbub of Athens and her empire, but by
play's end he has built (chiefly by means of typical Athenian techniques) a
far busier, far more extensive empire of his own. It is not surprising, then,
that the few obscenities present in Birds serve a more limited and sub-
ordinate function in the intrigue and thematic development of the play
than we observed in the works of the 420s.

Thesmophoriazusae

Thesmophoriazusae is one of the most benign and lighthearted plays of
Aristophanes. There is no harshness in the characterization of any of the
personae, virtually no allusion to politics or current affairs—the situation
in Athens in the early months of 411 was difficult and sensitive25—and no
political malice or invective. Instead, the action of the play, like that of
Frogs, is given entirely to literary parody and slapstick. Also as in Frogs,
the slapstick portion of the play, in which is included almost all of the
obscenity, is confined to the first half (1-654). Unlike Frogs, however, the
literary parody is not confined to the second half of the play but is present
from first to last. Thesmophoriazusae, to a greater degree than Frogs, uses
these two elements—slapstick and literary criticism—to complement one
another both structurally and thematically.

At the center of the plot is the lampooning of Euripides and Euripidean
tragedy. The tragedian, who is so adept at constructing clever words and
plots out of the merest claptrap, wishes to extricate himself from a death
sentence passed by the women of Athens at the Thesmophoria; they resent
his accurate but inconvenient exposure of their wicked ways. To do this
Euripides must rely on strategems taken from his own plays. Once applied
offstage, of course, all of his strategems fail, and he is forced in the end to
stoop to an earthy, quite untragic ploy in order to escape the consequences
of his ineffectuality. In addition to the major parodies of Euripidean tra-
gedies (and minor parodies of Agathon's) upon which this main plot-
premise is constructed, the play contains much satire on effeminacy,

25. See Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1467.67 ff.; Dover (n. 2, above), pp. 168 ff.; van Daele's
preface to Thesmophoriazusae (Bude edition, pp. 9f .) .
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adultery, the ways of women,26 and the relations between the sexes, all
unified and focused by the constant presence of the Relation, the most
richly developed buffoon in Aristophanes.

Though not the hero, the buffoonish Relation, like the heroes of earlier
comedies, holds a virtual monopoly on obscenity and general outspoken-
ness, of which there is a great abundance in this play. The role of his
obscenity and overall bluntness of speech is very varied: its major functions
are to provide an earthy, masculine contrast to the effeminate posturings
of Agathon and Cleisthenes; to cut through and expose humbug; to en-
liven and intensify the tragic parody; to add spice to the satire on women;
and to underline the theme of the masculine versus the feminine, under
which the decline of contemporary tragedy is broadly adumbrated.27

Compared with the Relation, the other characters (aside from the
archer, another , buffoon-figure) have almost no obscenity, a
circumstance which might at first appear odd, given the nature of the
play's subject matter. It will soon become apparent, however, that the
distribution of obscenity is functional.

The women, in contrast to those of Lysistrata, do not utter a single ob-
scenity in their opening of the meeting (295—330) or in their description of
Euripides' slanders (331-465), although they admit their bibulousness
and frequent adultery. The only obscenities spoken by women are (1) those
of woman A, which are dramatically in character for the traditional comi-
cal old lady (cp. Cleonice in Lysistrata)28 and serve to counterpoint the
farcical behavior of the Relation (536-39, 640, 691); and (2) the mild
double entendre of woman B ( , deflower, 760).

Euripides uses obscenity only twice, both times unavoidably: (1) in 30-
35, Euripides and the Relation are involved in a parody of a tragic cross-
examination, in which the effeminacy of Agathon is gradually revealed to
the Relation: Euripides' obscene remark at 35 is a necessary climax to
this routine; (2) the slang reference to the , tail, of the Relation in
239 is part of the general buffoonery of this scene and must be remarked by
someone other than the Relation; it cannot be Agathon, whose delicate
and lofty airs make it impossible for him to utter obscenities29 or even
acknowledge the provocations of the Relation (130 ff.).

26. Women in speaking roles appear for the first time in the year 411 (if we omit the
goddess Iris in Birds). This development was probably connected with the influence of
female heroines in tragedies: see Schmid (n. 12, above), p. 418.

27. See Whitman (n. 2, above), pp. 223 f.
28. See H. Oeri, Der Typ der komischen Alten in der griechischen Komodie (Basel, 1948),

pp. 31 f.
29. The double entendre at 204 is a frigid conceit and not an obscenity, as is clear

from the response of the Relation in 206.
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Gleisthenes' obscenities also are delivered as "feeds" to the Relation: in
611 f. the Relation asks to go out to urinate, a request to which Cleisthenes
reacts euphemistically at first (612), then obscenely when it becomes ap-
parent that the Relation is merely trying to avoid examination (615). The
farcical scene in which Gleisthenes is made to chase the Relation's phallus
elicits from Cleisthenes only one obscene joke (on the Corinthian Isthmus,
647 f.).

The opening scenes are reminiscent of the technique of earlier plays.
Agathon's position here is roughly analogous to that of Euripides in
Acharnians. Euripides has decided to dress someone up as a woman and
send him to the Thesmophoria to plead his case before the angry ladies; he
considers the effeminate Agathon perfect for this real-life drama (cf. 189-
92). Agathon must, of course, decline the offer, but agrees (like Euripides
in the earlier play) to provide from his own store all the paraphernalia
needed for the hoax.

The role of the Relation in the scenes with Agathon and his servant is
that of the pure , or stock buffoon. Like Dicaeopolis in Achar-
nians, he is the ordinary fellow who finds himself in the company of postur-
ing (charlatan) figures; he mirrors the amusement and hostility of
the audience, whose allegiance he wins by deflating the humbugs and
exposing them obscenely.

Thus, the Relation continually interrupts Agathon's servant (who enters
singing a vacuous hymn in honor of his master, 39 ff.), first by cries of

and (45, 48), then by interjecting some vulgar
words for fornication (50, 57), and finally (note the familiar Steigerung-
technique) by constructing out of the servant's Agathonian diction his own
stanza, in which each word is an obscene double entendre and which
amounts to a threat of pederastic rape (cp. the similar threats by the
Sausage-Seller and Strepsiades). But the servant is but a mild warm-up
for Agathon himself, an apparition of androgynous decadence who is
rolled out on the eccyclema (95) singing a song whose metrical and melodic
intricacies seem to the Relation as involved and incoherent as ant-tracks
(100), and whose air of effeminate softness, he says, actually makes his
rear-end tickle (130-33).

The irreverent behavior and obscene remarks of the Relation during the
Agathon scene, for all their broad slapstick, have a role in the development
of important themes. Agathon, who has all the visible characteristics of the
standard effeminate transvestite—he is pretty, clean-shaven, pale, deli-
cate, and languid (191 f.)30—is also made the symbol of the emasculated
art of contemporary tragedy, invented by Euripides (cf. 173 f.) and fur-

30. See sections 480 ff., below.
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thered in its decline by successors like Agathon. According to Agathon's
theory of tragic composition, the poet must imitate in his own dress and
behavior the characters in his dramas—in this case, women (149-52). The
nature of the poet determines the nature of his poetry; that is why Aga-
thon's poetry is as weak, delicate, and impotent as Agathon himself. The
Relation, on the other hand, is just the opposite: hairy, loud, swarthy, and
outspoken; unlike any other character in the play except the archer, he
wears the badge of masculinity, a large phallus. Throughout this scene he
gives free rein to his masculinity by continuing the pathic-baiting he
began with the servant: he jeers obscenely at Agathon's girlishness and

, wide-assedness (153, 174 f., 200 f.), offers to bugger him him-
self (157 f.), and mischievously substitutes vulgar terms for Agathon's
euphemisms (206).

But it is quite a different role the Relation must play once he volunteers
to help out Euripides: instead of the masculine buffoon he must now as-
sume female characteristics. In accordance with the spirit of tragedy
exemplified by Agathon, he must abandon his masculine identity and be-
come a transvestite himself, a process that involves shaving his beard,
singeing his private parts (215 f), and dressing himself in women's clothes.
The business of fitting out the Relation as a woman occupies a long scene
(214—79) whose farcical character is accented by the victim's obscene jokes
(235, 237, 242, 247, 248, 253 f., 263).

There is no further word from the Relation following his practice-run as
a lady (279—94) until 466, where he delivers the speech he was sent to
deliver. It is clear from the start, however, that he has no aptitude for role-
playing and deception: far from soothing the women's tempers and ex-
plaining away their charges, he actually delivers a long account of female
shamelessness which exceeds anything that Euripides ever said. To add to
the pungency of his slanderous but undenied remarks, the Relation tact-
lessly uses a large number of obscene expressions, in pointed contrast to
the speakers for the women, who used none (479, 480, 481, 484 f., 488 f.,
491 f., 493 f., 515 f.).

These obscenities and clownish anecdotes demonstrate the inadequacy
of Agathon's theories when applied in real life: a tragic poet may be able
to write feminine verses by becoming effeminate, but a flesh-and-blood
man like the Relation cannot be turned into a tragic heroine simply by
depilation and a change of clothes (cf. Strepsiades and Philocleon, who
also resist transformation). The women, of course, instantly grow sus-
picious and begin to question the Relation closely, but even as he courts
exposure he finds it impossible to play the woman and continues his insult-
ing remarks amid growing hostility (more obscene abuse in 570).
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Cleisthenes, another effeminate transvestite (571, 574 ff.), diverts the
women's attention from the Relation at this point by running onstage with
the details of Euripides' plot. A search for the imposter is initiated at once.
Even at this desperate point the Relation cannot resist a joke about ef-
feminates (592 f.), and in his attempt to slip away (he asks permission to
urinate) he only draws further attention to himself: urination proves to be
a problem for a lady with a large phallus under her dress (611—17). After
some futile questioning by Cleisthenes, woman A manages to unmask the
Relation by asking him what the women did at the previous ceremony.
"Drink" gets him by for two responses, but on the third his ignorance of
women's slang for potties trips him up: "Xenylla demanded a ," he
says—so far so good—"because there was no " (633). The game is
over: no woman would mention the : was the accepted
euphemism.

The remainder of the scene (to 654) is occupied with the logical con-
clusion to the unmasking of the Relation and the destruction of Euripides'
scheme: the actual badge of his masculinity must be rooted out and ex-
posed to view. Thus the Relation is stripped, and Cleisthenes, after running
from front to back several times, finally manages to isolate the and
complete the anagnorisis. In the naked Relation's futile attempts to hide
his phallus the controlling themes of the first half of the play are neatly
encapsulated.

Between the exit of Cleisthenes and 1114 (460 lines) there is no need for
obscenity: this part of the play is taken up with the seizure and killing of a
wineskin baby by the desperate Relation (the Telephos motif, as in A
335 ff.), the parabasis, and scenes in which the Relation tries to escape
captivity by reenacting (with the help of Euripides) various roles from
Euripidean tragedy, principally Andromeda and Helen. After all of these
strategems fail, Euripides is forced to admit defeat, apologizes to the
women, and promises to mend his ways. Tragic ruses having finally been
abandoned, Euripides resorts (ironically) to an unsubtle and quite classi-
cally feminine ploy in order to rescue his long-suffering Relation. Dis-
guising himself as an old female pander, Artemisia, Euripides brings on a
girl piper and a dancing-girl who lures the aroused archer offstage just
long enough for the two men to make their getaway.

The obscenity in this last section of the play belongs exclusively to the
foreign (and therefore crude and lascivious) archer, who takes over from
the Relation the role of                    .During the Andromeda parody the
archer's vulgar references to anal intercourse contrast sharply with Euri-
pides' paratragic and euphemistic love-language (1114, 1119f., 1123f.).
Later, the humor is provided by the gradual rousing of the archer's lust
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(and his phallus) by the dancing-girl, a process which elicits from him a
series of obscene comments, made all the more comical for being delivered
in pidgin Greek (1185, 1187f., 1190, 1191 f, 1215).

Frogs

Frogs, like Thesmophoriazusae, deals mainly with tragic parody and the
criticism of tragedians, but this time with a view toward examining the
moral and political role of tragedians as teachers of the polis rather than
merely exploiting their superficial literary pecularities. Euripides now
comes under scrutiny as a possible corrupting influence on the very fiber
of society, where in Thesmophoriazusae Aristophanes used only his literary
personality, heavily laced with the characteristics of the traditional quack.
This more serious moral focus involves a return for the last time in Old
Comedy to the open voicing of political opinions31 and advice,32 absent in
Thesmophoriazusae, although the seriousness of the situation in 405—Frogs
was produced only six months after Arginusae and six before Aegospo-
tami—still demanded caution.

Like Thesmophoriazusae, Frogs has two main kinds of humor: literary
criticism and slapstick. But unlike the earlier play, the slapstick in Frogs
is confined entirely to the first part of the action (1—673), the underworld
journey of Dionysus and Xanthias. This first section is completely distinct
from, and forgotten in, the second section (738 ff.), the tragic contest, and
is not mentioned again until the very end of the play (1414 ff.). The two
sections are sharply separated by a parabasis dealing with political and
moral questions (674 ff.), and by a new slave-prologue (738-813) which
helps introduce the contest to come (cf. the anticipations at 810 f., 830 ff.,
871 ff., 895 ff.). Thus, the farcical Hades-journey of the first section
amounts to a kind of extended prologue which does not introduce the
main action of the play.

Virtually all of the obscenity in the play is contained in the first action;
most of it is scatological; and all of it is the obscenity of the ,
buffoon, a role Dionysus and Xanthias share. In no other play of Aristo-
phanes does the obscenity remain on such a low and unessential level.
What obscenities there are in the second section are comic relief provided
by Dionysus in a continuation of his role as . These are: (1)
his vulgar and bathetic contribution to Aeschylus' description of the soft-
ness of modern men (1074 f.); (2) his ludicrous story of the crepitating fat
man (1089-98), which relieves the tension of Aeschylus' serious remarks

31. Cf. on Cleophon, lines 678 ff., 1504, 1532 f.
32. Especially in the parabasis (674 ff.) and the discussion of Alcibiades (1420 ff.).
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in 1078-88; (3) his remark about blows and buboes (1280) which com-
ments on Euripides' parody of Aeschylean lyrics (1264ff.); and (4) his
aside about Euripides' Muse (1308). All of the other references to sex or
scatology in the second section are made by the rough-spoken Aeschylus,
but are euphemistic and used to illustrate the corrupting influence of
Euripides' shameless creations (1044 f., 1069 ff., 1078 ff., 1325 if.).

It is apparent from the first that Dionysus is meant to be a farcical
figure: we recognize this not only by his outlandish costume but by his low
interaction with the slave, Xanthias, another Possenfigur. That Dionysus
was often so presented seems clear from Cratinus' Dionysalexandros and
Eupolis' Taxiarchoi, not to mention the satyr plays. The two enter dis-
cussing a theatrical problem: Xanthias, who as a baggage carrier is liter-
ally (cf. 12 ff.), wants permission to make the standard kind of
jokes ( ), which he considers witty ( , 5) and at which the
audience always laughs (2) but which make Dionysus angry (4), nauseated
(11), and a year older (18). As god of the theater, Dionysus would natur-
ally prefer fresh and inventive jokes to the stale crudities of Phyrnichus,
Lycis, and Ameipsias (13 f.). But this does not prevent the appearance of a
vulgar climax-joke about farting and shitting, standard in contexts involv-
ing exertion: , I'm hard-pressed (3), , I'm pinched (5),

, I'm about to shit (8). The irony is that it is not Xanthias but
Dionysus, spokesman for taste and innovation, who makes the crude jokes.

Dionysus continues to provide the kind of humor he pretends to con-
demn in the opening scene. At 308 he soils his costume in childish fear of
the Empusa described by Xanthias, and in 479-91, where Dionysus again
soils himself (from fear of Aeacus), there is a series of hackneyed defeca-
tion jokes.33 The frog chorus (209-67)—part agon, part parody of the
Dionysus hymn—is a more creative but still completely farcical variation
on the ancient motif of the , the babbling ass-hole.34 Diony-
sus, fat and unaccustomed to exertion, answers the frogs' refrain by break-
ing wind. Like the similar crepitation routine in the opening scene, the

takes the form of a climax joke: the progression is from proctal
friction and discomfort (221 f.), to irritation (226 f.), to blisters (236) and
oozing defecation (237), and finally to incipient "speech" (238), first
drowned out by the frogs (239), then sounding forth in full antiphonal
majesty (250, 255, 261, 264 ff.).

Depending on one's view of the unity or lack of unity of Frogs,35 it is

33. See L. Radermacher's commentary (pp. 215 f.).
34. See O. Crusius at Herod. 2.44.
35. See Whitman (n. 2, above), pp. 230 ff., who bases much of his argument for unity

on C. P. Segal's careful and imaginative article, "The Character and Cults of Dionysus
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possible either to dismiss the frog-chorus as low burlesque with no further
connection with the plot, or to see it as an aesthetic contest that fore-
shadows the greater agon to come, and thus as a definite stage in the
Bildungsreise of Dionysus as he passes, in the course of the play, from con-
fused buffoonishness to artistic redemption.36 In any case, the frog-chorus
has an undeniable connection with the major themes of the play in that it
satirizes the poetic ranting of inferior poets ;37 frogs are a traditional sym-
bol of puffed-up conceit that amounts to nothing but .38

The rest of the obscenity in the first section consists entirely of isolated
jokes and personal invective. There is standard pathic-baiting abuse of
Cleisthenes (48, 57, 422-27), random jokes on excrement (145 ff., 153, 295,
366), and threats by Aeacus to rip out Dionysus' testicles (475 ff.). On the
heterosexual side (not well-represented in Frogs) there is a reference to the
impotence of modern tragedians (93 ff.), in which sexual potency is a
metaphor for poetic creativity; an abusive stanza on the worthlessness of
Callias as a fighter (his battles are seen in terms of nautical modes of
sexual intercourse, 428-30); various allusions to the charms of dancing-
girls (513 ff., 542-48), whose presence offstage provides part of the motiva-
tion for the farcical scenes of costume-changing between Dionysus and
Xanthias; and a playful stanza in the chorus of Mystae about the "peeping
tit" of one of the girls in the procession.

Lysistrata

Lysistrata, technically the most advanced play we have from Aristo-
phanes,39 treats the familiar themes of war, peace, and sex in a manner
very different from that of Acharnians and Peace. The structure of the play is
more dramatic in its steady building of suspense and in the brilliance and
tight construction of its episodes; the characters are drawn with more
subtlety; the humor is fresher and cleverer, less reliant on stock routines;
and the focus of themes and imagery rests on areas not previously touched
on in the earlier plays. As in Peace, the goal of the protagonist is panhellenic
reconciliation, and as in Acharnians the realization of this goal requires

and the Unity of the Frogs," HSCP 65 (1961): 207 ff. For a more doctrinaire approach,
see Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1486.44 ff.

36. This is the view of G. Wills, "Why are the Frogs in the Frogs?" Hermes 97 (1969):
316 f., rejected (too hastily, I feel) by Gelzer, ibid., 1489.6 ff.

37. See Radermacher (n. 33, above), pp. 171-73.
38. Cf. Arist. Phgn. 810b 14-16.
39. Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1475.37 ff., 1479.10 ff.; Schmid (n. 4, above), pp. 319 f.;

Grene (n. 1, above), pp. 122 f.
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battles and strategic manoeuvers, but the end result of the strife is visual-
ized differently: peace no longer means the attainment in fantasy of
hedonistic abandon, endless eating, and promiscuous sexual opportunism
(mostly by the hero), and does not consist of abstract blessings that must be
imaged in choral descriptions of festal games, flowering fields, and happy
harvesting.

In Lysistrata the attainment of peace takes place in the polis rather than
in an idealized countryside, and the focus is more immediate and concrete.
Peace means the recovery and renewal of ordinary family life: cooking,
making cloth, tending the children, going to the fountain, making love.
The controlling images of the play are thus those of married life, domestic
duties, sexual loyalty, and the sanctity and integrity of the home.40 Sexual
language, organs, and action are more in evidence in Lysistrata than in any
other play; yet their use is more straightforward and less preposterous in
that the reference is nearly always to themes of marriage41 rather than
fornication, rape, homosexual assault, or wholesale invective. The lan-
guage of sex in Lysistrata bears no trace of the glamor, unreality, salacious-
ness and grotesquerie of earlier plays, and no harshness or depravity,
either, in contrast with what we find in Thesmophoriazusae and Ecclesiazusae.
The tone remains merry and ebullient throughout.

The plot itself is designed to emphasize the less fantastic and more
domestic aspects of sex. The plan of Lysistrata is for a select group of
older wives to seize the acropolis and hold it for the others (175 ff.), and
then for the younger wives to drive their husbands mad with lust while
withholding their bodies until the men agree to stop fighting (149 ff.). In
order to believe this plan capable of success we must ignore certain facts
and logical inconsistencies. The reason for the wives' strike is to secure the
safe return of the men, who are away at war and thus unable to satisfy
their wives' sexual needs (99 ff.). We must assume that the slaves and
mule-drivers, not to mention the ordinary adulterers, with whom bored
housewives entertain themselves in Thesmophoriazusae (491 f.), do not
exist here.

As for the men, they are suddenly to be found at home after all, ready to
be seduced and frustrated by their wives (on leave from duty on the acro-
polis?) and apparently unable even to masturbate, fornicate with slave-
girls or prostitutes, or find a man or boy on whom to exercise their lusts.42

If Cinesias is to have any sexual release he must come to the acropolis and

40. See Dover (n. 2, above), pp. 160 f. for a perceptive discussion, and Whitman (n. 2,
above), pp. 205 ff.

41. Everyone in the play is assumed to be married.
42. Gf. 622, 1092, 1113.
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petition for his wife. The assumption of the plot is that no sexual fulfill-
ment is possible outside the context of traditional family life, and that
until family life returns to normal there is to be an unnatural state of
sexual warfare between husbands and wives.

The part of the plan that calls for seduction and frustration is illustrated
later in the play by Cinesias and Myrrhine (829—979). Meanwhile the
women capture and close off the acropolis. Lysistrata's defiant words at
the very end of the prologue, referring on the literal level to the gates of
the citadel, are also sexual double entendres that indicate the feminine
gates of love (247-51):

[Cl. Don't you think that the men will march against us straightway?
Ly. The men do not worry me, for they haven't enough threats or fire-
brands to open up these gates if we do not get acceptable terms.]

This ambiguity is surely designed to emphasize a symbolic connection
between the two parts of the plan: (1) to withhold sex from one's husband
is to rely on a woman's inherent and inimitable charms; and (2) to seize
and defend the acropolis is to supplant the act of love with an act of war. By
using sexual imagery Aristophanes makes the latter action analogous to
the former, and thus achieves a wonderful cohesion of action and theme.
The remarks of Cedric Whitman are worth quoting :43

It should not be forgotten that the Acropolis was the shrine of virgin
Athena, goddess of war, indeed, but one of the three who resist Aphro-
dite. Athena and her rock thus become a complex motif, embodying
generally the women's position; and it becomes a question, later in the
play, whether they can maintain that position with Athena-like re-
straint, or whether they will prove weaker than the men and yield to
their own desires. Somehow, the total symbol of the Acropolis is felici-
tously expressive of feminine sexual attitudes.

This symbolism is carried out dramatically in the parodos (254-386),

43. (N. 2, above), p. 203. J. Vaio, "The Manipulation of Theme and Action in Lysis-
trata," GRBS 14 (1973): 371 n. 8, objects sarcastically to Whitman's ideas here but offers
no arguments against them.
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where the chorus of old men, decrepit old warmongers,44 attack the closed
gates of the citadel with a battering ram. The language of the two half-
choruses is delicately ambiguous (265, 266-70, 286-90, 336 f.), and the
action is meant to symbolize the violent quality of male phallic thrusting
versus the woman's rooted steadfastness. These two images, bolstered by
those of fire and water, are suggestive, on the one hand, of belligerence,
stubbornness, and will to victory, and on the other, of the desire for security
and peace. This thematic antinomy continues with rising tension through-
out the play.

The beginning of Lysistrata's scene with the Probulus employs on an
interpersonal level the symbolism of the phallic versus the female. After an
amusing speech on women's sexual untrustworthiness notable for its
double entendres (403 ff.), the Probulus orders that , rams, be
used against the women's "closed gates" (423-25, 428 ff.). But Lysistrata
descends the acropolis on her own; her remark deflates in a dignified
fashion the Probulus' bullheaded phallic diplomacy (430-32),

[Cease your ramming! I'm coming down myself. Why do we need rams?
It seems that we need good sense and wisdom, not rams.]

Of course, the ubiquitous sexual language of the play does not always
keep to so lofty a level, although (unlike the case in earlier plays) it is
seldom simply gratuitous. In the prologue, for example (1-253), although
Lysistrata's goal is to rally support and proceed with her plan, much of the
time is spent creating indecent jokes that satirize the foibles of womankind.
As usual, women are presented as bibulous, adulterous, sexually shame-
less (women were considered to enjoy sex more than men;45 this seems to
be the comic point behind the details of the women's oath of abstention
[211 ff.]), and possessing a low resistance to sexual temptation in contrast
with that of men.46 This humor is integral to the plot, but it is for its own
sake that it is so richly developed.

Cleonice, who meets Lysistrata as the play opens, plays the ,
buffoon, to Lysistrata's heroine. She is an older woman (7), bibulous
(112 ff., 195 ff., 238 ff.), and especially lecherous (129, 133 ff., 159 ff.,

44. See Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1481.5 ff.
45. See Dover (n. 2, above), p. 159.
46. Cf. Agesilaus in Xen. Ag. 5.4, and Socrates in Alcibiades' encomium in Plato's

Symposium.
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193)—in short, the typical comic old lady.47 Her obscenities (and she
delivers most of those in the prologue) are less functional than Lysistrata's
and serve to provide comic relief from the high-mindedness of the heroine.
Thus, she continually meets Lysistrata's philosophical and tactical con-
cerns with jokes about sexual organs and acts (17, 23 f., 28, 59 f., 193),
furnishes vivid sexual commentaries on the pretty young women (83 f., 89,
91 f.), and, like all buffoons, fails to see any aspect of sex other than the
grossly physical (133-35, 159, 161 f., 215 f.).

The Spartan girl, Lampito, plays a role distantly analogous to that of
comical foreigners in other plays: aside from furnishing a strapping body
for admiring comments by the other women (78-84), she has three pert
obscenities (82, 143, 155 f.) which are more humorous for being spoken in
dialect.48

Of Lysistrata, although she is undeniably heroic and always serious-
minded, we cannot say with Schmid that "sie macht keine Witze."49 In
fact she makes quite a large number of obscene jokes; they differ from
those of the other women and the men in being more elaborate and always
closely connected with the actual mechanisms of her master-plan (as befits
a protagonist). Compare, for instance, the jokes of Cleonice in the prologue
with those of Lysistrata: on the one hand there is stock buffoonery, on the
other a speech on the absence of sexual outlets for women (107-12); the
climax-joke at 122-24, in which the blunt reality of her appeal for sexual
sacrifice is emphasized by the coarseness of her language; the description
of the seductive techniques women should use to madden their husbands
(149-51, 162—66); and the elaborately detailed oath of sexual abstention
(212, 214, 217, 223, 225, 227, 229, 231).

The same patterns can be observed in Lysistrata's obscenities later in
the play; with her mock oath we may compare her prayer for sexual charm
(551-54) and her parodic oracle with its flagrant double entendres (770
ff.). The technique of the blunt word as a climax (124) is repeated at 715
( , we need to fuck) and 1119 ( , ). Her advice on
seductiveness is put into practice in her "preface" to the Cinesias-Myr-
rhine scene (831-34, 839-41, 855). There are in addition several sexual
double entendres in Lysistrata's pleas for peace and reconciliation (1121,
1135, 1184). The fears about the resolve of the women expressed by
Lysistrata in the prologue (137 ff.) are realized in a scene where the wom-
en begin to desert from lechery (706-80). The excuses they give are
thinly disguised double entendres for sexual intercourse (728-30, 732;

47. See Oeri (n. 28, above), pp. 30 f.
48. Myrrhine and the Corinthian girl utter no obscenities.
49. (N. 12, above), p. 330. It is true, however, that she is "nicht bewitzelt."
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735 f., 739) and a crudely contrived pregnancy (742-61), all of which
Lysistrata sees through immediately. Another stirring appeal for persever-
ence (762-68) and a sexually ambiguous oracle (770—76) are apparently
enough to rally support anew.

The obscenities of the chorus of old women who defend the acropolis
against assault by the chorus of old men are the familiar ones of invective
and abuse. The parodos ends with a contest of insults exchanged by the
two half-choruses (352 ff.), in which all the obscenities are spoken by the
women and all refer to castration (363, 365, 367). We may compare the
threat at 683-85, where the women promise to "loose their sows on the
men" and "rake them over" (both refer to the cunt), or the series of violent
verbal exposures of the pubic regions of both the men and the women at
800-04 (women exposing men) and 824—28 (men exposing women). The
latter is preceded by a threat by the men in which the climactic word
( , kicking, 799) is a surprise for a word meaning intercourse. It is
tempting to read into these violent uses of sexual language a dramatization
of the unnaturalness of warfare rather than love between the sexes. When
the final reconciliation of the choruses arrives (1014—42), it is by means of
a kiss, not a kick, that peace is made (1036): significantly, the trochaic
tetrameters, which up to this point have been made jerky and irregular by
resolution in the third foot, become regular again precisely at the moment
of the kiss. Hereafter the sexual language of the now-united chorus em-
phasizes not abuse but healthy heterosexuality (cf. 1058-64).

The men in the play are characterized by their phalluses, from Lysis-
trata's first revelation of the plan by (cock) in 124, to its glorious
realization in the later spectacle of the men trying vainly to conceal their
monstrous erections and psychic desperation. For the old men erection is a
longed-for memory; it represents virility and the strength to fight (598,
661 ff.) as well as victory over women (631 ff., 671—81). For the younger
men erection is the outward manifestation of unsatisfied lust and inward
yearning for domestic harmony. This is particularly clear in the Exempli-
fikationszene between Myrrhine and Cinesias (829-979), which demon-
strates one facet of Lysistrata's plan (149 ff.). Alone after Lysistrata's
amusing preface (829-64), the archetypal husband and wife (both have
redende Namen signifying the genitals) act out the basic drama of the sexes,
but without the usual climax: the husband's support of the war means that
he cannot enjoy the benefits of peace. The pathos of Cinesias' frustration
builds in a crescendo throughout the scene, until, hoodwinked and de-
serted, he sings a series of obscene and vehement songs with the sym-
pathetic chorus, in which he fantasizes grotesquely about sexual fulfillment
(954-58, 962-66, 972-79).
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The other erection jokes are less poignant and more broadly farcical
than those in the Cinesias-Myrrhine scene. In the following scene between
the prytanis and the Spartan herald (982-1013), the prytanis furnishes the
straight man to the herald's , buffoon, but both make several
obscene jests. Those of the prytanis comment on the condition of the
herald (982, 985, 987 f., 989, 991-94); those of the herald are recherche
allusions to the genitals that derive their humor from dialectal unfamili-
arity (995 f., 1000 f., 1002—06). We may compare the interchange between
the chorus, the Spartan, and the prytanis at 1076 ff., where the Spartan's
condition is the source of much obscene commiseration (1076 ff., 1078 f.,
1089, 1090-92).

During the final reconciliation, in which the women hold the men by
their erections (1112 ff.), the prytanis and the Spartan use obscenity as
comic relief for Lysistrata's serious oratory (1136, 1148, 1158, 1178-81).
Included in this scene is some sly satire on the Spartan predilection for anal
intercourse (1148, 1157, 1174).50 The terms of the future territorial status
quo are negotiated by means of obscene geographical place-names which
become indistinguishable from the alluring bodies of the women (1162 f.,
1163 f., 1166, 1169 f., 1172, 1173). These are of course delivered by the
prytanis and the Spartan, not by Lysistrata, whose noble function in this
part of the play must not decline into farce. That is, the characters who
have been functioning farcically are employed in this climactic section of
the play to fill in the thematic sexual images underlying the ideals of the
victorious heroine, which can now be elaborated in full to a captive
audience. It is noteworthy that the closing sections contain no obscenities
—the last one in the play is in fact delivered by Lysistrata herself in a
double entendre at 1184, just before she vanishes, her goals accomplished,
into the general festivities.

Ecdesiazusae

Twenty cataclysmic years separate Ecdesiazusae from Lysistrata. The
great war with Sparta had ended more than a decade earlier and a new
war had taken its place. The Athenian navy was being revamped, and the
Long Walls were being rebuilt once again. Politics and political personali-
ties were very different and criticism of them seemed no longer to have
been a desideratum of the audiences who watched comedies: Ecdesiazusae
has only a few remarks about Agyrrhius (102, 184), and the poet speaks
mostly about the corrupting influence on the polis of Persian gold and
silver (173 ff., 183 ff., 197 ff., 205 ff.).

50. See van Daele (Bucle edition), 3: 169, n. 1.
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The nature of comedy was obviously changing, too. Although Ec-
clesiazusae retains many characteristics of fifth-century Old Comedy, its
tone and structure show profound differences. The limited and per-
functory role of the chorus foreshadows its complete disappearance in
Middle and New Comedy. Most of the older structural peculiarities of
Old Comedy remain, but they are disintegrating; the parabasis has al-
ready vanished. Inner dramatic tightness and thematic unity are in full
decay as the poet develops his interest (and, presumably, the audience's)
in realistic character portrayal and social satire, which require not out-
landish fantasy-figures but the episodic treatment of various genre-types
(although these do not yet determine the plot, as in New Comedy). These
innovations result in less cohesiveness between parts of the play: characters
such as the two men in 746 ff. or the hags and lovers in 877 ff., whose
intrinsic interest as types justify their presence, need have no connection
with the protagonist; and the protagonist herself may disappear entirely
not two-thirds through the play, without waiting to see the results of her
initiative.

The emphasis on realism and social satire necessitates the disappearance
of fantasy. Rather than forging a comic alteration of reality in which the
comic hero proceeds to dismantle and transform society, Aristophanes now
constructs a thoroughly ironic travesty of reality from which all fantasy
has been excluded. Praxagora's scheme involves a restructuring of society
complete with the Old Comic goals of sexual freedom, gluttony, laziness,
and gaiety, but in the absence of fantasy her schemes clash with reality and
prove to be failures. That is, a scheme like Praxagora's (or Lysistrata's,
which was similar) can achieve success only if the poet carefully alters the
causal necessities of the real world, as was the practice in the comedies of
the fifth century. In Ecclesiazusae reforms that were designed to abolish
misery and inequality end up by merely redistributing them. The plan to
have all possessions in common (590 ff.) robs the haves and enriches the
have-nots; the plan to share all women (613 ff.) ends in pleasure for the
ugly and the old but misery for the young and the beautiful; and the
planned communal feasting and merrymaking (675 ff.) turns out to be an
illusion. The only characters in the play who are shown to profit from the
new order of things are a drunken slave-girl and the oldest, ugliest hag. In
short, the play is not a frontal attack on the various personages or insti-
tutions of Athenian democracy, as were earlier plays, but a satire on
democracy itself in its most extreme form of egalitarianism. The play-
derives its ironic tone from the poet's pretending to accept Praxagora's
egalitarian scheme while in fact rejecting it. By using the conventions and
motifs of classic Old Comedy, Aristophanes carries Praxagora's plans
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through to their revolting conclusions, all the while pretending that their
shocking failure deserves the kind of triumph which the worthy schemes of
past heroes achieved.

This realism, irony, and harsh satire result in a play that teems with
gross and unpleasant language. As Leo Strauss remarked, "It is not suf-
ficient to say that the Assembly of Women is the ugliest comedy [of Aristo-
phanes] ; it is the ugly comedy."51 The ugliness of the language and the plot
situations of Ecclesiazusae is a functional component of the irony, in that it
emphasizes the gap between reality and fantasy. Since much of the play
deals with the sexual aspects of extreme democracy, there is an abundance
of obscene language; the unique ugliness of the obscenity contributes to
the play's general ironic view of society by emphasizing the sordidness of
human sexuality.

The play's action falls into three parts: the women's assembly and
seizure of power (1-519); the full revelation of their plans to the men
(520-729); and episodes illustrating the results of the women's new laws
(730 ff.). Our discussion of the obscenity in the play will follow this di-
vision, since the character of the obscene language differs according to its
function in each of the three parts.

Praxagora's paratragic opening monologue apostrophizes a lamp, sole
witness to the deceptions and secrets of women. Among these secrets are
women's private parts and love affairs, described in lofty euphemistic
language (7-13) under which the straining bodies and erotic acrobatics of
fornication are easily discernable. In a sense these perfumed euphemisms,
which attempt but fail to disguise the sweaty reality of illicit coupling,
anticipate the ironies of the play as a whole. Just as Praxagora's euphe-
misms impose a linguistic artifice upon what is most accurately expressed
by means of blunt language, so her fantastic ideas constitute an attempt to
impose a noble and selfless social order upon what proves to be an ignoble
and selfish society. Both impositions are manifest failures.

The palpable earthiness of human sexuality bursts through in the re-
mainder of the prologue (14—284), in which the obscenity, like that of the
similar prologue of Lysistrata, is devoted mainly to satirizing the sexual
foibles of women; this time the satire has a derisive impact that recalls the
damning speech of the Relation in T 466 ff. rather than the light-hearted
indecencies of Lysistrata. Praxagora has almost all of the obscenity; woman
A (256, 261) and woman B (38 f, 265) share a role exactly analogous to
that of Cleonice in Lysistrata. In no case do the passages that recall the
sexual motifs of the prologue of Lysistrata bear a trace of witty playfulness
or joviality; they are instead vulgar and direct. In E 38 ff. the sexual joke

51. Socrates and Aristophanes (New York, 1966), p. 279.
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on Salamis reappears (cf. L 58 ff.), but this time with a crude and explicit
reference to intercourse (39) rather than mere innuendo. The litany of
feminine faults in 221 ff. heavily underlines the more shocking (and there-
fore less titillating) deceits of women and culminates in a witless climax
(228), "yes, and women still enjoy a good fuck, too."

Similarly, the passage in which woman A asks Praxagora what to do
if the men attack her (254 ff.; cf. L 157 ff.) makes use of language that
would have sounded discordantly violent and almost dirty in the earlier
play. We can hardly imagine Lysistrata (or even Cleonice) uttering re-
marks like these, not to mention lines 78, 95-97, and 225. The smuttiness
of the sexual vocabulary of the whole play—there is more coarse slang from
hitting and piercing, for example, than in any other play—constantly
emphasizes an unadorned and unlovely view of copulation. In earlier plays
the fact of copulation was mostly concealed or glamorized by jokes, eu-
phemisms, or double entendres. As mentioned above, the absence of these
techniques in this play is a deliberate device in the service of irony.

It is not long before scatological motifs make their appearance. While
Praxagora, dressed in her husband's clothes, is taking over the govern-
ment, her husband Blepyrus is just getting out of bed, unaware of the
revolution his wife is about to impose on the city. He has noticed the
absence of his wife and his clothes because he is under urgent pressure
from his bowels. Forced to don his wife's dress and slippers, he has come
out in front of his house to ease himself. The entire scene (311—71) is taken
up with Blepyrus' constipated groaning and the commiseration of his
similarly attired neighbor. The abundant excremental vocabulary of the
scene is limited (predictably) to (shit), and , (relieve one-
self), and the only attempts at joke-technique are several pederastic per-
sonifications of his excrement by Blepyrus (316 f., 361—68). Thus the
humor is purely in the degraded spectacle and not in any verbal artifice.
Excrement, like sexual congress, is usually disguised or altered by the
comic poet's language: we rarely actually see excrement, although it is
referred to often. Here we are forced to contemplate a man who is actually
relieving himself (squatting and making noises). Although Blepyrus prays
to Eileithyia that he not become a (371), a "comical
old shitpot," that is of course precisely what he is in this scene. While his
wife has risen to the highest position possible in the city, Blepyrus has sunk
to the lowest.52 We are meant to understand Blepyrus' scene as taking
place simultaneously with Praxagora's in the assembly, as is clear from the
appearance of Chremes at 372.

52. "Nicht weniger symbolisch," remarks Gelzer (n. 4, above), 1501.32.
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Upon her return (after a short and unmotivated scene [529—70] in which
Blepyrus, the old husband, accuses Praxagora, the young wife, of adul-
tery),53 Praxagora undertakes to explain the laws of the new regime to
her skeptical husband. The sexual part of the plan is explained by Praxa-
gora by the use mostly of slang terms (613 f., 617 f., 628 f., 631-34), while
Blepyrus, occupying the traditional function of (buffoon), uses
much coarse language (611 f., 615 f., 619 f., 624, 640). Chremes contri-
butes a sly joke about the fellator, Aristyllus (647 ff.; see section 386 be-
low). Throughout this scene, as in previous scenes, the obscenity has a
repetitive and tiresome dullness. The humor relies on the shock of un-
relieved smut rather than on wit and jokes.

Between this exchange and the scene with the hags and lovers (877 ff.),
there are only a few scattered obscenities. Praxagora' song at 689-709
sums up the new sexual regulations by contrasting the happy lot of ugly
men with the sad lot of handsome men.54 Its comic technique is the use of
tantalizing euphemisms for intercourse to pave the way for a foul and
explicit climax (706—09). The man who scoffs at Chremes' obedience to
the new laws concerning property (746-876) gives voice to his contempt
by using blunt scatological jokes (806-08, 831 f.). The speech of the girl
messenger who comes in to describe the communal festivities (834 ff.) is
part of a tradition of such banquet descriptions (cp. A 1085-93); this one
contains rather more explicit sexual nuances and double entendres than
usual (842-45, 846 f., 847 f.).

The remaining obscenity of the play is contained in the long and com-
plicated scene (877—1111) illustrating the effect of the new sexual regu-
lations on typical character-types. The scene opens with an interchange
between an old hag and a young girl who is waiting for a lover. Although
prostitution and intercourse between slaves and citizens have been abol-
ished (718—24) and these women are thus technically not prostitutes, we
should think of them as prostitutes inasmuch as they speak and act the
part. Certainly the hags correspond to the type of the battle-hardened
whore (cf. 877-82).55

The hag and the girl open the scene with mutual mockery and a rivalry
of love-songs, that of the hag emphasizing a "ripe" woman's practical skill
at lovemaking, that of the girl emphasizing a young girl's suppleness of
body (893-99, 900-05). The love-songs are strictly euphemistic, but are
followed by abusive replies that are extremely obscene (906-10, 911-24).

53. Obscenely at 525.
54. Compare the similar opposition of Dicaeopolis and Lamachus in A 1145-49.
55. See n. 61, below.
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The essence of the hag's curse is that the young girl be frustrated in her
lovemaking; the girl's curses emphasize such stock motifs of uetula-Skoptik
as the use of dildoes (916 f.)56 and the practice of fellatio (920).

The young man for whom the girl has been longing finally arrives, com-
plaining bitterly about the new sexual laws (938). The girl assures him that
the hag has gone, and the couple sing a love-duet which seems to be a
parody of a conventional genre.57 The song of the girl is completely eu-
phemistic (952-59), as is that of the young man (960-75), except for a
hotly explicit couplet that seems to play on a conventional erotic topos
(964 f.).58

But before the young man can enter the girl's house the old hag lays
claim to him. The girl manages to drag him to safety, but is chased off by
an even older and uglier hag, who is joined by yet a third, the most hideous
of the lot. The rest of the scene is a struggle between the old hags for pos-
session of the young man, who finally winds up in the home of hag B.
During the scene the obscenity of the hags displays no joke-technique; it
is routine, straightforward, and usually euphemistic, often echoing the
terminology of the Praxagora-Blepyrus scene (581 ff.).59 It is the young
man who, as (buffoon), furnishes the inventive obscenity: thus
his self-conscious joke on Anaphystius (979 f.; see section 490, below), and
those on Procrustes (1021) and the decree of Cannonos (1089-91);60 his
clever innuendo at 1047 f.; the Relation-like ruse of asking to go to the
bathroom (1059 ff.; cf. T 610); the testicle joke on at 1064 f.;
colorful metaphors like those at 1082 and 1091; and his final outpouring of
misery in the face of the inevitable (1098-111), with its vivid sexual lan-
guage (1099, 1104, 1106, 1107, 1109).

These are the final obscenities of the play, the final explicit view we are
allowed of the nauseating consequences of Praxagora's scheme. It is surely
ironic in the extreme that the young man's metaphorical death at the
hands of the monstrous old hags is followed immediately by the sham
triumphs of the exodus, begun by the drunken cry of a slave-girl (1112),

, ("Blessed the city! Happy the
earth!").

Plutus

The content and much of the dramatic form of Plutus mark a new depar-

56. See van Daele (Bude edition), 5: 57, n. 6.
57. See chap. 2, n. 171.
58. See section 151, below.
59. 990, 1008 f., 1015-20, 1049 f., 1062. So also the girl, 1038 ff.
60. Cf. the savage joke on , to be democratic, turned to degraded sexual uses

at 944 f. (see van Daele [Bude edition], 5: 66, n. 1).
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ture for Aristophanes. Not only are the choral parts drastically truncated—
there are only a dozen lines to be sung by the chorus and thirty to be
spoken by the Coryphaeus—but there is a further intensification of Aristo-
phanes' interest (already apparent in Ecclesiazusae) in social satire, irony,
generalized popular morality, and the realistic characterization of stock
types. The "comic hero" has completely disappeared in Plutus; the pale
remnants of his vivid personality have been inherited by the clever slave,
Carion, forerunner of the prominent and dominating slaves of New Com-
edy. There is no interest in current politics or government: the names of a
few leading individuals are mentioned with only lukewarm interest (170
ff., 550), and the sycophant, a mere type, is the only official representative
of the polis itself (850 ff.).

The question of the unjust distribution of wealth and its blessings, which
forms the substance of the plot, is not brought into relation with the life of
the polis but is presented as an abstract moral problem, played out in the
isolated and apolitical microcosm of a small group of kleine Leute. The
treatment of the theme is thus quite different from what it might have been
in the heyday of Old Comedy. We might contrast Cratinus' Plutoi of a
half-century earlier, in which the chorus, composed of the daimones who
distribute wealth, join forces with the enemies of the nouveau riche gen-
eral, Hagnon, for an all-out critique of the current political scene.

The obscenity in Plutus shows a parallel change in character and func-
tion. The marvelous ingenuity and inventiveness once displayed by
Aristophanes in the creation of sexual themes, obscene jokes, innuendoes,
routines, and clever farces have now disappeared. There remain only two
types of obscenity in Plutus: blunt and hackneyed crudities, and obscenity
in the service of realistic character-portraiture. The former appears in
standard contexts in the first section of the play (1—801), which consists of
Chremylus' and Carion's capture and subsequent cure of Plutus, their
victory over Penia, and their resulting enrichment; and the latter appears
in the second section (802 ff.), a series of episodes illustrating the con-
sequences for various character-types of the new distribution of wealth.

The obscenity in the first section is limited to three functions:
1. In personal invective: the rich Agyrrhius is said to break wind from

(we assume) an overabundance of food and drink (176). Plutus is called
(all hard-on), by Carion (267) as a climax to a series of insulting

epithets (266). Since is an inappropriate word for an old man like
Plutus, we must assume either that Carion is being facetious or that
had assumed a more general abusive tone. The intermezzo at 290-315
consists of strophic parodies of Philoxenus' dithyramb, Polyphemus and
Galateia, and the theme of Circe and Odysseus (Od. 133-399). The second
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of these (302-15) is an abusive allusion to the liaison between Philonides
and the notorious courtesan Lais, and features tawdry and perverted
sexual (securrilities), unrelieved by wit.

2. Obscene language is used to vivify the rather heavy-handed moraliz-
ing of Chremylus and Carion regarding the influence of wealth on the
price of prostitutes and the willingness of young boys to succumb to the
advances of lovers (149-59).

3. In slapstick: Carion's experiences in the temple of Asclepius include
the breaking of wind. First, an old lady whom Garion terrifies in the dark
breaks wind "more pungent than a weasel's" (693). Then Carion himself,
who considers crepitation "exceedingly funny" (697), follows suit. His
own offering is powerful enough to repel the god's attendant female deities
(701-03) but not the god himself; Carion takes this opportunity (difficult
for a buffoon to resist) to call the god a shit-eater (706), a remark Carion's
female companion finds shocking (706).

(fart) at 618 is meant only as a vulgar surprise at the end
of Blepsidemus' song and has no further relevance to the action or the
character.

The only sexual or scatological language in the second part is contained
in the scene (959-1096) between the old hetaera and her youthful ex-
lover, who (newly wealthy, thanks to Plutus' renewed sight [1004]) no
longer needs her gifts and feels free to indulge the contempt he once had to
dissimulate. It is a question whether this ungrateful young man ought to
be considered just; perhaps Aristophanes is simply being inconsistent with
the basic premise that in the new order of things only the just will be rich,
and perhaps the cruel treatment of a comical old lady was felt by the
Athenians to raise no moral issues. At any rate, the complaints of the old
lady are not taken seriously, and the comedy of the scene relies entirely on
jokes about her age and physical deterioration.

Despite certain similarities between this scene and the scene of strife
between the old hags and the young girl in Ecclesiazusae (877—1111)—and
it is mainly the element of mockery which is similar—the old lady in
Plutus is essentially a different type from what we saw in the earlier play.61

She is not a tough, lascivious, and foul-mouthed streetwalker but an aging
hetaera who once charged dearly for her company (1029) and who must
now purchase the affections of younger men. Vanity prevents her from
acknowledging the signs of old age and she continues to behave like a
young girl. The type of the love-sick old lady was apparently standard in

61. Oeri (n. 28, above), pp. 19 ff., misclassifies the old hags of E 877 ff. under "die
liebestolle Alte;" they should be classified under "die alternde Hetare" (pp. 47 ff.) as a
subcategory.
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Old Comedy: we may compare Cratinus' Graes, T 345, the wife of Ly-
con,62 the mother of Hyperbolus,63 and the Phaedra-like character in Fr
51.64 The absence of this type in the fragments of Middle and New Com-
edy65 suggests that the frequent references to it in the paroemiographers66

refer to its appearance in Old Comedy.
In contrast to the crude streetwalkers of Ecclesiazusae, who have no il-

lusions about their age and in fact consider it a professional asset (E 895
f.), this old lady behaves in a quite dignified manner. She says nothing
unseemly or even remotely suggesting obscenity,67 which was one of the
notable elements of the prostitutes' speech in Ecclesiazusae. Instead, she
plays straight man, as it were, ignoring the jests of the chorus, Chrernylus,
and the youth, and thus providing them with continuous opportunities
for mockery. Some of Chrernylus' mockery takes the form of slyly obscene
double entendres (970 f., 1024); that of the young man is more straight-
forwardly obscene and not a little sadistic (1055-58, 1082 f, 1093).

62. Schol. L 270, Eup. 215.
63. Hermipp. 10.
64. See Kock, ad loc., Meineke, 2: 2.962; cf. Eur. Hipp. 219.
65. Oeri (n. 28, above), p. 47.
66. Cf. Diogenian. 3.74, 4.10.
67. With the possible exception of the double entendres in 995 ff. and 1015 (of which

she is unaware).



4 The Sexual Organs

The Male Organs

1. (*pes-os, cf. penis [*pes-n-is] ) appears most frequently and
seems to be the vulgar vox propria. Evidently its usefulness lay in its shock
value, hence its use primarily in surprises, violent oaths, smut, and low
slapstick. Lysistrata, gradually announcing her plan to bring home the
men by stopping the war, comes climactically to the principal sacrifice
required of her troops: they must give up the (124); the word is meant
to hit with blunt force after the paratragic language which precedes (and
follows, cf. 134). The profane relation of Euripides uses Trees' with similar
climactic bathos in turning the high-flown poetry of Agathon's servant into
a violent threat (T 59-62), with which we may compare the Sausage-
Seller's oath, , may be bite his own cock (Eq 1010),
a surprise intended to outdo in savageness Cleon's boast in 1006.1

In heterosexual contexts we find only smut, that is, language whose sole
purpose is to play up, with little or no attempt at wit and in the most direct
manner, the purely physical aspects of sexuality: thus the servant at P
870, 880, and Trygaeus at 898 (where is a comic substitution for -

, leg) are engaged in a dialogue of extended and unadorned smut con-
cerning the beauteous Theoria. Tre'oj occurs in other such passages: V 1347
where Philocleon chatters filthily to the flute-girl; A 1216 (Dicaeopolis to
the two courtesans); A 1060, 1066 (Dicaeopolis to the bridesmaid); L 415
(the Probulus' speech on female lechery), 928 (Cinesias' frustrated lust);
V 739 (Bdelycleon must purchase a ], whore, for his father); E 620
(Blepyrus and Praxagora discuss the new sexual regulations). Finally, the

1. Blaydes' explanation is unnecessarily specific, "quia Cleon tune curvato corpore et
inclinato corpore intentus oraculis disponendis et investigandis esset." There is no need to
assume any particular action on stage; this is merely a violent oath based on a standard
expression: see N 1369, V 1083, R 43.

108
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word gives flavor to the ludicrous game of hide-and-seek that Cleisthenes
plays with the phallus of the Relation (T 643 ff.), or the latter's paratragic
outburst of amazement at Agathon's androgynous appearance (124), or to
Strepsiades' crude masturbation (N 734) .2

2. ) (probably — if the linguistic terminology may be excused — an
o-grade of *pes- with expansion; cf. , , for other theories see
Frisk s.v.) is a small member or a young boy's member, and seems to have
had an affectionate and somewhat respectable tone, in contrast to the
vulgar, almost violent tone of V means "boy" at P 1300, where
the scholiast notes that this playful nickname was common in Attic house-
holds.3 The pederast Agathon's clothes smell sweetly of (T 254, a
surprise for , perfume, or the like) because of his predilection for
small boys. One of the signs of a well-spent youth, according to the boy-
loving Just Logic, is a (N 1014) : the tone here is definitely
one of affectionate lubricity, in contrast to the comical vulgarity of the

, big meat, the bad boy's member (1018). The joke made by
the old woman at T 515 carries a more abusive tone: a man's new son
resembles his father in every detail, including his , "limp and
withered like a little shot pine-cone."4 The woman's implication is that the
husband's member is also small and useless (seedless like the ; ?),
and that may account for the wife's reliance on the baby-market for her
child.5 The use of by the archer at T 1188 is of course ironic: we
may be sure that the barbarian's member was anything but boyish. The
more or less respectable tone of is reflected by its use in scientific
prose to mean "foreskin"6 or "stye on the eyelid,"7 as well as in cult.8

3. is the normal-sized organ and seems to have had a tone similar
to that of 9 Wilamowitz, Lysistrata, at L 1119, even thinks that it

2. The Tree? as a visual and verbal symbol of lust and base drives appears in such comic
coinages as (CA 1111 = AB 72.26 6 , having a
large, gross member) and (= <; EM 668.36).

3. Cf. also Men 480, Phot., and Hsch., who note that was also used of childish or
foolish adults.

4. See Thphr. HP 3.3.8, 3.7.4; I follow van Leeuwen ad loc.
5. For jokes on small penises, often used in low comedy, see Th. Hopfner, Das Sexualleben

der Griechen and Romer (Prague, 1938), pp. 39 f.
6. Hp. ulc. 12, Dsc. 4.153, Ruf. Onom. 102, Orib. Fr. 84, Ph. 2.211.
7. Gal. 12.741, Aet. 7.84.
8. See J. Taillardat, " et (Ar. Thesm. 292)," RPh 35 (1961) :249

f., and the inscription given by D. M. Robinson in Hesp. 27 (1958) : 74. Dindorf's reading
in T 29 1 , ml noa-daUaKov, which Taillardat defends, is probably incorrect : see Coulon ad
loc., A. Willems, Aristophane (Paris-Brussels, 1919), 2: 548 ff. (Willems) or

(Coulon) is wanted.
9. See H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg, 1960-72), s.v.
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might have been an elegant and exotic word at Athens. Thus in a relative-
ly high-minded passage Lysistrata prefers to a coarser word (L 1119).

could, like , be used as a term of endearment of young boys
(Telecl. 65).10 Its use in cult is assured by the Priapus epithets -

11 and .12 was, however, capable of abusive con-
notations despite its playful tone: it has an undeniable harshness in Archil.
43 and in the name , used by Antisthenes of Plato in a scurrilous
dialogue attacking the Platonic school.13

4. , a penis ready for intercourse, was, like , thoroughly vul-
gar. Lampito uses to describe the indispensability of a husband's
ready cock (L 143); the lecherous gods at Av 560 and the Coryphaeus at
L 979 are quite upright and ready for intercourse. The verb , to
draw back someone's prepuce by causing an erection, appears in uniformly
coarse contexts: thus the libidinous Thracians of A 161 are called

, those with ready , as are the fornicators of P 903 and
PI 295, and the distended prytanis at L 1136. Dicaeopolis' remark to La-
machus (A 592), el, is a double entendre
meaning (1) lop off my and (2) use your charms to arouse me sexual-
ly (see ).

5. .6f is used of men who are "all phallus": thus the call of the
aroused Egyptians at Av 507, KOKKU , cuckoo! all cocks to
the plain (see , plain),14 and the efficacy of as an insult:
Cario's ultimate insult is to call Plutus (PI 267), and the Sausage-
Seller's oracle predicts (Eq 964) that Demus, should he listen to Cleon,
must become "all the way to his pubic bush," i.e. absolutely de-
bauched. Diphilus 39 imitates and expands this violent image, substitut-
ing "gullet" for "pubic bush."15 It is likely that also refers to cir-
cumcision (n. 17, below).

6. The state of erection was indicative in Old Comedy of high sexual
excitement and libidinous character.16 As a dramatic device the depiction
of men in this condition, by means of huge artificial erections and byplay
on stage, could not fail to produce laughter. An audience enjoyed the
physical and verbal exposure of men in their manifest dependence upon

10. Cf. Phot., AB 394.5, 27.
11. Phot. p. 127R, Eust. 1968.43, AB 394, Suda.
12. Hsch. = CA 932.
13. Athen. 5.220D, 11.507A, D.L. 3.35.
14. See the discussion of Willems (n. 8, above), 2: 304 f.
15. Cf. also (Hsch. s.v. ), (Hsch.), (Suda), all

indicating men of great profligacy.
16. For the rich literature in antiquity concerning the humor of erections, see Hopfner

(n. 5, above), pp. 34 ff.
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(base) bodily drives and relished the resulting feeling of superiority oc-

casioned by their safe contemplation of the comic character's obvious pain

and frustration. The ordinary comic phallus was of course not erect, but as

described at N 538 f.: made of leather, pendant, red, uniformly thick;17

compare Hor. Sat. 1.8.5 obscenoque mber porrectus ab inguine palus. When the

situation called for it, erections could be provided by using special phalli.

Erect phalli were especially appropriate for depicting the triumph of re-

juvenated comic heroes like Dicaeopolis (A 1121, 1216 f., 1220), Demus
(Eq 1391), Trygaeus (P 856 ff.) and Peisetaerus (Av 1256), or for showing
profligacy (A 158, T 1187 ff., etc.) or desperation (P 728, L passim) or

some special comic effect (V 68 f., E 890).18 The kind of farcical byplay to
be expected in this kind of scene is abundantly illustrated in the latter half

of Lysistrata, where the distended men wear the ,
stretched-out member (965), and walk about doubled over like -

, lamp-bearers (1003), to hide their condition. They resemble the
priapic Konisalos19 and must bunch their upper garments around their

waists like wrestlers (L 1093, cf. 1093 f., 1096) to avoid the notice of any

Hermocopidae who might be about.20 Everyone complains of spasmodic

pains ( 845,1089; ) and indulges in much obscene
language and byplay.

17. Depending on dramatic desiderata, it could be left to dangle, be tied back, covered,
and so on; see the discussions of Webster and Beare (preface, n. 7). Dover maintains,
discussing N 538 f., "Notes On Aristophanes' Acharnians," Maia 15 (1963): 12 f., that the
phallus could be circumcized for humorous effect. The description of the comic phallus in
Clouds, which makes the penis "red at the end," must refer to circumcision: the foreskin
cannot be retracted (except by hand) when the penis is "hanging down." Vase-paintings
frequently show slaves (presumably from Phoenicia or Egypt, where circumcision was
universally practiced) with pendulous circumcised members of great size (e.g. V. Ehren-
berg, People of Aristophanes, PI. XIIIa), but paintings of kaloi tend to show very small, thin
penises with elongated foreskins. The Greeks (who disapproved of circumcision: Hdt.
2.37.2) would have found this barbarian practice quite amusing: see, for instance, Athens
red-figure pelike 9683. In a society like ancient Greece, where circumcision was not prac-
ticed, such a mutilation of the penis must have caused strong anxiety, and that anxiety is
naturally manifested in the humor of comedy in the form of extraordinary skotomata.
This gives Av 507 its point, and in Pl 267 , circumcised and erect, is climactic after
the list of defects in 266.

18. Philocleon at V 1343 is still limp: see J. Vaio, "Aristophanes' Wasps: The Final
Scenes," GRBS 12 (1971): 333, n. 41; C. H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero
(Cambridge, Mass, 1964), pp. 157 f. Presumably, old men who are to be "rejuvenated"
wore pendant phalli at the beginning of the play and later changed the costuming to fit
their new role as mighty lovers.

19. L 982, cf. H. Herter, De dis atticis Priapi similibus (Bonn, 1926), Chap. 3;a Pl Com
174.13, SIG 1027.10, Str. 13.1.12.

20. Hermes jokes are frequent in comedy: Phryn. Com. 58.1 ff.; Fr 553, etc.
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7. was the standard improper word for getting an erection
or being erect : improper probably because the idea of sexual aggressive-
ness is built right into the word, unlike such technical terms as (L
937 in double entendre) and Teravoj (L 553, 846), which express a physical
state only and have a more proper tone.21 Thus every appearance of the
word in Aristophanes occurs in contexts where lovemaking or rape is im-
minent, and there is always an accompanying word meaning "fornicate":
A 1220, P 728, Av 557, 1256, L214, 598, T 157 f. At Pl Com 173.20
/uccua virtually = intercourse ; the same implication undoubtedly lies behind
Eubulus' play, " , the limp ones, and the , limp house,
(surprise for , without pillars) of Xenarch. 1.4;22 cf. '

at CA 744.
8. ( ) = TO TO , to draw back

the member (CA 81).
9. refers to "limp" members punningly at Xenarch. 1.2.
10. , upright, is common and perfectly proper in the meaning

"erect;"23 in Aristophanes it is the source of several puns: the names
Orsilochus (L 725) and Orthagoras (E 916),24 , the upright road
(L 834) , , all Sparta is straight (L 995) ; cf. also A
243, 259 f. (the processional ), PI Com 173.10
= cause an erection, CA 1096 , Hsch. s.v. =

= , ship's beam = penis.

Proper and Euphemistic Words

11. was, of course, a proper word, and its use in Aristophanes is
almost always technical, as in Dicaeopolis' miniature Rural Dionysia.25

At A 260, however, , behind the basket-
girl, is a joke referring to the slave Xanthias' phallus as well as the pro-
cessional one.26 At L 771 is only semitechnical, being used for its
high-sounding tone in Lysistrata's bawdy parody of a serious oracle.
Cratinus (14) used to refer to the erect member.

12. There are many plays on the word : in the new kingdom of birds the
will receive Aphrodite's old hegemony in sacrifice (Av 565) ;

21. See Arist. HA 572b 2, 604» 4.
22. Cf. ' (AP 12.11, Bust. 849.54), ' (AP 12.174).
23. Pi. P. 10.36, Hdt. 2.51, PLond. 1821.166, etc.
24. See V. Coulon, "Beitrage zur Interpretation des Aristophanes," RhM 105 (1962):

26 f.
25. A 243, 261, 263, 271, 276; cf. Fr *954 Blaydes and compare D. Chr. 2.31, Hor. Sat.

1.8.1 ff.
26. For ( ) in an obscene sense, cf. A 868, T 157 f., 1124, V 1376, L 1170, E

482, Eup. 334.
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Hermes is (Fr 553); the swinish and illiterate sons of Hippo-
crates are "procephalous" (Fr 557); and Alcibiades was supposedly born
in the archonship of Phalenias (Fr 554), an allusion to that young man's
dissolute habits.27 In Fr 320, a list of women's paraphernalia, we find

(1.6), both "girdle" and "secret phallus" (cf. the in
1. 13). The obscenity in A 835, where the Megarian bids his daughters

, can be explained as a segmentation-pun on
', the passage reads "My little piggies, even without your

father you must try: (1) to bang down some bread with your salt, if anyone
should give you any; (2) to bang your cunt against the phallus, in case
someone should give [it] to you"28 (see and ). This pun can be
compared with that in Sophron 39 Olivieri, quoted above, p. 25. The un-
usual use of to refer to the condiment instead of the main dish, and of
the singular instead of the more usual for salt, can be accounted
for only if this obscene pun is acknowledged.29 Finally, there may be a pun
(similar to that in CA 243, quoted in section 13, below) at R 134, where
Dionysus, urged by Heracles to jump off a tower in order to reach Hades
quickly, fears he will destroy : (1) the twin rissole-
wrappers of his brain, and (2) the two bundles/wrappers of his phallus (i.e.
testicles?).

Euphemisms

There are many euphemisms for the male member in comedy.
13. , "the private parts," is the standard one, at least in non-

comic literature. In Aristophanes it appears at N 978, where the proper
Just Logic avoids a coarse term in referring to young boys,30 and at V 578
in almost the same context: Philocleon enumerates the rewards of jury
duty, one of which is looking at naked boys at their , inspection
at puberty. Both uses are meant to be titillating. CA 243

, having his brain in his genitals (if from a comedy; see
Kock ad loc.) seems to parody obscenely Demosthenes' famous rebuke to
the Athenians (7.45).31

27. Kock translates "C. Peniculo L. Mentula consulibus."
28. I have defended this reading in detail in "A Note on Aristophanes' Acharnians, 834-

35," CP 68 (1973): 289 f.
29. The supposed pun at Eq 416 is doubtful for the traditional -

: Cleon would hardly invent such a scabrous epithet for himself. Coulon rightly
rejects it, although Cantarella does not. Other phallus-puns are (or -

) at Eub. 75.4, at Antiph. 206.7, at CA 243 (see section
13, below).

30. Cf. 977, . . . .
31. '' , ,
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14. : used punningly at E 720,  The un-
usual use of the plural gives away the pun by disrupting the usual meta-
phorical connotation "youthful prime"32 expressed by the singular, em-
phasizing instead the literal, and thus comical, image of "tip," "point" or
"excrescence."33

15. seems certainly to be euphemistic for phallus at L 680 f.,

.

If the (ambiguous) genitive is taken with (stocks), then be-
comes a double entendre for cunt and a double entendre for phallus.34

Thus (1) we should get hold of all these women and put their necks into the
wooden stocks; and' (2) we should get hold of this here cock and put it into
the cunts of all these women.

16. There is good evidence that . (finger) could be used as a
double entendre. The chorus of women dare the men to touch Stratyllis
"even with the finger" at L 365; the surrounding threats and oaths all con-
tain explicit references to the sexual organs, and thus it is highly probable
that here, too, we are meant to take in a double sense. At Eq
1168 f. Cleon announces that he brings Demus pastry-boats molded and
gravied by the ivory hand of the goddess; the mischievous Demus remarks
that the goddess must have had a big finger ( ', see on ) .
The joke lies in the commonly acknowledged resemblance between the
female member and various pastries (see below, sections 173-78), and
there is a further reference to the female secreta venerea, often compared with
soup and gravy (below, sections 180-81). Demus means to say that only a
large phallus could have resulted in such a well- gravied cunt. For ,
meaning "to accommodate a penis in coitus," cf. A 787. Eubulus 75.10
ff. has a very similar but much extended joke in which the pastry is further
personified as "Pluto's Spouse," and the finger compared to the ramming
beak of a trireme (cf. below, section 48) :35

:
[Those wretches who show their loyalty not to the fatherland but to Philip should perish
wretchedly at our hands, and so they shall, if you carry your brains in your heads, not
squashed under your feet.]

32. E.g. Th. 8.46, Xen. Lac. 1.6, S. OT 741.
33. See LSJ s.v. I, IV, Suppl. s.v. & .
34. Cf. Eur. Cyc. 184, and see C. L. lungius, De vocabulis antiquae comoediae atticae quae

apud solos comicos aut ornnino inveniuntur aut peculiari notione praedita occurrunt (Amsterdam,
1897), p. 133.

35. (codd. - ) must be read with . For . see AP 12.41.3,
(section 334, below).
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,
.

[Demeter's girl, when kneaded, has a hollow cleft—like the swath of a
trireme—made in her by the finger's poking: the excellent precursor to
a meal!]

17. TO appears at A 1149 for phallus. This expression is usually used
in Greek (1) when one forgets something and must fill in with to ,
much as we say "so-and-so," and (2) when one does not wish to say some-
thing unpleasant or offensive directly.36 With this Aristophanic allusion
(and possibly another at P 879) we may compare Antiph. 129.6 f., where

means both "eel" and "phallus,"37 and Eup. 244.1,38 where it
stands for some unidentified but undoubtedly phallic "Megarian jest."

18. , flesh,39 at PI Com 173.10 TO (an
aphrodisiac) straightens up a man's "meat."

19. , skin, seems to mean "prepuce" at Eq 29, where a slave com-
pares the skin on the backs of flayed slaves with that on the phalli of
masturbators, (see the schol.). The word as
used at Pl Com 174.18 probably means, more generally, the whole
phallus.40

20. Just Logic speaks loftily but lubriciously of the imprint of a boy's
burgeoning "youth" ( N 976); the scholiast rightly
glosses as indicating the genitals.41 This euphemism, common in
technical writers,42 appears elsewhere in comedy only at Theopomp. 37,
where it refers to the sexual parts of both sexes.43

21. ,44 large, seems to be indicated in the sense of "erect" at V 68 f.,

36. See the remarks of Starkie, Wasps, at 1. 524.
37. See Edmonds, 1: 222, n. b.
38. I follow Meineke's reading ' ; see Edmonds, 1: 399, n. a.
39. Cf. (LSJs.v. II.1).
40. Not the , as supposed by Kock; we want an implement used in actual inter-

course, not . See LSJ s.v. 2, Frisk (n. 9, above) s.v. .
41. For the Clouds passage as a parody of Pythagoreanism, seej. Hewitt, "The Image

in the Sand," CP 30 (1935): 10 ff.
42. Hp. Epid. 3.4, Arist HA 493b 3, etc.; with we may compare the common eu-

phemistic word for pubic hair, .
43. Perhaps we may add Pherecr. 62, with Herwerden's emendation of :

, he put an apron over his "youth" while washing.
44. See \V. M. Calder III, "An Unnoticed Obscenity in Aristophanes," CP 65 (1970):

257; see also Prof. Marcovich's amusing reply and Calder's rebuttal thereto in CP 66
(1971): 262.
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where makes sense only if we visualize "the large phallus of the
comic actor, easily visible to the audience, silhouetted against the sky;"45

this would be one of the occasions where an erect phallus would be em-
ployed for a special humorous effect. Similar are Av 570,
where Euelpides jeers at Zeus' masculinity. at Av 1733 may
be an ithyphallic reference similar to that of Sappho in III.6 L-P;46 the
contexts of both passages are hymenaeal. at E 628 means "well-
endowed sexually" (the opposite of the ugly runts at line 629). (often
with ) is often found as an adjective describing erect phalli: L 23 ff.,
P 927, 1351 f., E 1048, A 787, N 539, Fr 130.3.

22. may also be used with this meaning: N 549,
seems to be a double entendre: I struck into

Cleon's belly (1) at the height of his power, i.e. in 424 (cf. Eq 180 ff.), and
(2) when he was hugely erect, with reference to Aristophanes' figurative
rape of Cleon (see ) . The / , chickpea ram, of
Sophilus 8 refers without a doubt to the erect phallus (see , ) •
Cf. also Eq 1168 f., quoted above, section 16.

23. , sinew, like Latin ,47 was a technical term for the erect
phallus.48 Aristophanes constructs a humorous metaphor at L 1078,

:49 the predicament of the men has gotten
very "stiff." Cf. also Pl Com 173.19 f,

' '
'Ap .

[The red mullet does not want to stiffen up "nerves": for it comes
from virgin Artemis and hates hard-ons.]

24. , like English thing, appears at L 23, 26, 661, 994 in puns; at
N 196 f. Strepsiades jokingly expresses a desire to share ,
a certain little thing, with Socrates' (pathic) pupils. At T 581 the

, large and remarkable thing, seems to refer to the Rela-
tion's phallus. The young man's joke at E 1089 may possibly contain a pun-
ning reference to this euphemism.50

45. Calder, p. 257.
46. See G. S. Kirk, "A Fragment of Sappho Reinterpreted," CQ. 13 (1963): 51 f.; H.

Lloyd-Johnes, "Sappho Fr. 111," CQ. 17 (1967): 168, and now J.F. Killen, CQ.23 (1973):
198. Marcovich continues the debate in "Sappho Fr. 31: Anxiety Attack or Love De-
claration?" CQ.22 (1972): 29 ff.

47. Hor. Ep. 12.19. Priap. 68, Petron. 131.46.
48. Gal. 8.442, Callim. 199 Pf. the proverb at Athen. 2.64B, a'

' ,the purse-tassel plant will do you no good unless you have "nerve."
49. See the schol.
50. For see further PMag. 7. 186.
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25. , "equipment,"51 appears in a punning sense at E 482, where
the chorus of women bid one another to be on guard -

, lest someone from behind watch
our equipage closely.

26. at Amphis 20.6 , necessary thing, Xenarch.
1.3 (pl.).

27. For see above, p. 5.
28. For see below, section 251.
29. The use of the demonstrative pronoun deictically or the complete

omission of an off-color word are very common euphemistic devices and
usually indicate comical byplay on stage. Thus, when Lamachus instructs
his boy to take his weapon, Dicaeopolis tells his own boy to take hold of

, indicating his erect member (A 1121; cf. 1216). Kinesias at L 863
and 937 uses thus, as does the aroused archer at T 1195. At L 956

probably understands . See further (L991), (L
1121), (L 146), (T 664), (V 1349).

30. The same device applies equally to areas other than the phallic.
is understood at Av 442 f. ( ) and R 308 ( ). At E 890

is the middle finger, at L 418 is the cunt (below, section 146).
Verbs denoting sexual intercourse lie behind P 370( ),
L 1117 ( ) , 841 ( ), 1175 ( ), E 114 ( ) , T 1194 f. ( =
' , 1193), Timocl. 23.4( = the individual act of
coitus). , butt, is understood at Eq 785 , women's
genitals at L 92 ; crepitation at P 88 ( ) ; inter-
course at L 923 ( , it's terrible on box-springs!),
Timocl. 22.4 ( ' ). The dainty Cleisthenes shuns an outright
indecency when the Relation asks to go to the bathroom, '

' (T 611 f.), at least until he becomes annoyed later (615). Similarly,
a coarse word for incest is tactfully omitted at V 1178, '

, and then Cardopion—his mother. Compare the
straightlaced Aeschylus at R 1194 ,—his own mother,
and Sophocles himself in OT 1289 / .52

Agricultural Terminology53

31. A common source of double entendres for the organs of both sexes
is the fig,54 although such references to the female member far outnumber

51. See Lxx. Is. 3.17 .
52. Other instances: Antiph. 18.6, 129.4; Eur. Cyc. 169; Theocr. 1.104; AP3.78.
53. See also the agricultural terminology in chap. 3.
54. Literature and citations in V. Buchheit, "Feigensymbolik im antiken Epigram,"

RhM 103 (1960): 200 ff. See also A. Bartalucci, "Hipponacteae Interpretatiunculae,"
Maia 16 (1964): 244, nn. 8, 9.
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references to the male member. , the fig-tree itself along with its
pendant fruit, is used to indicate the male's whole sexual apparatus; ,
the fruit itself, indicates the cunt. Naturally, the word never appears
alone for the phallus but always includes mention of the testicles: thus

(E 708) means the branch from which the twin fruit hang;
Antiphanes 198 and Pherecrates 97

have almost exactly the same phrase. Hesychius' (he-
men) looks like a comic coinage; the image is of a man with large testicles,
hence especially virile.

32. The , the young shoots of fig-slips, of A 995, in
a passage full of obscene agricultural puns, seem to refer to the erect
member alone.

33. The use of for both sexes at P 1351 f., ,
, his is fat and large, hers sweet, is a case of brachylogy

for the sake of parallelism in which is technically appropriate to the
female in the second clause but not to the male in the first clause, in which

must be mentally supplied.
34. , dried early figs, at A 802, despite a line

earlier, cannot be a double entendre for phallus, as proposed (e.g.) by van
Daele ad loc. always indicates the female member. Dicaeopolis is
merely preparing to bring out some dried figs to feed the girls, their father,
and perhaps the audience too (805 ff.).

35. with a sexual connotation appears in GA 12, where it is
maintained that every noble ,—that is, gathers fruiting branches
of the wild fig. This pederastic image is taken from the process of capri-
fication (see LSJ s.v. ).

36. Similar homosexual references to figs are , (to squeeze
figs, Eq 259), used of Gleon's victims. Cleon is presented often in this play
as a paedicator, or homosexual rapist (see below, section 479); and

in Ameipsias 33.
37. The petals of the fig ( ) indicate the foreskin: A 1102, E 707 f.

, to draw back the petals, is in meaning identical to -
(q.v.): to draw back the prepuce in preparation for sexual activity

or to be circumcised (n.17, above).55 The Odomantian barbarians of A
158 are hugely erect (dissolute) and circumcised,56 as is clear from line
160, where their savage sexual proclivities are obvious. They are "all too
violently virile"57 counterparts to the dissolute pathics, Cleisthenes and
Straton, unmasked earlier by Dicaeopolis. For (dual) perhaps
= testicles, see section 12, above.

55. For circumcision see n. 17, above.
56.
57. Whitman (n. 18, above), p. 61.
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38. at L 663, to be wrapped in a fig leaf, is a triple pun:
(1) to be muffled up in our clothes; (2) to be hoodwinked; (3) to remain
limp and unerect like codgers, that is, with foreskins unretracted. The
attempted rejuvenation of the old men is one of the major themes of the
agon of Lysistrata, which is full of such phallic allusions.

39. , mallow stalk, is the erect member at L 735: a sex-starved
woman explains to Lysistrata that she left one at home , unscutched
(see ).

40. , acorn, was apparently a standard name for the glans penis,
to judge from its use in technical writers;58 similarly motivated is its com-
mon meaning of "iron peg" or "bolt-pin" (LSJ II.4). These two images,
the acornlike knob and the hard shaft, make a vivid vehicle for
double entendres on erect phalli like those in the Probulus' speech at L
410 ff.59

41. In verbal form the image appears to mean "penetrate sexually" : at L
337 the old men run toward the women on the acropolis ,
and at E 361 the constipated Blepyrus personifies a stubborn prickly pear:

, now he's banging at my back
gate (= , ass-hole).60 Cf. Timocl. 2 (q.v.)

, and the tongue-case is penetrated too.
42. , chickpea, is the erect member: A 801, P 1136, R 545, E

45. We have already noticed the of Sophilus 8 (section
22).61 This usage certainly derives from the appearance of the plant itself:
the cicer arietenum is bushy with rather large, pealike fruit.62

43. , barley-corn. Like , the small, elongated is used by
medical writers to mean styes on the eyelid.63 The bearded appearance of
barley stalks may add a further point of comparison. Certainly -
( = , early barley), used by Cratinus 381 for the loins

58. E.g. Arist. HA 493" 27, Gal. 10.381, Poll. 2.171.
59. For ( ) (L413 ) , cf. the phrase

PMag. 4. 405.
60. Cf. , socket-bolt (AP 5.241.6); , knobbed bolt, in Poll. 2.176, Hsch.,

Zon., EM 125.24 (for a possible pun on / in Xenarch. 1.5, see Kock ad loc.);
(Hsch.); , which at Pherecr. 204 means (cf. AP 4. 271.11,

AB 423, Poll. 2.176, Hsch. s.v. . Th. de Wit-Tak, Lysistrata: Vrede, Vrouw, en
Obsceniteit bij Aristophanes (Groningen, 1967), p. 119, n. 92, mistakenly attempts to de-
scribe a double sense of at L 1054 which does not exist; see van Leeuwen ad
loc. With compare Lat. balanus, as at Pers. 4.37 f., and , mace or knobby
bud, used as a technical term (Nic. Al. 409) and a comic one (AP 5.128).

61. Cf. also Juv. 6.373 circerisque relicti.
62. "Peascod" at Shakespeare As You Like It 2.4.52, quoted by Starkie, Acharnians, at

line 801, derives from a different image.
63. Hp. Epid. 2.2.5, Gal. 12.742.
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( ), suggests the pubic hair.64 as phallus indicates erection and
lechery: P 965 ff., Av 506, 565. The notion of sexual potency also appears
in the verb , to wax wanton, used of both beasts65 and men,66

and in the comic name (Hsch.).
44. , acorn, is the glans penis at P 1137, in a description of the play-

ful rape of a Thracian girl.67 Cf. 'Eub. 137 (?).

Phallic Implements

Weapons and other hard elongated objects form an important category
of double entendres.

45. The slender, cylindrical alabastos, a vessel approximately four to
eight inches long68 and used exclusively by women, usually to hold per-
fumes, forms the basis for several phallic jokes.69 L 947, Mv-

. . , My. Take this alabastos. Ki. But
I've already got one! In this scene Myrrhine has fetched an alabastos and
there is much byplay on stage.70 Similarly, in Acharnians Dicaeopolis
consents to give a bridesmaid some of his treaty, and accompanies his
libation with instructions on how to anoint the groom's phallus, a process
Dicaeopolis vividly demonstrates on the alabastos.71 In addition, a line
from the Triphales (548), , having
three alabastos-cases in one . . . is unquestionably phallic (note the
feminine participle) : it seems to refer to a woman who has been the object
of Triphales' trimentulate attentions.

46. For / see above, section 40.
47. , a spear shaft or long pole, is presumed by the prytanis at

L 985 to be the cause of the peculiar bulge in the Spartan herald's costume,

a condition of course caused by his huge erection. Cf. Latin hasta.72

64. See Hsch. s.v. ; EM 90.33, . Eust. 1446.29
indicates that this word also indicated the female organs.

65. A. Ag. 1641, S. Fr . 876.
66. Cleanth. Stoic. 1.132, Cere. 17.16, Babr. 62.2, Poll. 7.24.
67. For in the sense of "knobbed bolt" (compare ) cf. IG 22.1534.103,

,
68. The same size as the (L 109).
69. For the intimate connection between alabastoi and lovemaking, see L 941 f., E

525 f.
70. Full discussion and citations in J. Henderson, "The Lekythos and Frogs 1200-1248,"

HSCP 76 (1972) : 136 f. Recent notions that the lekythos in this scene, or anywhere else,
can mean "phallus" are incorrect.

71. of line 1063 is the alabastos of ten lines earlier.
72. Priap. 43.1; Apul. Met. 10.21 (cod. Laurent. 54.24, etc.); Auson. 359.17 (= Verg.

Aen. 9.744).

Ta condition of course caused by his huge erection . Cf. Latin hasta.72

Ta peg, ramuggeststhenotionof sexual penetra48

T64. See Hsch. s. v. Eust.1446.29T

indicates that this world also indicated the female organsT
EM 90.33T

65.A. Ag. 1641,s. Fr. 876
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tion expressed by verbs in - (q.v.): the of Fr 317 is a phal-
lus swollen by lust and wine (see Hsch.), and Peisetaerus' phallus,
menacing Iris, is similarly swollen by the effects of his heroic rejuvenation,

, "I've got a triple-decker hard-on" (Av 1256). This
comical image of a three-pronged ship need not imply the actual existence
of such ships but signifies in its exaggeration the superhuman triumph of
the rejuvenated hero. The obscene use of the phrase ,
rammings of the trireme, at Eub. 75.10 ff. may be an imitation of this
passage.

49. The number three has a special significance in ancient comic
writings, one that clarifies the metaphor in Peisetaerus' boast. The ability
to perform the sex act thrice in succession was apparently considered proof
of great virility.73 "To win the pancration" meant ,
to screw three times.74 In Aristophanes we find allusions to this idea often:
the newly "rejuvenated" chorus at A 994 promises to make love ( -

) to Diallage thrice; so also the newly rejuvenated Demus at Eq
1391 ( , q-v.). A particularly virile guardian bird at
Av 1205 f. is the , which was supposed to grab Iris on her flight
into Nephelococcygia. We may compare Aristophanes' Triphales,75 which
had to do with an extremely satyric and debauched person (not, as has
been thought, Alcibiades) ;76 Hermes (Fr 553); and the base
barbarian, Triballus, of Av 1529 ff.77 Outside Aristophanes note Cratin.
183.3.78

50. at V 769 is a double entendre: "fine"/"assault" and "rape"
(entering); see .

51. , oar, at Pl Com 3.4, , '
(see Hsch.).

52. For , soup-ladle, at A 245 see below, section 181.

73. See Hopfner (n. 5, above), pp. 260 f. for citations.
74. Hsch. s.v. .
75. See Plb. 12.15.2.
76. Suvern's suggestion is based upon a misreading of Fr 544: see Th. Gelzer, "Aristo-

phanes," RE Supplbd. 12 (1971); 1410.37 ff. For virility expressed in terms of the number
three in this play, cf. Frs 548, 549, 553, 556 (a geographical pun?).

77. For Triballus see LSJ s.v., Eub. 75.3: : all
barbarians are lustful and perpetually erect (read - - with Causabon; the MS

, referring to Pan, which Kock defends, is not satisfactory, nor is
Meineke's - -. The obscene meaning of [section 178, below], not to
mention the bouncy metrical resolution, make Causabon's reading attractive). See the
remarks of J. G. Griffith, " : A Postscript," HSCP 74 (1970): 44.

78. See Edmonds, 1: 86, n. a. In Latin note Hor. Ep. 12.15 and the charming graffito
in CIL 4.4816, Chryseros cum successo hic terna futuimus, Chryseros and his pal fucked here
three times each.
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53. K , any point or goad, was common for phallus. In Aristo-
phanes this term seems to be involved in puns surrounding the wasps'
stingers (V 225 f., 408, 1115, 1121), and to be the basis for the pejorative
epithet , used to describe the products of Socrates' school at N

54. , shaft or beam, forms the comic term (cf. , etc.),
one who is especially lecherous ( EM 510.51, Suda;
Eust. 1957. 28). The usage
seems originally to pertain to male animals (Archilochus 43.3; Hsch.s.v.
= ; cf. , as in Fr 679), hence its appropriateness to Pan
at Cratin. 321.

55. , boat-pole, from (below, section 359) is used in a
series of nautical puns by Epicr. 10.4 (quoted below, section 258). See also

- (a variety of [EM 529.8]?) ap-
pears to have a phallic meaning at Eup. 334. Perhaps we should read

here, which Hsch. (s.v.) says is a kind of bird or snake.
56. , haft or handle: an ad hoc double entendre at L 671 suggesting

in its common sexual sense.
57. , bolt or bar for a doorway, crowbar, appears to have sexual

overtones (though perhaps not a specific punning meaning) in the bolt and
lock imagery of Lysistrata : the women's closed gates must be forced open
by crowbars in the hands of men at 424 (cf. 428 ff., 246, 264) : that is, the
resistance of the women must be overcome by phallic aggressiveness, the
characteristic of males. Note also the phallic battering ram at 255 ( ,-
09). See the remarks of C. H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero
(Cambridge, Mass., 1964), p. 203.

58. f/ipoy appears several times: L 632
, I'll carry my sword henceforth in a branch of myrtle (see

), is an obscene parody of the famous Attic scolion concerning
Harmodius and Aristogeiton.80 At L 156, Lampito, in a paratragic double
entendre, tells how Menelaus dropped his at the sight of Helen's
bare breasts

79. The only other occurrence of the word is S. Fr. 306N (= 329P), ,
, , where it refers to disreputable persons of some sort. The two ex-

planations of the scholiast, that these were ( 1 ) people of the harsh and slippery disposition
of those who drive animals with goads, and (2) like thieves who had to undergo beatings
in the torture, are patent guesses which cannot be substantiated. If is indeed
based on = phallus, then it is of the type , , , etc. For
see Sotad. 1, Eust. 413.7, 1308.59, 1564.63.

80. Athen. 15.695A.
81. For outside comedy, cf. AP 5.237.1, 9.361.5, Hsch. s.v. , Lat. machaera

(Plaut. Pseud. 1185).

T4450 .79

T81
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59. , the long spit used to roast meat, appears as a pun in the
Megarian scene of Acharnians (796), piercing "piggie meat" (the cunt).82

60. is used by Dicaeopolis to insult Lamachus at A 592.83

61. , peg, appears outside comedy in medical prose84 and
epigram85 to indicate the erect phallus; that it had a slangy and vulgar
tone is clear at E 1020, where its position at the end of a rather formal
decree is meant to be bathetic. At E 284 . . .
is an obscene double entendre based on an expression meaning "to be
empty-handed" (literally, without even a clothes-peg); see Ussher, Eccl.,
ad loc. In the joke at V 808, where a chamber pot is said to hang

, (1) on its peg and (2) near the phallus, Bedlycleon must be
making a sarcastic joke about his old father's manifestly limp member.

, to peg someone in a spread-eagle position, seems at Eq
371 to mean "bugger." at Timocl. 2.2 Dem. may
have an obscene meaning.

62. , to hew with an axe ( ): Arar. 5,
, and your daughter, when that fellow put his axe

to her. . . (see AB 112.18).
63. , oar, occurs with a phallic meaning as early as Theognis

458. At P 142 Trygaeus asserts that, should he make a wet landing upon
his return to earth from Olympus, his sturdy "oar" will stand him in good
stead.86 See also Theophil. 6.3.

64. , a comic pseudo-technical term for priapism at L 553,
derives from the use of , club, for phallus, attested outside of
comedy.87

65. at A 160 uses , spearshaft, for both cavalry and
phallus: the erect and lecherous Odomantians will work over with their
"shafts" all of Boeotia, here spoken of not only as a country to be overrun
but also as the personified victim of rape.

66. , the Dorian baton wrapped in a special leather strip (the
prepuce) for recording messages, is used by the embarrassed Laconian
herald at L 991 in an attempt to explain away his manifest priapism.

67. ? (Cratinus 443): Poll. 10.143 = ;
Hsch. = , , , -

82. See now K.J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972), pp. 63
ff.

83. See also V 27, Hsch., Athen, 15.683E, AP 4.242.11.
84. Hippiatr. 115 = .
85. AP 5.129.5.
86. This pun was first recognized by Meineke; see W. Suss, "Zur Komposition der

altattischenKomodie,"RhM 63 (1908): 19.
87. AP 4.261. Hsch. s.v. .
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. Meineke (2, pp. 213 f.) seems to be correct in asserting that Cra-
tinus' usage refers to the limp phallus.

68. For , whirling top or shaft, at Pherecr. 145.14, see below,
section 301.

69. , token, at Av 1214f., depends for its double meaning on
(q.v.) in 1215, 1216.88

70. , seal, appears to mean that which fills up or closes, or which
one stamps upon something, as well as merely authorization, at Av 1213,89

and this is clearly a double entendre for phallus. are also part of
a suspicious cargo of women's items (Fr 320.12; ); they may well refer here
to as well as "gem-rings."90

71. , drill, at Phillyl. 18 (see n. 179, below).
72. , the vein's (= prick's) thong, at Xenarch. 1.8. is

explained by Meineke (3, p. 615), "cum proprie sit lorum quo
remi ad scalmos alligati impelluntur et reducuntur, non male

explices venae alligatorem, quo nervus tamquam remus muliebri
parti quasi paxillo ita inseritur et illigatur ut et impelli possit et reduci."
[Since is properly a thong by which the oars, bound to the
thole-pins, are pushed and pulled, we may interpret as
the vein's thong, by which the penis is so inserted into and bound to the
female member that it may be pushed in and pulled back.]91

Testicles

References to testicles in Aristophanes almost always occur in threats
(to rip out someone's testicles) or violent erotic advances (seizing the
testicles in preparation for sexual contact) .

73. The for testicles was, of course, and in Aristophanes
92 Most of the contexts have to do with violent seizure: the
Sausage-Seller (Eq 772) threatens to drag Cleon away with a meathook by
his , at L 363 the seizure is by a "bitch" (= cunt) ; at Pl 955 f.
by a bath-man (both fearsome creatures) . At N 713 and Av 442 testicle-
grabbing is a homosexual advance to be followed by buggery (expressed
by double entendres on , digging, q.v.) ; presumably buggery
also follows the amorous testicle-seizure at Av 142.93 Another abusive use
of is the description of Cleon's unspeakable private parts at P 758.

88. at Luc. Asin. 56 is not the same kind of term: the woman there means
"that great, visible token of asshood" (i.e. the large phallus Lucius once had).

89. LSJ s.v. II. 1-3, II.
90. LSJ s.v. I.
91. Cf. (AP 6.218, PLitLond. 77 Fr. 2.7, AP 4.261 [absol.]); Lat. vena

(Hor. Sat. 1.2.3, Pers. 6.72).
92. Cf. , scrotum (see chap. 5, n. 4) ; Frisk (n. 9, above) s.v.
93. Compare the action at AP 10.20.
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74. The testicles are important as proof of sexual potency. The
(Av 1206) is a particularly well-endowed bird; cf. the of
V 1534, and CA 592. The of Eq 1385 means a well-hung boy
to minister to Demus' rejuvenated lusts (cf. , ballsy folk =

, youths, CA 90). The , new King of Birds,
deserves the sacrifice of a , ballsy gnat (Av 568 f), just as
his supervirile predecessor, Zeus himself, always received a ram. The
chorus of codgers in L 661 exhort one another to be , strong and
sprightly enough to overcome the resistance of the women.94

75. In addition to these straightforward uses of , there are several
puns. The series of agricultural double entendres in A 995, 997 contains
puns on / (vine-row/testicles), / (vine-shoots/scro-
tum).95 We have already noticed the (crested wren/ballsy
bird) of Av 569 (section 74, above). The pun at L 409,

(dancing/fornicating), is similar to the current slang
term for fornication, "to ball."

76. , kidneys, is a common euphemism for testicles in Greek.96

In comedy, are explicitly called in the testicle-seizing and
eating scene in Philippid. 5. , twin kidneys, is certainly euphemistic
for testicles at R 475 ff., where the Gorgons threaten to rip them out of
Dionysus, and at R 1280 where Dionysus complains, .
Such fatigue or battering, leading to swollen testicles ( ), is a
favorite excuse for testicle humor in Aristophanes: the amused and
mocking prytanis finds occasion for it at L 987, as does the chorus at
V 277; see also R 1278 ff., Call. Com. 26.97 At Pherecr. 23.3
indicates testicles (cf. Luc. Tim. 56).

77. Similarly euphemistic is , innards, which at Eq 708 Cleon
threatens to tear out of the Sausage-Seller, and at L 367 the women
threaten to tear out of the men.98

78. The pun made by the witty young man about to enter the hags'

94. If large, or extra, testicles were a sign of virility, the absence of testicles meant the
opposite: thus the seedless cucumber at Pl Com 64.4 is called , opposed to the

at Cratin. 136; this also explains the abusive name (Athen. 6.257A).
The cucumber ( ) means the phallus at AP 12.197.3; see P. G. Maxwell-Stuart,
"Strata and the Musa Puerilis," Hermes 100 (1972): 216.

95. For the confusion of with , cf. Nic. Al. 109, Hsch. , with hang-
ing scrotum, is a comic coinage: see chap.7, n. 4.

96. Athen 9.384E; Eust. 1231.41; Paulus-Festus 157.12 ff. Lindsay; Lxx. Ps. 15(16).7.
97. For this condition see Athen. 9.384E and Arist. Pr. 1.39, who recommends a bath

for relief—just what Dionysus wants at R 1279. MacDowell, Wasps, at line 277 suggests
that blood poisoning or swollen lymph nodes, resulting from stubbed toes (like Philo-
cleon's) or dirt, is the probable cause for the swollen groins so popular in comedy. See
also van Leeuwen at V 276 ff.

98. For this term see also M. Ant. 6.13.
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den for sexual mistreatment (E 1064f.),
duo "I will put down two worthy pledges," plays upon the
word i in its root sense of "something put into the hands,"99

which then becomes "surety." Blaydes fittingly translates, "testiculos
duos."100

79. , nuts, seems to have been a common slang term: at Pl 1056
nut-seizing seems to involve a joke on fellatio. The guests entertained by
the lecherous women at L 1059 and 1181 are "Karystians," that is, well-
endowed men (cf. Eub. 137 where the collocation
appears with [q.v.]).

80. , twin companions, at Pl Com 174.13 involves
a euphemism common in medical writers.101

81. , which indicates any oval-shaped object, seems to be used
punningly for testicles at E 987 f. by the old woman and her young flame.

82. There is an amusing riddle involving the testicles at Eub 108:

,

.

[Lying softly in their chamber, virginal, dainty, and affected in their
soft coverlets, they rub my foot ( = cock) in spicy oils.]

For the double entendres on and , see below, sections 104 and
340.

83. for testicles is implied in the threat at L 695,


"pregnant" eagle! The allusion is to the Aesopic story102 of a beetle that
rolls the eagle's eggs out of her nest, perhaps with reference to punish-
ments for adultery. Here the meaning is unmistakable.103 In CA 5.10
Dem., dildoes are compared to eggs in which there are no yolks/chicks

a reference to the testicles.

Animals

84. , horse, is mentioned by Hesychius as indicating the genitals
of both sexes, although its applicability to the female member is difficult

99. See Frisk (n. 9, above) s.v.
100. The pun at Plaut. MG 1420, salvis testibus, is very similar.
101. Ph. 1.45, Athen. 9.395F; also = the epididymis: Hp. Oss. 14, Gal. 19.128; cf.

Herophil. ap. Gal. UP 14.11, Ruf. Onom. 185, Gal. 4.643; also = seminal vesicles: Poll.
2.174. Compare and (Hsch. s.v. ).

102. See further J. Trencsenyi-Waldapfel, "Eine asopische Fabel und ihre orientalischen
Parallelen," Acta Antiqua Acad. Scient. Hung. 7 (1959) : 317.

103. See Aesop. 7 Halm, P 133 and schol.

, I'll midwife you like the beetle delivering the
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to imagine. Probably Hesychius misunderstood in its common
meaning "lecherous woman" (as Arist. HA 18.572a 10, Aelian NA 4.11).
References to the horse in Old Comedy refer only to the phallus. The

, white horse, of L 191 f., is an appropriate sacrificial victim
for the lecherous and, at this point, less than serious, women conspirators
(note Lysistrata's annoyance in the following line). There is perhaps an
additional reference here to the equestrian mode of intercourse. The
name Rhodippe, one of Lysistrata's friends, is a similar pun, combining

(q.v.) and ; compare the similar phallic- vaginal pun at
Pherecr. 131.4 (see below, section 137).104

85. For , see section 159, below.
86. For , see chap. 3, n. 61 .
87. , ram, at Sophil. 8 (quoted in section 22, above) ; cf. LSJ,

Hsch. . Cp. L 309.
88. , dog, usually stands for the male member (Hsch.).103 In Pl

Com 174.16 , dog and dog-drivers,106 refer to
the phallus and the testicles, and the vox ( ' ?) =

, cause to be erect (Poll. 2.176), at CA 1057 is a pun glossed by
Hsch. as meaning , that is, excite oneself into having an erection.

89. The , bull, which the strapping Lampito could easily throttle
at L 81 is the phallus (see Suda). There may be a further play on this
meaning in , unmarried/unmanned, at L 217: interfering with
the normally paratragic tone of this word (cf. A. Ag. 245) is the unusual
feminine ending, the presence of a phallic pun, and the obscene context.107

90. , snake, usually means limp phallus, as in the curse at E 908108

directed at a young girl by her older rival, "May you find a snake in your
bed." The joke at L 759 concerning the "snake" on the acropolis is made
by an overimaginative and oversexed woman who does not specify the
exact tensile state of the phallus she has in mind.109

91. , horn, appears in comedy only in double entendres at Pl Com
210 ( , randy-horned) and Eub. 67.4 (

104. See also Hippocleides (section 198, below).
105. EM 549.27 , , that is, the frenulum

praeputii (Antyll. ap. Orib. 50.3.1 ; see Hopfner [n. 5, above], p. 27). Phot. = a
fibula for the prepuce ( ); pl. in Phryn. PS p. 85B; compare in
Poll. 2.171.

106. See Kock's note ad loc.
107. See further, Poll. 2.173 on ; Wilamowitz, Lysistrate, ad loc.; J. Tail-

lardat, Les Images d' Aristophane (Paris, 1962), pp. 71 f., both deny a pun here.
108. See Ussher, Ecclesiazusae, ad loc.
109. See schol. at E 908, ,AP 1 1.22.2. Compare ,

lizard = , at AP 11. 21.1, 12.3.5. Lat. anguis is similar (Priap. 83.33).
110. For the meaning cf. Archil. 247 ; PLitLond. 77 Fr. 2.19; Eur. Fr. 278; AP 12.95.6.
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92. , tail, appears as early as Hipponax 12.3 (?) and often in
comedy as slang for phallus: the off hand tone of Euripides' remark at T
239 and the puns at A 785 and 787111 suggest that the term was a common
slang usage. Cf. Eub. 130, Strattis 66.4 Herod. 5.45, and compare Ger.
Schwanz, Lat. cauda.

93. , usually tail or rump, is known to have meant phallus (Am-
monius Diff. p. 27, cf. Poll. 2.173); that is indeed its meaning at L 964.112

94. , tail, at Antiph. 129.4:113 cf. ( ) = fellatrix at CA
1352, at CA 1367, (Hsch.).

95. , wing-man, and , sparrow-man (CA 592) are, as
Kock and Meineke observed, names referring to lecherous men. Presum-
ably they will have been based on slang terms for the phallus:

96. is said by Hesychius to be a kind of bird; if he is correct, this
bird would be a slang term for phallus. might, however, refer to
the phallus as a "wing" and thus would be analogous to such words as
, , etc. = phallus is nowhere explicitly attested, but
Plato Phaedr. 252b. 4 ff, is very suggestive: , , ,

,

" / ,
I believe some Homeric scholars quote two lines from the un-

published works, and they are about love. The second line is remarkably
bold and a little unmetrical. They run as follows: "Mortals call him Eros,
cleaver of the air; immortals call him Pteros because he must grow
wings." in some indecent sense must be the explanation of -

in reference to the second line.114 Winged representations of ithy-
phallic subjects are frequent in Greek plastic art; in a phallic sense
would be entirely natural, even though we have no other specific literary
attestation.

97. , wing, does, however, seem to indicate the phallus at L 774:

.

.

If the swallows (= cunts) start fighting and fly off on wings/grab hold
of cocks from the temple, no bird of any kind will appear nearly so
shameless.

111. With this line compare N 538, P 927, 1351, L 1062, E 1048.
112. Cf. also Suda s.v. raupoj. In Ruf. Onom. 101 = .
113. Hsch. s.v. (with Kock's note at Antiph. 129), S. Fr. 1078, Phot.
114. I would like to thank Prof. William Arrowsmith of Boston University for this

reference; see the further discussion by Arrowsmith in Arion, n.s. 1/1 (1973): 164 ff.
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There is probably a pun here on (fly off) and (grab
hold of; cf. PI 1067 f. ) ; (q.v.) = cunt.

98. (section 95, above) derives from , sparrow,
meaning phallus: Paulus-Festus 411.4 f. Lindsay, "Strutheum membrum
virile a salacitate passeris, qui Graece dicitur, a mimis praecipue
appellatur." Cf. Hsch. s.v. The sparrow was always associated with Aphro-
dite and was thought to be especially lecherous (see Eust. 1681.40; cf. the
hetaera-name Strouthion, schol. Luc. Cat. 12). In Aristophanes
appears in a pun at L 723, where a young deserter from the women's
ranks wants to fly off to a brothel ff-upoMou, on sparrow-back.

Miscellaneous

99. tcpeccs, meat, appears only in homosexual contexts, as in the running
joke concerning the youthful depravity of the Sausage-Seller (Eq 428 and
schol., 484) and in the remark in Fr. 130.3 concerning Euripides' -

, pathic debauchery.
100. , the thighbone with the meat still on it, is used to mean the

members of debauched young men at N 989 (with schol.) and 1018.115 In
addition, Kolias, the epithet of Aphrodite (compare in form ,
section 98, above), probably contains a phallic double entendre on this
vox. Aristophanes mentions this goddess only in contexts ridiculing femi-
nine lechery: at N 52 it is with reference to Strepsiades' sexually over-
sophisticated wife, and at L 2 with reference to the irresponsible habits of
women. Both times it appears in collocation with Genetyllis, a birth-
goddess who is used, among other references, by the Relation to revile
Agathon for his effeminacy (T 130).

101. CA 1094, is a cake in the shape of a phallus (see

102. , a relish, is an ad hoc double entendre involving fellatio at a
banquet at Alex. 49.1 (see section 290, below).

103. For , flat cake, at Pl Com 174.8, see n. 193, below.
104. foot, indicates the phallus at Eub. 108.3 (see the schol. to Eur.

Med. 697, where is the "foot of a wineskin" or phallus; Kock's emen-
dation of to ) nods is due to his ignorance of this double en-

115. Line 989, , "tiennent leur bouclier devant leur sexe"
(van Daele). See P. Thielscher, "Zu bei Aristophanes Nub. 989 und 1018," PhW 57
(1937) : 255 f., "Die Scham vor der Gottin ihn eigentlich daran abhalten sollte, das Glied
sich aufrichten zu lassen. Das geschiet aber trotz der Gottin, und dann muss er das
Glied mit dem Schilde verdecken, den er eigentlich so tief nicht halten sollte" [Modesty
should, of course, have restrained him from allowing his member to rise. But this happens
despite the presence of the goddess, and so he must cover his member with his shield, which
he naturally should not have been holding so low] .
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tendre). At Epicr. 10.5 indicates phallus in a nautical pun (see
below, section 258). 116 For = phallus in double entendre at L 416,
see section 146, below. , white-footed, at L 664 may possibly
contain a pun on this usage; the old men would thus be celebrating their
newfound eagerness for sexual battle.

105. , rope, indicates the aged Philocleon's limp phallus at
V 1343:117 it is as old and rotten as Philocleon himself ( 1343,
1380).118 Jokes on limp members are of course in the grand tradition of
comic scurrility and appear often: T 409 f. (old men), 515 (the duped
husband), E 619 f. (ugly and impotent men), N 1068 ff. (the hapless
Peleus), Fr 600 (old men), Cratinus 443, etc.

106. (shoulder-) pad or lump, at Fr 949 is glossed by Photius as
TO ,a, the excrescence on those who are erect; perhaps
there is a similar double entendre at A 860, with reference to TO -

(see section 76, above) . Compare Telecl. 50, which may be an imitation
(cf. schol. A 860).

The Female Organs

107. The most common vulgar term is K , whose etymology is
unclear but is probably connected with (see Frisk s.v.) ;
would then have a root meaning of a hidden place (cf. Lat. custos, cun-
nus).119 Its tone is analogous in harshness and indecency to that of .
Predictably, its use in Aristophanes occurs in especially indecent scenes:
the Megarian scene in A 781 f, 789; the abusive chorus of R 430; the
sex-starved men's ogling at L 1158; the barbarian archer's lewd lustfulness
at T 1114. Compare its tone in the description of debauchery in Eup.
233.4. seems to have been a popular component of obscene hetaera-
names in comedy: (a reference to pubic hair),120

= (CA 1060; see Archil. 331, p. 20, above),
(Athen. 13.583E) (AP11.7A).

108. Aristophanes twice puns on K , box, and K : P 666 (with
reference to Eirene) and L 1184 (where Lysistrata bids the city's women to
share what they have                 .121

116. See Kock, ad loc.
117. K. J. Dover, "Aristophanic Scholarship," Lustrum 2 (1957): 56 f.; P. Arnott,

Greek Scenic Conventions (London, 1962), pp. 33 f.
118. For this use of see E 1098 ,P1 1086, Machon 185 Gow.
119. See under "Holes, Pits, and Hollows," below.
120. CA 1059 (following Meineke) ; cf. EM 548.40.
121. For a religious (and not very humorous) interpretation of these words, see G. W.
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109. Euelpides' remark about the beauteous (and probably naked or
seminaked) Procne at Av 670,
what marvelous gold she has, just like a young girl!, contains a pun on
K , the female member (Hsch.),122 a word whose root notion seems
simply to be an opening or hole. In comedy it was widely used to mean
both cunt and anus (in homosexual contexts). Although there is no trace
of the word in Aristophanes, apart from this pun (and a possible pun at L
408), elsewhere we find , to be lecherous (CA 1061), -
K (CA 1062), K (CA 1066), (Alciphr. 3.72).123

110. , piggie, is the land animal to which the cunt is most fre-
quently compared in double entendres; this word seems to have been a
most popular slang expression. The entire Megarian scene of Acharnians
is built around its double meaning.124 Like Lat. porcus or porcellus,125

indicates the pink, hairless cunt of young girls as opposed to that of mature
women: thus Dicaeopolis' remark at A 781 f., ,

, she may look a piggie now, but when she's
grown she'll be a real cunt! This fact explains the use of as slang
for "young girl" in obscene conceits involving piggies following their
mother, as at T 289 and PI 308.

111. A pink, hairless state could, however, also be achieved even for
grown-up cunts by depilation, a practice especially associated with he-
taerae and other female sex-objects (seductive housewives, for example,
as at L 151). Thus often appears in jokes about depilated slave-
girls (E 724), flute-girls (as in Philocleon's synecdochic reference to the
flute-girl at V 1353), or any cunt to be shaven, even that of the Relation at
T 538. Prostitutes, for whom a depilated femininity was a professional
necessity, were called , piggie-merchants (Fr 578) ;126 hence also

Elderkin, CP 35 (1940): 395. The Relation's remark to the Thracian slave at T 284 f.
may also involve such a pun.

122. First noticed by J. G. Fernandez, "Parerga 11, 2," Emerita 31 (1963): 135 f.
123. K = anus (Hsch.) is used by comic poets only of the male anus and only in

the abuse of pederasts: K = (CA 1064), K = (CA
1065, cf. Hipponax 82. 2), or (CA 6 Dem.), K (Hsch.),

(Cratin. 419), K (CA 1063), , to waggle the ass,
Strattis POxy., 2743, Fr. 8, col. ii, 1. 3. The respectable word K , anus (Hp. Nat.
Puer. 17, Gal. 19.176), might simply be an expansion of = anus, or a figurative
word, the true Ionian form of the Attic K , cell (of a honeycomb), cone, pit in the
receptacle of the Nelumbium speciosum. K does not occur in this obscene meaning in
comedy.

124. See n. 82, above.
125. Varro RR 2.4.10; J. Andre, "Sur certains noms de plantes latins," Latomus 15

(1956): 299 ff.
126. Cf. Plu. Cent. 1. 92.
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the appropriateness of as an epithet for the Megarian at A
818: pandering was an especially "Megarian" calling.127 A man who
resort to prostitutes, like Philocleon at V 1364, deserves the name ,
piggie-squeezer.128

112. Hesychius notes that a certain feminine garment was known as the
, a word that might possibly carry an obscene meaning at L

1073, although the joke there is very obscure.129

113. , pig, and its diminutive, , suckling pig, do not
indicate the young, hairless cunt but the mature one (Hsch.); cf. Cratin. 3

, : the women referred to are mature
according to some, young according to others. , to grow up
to pighood, is an obscene comic invention of the Megarian at A 786. The
chorus of women in Lysistrata speak of their (L 1061) and the
K , about to be shaven below, exclaims (T 237) K ,

, "Oh, my bad luck, I'm to be turned into a piglet!"
114. , sow, is identical in meaning to : thus the Megarian's

were born , from a noble sow (A 741), and the older
women at L 683 threaten the men with the power of their cunts:130

, "I'll loose my !"
115. , an obscure but unquestionably vulgar term for cunt at L

1001, is best explained as augmented by the suffix - denoting bodily
features: compare such words as and .131 The genitive of the
original * will then have become generalized as the nominative, as
in the case of , , etc. On the whole this explanation is
more plausible on linguistic grounds than Wilamowitz's contention (at L
1001) that the word is a compound made up of plus . That we are
dealing here simply with a comic invention and not with a current word
does not seem likely in the context, and is out of the question if Lasserre's
conjecture at Archil. 48.8 is indeed correct.132

127. Cf. M (Call. Com. 23). For this image cf. = at Anaxil.
22.22, Alexis 167.6; = K at Cratin. 446.

128. Compare the (?) of Hdn. 1.246.26, and the obscene epithet of Dionysus,
(Polem. Hist. 72).

129. For suggestions see Blaydes, ad loc.
130. The scholiast remarks that = , ; probably these are meant as

alternatives to , indicating the cunt. Note that means cunt at Athen. 13.581 A
(Machon), as does at AP 12.197.4: see Maxwell-Stuart (n. 94, above, p. 216). -
K in line 684 may also be a double entendre. Although unexampled elsewhere in
an obscene meaning, is related to (as an augmented form of ; compare
Lat. pecto, pecten) which does mean cunt (AP 5.132.2, Ruf. Onom. 109, Sor. 2.18).

131. See A. Ernout in BSL 41 (1940): 121, n. 1.
132. The glosses in EM 785.7 and Phot., which equate with , and
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116. The Wilamowitz etymology for probably owes its inspira-
tion to another obscene but unrelated word, , attested only at L
824 and glossed by the schol. as indicating the cunt. Two similar words
with the same meaning, (Hsch., AP 12.174.3) and (CA 1135),
may help explain the root notion, is clearly related to , any-
thing made of hairy cloth, expecially sacks; means sack also but
derives from , to stuff full. Furthermore, , due to its hairy
appearance, could mean beard.133 The point of comparison common to
these three obscene words is of the cunt to sacks made of coarse, hairy
cloth: may have a further indecent connotation in its connection
with .134 As was the case with , the context of
seems to rule out the possibility that we are dealing with an invented word.

117. , dog, usually indicating the phallus, could also stand for cunt
(Eust. 1821.53). At L 158 the phrase , to flay the
flayed dog, seems to refer to female masturbation (note the humorous use
of the feminine participle), not, with the schol., to use the (see
lines 108 ff.). The phrase parodies a saying attributed to Pherecrates
(179), meaning to engage in a hopeless task.135

118. , an hetaera name (Hsch., Phot.), found at V 1032, P 755,
Eq 765, may a reference to as cunt.

119. , dog-leash, at CA 1056 seems to be a pun on = cunt:
Eust. 1822.15

,
, (a reference to L 158?),

,
; cf. also 528.1 ( )

.
120. = cunt is mentioned by Phot. (s.v. ) as a frequent

slang term in comedy; cf. also Hsch. In Aristophanes a probable pun is
Lysistrata's oath at L 447, T . The comic term K
(= , Theopomp. Com. 89; see glosses at CA 635)
is a combination of and (q-v.).

Euphemistic Terminology

121. Unlike the male member, the female parts have no euphemistic

Hesychius' gloss = (= , Theognost. Can. 24) or K
(s.v. ), must be confusions with , javelin, and have nothing to do with our
subject.

133. Cf. E 502, PI Com 122, Plu. Pel. 30.
134. Cf. , crammed full, at Antiph. 132.3, Eup. 439.
135. See the discussion by Willems (n. 8, above), 2: 426 f., who believes that Phere-

crates' line is also obscene.
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names in comedy, save , things, in Fr 63 and perhaps ,
agedness, at L 364.136 Neither appears elsewhere in this meaning.

Agricultural Terminology

122. , the dried fig, was used by Hipponax (124) to indicate the
cunt; the elongated shape and wrinkled appearance of the dried fig
naturally suggest the female organs. But this usage does not appear in Old
Comedy; we must wait until Axionicus (1.4) for a prostitute called Is-
chas. Cf. also Men. 295, and compare at Alciphr. 13.2.137

123. , (pomegranate) seed, is said by Hesychius to have indicated
the cunt. In Aristophanes only verbal puns attest this usage: ,
de-pit (deflower), indicates rape at P 63 (metaphorically Zeus' rape of
the cities) and at L 364 where the men threate'n to "de-pit" the women's

(see above, section 121). Fr 610, ,
you'll de-kernel the bitter-sweet flow, seems to be an off-color twist on a
line of Aeschylus.138

124. Perhaps , roasted barley, can be compared with . It
is attested for the comic poets in an obscene sense by Eust. 1446.30, but
the image may be different: it may refer to depilation, deriving from the
root sense of singe ( ) as in , pit for singeing swine, at Eq 1236.
According to Eust. 1446.29 and Hsch. , roasted barley, was
used by the comic poets in the same sense.

125. , myrtle-berry, was a common slang term.139 In comedy see
L 1004, CA 1416, PI Com 174.14 (depilated myrtle-berries), was
also much used as a double entendre: the gay choral rhapsody of the wing-
ed Coryphaeus at Av 1100 ( ) parodies
the theme of the Garden of the Graces (cf. Pi. 01. 9.40), and the Cory-
phaeus at L 632 makes an obscene parody of the old-fashioned political
slogan about Harmodius and Aristogeiton. The hetaera-names Myrrhine
(L 69, Eup. 44, Timocl. 25.3; at Eq 964 = the pubic bush of the male)
and Myrtia (V 1396)140 also play on the obscene meaning of the word.
There may be a further pun in T 448, a joke on the lechery of women:
"Since my husband died ( K —pun?), says Lady B, "I have had to

136. See A. von Blumenthal, "Beobachtungen zu griechischen Texten," Hermes 74
(1939): 97.

137. could also mean "anus": AP 4.240.8, 241.5, (AP 12.239);
cf. (Hsch. s.v. ).

138. According to Poll. 6.80 Fr 610 = A. Fr. 363.
139. See Suda, Hsch., schol. Eq 964, AP 7.406.4, Luc. Lex. 12 (Myrton the debauchee).
140. This lowly saleslady's name contrasts comically with the pretentious and grandilo-

quent manner in which she gives her pedigree: see J. Truesdale, A Comic Prosopographia
Graeca (Menasha, Wis., 1940), p. 25.
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support my family ( . . . ), by plying
wreaths in the myrtle market." That = cunt may have been used
in technical prose is indicated by terms like (Poll. 2.174) and

(Ruf. Onom. 111 f.), both signifying the labia maiora.
126. , rose, is used exactly like as a slang term; the plant's

soft, fleshy red petals are the obvious point of comparison.141 Thus maidens
in Pherecr. 108.29 are , blooming in
their roses and freshly cut/depilated. The , rose-scent, which
Myrrhine fetches her husband (L 944) puns on this vox, as do the girl's
name Rhodippe (L 370)142 and Cratinus' rose-garden ( , 109.2).143

127. , the fruit of the fig, appears for cunt in the wedding-hymn at
P 1351 f.144 Puns on this usage are (P 1348), (=

, Strattis 3), (PI 970), the latter deriving from what
appears to be a common use of to mean
(PI Com 255, Men. 1071). Cf. also , CA 1158.

128. Many comic double entendres involve comparisons with fields,
either smooth or bearing some kind of short foliage. Indeed, pubic hair is
almost always conceived of in agricultural terms as a flowering growth.145

129. (or ), pennyroyal, is used jokingly by Lysistrata (89)
to refer to the Boeotian girl's neatly depilated campus muliebris, with a
clever reference to the smooth, fertile plains of that region:146

, with neatly trimmed pennyroyal plots. The
pennyroyal posset ( ) recommended as a remedy for
too much fruit (P 712) contains an obscene allusion to Opora's sexual
attractiveness (and perhaps cunnilingus, cf. 854 f.).

130. , garden, seems to have been very common in comedy and
elsewhere,147 although in Aristophanes only K appears (in the

141. See Shakespeare, As You Like It 3.2.112 f.
142. Compare Rhodope and Rhodocleia (AP 5.36), and Rhodia, the shameless wife of

Lycon, often pilloried in Old Comedy: L 270 and schol., Eup. 215. See van Daele at L
270.

143. See schol. Theoc. 11.10.
144. Cf. AP 12.185.3, APl 240.8, etc.
145. For the traditional and often banal nature of some of these terms, see Taillardat

(n. 107, above), p. 74.
146. The Mentha pulegium is short and bears small, hairy leaves: Dsc. 3.31, etc.
147. Archippus 2 Dem., 44; schol. A 995; CA 1352, 1366 = nymphoma-

niac; also at Anacreon 164 Gentili); D.L. 2.116, Eust. 1921.53. See H. Erbse, "Zu Aristo-
phanes," Eranos 52 (1954): 82 f., "Merkmal dieses ist die durch sorgsame Pflege
erreichte Glatte." Compare Lat. hortus (ThLL 6.3.3018.71 ff.). For the connection between
Aphrodite and flowers, see Roscher, Myth. Lex. 1.1.397 f. (s.v. Aphrodite); B. O. Foster in
HSCP 10 (1899): 39 ff.; E. Langlotz, Aphrodite in den Garten (Heidelberg, 1954), esp. pp. 52
ff.; B. Gentili, Anacreon (Rome, 1958), pp. 183 ff.
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Garden of the Graces parody at Av 1100; for here, see section
251, below).

131. K , spurge-flax, at CA 1040 (Hsch., Phot).
132. , the Delphinium Ajacis (a kind of hyacinth), is der

Venuspantqffel (Billerbeck, cited by Kock) at Pherecr. 131.4, -
, in a series of obscene puns on flowers: see on (walk

on/mount).
133. , meadow (cf. Eur. Cyc. 171, Aristaenet. 2.1), may derive

from comedy, but does not appear.
134. , thicket, used by the chorus of women to call attention to the

pubic region of the men at L 800, also appears as a pun at Av 207 f.,
, go into the thicket and rouse

the bird (see , ).148

135. , grove or gulley, is mentioned by Hesychius but is not
attested in comedy.

136. , plain: the Boeotian girl's native plains provide the humor
in L 89, , (a girl) having a beautiful plain. That
this peculiar Boeotian landscape was commonly used to suggest the female
pubic region is further indicated by A 160, where the lecherous Odoman-
tians promise that they will , that is,
rape it (see ). Similar are the intentions of the lecherous Egyptians
whose cry is (Av 506 f.).149

137. , celery, appears frequently: Phot. s.v. , Pherecr.
131.3, 4 ( = , Meineke), PI Com
174.10 (see section 169, below), Cratin. 109.3, CA 1138. Cf. Carm. Pop.
6P.

138. , a kind of mint, at Cratin. 109.3 (note the surrounding
obscene puns); cf. the hetaera-name Sisymbrion in Theophil. Com. 11.2
and the remarks of Poll. 5.101, who lists this word among several terms for
women's cosmetics used punningly by comic poets.

139. , down or fuzz on fruits, when used to indicate pubic growth
always appears with a form of the verb , the image seems to have
had a loftier tone than is usual in such images: N 978 (Just Logic's hot
speech on pubescent boys), E 13 (Praxagora's mock-tragic opening mono-
logue). Even the lowly Megarian waxes poetic when he uses this image
(A 790 ff.), the meaning being cleverly shifted from the fattening, bristling
growth of a piggie to that of the maturing cunt.150

148. A pun recognized by Hopfner (n. 5, above), p. 157; compare E 60 f.,
.

149. See A. Rapp, "Aves 507," RhM 88 (1939): 191.
150. See also Metag. 4.3, Theoc. 27.50, Callim. Ap. 37, AP 12. 36.2, Luc. Amor. 53.
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Gates and Passageways

140. Of several words used to indicate the cunt whose basic notion is
that of an opening or passageway, is the most popular. Understand-
ably, this double entendre usually appears in contexts that involve actual
gateways or doorways, as in paraclausithyra (E 962 f., 990; cf. 709

= masturbate "outside the doorway "/outside
the cunt),151 or simple domestic activities, as at V 768 f. where a servant
girl is punished sexually because she "opened the/her doorway on the sly,"
or at T 424 f. where a wife's opening the door (note the prefix of
becomes through double entendres a metaphor for clandestine intercourse
with a lover; the latter passage is discussed in section 145, below. See also

.
141. The most notable use of occurs in Lysistrata, to mean both the

gates of the acropolis and the gates of love; the women's closing of the
acropolis against the crowbars and battering rams of the men is made
analogous to their decision to forbid access to their cunts: e.g. L 309,
where the men cry , "let's rush the gates
like rams!" (see ).

142. Also used in this kind of symbolism is : L 265
(cf. ) ,152 L 250 where Lysistrata swears not to

, open these gates, and L 423 where the men say
ray , "we've been closed out from the
gates by these women!"Cf. = common whores (CA 805)
and see section 57, above.153 We may note a less lofty appearance later in
Lysistrata, (1163), in a passage of geographical puns on the
sexual organs.

143. , a ridge or any narrow strip of land connecting larger land
masses, is used in obscene jokes about men to refer to the perineum
(located between the genitals and the anus) and in references to women
to refer to the cunt. This obscene anatomical use of the word corresponds to
such proper medical references as the neck154 or the gullet.155 In Old
Comedy the specific reference is to the Isthmus of Corinth: thus the crude
jokes at T 647 comparing the antics of the Relation's phallus to Corinthian
shipping routes, and those at P 879 f. about the Isthmian games (i.e. sexual
intercourse with Theoria). That this pun was common in Old Comedy is

151. For cf. AP 5.56.2: cf. Martial 11.104.13.
152. Cf. Fr 721; both passages are discussed by Poll. 10.27.
153. See the remarks of Whitman (n. 18, above), p. 203 and the comments thereon by

K. J. Dover in CR 16 (1966): 160.
154. Eup. 100.19, PI. Ti. 69e.
155. Gal. 18(2).961, Aret. SA 1.6, Nic. Al. 80.508.
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indicated by the hetaera-name Isthmias (Philetaer. 9.5) and the probable
joke on cunnilingus at Canthar. 8.

144. , sheath, is found in such comic inventions as ,
, (CA 1045-47).156

Rings and Circles

145. , : the complaint of the woman at T 424 f., that
Euripides has made it impossible any longer to hoodwink husbands, con-
tains two double entendres intended to satirize the lechery and shameless-
ness of women:
. Not only but also means cunt: opening
the pantry doors by using a three-obol ring becomes "opening our 'gates'
by rendering our 'ringlets' for three obols," the latter reference probably
being to the three-obol fee commonly demanded by cheap prostitutes.157

Compare V 768 f. (above, section 140). A related image, found in technical
writers,158 is = anus.

146. at L 417 operates on a very similar pun: The Probulus,
in a speech made up entirely of obscene double entendres, jeers at cuck-
olded husbands:

[Someone else says this to a young man, whose cock is hardly immature:
Shoemaker, the sandal's cross-strap presses on the little toe of my wife's
foot—it's so tender. Come round, then, some afternoon and loosen it up
so that it will be more supple.]

On one level, the husband complains that the cross-strap of the sandal is
pressing the little toe of his wife's foot; on the other, the yoke (bulk) of his
phallus (see ) is ramming (see ) her little cunt. This double
sense is accomplished by ambiguous genitives and the ambiguous use of

in 418 to refer both to and to .159 Note that

156. Cf. Aristaenet. 2.6, Plaut. Pseud. 1181 (vagina).
157. See Antiph. 300, Epicr. 2, 3, 18. Full discussion in H. Herter, "Die Soziologie der

antiken Prostitution," JbAC 3 (1960): 81, n. 180.
158. Dsc. 1.70,Luc.Demon. 17,PRyl. 28.68 (IV AD); cf. = anus

at Orib. Fr. 83, Cass. Fel. 74.
159. Wit-Tak (n. 60, above), p. 120, n. 95, wrongly suggests that is the
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these lines parallel and compliment the other joke in the Probulus' speech:
lines 408-13 deal with a wife whose cunt is too large for her husband, and
lines 416—19 with a wife whose cunt is too small.

147. , anything circular or which surrounds, is the name of a
woman's garment used in the same sense as (following section). At
L 1162 the Spartans' ambiguous demand for turns out to be for

(see section 142, above), 1163.160 Similarly, at L 113 Cleonice
swears that she will go along with Lysistrata no matter what,

. This pun, pawn
my shawl/lay down my cunt, constitutes another joke on female lechery.
We must suspect also that the deictic demonstrative pronoun indicates
byplay on stage.161

148. , anything circular, is used obscenely, though in the service
of noble imagery, in the series of double entendres that describe in agricul-
tural language sexual relations with Diallage (A 998); it appears in the
same sense at L 267, where the men propose attacking the closed gates of
the acropolis with phallic tree-stumps which they intend to burn

, having put them in a circle/into a cunt. One
of the intended victims of this figurative rape is the shameless Rhodia, wife
of Lycon (n. 142, above).

149. For , hole in stocks, see section 15, above.

Holes, Pits, and Hollows

150. A comparison of the female member to pits or great caves appears
several times, is unquestionably obscene in the catalogue at Fr
320.8,162 and at PI 431 Chremes twits Penia, who is worried about being
exiled, TO ; that is, (1) there is al-
ways the pit for criminal execution and (2) you can always rely on your
cunt. The common use of in this meaning is clear from the hetae-
ra-name in Theophil. Com. 11.3 and from the similar use of barathrum in
Latin (cf. Mart 3.81.1).

same as Lat. ligula (Plaut. Poen. 1309), quoting Hopfner (n. 5, above), p. 104. But Hopfner
in fact says nothing of , and rightly points out that ligula means "den schlaf-
fen, impotenten Penis," which of course is inappropriate here.

160. Possibly we should assume, with Willems (n. 8, above), 2: 446, that here
is, by a humorous reversal, the , given the anal predilections of the Spartans even
in regard to women (see the remarks of van Daele, 3: 169 n. 1).

161. in Fr 320.8 may possibly be another reference to the cunt, considering the
numerous other double entendres in this passage.

162. See Edmonds, 1: 663, n.d, and compare = cunt in 320.3. For
both terms see Poll. 5.101.
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151. indicates the cunt at E 964 f.,163

The trouble with traditional readings of this couplet (e.g. van Daele ad
loc., "Mais je veux appuye sur ton sein jouter avec ta croupe") are (1)
that , when it is used in ordinary erotic contexts (AP 12.209.4,
Herod. 5.29, Dio Cass. 46.18.4, 51.12, Strabo 11.8.5), refers either to flir-
tatious sparring or slapping or, more figuratively, to resistance to the on-
slaught of erotic passion, but never in a literal sense to coitus; and (2)

always is used with the dative, absolutely, or with the prepo-
sitions or , but never, as here, with , expressive of accompany-
ing action or cooperation. It would seem that the Aristophanic couplet
cannot be figurative, "to spar or flirt with," but must mean literally "to
trade blows with the ."

We must therefore consider a secondary meaning of other than
the usual "bosom." It seems that could also indicate the vagina, a
meaning explicitly attested in later medical writers such as Rufus,164

Soranus,165 and Sextus Empiricus,166 all of whom derived their terminol-
ogy and definitions from much earlier writings; Pollux167 identifies these
earlier writings as those of Hippocrates himself. We may therefore presume
a fifth-century use of in this sense. Such a genital usage, like the
more common meanings "bosom," "folds in a garment," or "gulf," de-
rives from the word's root notion of any hollow place, and corresponds to
its use in describing other bodily cavities as well: not only the womb,168

but also the ventricles of the heart169 and the abdominal cavities.170 The
difficulties of E 964 f. disappear if we understand to be a double
entendre meaning "within the cunt" (and by implication over against the
): there will thus be a literal trading of blows between the young man's
thrusting member and the girl's . Our common erotic metaphor will

163. I have defended this interpretation in detail in "Sparring Partners: A Note on
Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae 964-965," AJP 96 (1975) forthcoming.

164. Onom. 196 , ,
aw .

165. 1.16. .
166. Adv. Math. 5.62. .
167. 2.222, in his discussion of the term , in which he quotes all the Hippocratic

terminology (compare e.g. Hp. Steril. 222): ,
.

168. PI.: Ar. Birds 694, Eur. Hel. 1145, Call. JOB. 15; sg.: Id. Del. 214.
169. Poll. 2.216.
170. Arist. HA 530b27.
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thus have been debased not merely by inclusion in a highly undignified
context.171 but by actual literalization as well. This literalization is accompl-
ished by clever, original, and unexpected variations in the usual terminol-
ogy—namely, the obscene sense of and the use of with

.
152. , any hollow,172 is used in a double sense by Xenarch. 1.9 f.:

the (pun on [q.v.] ?) is personified (11. 4 ff.) and is said
, the polyp

"fills up" the firm-bodied hollow of the dish, that maiden formed on the
potter's wheel (see , ).

153. In the paratragic prologue of Ecclesiazusae, a grandiose double
entendre is used to describe depilation by lamp; the image is from scenes
of the sudden illumination of cavernous underworld regions (12 f.),173

, lamp, you alone shine into the ineffable secret places between the
thighs when you burn off the hair growing there.

154. For = cunt in Fr 320.3 see n. 162, above.
155. Holes on a smaller scale are to be expected in obscene double en-

tendres. , mouse-hole, appears at L 720, where Lysistrata catches a
deserter : picking open or enlarging (1) an escape
route near the grotto of Pan and (2) her cunt.174 in this meaning is
found as early as Hipponax.175

156. , vent-hole, is common for cunt176 and may lie behind the
name of one of Aristophanes' favorite prostitutes, Salabaccho (Eq 765,
T 805).177

157. Bored holes are natural in double entendres. , any bored hole
( ), appears twice in an obscene sense: at L 410,

, the bolt has fallen out of its hole, is clearly a
double entendre, while in the curse at E 906, , may
your hole fall out, it seems to be a genuine slang term.178 We may compare
the verbal uses of this image, at L 680, and at T

171. See C. M. Bowra, "A Love-Duet," AJP 79 (1958): 376 ff., 387.
172. Of bodily cavities: see LSJ s.v. 3.
173. is a common tragic word; see Ussher, Ecclesiazusae, at 11. 12 f.
174. Schol. ad loc.; see ,
175. 135b ; compare AP 11.338.2.
176. S. Fr. 1093, Lyc. 98; cf. Phot, and Hsch. s.v. , who gloss the name as "the

Babylonian Aphrodite."
177. See Frisk (n. 9, above) s.v. for further discussion, and compare ,

bilge-hole (Hsch).
178. Willems (n. 8, above), 3:196, n. 1, thinks that this phrase is intended to vulgarize

medical terminology ( ) referring to a "chute de l'uterus," -
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1124. The title of a play of Eupolis, Eutresios (56), may contain a peder-
astic pun of this kind.179

158. , any bored hole or the bolt-hole in gate-fastenings (Aen.
Tact. 18.3), is common.180 The expression at E 623 f.,

, , it's been voted: no woman's hole
is to be empty, may be proverbial, to judge from Eup. 354

, every hole its bolt/every cunt its phallus, and POxy.2741, Fr.
I A, col. ii, 12 (from Eup. Marikas). The series of obscene double entendres
in the women's catalogue at Fr 320 includes (line 7), a garment/
cunt.

Sea Animals

159. , the fish called , was used to
indicate the genitals of both sexes (CA 1023): see chap. 2, n. 18.

160. the cavity (pink or red) of a seashell, used in technical
writers for many bodily cavities,181 is a double entendre meaning "vagina"
in the joke at V 583—89 concerning the seal on the young heiress's will:
Bdelycleon rebukes his father thus,
dvaKOfyvhca^CtiV. That is, you are wrong (1) to uncap the seal on her will
and (2) to unseal her virginity.182 is common in this obscene mean-
ing:183 compare = nymphs (Hsch.).

161. Other sea-animal double entendres are those involving urchins:
at L 1169 is a pun on , sea urchin. The image probably

derives from the prickly appearance of this creature, but may possibly
allude to another use of the word to mean hole, cavity, or vase (see LSJ,
Frisk s.v.).

162. Compare , another form of sea urchin, at Fr. 409, an
obvious reference to cunnilingus, .184

Cookery

163. Many double entendres are based on kitchen implements. In an

179. Cf. Sotad. 2D . is "phallus" at
Phillyl. 18, and Pan's epithet, , the drill, is phallic at Callim. Fr. 412.

180. Hermog. Id. 2.3, Theoc. 5.42 ( : see LSJ s.v. 2), Procop. Arc. 9. An
epithet of Aphrodite (CA 1169) is : compare in Sotad. I (= Athen.
14.621 A):

181. Ears: Ruf. Onom. 44, Poll. 2.86; knee-pan: ibid., 188; cranium: Lyc. 1105; eye-
socket: Poll. 2.71.

182. For as a physical state, cf. Democr. 9.
183. Sophr. 25, 26 Olivieri; Plaut. Rud. 704 (concha).
184. We have already mentioned Hipponax's (70.8); cp. also the many fish-

puns in the fragments of Antiphanes, especially 26.
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obscene passage on the physical charms of Theoria, Trygaeus points to her
"oven," P 891, to which the servant replies,

: "she is black-
ened down below [pubic hair] because the council used to put their pots
[phalli] there for cooking before the war." were trivets in which
vessels were placed for cooking.185

163a. This black spot from smoke, indicating pubic hair, is TO at
V 1374, and may have been a common slang term, to judge from its ap-
pearance in PMag. IV.405, XVIIa, 23.

164. With blackened pots and ovens, compare hearths and braziers:
, stirring up the coals, at Eq 1286 refers to cunnilingus;

the schol. glosses . An alternate interpreta-
tion of this image would be to derive the comparison from in its
meaning of "scab" or "eschar" (as at PI Com 184.4); this would thus be
either simply a disgusting image or an actual reference to venereal dis-
ease,186 both not inappropriate for this description of the unspeakable
Ariphrades. Whichever derivation we choose, as labia seems to
have been a common term.187 Perhaps the cleverest use of the word is T
912, during the "recognition" scene between the Relation (Helen) and
Euripides (Menelaus). Aristophanes seems to have made a pun out of a
climactic line from Euripides' Helen (566):

, O timely arrived to the arms of your wife!, for the last two
words of which Aristophanes has substituted . The original read-
ing is preserved by R.188

165. , hot coals, twice indicates the cunt inflamed by coitus and
poked by a (phallic) stoker: in the picture of the blissful man sitting in
front of a fireplace with a young girl, (P 1136),
baking his chickpea in the glowing coals, and

, having a young girl and stoking the/her coals (P 440).
166. Bowls and dishes tend to appear in descriptions of cunnilingus,

probably because one commonly licks them clean after preparing sauces
and the like. , bowl, appears in a passage describing cunnilingus,

, , he cleans out the women's bowls
(E 847); note the presence at this banquet of the notorious cunnilinctor,
Smoeus.

185. For the image see Diocl. Com. 8 . For details
see Willems (n. 8, above), 2:112 ff.

186. See J. Rosenbaum, Geschichte der Lustseuche im Altertume (Halle, 1882), p. 320 n.
187. Eust. 1523.28, 1539.33.
188. See W. Mitsdorffer, Die Parodie euripideischer Szenen bei Aristophanes (diss., Berlin,

1943), pp. 82 f.
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167. , a shallow pan or dish, seems to be common in this sense:
at Eq 1034 the Sausage-Seller compares Cleon to a dog at work on the
personified cities in an obscene fashion while Demus sleeps,

, licking at the bowls and the islands at
night. Eupolis uses the same scurrilous image,
, you who have licked around the rims of many a
dish (52) ;189 cf. Xenarch. 1.10 (above, section 152). Lopadion is the name
of a courtesan in Timocl. 25.4.

Foods

168. As with the male genitalia, meat appears as a slang term for the
female parts: piggie- spitted on an at A 795; the . . .

which form part of the feast of reconciliation at L 1062 ;190

and the used in a coarse image of cunnilingus at P 717.
168a. The latter passage also involves , boiled sausages

(the labia, one supposes).
169. , assorted dainties, is a double entendre for cunts in the

sexual banquets of A 1006, E 843, Alexis 163.5. PI Com 174.10 couples
reference to (q-v.) with this word, perhaps emphasizing the
pubic hair, .191

170. Similar are the slices of fish-meat ( ) which are "fanned into
flame" at the banquet at E 842.

171. Compare , various foods for munching, in the banquets
at E 844 and Alexis 163.2 f.

172. , hors-d'oeuvre, refers to love-play that leads up to inter-
course: PI Com 43, Fr 187.192

173. , milk-cake, at Alexis 163.5 is one of various kinds of pastries
used to refer to the cunt (see also above, section 16).

174. , a broad, flat cake (Hsch.) at A 246.
175. , barley-cake, at A 835 (cf. Eub. 75.10).
176. , pastry gravy-boat, at Eq 1168 (see section 16, above).
177. , flat-cake, at P 869, 1359, E 223, PI 995, Fr 202.193 The

verb used is usually , to bake a cake (in coitus).
178. , round-cake, at E 843.

189. = cunt at Eust. 1539.33.
190. For the collocation see Av 668, Nausicr. 1.1, Luc. dd 2.2.
191. Not : see Kock (who reads ), F. Blaydes, Adversaria in Comi-

corum Graecorum Fragmenta (Halle, 1890), p. 79.
192. See Taillardat (n. 107, above), p. 104, n. 1.
193. The of PI Com 174.8 is the phallus.
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Secreta Muliebria

179. appears in a description of cunnilingus at Eq 1285,
, licking the detestable dew in

whore-houses. That this may have been a proper euphemism seems as-
sured by its use in Aristotle.194

180. A less respectable play on the female secreta is , soup or
sauce, used in the joke on cunnilingus surrounding Theoria's adoption as
sex partner of the Council, P 716, 885.

181. Similar is the double entendre on , soup, at A 245 f.,
, "Mother,
hand me the ladle so I can pour the sauce over this flatcake/cunt." Here

is the phallus, appears elsewhere in obscene banquet cata-
logues: L 1061, E 845, Alexis 163.7 ( p I . ) .

182. :a(Alexis 163.6 f.) are morsels dressed in sauce
(cunts).

183. , pitch or resin, indicates the female secreta at V 1375, where
the flute-girl is visualized as a burning torch, that is, burning with sexual
passion: , presumably the pitch flows
from her as she burns. , to smear with pitch, indicates sexual

194. HA 727b34 ff., 739a37 ff.; cf. = semen at Callim. 260, with Pfeiffer's note. The
of N 978 (Just Logic referring to the "dewy" genitals of boys) has caused

difficulties of interpretation. Dover (Clouds, ad loc.) gives a detailed physiological ex-
cursus in which he concludes that the dew refers to Cowper's secretion, a transparent
mucus emitted in small amounts when the penis is fully erect for some minutes and its
owner in a high state of sexual excitement (for ancient material on Cowper's secretion,
see Hopfner, n. 5, above, pp. 33 f.). But this idea seems to be mistaken dramatically.
There is no mention of erection in this passage and no hint that the boys in question are
sexually excited—it is rather the grown men looking at the boys' genitals who are excited.
Cowper's secretion is an obscure image in any case and simply will not fit this particular
context.

Fortunately, a more natural explanation will account for the passage's two desiderata,
namely (1) that must be something wet, and (2) that the appears
when anointing oil is not used below the navel. I think that the expression must be an
elegant hendiadys for , dewy down: see Willems, n. 8, above, 3:112, who
rightly lists N 978 among numerous other such cases of hendiadys. The pubic down of
boys is not artificially oiled but naturally dewy, like the surface of fruits ( ), probably
because of the boys' athletic sweat. For dew associated with sweat, see e.g. Herod. Med.
in RhM 58.99, Plu. 2.695C. Moreover, dewiness is frequently associated by the Greeks
with freshness and innocence, which are clearly wanted in our passage. (The comparison
of N 978 with the . . . of A. Ag. 141, which is sometimes made, is not
relevant: for "young lions" Aeschylus uses in the sense of semen = progeny: cp.

and ).
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aggressiveness, to render wet through intercourse, as at E 1108 f., Cratin.
189. At PI 1093 a young man remarks of his aged flame,

, "I've pitched her down below quite enough in
the past". This verb, meaning to "smear below" (note the prefix), com-
bines the image of secreta with that of tarring a leaky old vessel.

Miscellaneous

184. (see Eust. 1539.34) at L 151 has caused difficulties, mainly
because of a strange and grotesque idea of Wilamowitz, ad loc. The schol.
glosses . That is, the
pubic region is naturally delta-shaped (V). This would appear to be the
reasonable and correct explanation.195 But Wilamowitz, basing his argu-
ment on the absence of an article, maintained that the delta referred to a
specific styling of the pubic hair, and compared (irrelevantly) Av 806,

. But an article is not necessary (cf. E 624),196 and it
is difficult to imagine what the purpose of such a styling would have been,
not to mention its inappropriateness to the context of L 151. Surely the
scholiast was correct. It may be worthwhile to add that delta is used else-
where in literature for its shape as the female pubis (e.g. Auson. Epigr.
120.4), and in cults in the form of triangular clay votive-offerings shaped
to resemble the female parts.197

185. = cunt at Fr 367; cf. EM 283.45, Et. Gud. 150.49 (
), Hsch. ( ), schol. R 516 ( ). See section 198, below.

186. For (CA 1033) see section 275, n. 61.
187. The strange term . (CA 1134) seems to be an image akin to

the delta (section 184, above), probably deriving from a hair-style which
resembled the female pubis (see Hsch., Phot., s.v. ).

188. (CA 1137) should perhaps be placed here, although
Meineke (IV, p. 660) derives the term from the name of a Plataean baker
(see Kock at Posidipp. 29.1). If this is true, would be related to
the entries classified under Proper Names, p. 147, below. Cf. also

= cunt at Telecl. 64; Phot. s.v. , .

195. See Taillardat (n. 107, above), p. 77, and the interesting material collected by
M. Meyer, "Delta Praehistoricum," Ph W 49 (1929): 91 ff.

196. Willems (n. 8, above), 2:421 ff., gives a long list of bodily parts named without an
article.

197. See Hopfner (n. 5, above), p. 110, H. Licht, Sittengeschichte Griechenlands (Zurich,
1927-28), 2:76. Willems (n. 8, above), 2:422, n. 1, prefers to see in the delta an etymologi-
cal relationship to such words as Skt. jartush (vulva), Goth, kilthei (womb), (womb),

(section 113, above), , Hsch.). This is most farfetched.
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Birds

189. (Archil. 263, IG 14.1942.6) and (Hsch.) are not
attested in comedy but seem to have been well known for cunt.

190. , nightingale, in Birds seems to be an obscene pun on the bird-
name of the hoopoe's wife (represented onstage by a flute-girl): at 207
Peisetaerus mischievously says

, "Go into the thicket and rouse the bird" (see , ), and
at 664 repeats the joke in slightly different form: ,

, , , "Call her out here, by
heaven, so we can see the bird!"

191. , thrushes, = cunt at Alex. 163.5.
192. , mouse-hole/nest, = cunt at Epicr. 9.4 f.:

means "all cunt."
193. , bird's nest, probably has a genital meaning as a hetaera-

name, as in the plays by that title of Antiphanes, Eubulus, and Anaxilas;
cf. AP 9.567.2 , and , describing the youthful Lais at
Epicr. 2/3.15; see also Archil. 263.

194. , small chirping bird, attested only in Photius.
195. , swallow, at L 770, 775 is confirmed by Poll. 2.174, Suda.

Cf. in Latin Juv. 6. 0. 6.

Split or Crack

196. The notion of the cunt as a split or crack, as in English slang, is
present in the joke about the flute-girl being at V 1373.198

at Eup. 266 is a similar joke: the phrase is a surprise for
, to wear (a kind of shoe)199 in a dance which called

for leg-crossing;200 here means "cloven" and is cognate accusative
emphasizing a .201

Proper Names

The names of actual persons were sometimes used by comic poets as
slang terms for cunt.

197. In Aristophanes the name of Phormisius is so used on account of
his hairiness:202 E 95 ff.,

198. Compare AP 11.262.2.
199. Hsch., Poll. 7.85.
200. Poll. 4.105, Hsch. s.v. .
201. See Edmonds, 1:407, n.f.
202. Cf. schol. E 97. Perhaps he was also a profligate, as is implied at Philetaer. 6. See

also schol. R 965, PI Com 119.
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[Wouldn't it be a fine thing if the Assembly happened to be full and one
of us, pulling up her clothes to get over those already seated, should flash
her . . . Phormisius!]

198. Other unfortunates so insulted by Aristophanes were Dorilaos (?,
see section 185, above), an obscure tragic poet contemporary with Euri-
pides,203 in Fr 367;204 and Hippocleides , according to
Phot.) in Fr 703.205

Other Erogenous Bodily Parts

199. Aside from the phallus and the anus, no part of the male anatomy
is much referred to in Old and Middle Comedy; male heterosexuality and
pederasty are the chief subjects of humor and scurrility. The female body,
on the other hand, was much exposed, both physically and verbally. Each
of the extant plays, except for Clouds and Frogs, contains more or less ex-
tended scenes of sexual byplay involving the comic exposure of women,
whether actual female "actresses" or men wearing female costumes and
padding (see preface, n. 8).206 These physical acts of inspection and palpi-
tation are usually accompanied by obscene verbal commentaries that
make use of highly colored terminology intended to spice the humor of
exposure and/or degradation. Aside from the genitals, the breasts and the
hindquarters are the main objects of attention.

200. is a standard proper term for the female breast, whether
animal or human.207 It is used only once in Aristophanes, by a woman
in an innocent context (T 640). The other proper words (such as ,208

, , ) do not appear at all. The vulgar appears to
be the exclusive vox propria in comedy, and is always used as a symbol of
female beauty and male sexual pleasure, rather than, say, to express any
kind of female biological function apart from sexuality. Firmness (and

203. POxy. IX.1176, Fr. 39, col. XVI.
204. See Taillardat (n. 107, above), pp. 74 f.
205. For other victims see Hsch. s.v. 'A , who lists Phormisius, Basilidas,

Lacharas. Sarabus in CA 1137 (see Meineke, 4:638) might be a person: see section 188,
above. The name of the victim of Eupolis, , who wore his hair in the
shape of a cunt, is unknown: POxy. 1803.59 (see LSJ s.v. 1.1; Hsch. s.v. ).

206. See Alexis 98.13, for example.
207. Hp. Aph. 5.40, Lys. 1.10, Gal. 6.673, 684, etc.
208. But in a proper sense in (L 881).
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thus youthfulness) is the usual attribute: breasts are "hard and quincelike"
(A 1199), "as firm as young turnips" (T 1185), "as fresh as apples or
strawberries" (Crat. 40), "as firm and virginal as salted olives" (young
girls as compared with , over-ripe professionals, Fr 141;
cf. Timocl. 22.3 for the same contrast, and cf. Fr 54 Dem.). That the
costuming of naked women took these characteristics into account is clear
from L 83, where Cleonice (an older and probably saggier woman) fondles
and admires the firm breasts of Lampito; compare the joke at T 638 ff.,
where the women strip the Relation and initially feel jealous about what
seem to be firm, youthful breasts: "She certainly hasn't got titties like
ours," a woman says. We must suppose that the assembly of housewives
had saggy breasts that were clearly differentiated by the costuming from
those of younger, more enticing female characters.

201. We hear also of holding on to the in intercourse: P863, where
the expectant Trygaeus savors his coming pleasures in the arms of Opora;
PI 1067 f., where fondling the breasts is a prelude to intercourse. For the
term ("feel up the breasts") see section 341a, below. The
captivating pleasures of looking at a young girl's breasts through torn
clothing or diaphanous gowns appears frequently.209

202. The other comic metaphors for the breasts all derive from the
above-mentioned desideratum of youth and firmness: , nuts
(Fr 647); (Hermipp. 36); , beans (Fr 582) ;210 , apples
(L 155 f., E 904, Fr 924, Cratin. 109.3, Canthar. 6). This latter seems to
have been a standard image throughout Greek erotic literature.211

203. The buttocks and anus are mentioned in comedy almost exclusively
with reference to men. However, there are occasional references to women;
usually these are special cases in which puns or extravagant imagery are
involved. For example, the "Melian Gulf" of L 1170 is a recherche refer-
ence to the anus in a series of geographical puns on several bodily parts:
"Melian" refers to applelike buttocks and "Gulf" ( ) to the anus.212

The mention of at P 868, where the servant is speaking of Trygaeus'
bride, 77 , the child is washed, and
favorable are the auspices of ... her butt, is a surprise for a sacral
formula such as . ,213 or .214

209. E.g. L 48, 931, T 638, R 409 ff., Frs 8, 325, 647, Xenarch. 4.5, Men. 727, Philem.
81, Chaeremon 14.

210. Cf. Ruf. Onom. 92, Poll. 2.163, Eustathius 749.21.
211. See Willems's comprehensive discussion (n. 8, above), 1: 403 ff. On M at

L 1169 f., see Willems, 2: 447, n. 2. LSJ s.v. (B) II.2 gives additional material.
212. See n. 211, above and Henderson, art. cit. (n. 163, above).
213. Eur. I A. 1403, Alc. 789.
214. Phryn. Com. 9.1, Eur. Tr. 27, IT 467, Ph. 1202, Xen. An. 3.2.9.
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204. It is noteworthy that the semirespectable tone of the word
(see section 450, below) makes it fitting for piquant references to women
(as at P 868, L 82, T 1187, E 964, PI Com 174.16). When we hear of well-
rumped or well-padded women215 it is invariably the word which is
used. The thoroughly vulgar word is used to refer to women only
three times in Aristophanes, each instance being a special case: at P 876
as part of a comic compound ( ) ;216 at L 1148 in the
mouth of a Spartan, whom the audience would suppose to be not only
ignorant of proper (i.e. Attic) Greek, but a habitual pederast who could
think only of backsides;217 and PI 152, where , describing the
seductive twitchings of Corinthian prostitutes, is used merely to set up the
joke on pederasty which follows. Indeed, is very common in the
humor of homosexuality: see section 449, below.

215. Full description in Alexis 98; see also Hes. Op. 373, Semon. 7.76, Athen. 12.554C,
Cerc. 14, Stob. 1.45.45, Poll. 2.184.

216. "Une croupe comme on en voit peu, tous les quatres ans . . . -
implique l' idee de fete renouvelee tous les quatres ans" (Taillardat [n. 107, above],
p. 71).

217. See van Daele at L 1105.
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205. The vulgar vox propria for sexual intercourse in comedy is ,
which seems to have had the same force and flexibility in Greek as fuck does
in English. The connotation is always of violent and/or illicit intercourse.1

, whose sexual meaning was originally a specialized, and perhaps
euphemistic, use of the verb's basic meaning "move," came to be identical
in usage to the straightforwardly obscene , a phenomenon that arose
probably because of their similarity in sound and sense. Moreover, the two
are often further confused in the manuscript tradition because of the
similarity of K and in certain hands. Since there is no difference between
the two in actual usage, we may treat them as equivalent terms.2

206. A glimpse into the original metaphor behind can be obtained
by examining , to move along with/against in coitus, as at
E 256 f, , "I'll
move against [my partner], since I am not unskilled at many strokes".
The harsh and sensual tone of this passage is present in all other contexts in
which appears; it has much of the violent nuance of
itself: L 227 (women's kinetic cooperation with their husbands' sexual
motions), P 901 f. (the tumbling chariots3 are metaphorical for mutually
heaving bodies in coitus), Pherecr. 131.3 ( , in which a
word meaning "cunt" is the direct object). In Xenarch. 4.23,
is identical to :4

1. may be connected etymologically with : cf. Hsch. s.v. =
, s.v. = , and the Attic legal term = rape (schol. PI. Rep.

464e, Lys. 1.32). Sanskrit jinati, overpower or oppress violently, although tantalizingly
similar, cannot be connected as a true cognate with : see H. Frisk, Griechisches
etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg, 1960-72) for, and P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire
etymologique de la langue grecque (Paris, 1968-70) against this connection.

2. See G. Pascucci, "KINHTIAN," Atene e Roma n.s. 4 (1959): 102 ff.
3. For the expression, cf. R 543 , turned all

topsyturvy and kissing the dancing-girl.
4. Compare (Herod. 5.2), (Luc. Asin. 6), (Eup. 77.3).

151
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[How ever can they fuck these girls, Queen Kypris, whenever they re-
member Draco's laws as they're thrusting away?]

We note also (wiggle the buttocks lasciviously)
at Eup. 77.3.

207. At any rate, is used in the active voice of the male, in the
passive of the female; we also find a middle and an absolute usage.

208. In the active with no direct object, , like sleeping, loafing, and
breaking wind, often stands for the easy and responsibility-free hedonism
that is the goal of many Aristophanic heroes. Collocations like

, drink and fuck (R 740) and , sail,
laze, fuck, sleep (P 341) are common in descriptions of the easy life: A
1052, 1220 f., P 867, L 966, E 470, Philetaer. 6.2 ( , die
fucking; compare ibid., 9.4 , she died while fucking).
In POxy., 2806, Fr. 1, col. i, 1. 10 appears in the same absolute
meaning: when young men are of age "they will start fucking."

209. The other intransitive sense of the active is, more specifically, to
fornicate: Av 796 (adulterous fornication), L 715 (the desiderative
),5 934, 1179 f., E 706, 1090. The middle voice often has the same sense:
T 15 (in an obscene play on the scientific use of ), E 228, 525,
Philetaer. 9.4. Compare Eupolis' , a place for fornication (8.5
Dem.). The middle voice can be used for pederastic fornication as well:
Eq 877, 879, N 1103, T 50, Fr 377.

210. With a direct object or in the passive voice, always connotes
force or violence: N 1371 (incest), Av 560 (the gods, who are ,
raping mortal girls), L 954, 1166, E 468, 706, 1099 (enforced fornication).
Similarly, of pederastic rape: Eq 364,

, "I'll fuck your ass-hole like a sausage-case," Eq 1242, N 1301
(the threatened rape of the second creditor), L 1092 (the threatened rape
of Cleisthenes), T 35, R 148, CA 25.1 Dem. Related to these violent con-
notations are instances in which , like English screw, can mean hood-
wink or deceive, as at T 1215, where the hoodwinked archer exclaims to
his quiver, , an artfully obscene bit of
paratragic word play: Rightly art thou called quiver (sybine), for you've
been thoroughly fucked over (katabebineso) .6 Compare the use of

at P 369.

5. Cf. Macho ap. Athen. 13.583C; of men in PI Com 174.21, Men. Dysc. 462, Luc.
Pseudol. 27.

6. Cf. A. Sept. (passim), Eur. Tr. 990, S. Fr. 408, Ar. Eq. 1257 ff.
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211. , to spread and penetrate the thighs, seems to have been a
common vulgar term.7 In Aristophanes it is used of both heterosexual (Av
669, 1254) and homosexual (Av 706) rape.

212. , like , seems originally to have indicated rapid body-
movement such as dancing8 or moving the limbs in some way.9 Lat.
lacertus and locusta may be etymologically connected.10 Thus the sexual
meaning of this word is, like that of , originally euphemistic and
secondary. As descriptive of sexual intercourse, is analogous to

and has a similar, unmistakably violent tone. Its range, however, is
somewhat broader than of since it seems to indicate not only fornica-
tion but also the unseemly behavior that accompanies constant wenching
and debauchery. In the active it is used of the male (Pherecr. 177), in the
passive of the female: T 493 f. parallels
Pherecr. 177 . These passages suggest continuous
fornication, and indeed the substantive , found in Epicurus (414),
seems to imply wenching and carousing, with all their concomitant shame-
lessness.

213. , whether or not etymologically connected with ,
shows little difference in meaning and usage. While with its intransitive
use we find fornication as pure hedonistic indulgence, as with the analog-
ous use of , at Eq 167 , in the Prytaneum
you'll . . . fuck (a surprise for , you'll be fed), most often the con-
notation is pejorative: at T 57 is meant to be an insulting reference
to pederastic fornication, as is the curse at Strato Com. 1.36
(cf. Men. Dysc. 892) and the oath at Cephisodor. 3.
can also, like , mean hoodwink or deceive.11 The agent-nouns derived
from indicate continuous and/or professional fornication:

are at A 7912 and are the feminine equivalents
thereof: A 529, 537, Pherecr. 149, Men. Pk. 235.

7. Zeno Stoic. 1.59 has both the verb and the substantive.
8. Hsch. .
9. means "drum with the fingers" (Luc. Lex. 8, A.D. Adv. 152.11).

Cf. , "with the feet." Perhaps , the male member (Hsch., Phot.), originally
indicated a "moving limb."

10. See Frick (n. 1, above) s.v. , . Compare Lith. lakstus, lekiu, lekti, all of
which indicate bodily movements.

11. Suda, EM 555.15.
12. See the schol. There is no reason to understand to mean fellatio, as do

W. Heraeus, " ," RhM 70 (1915): 38, n. 1 and A. E. Housman, "Praefanda,"
Hermes 66 (1931): 408, n. 2. Housman goes even further than Heraeus and denies that
the word even meant scortari, although all testimony suggests that it did. All of the cita-
tions Heraeus gives in support of fellatio (Housman gives none) are questionable: the
scholiast at E 920 has been beguiled by the of in the text and glosses ,
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214. has a similarly violent and vulgar tone;13 L 152
, if the men have hard-ons and want to

fuck, PI 1082 (of an old lady)
, having been fucked over by these three thousand men

(see Hsch. s.v.). Frisk s.v., following E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik
(Munich, 1934-53), Vol. 1, p. 413, suggests that the word derives by
hypostasis from a curse, (compare ) from ).
The alternative form, ,14 will then be secondary, with the loss of
sigma by a familiar process,15 or perhaps by conscious etymologizing.

Euphemistic Expressions

215. There are a large number of euphemistic words and phrases for
sexual congress in Aristophanes and the other writers of comedy. They
occur when a coarse term would serve no comic purpose, that is, when
there is no farce, ridicule, threatening, bathos, or insulting. Frequently
euphemisms appear in paratragic passages or passages parodying the lan-
guage and tone of other serious genres. For example, the paratragic pro-
logue to Ecclesiazusae or the old hag's wheedling (and therefore euphem-
istic) melos at E 893 ff., contrasted with the foul and abusive language she
hurls at her younger rival at 906 ff., in a scene that parodies serious
amoebean love-duets.16

216. , of women: to lie with a man,17 Fr 744, Cratin. 287.
217. , to partake of sex, take pleasure in a woman's

bloom, L 591.
218. , very common in Greek for sexual congress, appears

in comedy only at Philetaer. 18.3.
219. , having a debauch, Diphil. 43.22. Compare Crates

2.2 f. Dem., , erotic pastimes (cf. Eup. 3 Dem.,
, transvestites' play).

but here this means "behave like a prostitute" and not necessarily "perform fellatio."
The gloss by Hsch. s.v. , , simply means that fellatrices
are prostitutes. Ibid., s.v. = need not even refer to
at all (as Heraeus himself admits). The appearances in Latin of (Mart. 11.
58.12- Petr. 42.2) are simply curses like that in Strato Com. 1.36 and certainly need not
imply fellatio. One must take care with late glosses: in this case, a word that in classical
times meant "do what a prostitute does" (fornicate) has been used to gloss words like

and , which have the more specialized connotation of fellatio.
13. Hsch. glosses .
14. Hsch., Poll. 5.93.
15. See Schwyzer, op. cit., p. 334.
16. Sec C. M. Bowra, "A Love-Duet," AJP 79 (1958): 376 ff.
17. Cf. AB 394.28, D.C. Fr. 67.3, 87.3.
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220. ' A ' , for
some time you've let the holy rites of Aphrodite go unperformed, L 898 f., a
comically inflated phrase meant to contrast with the rampant desperation
of the speaker, Kinesias.

221. ' A , partaking of Aphrodite, Alex. 271.4.
For meaning to "take" a girl, see CA 16.15 Dem.,
.

22la. at Canthar. 2 Dem.:
appears to mean, "And when you were yet a maiden

you made love to him."
222. , to rape, PI 1092 (see schol.), in Chremes' promise to the

young man that he will not be attacked by the hag, is a humorous reversal
of the usual sexual roles.

223. can mean "have sexual relations with" in Attic
Greek;18 in Aristophanes it occurs at least twice,19 both times with a
rather harsh tone: PI 1082 (schol. = ) and E 890, where the
hag's curse to the young woman ) is equivalent to English,
"screw yourself" ( ) refers to the middle finger).20

224. , deflower a maiden, Diocl. Com. 16, Antiph. 75,
Alex. 314; compare , Amphis 49.

225. , finish an act of intercourse, at E 634; see LSJ s.v.
3.

226. At Eq 263 the Sausage-Seller invents the word ,
which means (bugger).21

227. , in the sense of "mounting," appears at Fr 329,
, and at Pherecr. 131.4 (see section 137, above).

This usage is usually limited to animal copulation.22 , go into,
at Av 208, is an ad hoc double entendre with (see section 134,
above).

228. Compare at Alc. Com. 18 (= AB 85.6).
229. In the charming dialogue of the personified triremes (Eq 1306),

the virgin trireme is described piquantly as ,
a boat which hasn't gone near men; this use of is a common
euphemism, like "go with" or "go (in) unto" in English.23

18. Suda, Hyp. Fr. 171, Plu. Sol. 20, Hierocl. p. 64A.
19. Fr 343 (= Poll. 2.125) may refer to other instances.
20. See V. Coulon, "Beitrage zur Interpretation des Aristophanes," RhM 105 (1962):

20.
21. Suda s.v. , and cf. at N 552,

(Ath. Mitt. 59.66 [Syrus 5 BC]), which contain the same double meaning.
22. Hdt. 1.92 and the discussion at Zon. 195. Also Theopomp. Hist. 2, Xen Eq. 1.3.4,

LSJ II.7.
23. Hdt. 2.115, 6.68, Sex. Oecon. 7.5, etc.
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230. , to take pleasure with sexually, of men at L 165 and
of women at L 591.

231. (see LSJ s.v. A.I.4): , "I take on
all the whores gladly" (Antiph. 102.2). At A 787, means "accom-
modate a penis (in coitus)."

232. , to steal and pilfer female
Aphrodite (T 205) is a tragic parody given to Agathon24 and sets up the
vulgar bathos of the following line, spoken by the Relation:

, , pilfer my foot! By God, you mean
fuck! Similar is at E 722, which sets up the bathetic
vulgarity of line 724. at E 921 is literally "steal from under
me," with a play perhaps on the erotic sense (note the prefix). Similar
is Eub. 67.8 f, , to pursue hidden Aphrodite.

233. (intercourse: LSJ 1.2,11) appears at Amphis 20.3
, to take a woman's "fellowship."

234. , night's argument, at Ephipp. 20.3 refers to the
nocturnal sexual activities of a young debauchee. Cf. PI Com 2 Dem.

235. For , to have relations with, see LSJ s.v. B.4. In
comedy: Av 698 ("E ) , 701 ,
T 890 f. , R 1081

, Theopomp. 5 . . . .
236. To grab someone , in the middle, was a term probably bor-

rowed from wrestling25 and very common in amatory literature. The
genitals are of course thought to be "in the middle": cf.
(A 1216). In Aristophanes it refers to rape: , take her middle,
of a thieving Thracian girl (A 274), , seize her middle, of
Lysistrata (L 437) . . . , I'll be seized in the middle, of
Praxagora (E 260). , drive at her middle, in Fr 74 means
. At P 882 (pI.) is a double entendre emphasizing the phalli of the
aroused councilmen.

237. , go/come, appears at Strattis 41 in an idiomatic phrase that
seems to mean "have sexual congress with" (see Meineke II, p. 779):

, ,
, "Son of Zeus, don't go into her again—give her to the Lesbians

and be done with her!" See section 381, below.

24. Compare (Eur. El. 364), S. El. 114, Eur. Ba. 459, 687.
25. See LSJ s.v. 1.1.6; A 571, N 1047. Grabbing or holding onto someone (with

physical byplay on stage) is often done preparatory to sexual congress. Certain stylized
euphemisms appear in comedy to describe this sexual aggressiveness: (L 893,
1115, 1121), (L 1115, 1121, V 1342, E 1020), (PI 1067 f.; for the pun

-at L 774 see section 97), (P 863), (E 1087), (E 909).
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238. (or - ), a Doric word meaning "to mount" (only of human
beings), in CA 36 (cf. Mimn. 15D3, Diogenian. 2.2).

239. , to marry, seems respectable enough in Homer and the
early poets, although its apparently obscene use later26 may indicate that
it had a vulgar tone in the common language.27 Thus it is difficult to deter-
mine precisely the tone of Dicaeopolis' remark at A 254 f. to his daughter,

, "lucky the man who
marries you and begets on you . . . weasels," although we may guess that
Dicaeopolis is setting up the crudity of line 256 with some language
taken from stilted blessing-formulas. In Fr 222.4, (cj. Dobree and
Dindorf; Bergk and Kock contra), if that is the reading, would refer to
fornication (cf. Plu. Sol. 20).

240. , to dally amorously, was a common euphemism in Greek
love poetry and romantic prose.28 This word appears several times in
Aristophanes: Av 660, where the Coryphaeus wants to "play with" Procne
while the hoopoe entertains his human guests; Av 1098, where the chorus
wishes to spend the winter in a cave "playing with the mountain nymphs."
In Frogs (414 f.) Xanthias wants to play with a young girl in the procession
(she is called at 411; cf. our euphemism for a female sex part-
ner, playmate). These expressions all appear in choral passages; the fol-
lowing, from dialogue, are somewhat harsher in tone: the young man at
PI 1055 asks his old flame whether she wants to play with him (
; there is a pun here on , q.v.); she asks him what
(schema I game) he has in mind; from what follows it looks as if he was refer-
ring to fellatio, a stock insult thrown at old ladies.29 , at E
911 means "with whom shall I play?" (sexually).30 . at Amphis 8.1
means "make love!"; at E 922 has the same meaning as "tricks"
in English, namely, a prostitute's clients (play-partners). At CA 5.6 Dem.,

refers to female masturbation.
241. , to stay awake all night doing something (in this case,

making love), appears twice in very similar contexts: at N 1069 Peleus is
criticized for being a poor lover:

, nor can he perform sweetly in the bedclothes all night, and at
Fr 695, where the subject presumably knows how to keep his mistress

26. Cerc. 17.41, Luc. Eun, 12, Merc. Cond. 41, etc.
27. Cf. Hsch. s.v. .
28. See LSJ s.v. 1.5, Anacredn 14.4 Gentili (Eros and the Nymphs) and the many in-

stances in the AP (e.g. 5.157.1). Compare Lat. illudere (ThLL 7.1.389.76 ff.).
29. See V. Grassmann (chap. 1, n. 70, above), pp. 18 ff. On this passage see V. Coulon

(n. 20, above), p. 27.
30. See F. L. Agar, "Notes on the Ecclesiazusae of Aristophanes," CQ, 13 (1919): 19.
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satisfied:
, you who stay up all night screwing your mistress in the sweet bed-

clothes.
242. , to have something done to one, appears in the old hag's

song at E 893 f. in the meaning "to have a good time sexually," and later
in the young man's speech at 1105, but elsewhere only of pathic homo-
sexuality.31

243. very often means (to cite Photius)
.32 In Aristophanes it means actual rape only once (PI 1067 f.),

where the young man jokingly suggests that Chremes, if left alone with the
old lady, might try to rape her. More commonly the meaning is "to force
one's attentions upon" as at V 1025 (the seduction of young boys at the
palaestra; cf. also P 763), Eq 517 (Comedy visualized as an hetaera at
whom poets make passes),33 and PI 150 (propositioned prostitutes; cf.
Artemidor. 1.80). At L 1113 (see schol.), almost
means "try each other out" as sex partners, but perhaps the idea of rape is
present here as well (see 1. 1092).

244. , to bring something to a conclusion, is very common in
Greek for sexual congress.34 Its two appearances in Aristophanes are both
double entendres: at L 1135 Lysistrata's quotation from Euripides'
Erechtheus gives an obscene twist to (to judge from the prytanis's
reaction in 1. 1136), while at Eq 1378, used of a debauched
orator, means both "conclusive" and .35

245. , like English "do" or "make," can mean . Thus the
Relation at T 174 f. deliberately misunderstands Euripides, who intended

in the sense of "compose poetry," and turns the term into a joke on
pederasty. The same joke was used a few lines earlier (11. 157 f.):

, ,
"Well, whenever you make satyrs, call me, and I'll get right behind you
with my hard-on and make [it] with you." , erect, is a surprise
for , standing. Note also , (E 615) and (A
255, P 708).
246. , to ravage wantonly or violently,36 has an amatory

31. Cf. the Relation's derisive joke on Agathon's effeminacy at T 201. Compare Lat.
pathicus.

32. Lys. 1.12, Eur. Cyc. 581. PI. Phaedr. 337a, Plu. Luc. 18, Mar. 14, Thes. 26, Cim. 1.
33. For the personification see R 92 ff., Pherecr. 145.
34. Artem. 1.80, D.L. 2.127; pass.: CA 14 (pederasty), AP 11.339.2, D.L. 2.127.
35. Compare = buggerer at schol. Theoc. 13 (Pap.) and the other obscene

puns in the description ( , ).
36. Hdt. 1.152, 8.35, Paus. 2.32.3 is joined with at Arist. EN 1149b 33.
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meaning that seems to imply the degradation (or the cooperation in degra-
dation) of the woman in some way, either by the man's treating her rough-
ly or by making her perform specialized sexual acts. Thus Peleus is
divorced by Thetis, according to Unjust Logic, for not being an
(q.v.): (N 1070),"a woman likes to be used
wantonly." There is some indication that implied, among
other amatory acts, fellatio. Attic writers apparently used to
mean (EM 713.29), and at Pherecr. 230 is
glossed as meaning , "that kind of schema," referring to
fellatio.37 in a wider sense means "libidinous" at Anacr. 53 and
in Plu. de educ. 4, and at Achilles Tatius 2.38.5 it modifies , practiced
amatory arts (compare )- In short, this word implies the treat-
ing of lovemaking as a meretricious art rather than simply as pleasure or
amusement; thus the connotations of wantonness, shamelessness, and
perhaps even sadism or masochism, are always present.

247. appears in a pederastic punch-line at R 57 and per haps
also at Eq 467; its use of both men and women is well-attested (LSJ s.v.
II.3).

248. , which often has the high tone "live with,"38 was also a
standard euphemism for intercourse itself.39 It is in this latter sense, of
course, that the word appears in comedy: Eq 1287, V 475, E 38, 619, 898,
POxy., 2741, Fr. IB, col. ii(iii), 20 f. (Eupolis' Marikas); at P 863 and Av
704 (the ornithogeny), the word is used in an almost technical way. See
also Eup. 337, Anaxil. 22.12, 24. The common vox propria for sexual con-
gress, , does not appear in comedy before Theopompus (38) and
Anaxandrides (33.9), unless at E 110 f. is a pun (see Ussher, Ec-
clesiazusae, ad loc.).

249. , like (cf. Alc. Com. 29), meant "rape" in the legal
jargon of Athens (LSJ s.v. II.3); in comedy it means "to treat roughly
during the sex act" or "be virile": thus the hapless Peleus is supposedly
deserted by Thetis for not being more of an (see section 246,
above); similarly, the servant at T 63 teases the Relation, who has been
making crude sexual remarks about Agathon,

, , "I suppose you were quite the ravisher when you were
young, old man."40 at Eub. 67.9 means "crude lust."

At Anacreon 27 Gentili, brawl with a doorkeeper: see L. Weber, Anamontea
(diss. Gottingen, 1892), pp. 96 f.

37. For as an amatory schema, cf. Ael. NA 1.2, AP 5.17.2. See section 232, above.
38. Hdt. 4.9, S. El. 276.
39. Arist. Pol. 1262a33, of animal copulation in Arist. HA 540a13.
40. Cf. also V 1303 and compare Hdt. 4.129, Xen. Mem. 2.1.30. The

of Pi. P. 10.36 is the erect phallus.
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250. , meaning to grant favors sexually (LSJ s.v. I.3), appears
frequently in comedy: A 883 f., where the Theban paratragically bids the
"mistress" of his Copaic eels to be nice ( ) to Dicaeopolis; Eq
1368, punningly in a pederastic sense (compare Theopomp. 29); Eq 517,
of Lady Comedy's favors; T 1194 f, E 629, Alex. 165, Timocl. 1.3
Dem.(?).

251. is common (and rather high-toned) in Greek for sexual
charms or favors; in comedy the reference is always made more concrete
by the chosen context and therefore more obscene than the usual eu-
phemistic vagueness found elsewhere: in the young man's promise to his
girlfriend at E 1047 f,

, "toward evening I'll give you a big, fat favor," is made to
stand for phallus; similarly in Fr 202, where probably
means phallus.41 At Av 1100 the indicate cunts.42

in the common sense of "favor" appears only at V 1347, where Philocleon
orders a flute-girl: , be nice to my cock. For the
pun in (V 451) see section 289, below.

252. , handiwork, occurs at L 672 in a series of puns on various
schemata. The Coryphaeus obviously meant "mischief," but a line
earlier gives away the obscene double meaning of women masturbating
men.

253. Compare , services rendered, at Amphis 20.5 (meaning
sexual intercourse; note the prefix); compare Hipponax 114a, quoted
above, p. 22.

254. Euphemisms involving the idea "to lie with/beside" are very com-
mon: L 773 (an obscene parody of oracular language) and P 1330 f. (part
of the hymenaeal song with which the play ends) both use in a
semiserious sense. (N 49) also appears in the context of
the marriage-bed, where it is virtually a technical term.43 in the
scene between Kinesias and Myrrhine (L 920, 948) is used of the pre-
paration for sexual congress rather than the act itself; the other main
euphemistic term in this scene is (904, 906, 910, 918). This
prominence of is easily understood when the stage action is con-
sidered : Kinesias keeps trying to get his wife to lie down.
and are used like a refrain in the anapests of Ecclesiazusae

41. If the reading in line 1 is correct, as is likely. If we should read
, a woman is the speaker and indicates the cunt, as at PI 995-98.

42. in Eup. 163 may also be a double entendre of this kind: the
reference seems to be to a pathic (Callias?). Compare T254 of Agathon's clothing,

, it smells sweetly of . . . cock!
43. See Dover, Clouds, ad loc., Hdt. 2.181.2.
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(613, 614, 622, 628); (E 1009) is more whorish
wheedling by the old hag; compare the delicacy of the description of incest
at Gratin. 279, appears in a tone of
mock-propriety in the speech of the Relation to the women (T 479) and
with humorous incongruity in the mouth of the barbarian archer (T 1193).
The phrase is one of the standard ones used to describe the new sexual
status quo in Ecclesiazusae (700,894, 938,1039, 1051). With it appears
in a chorus at the close of Acharnians (1147), where it is used to set up an
obscene punch-line (1149); so also at E 723 f.,

at Timocl. 22.1 f.44

255. To lie side by side with a woman: Antiph. 192. 4 he gets ready manfully

to shake sides with them.
256. Bodily cooperation between sex partners in Lysistrata is256. Bodily cooperation between sex partners in Lysistrata is indicated256. Bodily cooperation between sex partners in Lysistrata is indicated indi

cate by such euphemisms as (L 153, 214), (L 166),
(L 223), (L 162, 227, 362), (L 841).

257. The common Aristophanic term for refusing one's favors is
(Eq 424, N 1232, Av 705,L903). We find also (facetiously)

at Eq 1163, (L 153), (L 165), (Eup399),
and (PI Com 181). Understandably enough, there is not much
refusal in comedy.

Nautical Terminology

258. Nautical metaphors for sexual congress, very popular in comedy,
appear as early as Alcman,46 Sicilian comedy,47 and Theognis.48 To il-
lustrate the intricacy with which these metaphors could be contrived,
consider the following effort by Epicrates (10):

44. Cf. also (of unmarried women) at L 592; at Fr 862 (cf.
CA 1203.7, AP 5.151, 190, 195); at E 953, The opposite notion appears at Eup.
399,

45. Kock; AC.
46. Fr. 109D, POxy. 2307, Fr. 1411.13 f.
47. Cf. (Epich. 182, Sophr. 52 Olivier!).
48. 457 ff., imitated closely by Theophil. 6.
49. = wine-cups/skiffs (Athen. 15.782F); likewise (LS s.v. I).

= old lady/scum on wine (Arist. GA 743b7; compare the wretched puns at P1

he gets ready manfully
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1. Kaibel/Meineke: CE
3. Causabon: GE

In our survey it will be convenient to treat first those metaphors which
involve men sailing women (or other men: sections 259-73), then those
which involve women sailing men (sections 274-78).

259. (E 1091), to ply two sculls at once (with the
phallic oar), is used of a young man who must service two hags simul-
taneously; the metaphor seems to be an Aristophanic invention.

260. Similar is , to drive a ship, as at E 37 ff.,

[My husband, dear girl—for I'm married to a Salaminian—sailed me
all night long in the bedclothes.]

Compare P1 Com 3.4 on Aphrodite and Dionysus,
she's driven by secret oar-thrusts; he's doing

the thrusting.50 The image is obviously from sexual movements conceived
as rowing motions. E 109, where the women proclaim that they neither run
nor row ships , may contain another such double entendre.

261. , on the other hand, is probably not nautical, although
Taillardat (chap. 2, n. 107, above), p. 101, lists it as equivalent to

Its use at P 711 and E 1082 betrays no specific nautical coloration, nor
does it at Theocr. 5.116, where only the idea of penetration is prominent.
In fact, it is driving and pushing down which lies behind the metaphor
(cf. Fr 205, the pushing of a spatula into a jar). The double entendre

at A 995 (section 75, above) is agricultural and based on the
notion of driving down into, , an obscene metaphor at Anti-
phanes 300, probably derives from metallurgy (see LS s.v. III).

262. , to serve as a marine or embark on a ship (Hdt. 7.96,
Th. 3.95), is used in a pederastic joke at R 48, where Dionysus says that he
was "in service with Cleisthenes" 51

1205 f.). With compare R 95. plays on the meaning "fill up (sexual-
ly)" (LS s.v. III.2, at Xenarch. 1.10, at Pherecr. 145.28). For

see section 55, above. For compare Eq 756 and schol., Eur.
Med. 278.For cf. LS s.v. 1.6 and section 104, above, section 342, below.

50. For . AP 6.300.1, and compare at AP 5.54.4, 204.2, and
in Hsch.

51. See the schol. and compare and (sections 226 f., above),
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263. appears in the abusive chorus on Callias in R 430; he is
said to have This is the reading of the
MSS, translated by van Daele, "Callias . . . s'est mis une vulve en guise
de peau de lion pour livrer un combat naval." But better sense and more
humor can be achieved by reading with Bothe and Radermacher.52

would then mean as an image like and
53 although more fantastic, with its suggestion of mighty vessels

circling and colliding. The lionskin further suggests the traditional role of
Heracles, trivialized by contrast with the sexual "combats" the debauched
Callias wages.54 at L 675 is probably another double
entendre.

264. The image appears in slightly tamer form in , a whore's
customer at Anaxil. 22.19. Cf. , referring to the famous amateur
erotologist Cydias (Pl. Charm. 155d), at Eub. 67.11.

265. We may compare the hetaera-name Nausimache (T 804 and
schol.), who battered Charminus the sea-fighter (Th. 8.42).

266. in Fr 544.2 makes the same joke, in what is probably a
pederastic context:

The corrupt state of these lines makes it
difficult to tell exactly what the "argonaut" is doing or having done to
him; presumably he is the active partner, sailing the ship's "stern"

"Who is this pale sailor, hard by your loins, reclining against your
stern?" The clearly anal nature of the act described would seem to rule
out a heterosexual context.55 There is a pun on , white/pale: paleness
is a notorious characteristic of homosexuals (see section 465, below).56

267. Artemisia is a sea-fighter at L 675 and T 1200, where Euripides
playfully calls himself Artemisia as a joke on the archer.

268. The female triremes who talk together at Eq 1300 ff. use suggestive
sexual imagery to express their fear that Hyperbolus will soon, 'board"
them, an act of sexual aggression often associated in this play with Cleon.57

269. , passenger (on a sexual voyage), at E 1087

(Arist. HA 539*26, 547a20, Luc. Asin. 27, Horap. 1.46, 2.78)7 (Od,
11.131; of animals, Theoc. 25.128).

52. See L. Radermacher in SB (Vienna) 198 (1923): 205, n. 4 and Taillardat (chap 4,
n. 107, above), p. 102.

53. See section 48, above.
54. Compare Nicostratus as described by D. S. 16.44.
55. Kock's incorrect belief that Triballus is actually Alcibiades led him to suppose that

the pale sailor rides the courtesan, Theodote (Athen. 12. 534D, 535C).
56. Compare Martial's similar pun on kpfos (lazy): non nautas puto vos, sed Argonau-

tas (3.67.10).
57. See the extended comparison of a hetaera to a ship in AP 9.416.
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, by tugging your passengers about, you would
grind them up thoroughly, derives its obscene meaning from its context in
a passage made up primarily of nautical puns on the sex act: for see
n. 25, above; for see sections 322 f., below.

270. , to sail, usually = and thus is used of the male sailing
the female: P 341, L 411, 675, E 1087 (see section 269, above), 1106

(Fr 142), however, seems to be used of the bride's
imminent sailing of the bridegroom (see section 274, below).

271. , to swim along with, refers to coital motion and ap-
pears to be an Aristophanic invention: the cry of a handsome young man
doomed to suffer while servicing ugly women (E 1104),

appears in a passage whose dominant sexual imagery is
nautical.

272. to stand as gigantically erect as three ships'
beaks (or a three-beaked ship), is primarily a nautical metaphor at Av
1256 (section 48, above), but as the schol. indicates in the gloss

there is also a strong feeling of "ramming [it] in."
273. to smear underneath with pitch (P1 1093; see section

183, above), is a metaphor from shipbuilding; the prefix gives this term its
particularly obscene tone. The reference is to the female secreta.58 Cf. E
1109, Cratin. 189

274. The schema in which the woman bestrides the man as if riding or
sailing him forms the basis for many jokes in comedy. The great popularity
of this humor may derive from the adventuresome and somewhat naughty
character which this mode of sexual congress seems to have possessed. It
seems to be associated only with shameless housewives and professional
sex partners (whether prostitutes or figures of sexual fun like Theoria in
Peace; for a possible exception, see section 270, above). We note the angry
reaction the servant in Wasps gets when he asks a prostitute to perform this
act (500 f£), and its attribution to Phaedra, the very type of the devergon-
dee.59

275. The most popular image in this kind of joke is that of the a
small, fast yacht run by a single bank of oars,60 or a fast riding-horse (LS
s.v. I). The image is particularly clear in the passage where Lysistrata
complains that no women from the seaboard or from Salamis have come
to her meeting, and Cleonice replies, -

58. For , meaning to smear gummy substances on the body, see Theopomp.
Hist. 195, Luc. Demon. 50. at E 1109 and Cratin. 189 is used without specific
nautical coloration.

59. T 153; cf. T 497, 547, R 1043.
60. Hdt. 8.94, Th. 4.9.8.
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"I know that these women came early, mounted
on their yachts" (59 f). The obscenity here is emphasized by the use for the
normal of , to mount or bestride with the legs
apart.61 References to Salamis often appear in the context of mulier
superior (the woman on top): Av 1204, L 411, E 38 (a wife complains that
her Salaminian husband sails her all night).62

276. References to horsemanship frequently merge with the
image: at P 900 the sex act takes the metaphor of the :63

. Compare the lust-god at P1
Com 174.18.

277. Horse references by themselves invariably indicate this mode: as the
men's chorus remarks at L 676 f.,

but if they turn to
horsemanship, I'll enlist the Knights: for a woman is a very horsey
creature and knows well how to mount.64 Note the white
horse, (phallus) at L 191 f.,65 the libertine Smoeus' at E 846
(with schol.), the "tyranny of Hippias," which the prostitute at V 502
accuses her client of trying to establish (this joke reappears at L 619),
Pherecrates' (131.4), Eupolis' (268), and the
visitor to a whorehouse who is called an horseman (Anaxil. 22.10).
The same joke lies behind the redetide Namen Hippe (Athen. 13.583AB),
Hippobinus (R 429),66 Hippocleides (Fr 703), and Hippopornos.6? The
pathic sons of Teisamenus and Phaenippus at A 603 are called -

those who engage in shameless mounting and riding.
278. At L 139, looks like a

61. Cf. Eq 77, Xen. Eq. 7.5. Apart from the position implied, may here be a double
entendre for the phallus itself: cf. Hsch. s.v. = For meaning cunt see
section 186, above.

62. Intercourse at night was the usual reference in comedy: N 1069, P 966, L 409, T
204, E 1047, PI 998, 1031, 1201, Frs 13, 202, Xenarch. Com. 4.17. But frequently we hear
of intercourse at noon (V 500, P 290, L 418) and in the morning (A 256, V 1055, L 17,
60, 966, 1089, E 20, 312, 469 ff.).

63. Cf. Hdt. 7.86, PI. Lys. 205.
64. Compare Macho at Athen. 13.58ID, to be ridden

by her five times.
65. Cf. Herod, 7.113, Luc. Scyth. 2, Arist. HA 6.18, Ael NA 4.11, and (Fr

544.2: seen. 61, above).
66. The scholiast maintains that here means "large" or "excessive" and that the

name is equivalent to and .
67. For this schema elsewhere see Anacreon 88D3, Macho at Athen. 13.577D, AP 5.55,

202, 203. In Latin cf. Hor. Sat. 2.7.49, Ov. AAm. 3.777 ff., Mart. 11.104.13 f. For nature
see Housman (n. 12, above), pp. 411 f., and compare (section 271, above).
See also the double entendre at L 773.
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proverbial expression (cf. 1. 138) given an obscene twist. On the first level
the reference is to Poseidon and Tyro, who exposed her children by that
union in a skiff (Apollod. 1.9.8); obscenely it means, we are good for
nothing but childbearing and TO .

Agricultural Terminology

279. Sexual metaphors from agriculture are extremely common in
Greek in both comic and serious writing; in chapter 1 we discussed the
fine but firm line that separates the obscene from the noble in this class.
The reader may wish to examine the brief list compiled by Taillardat
(chap. 4, n. 107, above), p. 101 nn. 1-2, of some of the most common
serious agricultural metaphors, for comparison with the comic ones in this
category.68

280. to thresh, is usually taken to mean "smite" or "thrash" at
R 149, where among the sinners swimming in the infernal dung-river is a
man who But a reference to the sin of mother-beating
would virtually duplicate the sin of father-beating mentioned in the same
line. In this enumeration of six heinous offenses we might expect more
variation. It is therefore probable that here might mean
although that usage is not attested elsewhere. We note that Aeschylus later
in the play (1. 1194) specifically condemns incest with one's mother.

283. to break up clods before the sowing,69 appears in Fr 57
Dem., , he broke up my clods well. The same
metaphor is found in an epigram from Tyrrheum dedicated to Pan.70

284. at L 1173, , I'm all
prepared to strip down and do the ploughing, is given its sexual meaning
by the surrounding geographical double entendres; it is also intended to
set up the pederastic pun on (bugger), which follows in the
next line and satirizes the comic predilections of the Spartans.

285. appears in a choral fantasy of rape in the fields
(A 275) and surely means "de-pit,"71 hence deflower. The scholiast's
alternative gloss, ("pressurer le raison pour en faire du
marc"),72 seems implausible.

286. Compare (Fr 610), which has the same image: Kock

68. The reader is referred to the sections on agricultural terminology in chap. 4.
69. Schol. P566, 1148.
70. 2 App. 47. See now Men. Dysc. 541f.
71. grape-stone (of unripe grapes), refers to virginity (and youthfulness), as

in PLond. ined. 1821.
72. Sec Taillardat (n. 52, above), p. 100.
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translates, "nondum maturae puellae vim paras."73

287. to gather fruit and crops, appears of Trygaeus and Opora,
fittingly enough, in the hymenaeal song at P 1339; a
marvelous example of the thematic and symbolic use of obscene double
entendre.

288. to peel off rind or husk, means to cause the foreskin to recede
after inciting erection. Thus an aroused woman at L 736 mentions that
her mallow-stalk (section 39, above) lies at home "unscutched"
that is, she wishes to go home and entice her husband into sexual congress
by arousing him.

289. Compare the similar verb to flay or skin, used obscenely
at L 739 and 953, where Kinesias complains "My wife enticed me and
aroused me and departed leaving me erect " The verb

at V 450 (see the imitation by Theocr. 5.116 f.) has the same meaning
with reference to homosexual rape:74

[And don't you remember when I caught you stealing grapes and led
you over to the olive tree where I flayed you right manfully, so that you
were truly enviable? But of course you weren't at all charming about
it!]

( is a further pun:see section 251,above.) For simplex see
L 158, Fr 320.5, Timocl. 2. 1 Dem. (?).

290. There is reason to suppose that this enticed erection and peeling
back the foreskin, when accomplished by prostitutes or flute-girls, is done
preparatory to fellatio. at Eup. 427 is glossed by Photius as meaning

(cf. Eup. 255), and at Alex. 49.3 clearly means "get the
penis ready for fellatio" :75

73. Compare Hor. C. 2.5.10, appositely cited by Kock. For meaning cunt, see
section 123, above.

74. See Willems (chap. 4, n. 8, above), 1: 90.
75. See at N 451 (fellator: cf. Amm. Marc. 15.5.4). The image is of

eating dessert, the last course at a banquet (Nicostr. 8, 17). Compare at V
1318 (scurriliter suppalpare diviti cuique, Blaydes); see lungius (chap. 4, n. 34. above),
pp. 208 f.

76. See section 102 and compare section 182, above.
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[Get hold of these dainties, girls—you know how you must do it—and
feast away, drink off to us, peel us back, eat your treat!]

The Lat. glubere (= seems to imply the same act: in Catullus 58.4,
Lesbia would clearly be doing some specific sexual act in the alleyways, not
merely "fleecing" her customers or fiddling with their prepuces; that she
is in fact performing fellatio is argued cogently by F. Lenz.77 Compare also
Aus. Epigr. 71.7 deglubit fellat molitur per utramque cavernam: the sequence
here is the same as in the passage from Alexis. See further section 385,
below.

291. Someone who is in the state of erection publicly is considered in-
decent : at Mnesim. 4.18, implies an obscene dance in which
masturbation (note middle voice) is featured.78 As Athenaeus remarks,79

the Athenians used for wanton and vulgar sexual
pleasures.

292. Words for "digging" are a popular source of double entendres.80

seems to have been much used in this sense: at P 372
is a pun on the proper sense,"dig up"; the opposite,

to dig into the earth, is used autobiographically by the ravished Lady
Music at Pherecr. 145.19. At P 898 is actually a wrestling meta-
phor meaning to "gouge" a tender area;81 it is used again in a pederastic
joke at Av 442 and at N 714, where refers to Corinthian bed-
bugs digging a trench in Strepsiades' (see LSJ s.v. I . I) :
in the Phrontisterion even the bedbugs are shameless.

293. to stir up or poke,82 appears at P 440,
having a party-girl and poking her hot coals.

At A 1014 TO adds an additional obscene touch by the use
of the prefix; the word is found nowhere else.

294. at E 611 is surely an Aristophanic invention made up
of and to poke/hoe the cunt.

295. in addition to its usual meanings, seems also to have
meant "dig open" or "pick open" in a sexual, though not specifically
agricultural, sense.83 At L 720 Lysistrata remarks of a would-be escapee
from her ranks, "I

77. In "Catulliana," RCCM 5 (1963): 62 ff.
78. Compare in Archil. 39, S. Fr. 423, Hsch.
79. 15.663B. Cf. also Eust. 1752.2.
80. Compare Latin fodere (Mart. 7.102, Priap. 53), effodere (Arn. 4.131).
81. Antiph. 119, Philostr. VA 8.25.
82. See Frisk (n. 1, above), s.v.
83. Compare . . . at V 350 (with no sexual meaning).
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caught the first woman digging at a/her hole." The schol. rightly glosses,
as does Hsch. s.v. The basic

notion lies in the root *leg- with its sense of selection or discrimination;
English "pick" still has something of the ambiguity of and the Lat.
lego. Wilamowitz, Lysistrate, ad loc., objects to all this: "es ist 'auseinander-
lesen'; sie erweitert also das Loch, indem sie die Steinbrocken herausliest,
die es verstopfen." But by ignoring Hesychius' for the alternative
gloss he serves only to leach all the humor from the joke (and
there must be a joke here) without offering either a reasonable defense of
his explanation or an alternative source of humor.

Metaphors from Sport

296. Wrestling and fighting imagery naturally suits itself to descriptions
of sexual congress; there is a rich literature of such erotic combats in the
classical authors, especially the Greeks, since the Romans preferred the
battlefield to the palaestra as a source of comparisons. Thus we find sexual
imagery from single combat everywhere in the pages of the Greek epi-
grammatists, elegiac poets, novelists, and erotic epistolographers. For one
good example, compare Lucius and Palaestra in Luc. Asin. 11 ff. with the
same scene as described by Apuleius, Met. 2.16ff., where the wrestling
metaphors of the Greek have been changed to those of the battlefield.84

297. Nevertheless, Aristophanes hardly ever uses this kind of metaphor.
In fact, there is only one instance of an erotic image from the palaestra
(E 965 f.), unless we admit P 899 as a borderline case. All of Aristophanes'
other sport-images are contained in Trygaeus' speech at P 894 ff., a wild
melange of metaphors behind which it is impossible to discern the actual
act of love. Aristophanes was hardly interested in depicting the kind of
amatory cliches so popular in later poetry and erotic prose. As in this
speech from Peace (894 ff.) he strove in his obscenity for full-blooded and
extravagant humor, not suggestive appeals to sexual fantasy:

84. See further K. Preston, Studies in the Diction of the Sermo Amatorius in Roman Comedy
(University of Chicago Libraries, 1916), pp. 51 ff.
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[Then tomorrow you can all straightaway celebrate a very pretty
athletic contest, now that you have her: wrestle her on the ground, get
on all fours, throw her down on the flank, push her to her knees, bent over, then,
oiled up for the pancration, strike at her manfully and dig her with fist
and—cock\ On the third day, you shall have a horse-race, and horse will
ride side-by-side with horse, and the chariots, all overturned in a heap, will
mingle together puffing and panting. Others will lie down, their foreskins
pulled back: the drivers, having/aZ/en about the turning-posts.'}

Hitting and Piercing

Many comic metaphors for sexual congress are quite violent and draw
on language usually reserved for physical assault and abuse. In this respect
Greek sexual slang is similar to English slang, which boasts such popular
terms for intercourse as bang, poke, and screw.

298. (AlOQ7) is used in the meaning "to pierce on a spit";
the prefix adds a further obscene feeling, "upwards."

299. to fix on a spit, appears to mean penetrate sexually at
E 843 (q-v-)

300. For see section 41, above.
301. Verbs in — are favorites of Aristophanes. to

thrust something upon someone or affix (to), appears in the sense of
"rape" at V 768 f. and Av 1215 ff. Compare at
Pherecr. 145.14 (the whirling top/shaft = "musical term" = phallus);
for the pun cf. PI Com 254. which can mean "ejaculate" in
technical prose,86 is used by Aristophanes to mean "strike downwards on
a supine woman": (P 896). At A 275
seems to mean "throw the girl to the ground preparatory to rape." At A
994 to assault violently, is used of the predicted gang-rape of
Diallage.87

85. For the precise meaning of the various obscene words and phrases (underlined) in
this passage, the reader may consult the index verborum.

86. Men. Georg. 37, Epicur. Nat. 908, Sor. 1.33.
87. See section 48, above, and compare the nickname of Pythodelus (an & ), 6

(Axionic. 1); means phallus at Hdt. 6.69.
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302. For see section 61, above.
303. to push hard/thrust against, occurs, in the active, of men

(E 616, Fr 74, 695; the latter is quoted above, section 241) and, in the
passive, of women (T 488). There is an obscene pun on this term at T 204,
(hapax legomenon], a surprise for nightly.

304. For see section 359, below.
305. bang or beat: when the young man at E 989 announces

that he must knock ( ) at the young girl's door, the old hag replies,
"You mean, when you've knocked

at my door first," punning on = cunt. The same joke with reference
to pederasty is made by Blepyrus at E 316 f, when he personifies his con-
stipated feces as an who "bangs at my doorway"

Similarly, the speaker discussed by the two effeminate boys at Eq
1379 is "striking," that is, a buggerer. At E 257
means modes of sexual congress. in its obscene sense was apparently
common elsewhere in comedy.88

306. Aristophanes uses in compounds for additional comic effect:
at E 1017 f. means "bang in advance," a pseudo-technical
obscenity designed to fit the peculiar sexual regulations put into effect by
the women. The name of the fabled robber, Procrustes, who stretched

cf. D.S. 59.57) his victims on a bed, puns on the obscene
meaning in the joke made by the desperate young man at E 1021: he is
about to suffer, at the hands of the three hags, a "procrustean" torture in
both senses of the word. usually "interrupt," is made to mean
"bang below" at E 618.

307. to stir up/churn, appears in the description of cunnilingus at
Eq 1286 (see section 164, above).

308. smite, appears at A 835, P 874, 898.
309. strike, seems to indicate "hitting the mark" or, to use

a current expression, "scoring" sexually at CA 798
310. to toss something about, is undoubtedly an ad hoc pun

at L 26 ff.: the double sense is given it, with help from the dirty-minded
-figure, Cleonice, by the context of sleepless nights with much

tossing about in bed over a (q.v.).
311. is an ad hoc pun at N 53-55, at the end of the rustic Strep-

siades' agonized speech about the sexual differences between his city-
bred and sophisticated wife and himself:

88. Eup. 184, AP 5.99, 242, AB 101.26. Compare at Eur. Cyc. 180 and the
inscription from Amorgos (IG 12[7].414) '
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(see p. 73) is a term from weaving which properly means to strike
the woof with a a broad wooden blade; its figurative meaning is to
squander money, as at D. 19.43. Here Strepsiades' pun means (1) "hold-
ing up my shirt, I took occasion to reprimand my wife on her spendthrift
ways," and (2) "Holding up my nightshirt as a defense, I said, woman,
you hit too hard [in coitus] or, you are squandering my reserve of sexual
energy."89

312. For see section 62, above.
313. pound or crush, appears to have been common in com-

edy.90 We find it in the passive voice at T 492, in the crude and offensive
speech of the Relation on the vices of women, to refer to women who are
habitually "pounded over" by slaves and mule-drivers. All the other oc-
currences are from Ecclesiazusae and appear to have an equally coarse tone:
at 908, 942, and 1016 the word appears in curses made by the old hag in
reviling her younger rival. At 939 is used to contrast the
ugly job of making love to an old woman with the pleasure of doing so with
a young girl, expressed by the gentle phrase, (938).
The sentiment expressed at E 112 f., where is used in a pe-
derastic sense, is one with which the Sausage-Seller of Knights would
have agreed: note

for they say that those young men who are
most frequently banged turn out to be the cleverest speakers.

314. certainly seems to have had a similar double sense (strike/
rape) at L 162, where Lysistrata addresses the women on how to handle
their husbands during the sex-strike: AX

[Cl: And if they sock it to us? Ly: Then we must submit
in the way least pleasing to them]. Probably we should consider PI 1015 a
similar joke: the old lady complains that whenever her jealous boyfriend
saw someone looking at her in public,

"I was banged for that the whole day through." At any rate,
such comic coinages as (CA 1081), (D. Chrys.
33.60), and (Alciphr. 3.64)
attest to the popular slang meaning of this term.

89. Dover, Clouds, ad loc., misses the joke by assuming that in line 53 must be
the obscenity if any obscenity is present. He is correct in taking as a "lead" for the
joke in 55.

90. Cf. Hsch. s.v., Apollod. Car. 5.13, Luc. Catapl. 12, CA 1352 ( =
).

91. See Hsch. s.v. .
92. Phld. Rh. 2.281S, Ph. 2.228, Luc. DMort. 10.11.
93. Timocl. 22.2, Men 879, Sam. 133.
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315. For (Eq 1391), a play on the
(personified by courtesans), see sections 49 and 55, above. The

word puns on and 94

316. Compare (1) to attack with infantry and (2) to
thrust down upon with the (phallus: see section 65, above). This
double entendre is used at A 160 of the lecherous Odomantian army,
which is about to attack/ravish the "Boeotian Plain" (see section 136,
above).95

Miscellaneous

317. refers to a common mode of sexual intercourse that
seems to be almost de rigueur for women in lovemaking: L 229, part of the
women's oath of abstention, includes the promise that one must never
stretch the sandals toward the roof. Compare the joke at E 265, where a
woman says . "We women must re-
member that when one votes in Council one holds up the hand, not the
legs." used of men indicates the male's readying the female for
penetration: cf. Av 1254, , and L 797/799,96

— . P 889 f. is similar,97 '
.

Cf also A 274, E 261. For other comic uses of the theme of raised legs, see
Eup. 47, 50, 77.4.98

317a. A variant on this theme is the joke of Eup. 161.3, who speaks of
, girls with twining legs, playing on the Homeric phrase.

See Suda. s.v. (see
also Hsch. s.v.).

318. at Av 208 means "rouse (the cunt) sexually" (see section
190, above).

319. , is equivalent to English "feel up"; that is, to make sexual
advances preparatory to intercourse.99 This meaning is standard in

94. Not on , as is maintained by LSJ: this word is never found with an ob-
scene meaning.

95. For see Hsch., Suda, Xen. An. 1.10.12; for see section 136, above.
96. here is a surprise for some word meaning . Blaydes, ad loc., thinks

is used obscenely, citing T 509, but no case can be made for that interpretation.
The old men are in an assaultive, not an amorous mood.

97. In the last line there is a play on the celebration of the Anarrhysis (the second day
of Apaturia) and , used of genital secreta.

98. Note also the . . . (brothel) at Thphr. Ch. 28.3, and the Latin
phrase pedem tollere (Cic Alt. 2.1.5, Mart. 10.81.4).

99. EM200.37
,

was used of palpating the breasts or grabbing at them, also of taking hold
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comedy: Cratin. 302, CA 766; cf. Hp. Epid. 5.1, S. Fr. 484. LSjf's defini-
tion, which follows the schol. at Av 530, "to feel hens to see if they are
fat," is a misunderstanding. Peisetaerus is cataloguing the sins of mortals
who abuse birds; among these examples of mistreatment are men who
"feel up" birds when they sell them. Here Peisetaerus makes use of a word
usually reserved for sexual encounters in order to arouse pathos in his
bird audience. The point is that men degrade birds and defile them; the
image is of sexual violation. The Spartan uses , to grope/long
for, at L 1164 to emphasize the double entendre .

320. , feed on, is used at Av 1099 in conjunction with several
agricultural puns on the female organs to mean "enjoy sexually." For a
possible early parallel, cf. Anacreon 60.6 ff. and 78.5 Gentili (with Gen-
tili's notes and discussion on pp. 182 ff.).

321. (hapax) is used at E 634 in the crude sense "go seconds
with" a girl. The metaphor is from wine-processing: is the poorer
wine (Ev. Jo. 2.10) produced by a second pressing (Poll. 6.17). Compare
Chremylus' advice to the young man who has discarded his old lover (P1
1084 f.):

, "Since you saw fit to drink the wine in its prime, you must
now drink its dregs also."

322. , grate, is used of the notorious Ariphrades in a double
entendre referring to cunnilingus in Fr 63, and in Pherecr. 145.20 of
Timotheus' rape of Lady Music.100

323. (see section 269, above), of the hags at E
1087, seems to mean "to wear out sexual passengers by their insatiable
appetites" (for this sense of the verb, see e.g. PL R. 406a).

324. appears in its proper sense of "deflower" a maiden at
T 480.101

325. In addition, there are several double entendres based on ,
girl: , sweep out, obscenely at P 59, T 760, Alex. 98.3 (

, to be exhausted by wenching); , to clear of bugs ( ),
appears in an amusing conceit in Fr 266, , ,
( , "Why, wicked man, do you de-bug/deflower me like
an old mattress?" The same verb in Eup. 233.4

of women's secret places and so arousing desire. Compare Harpocr. s.v. and schol. Av
530.

100. The word is specifically condemned in Et. Cud. 330.52. Compare the related terms
(Theoc. 4.58, Bust. 1885. 22) and (Herod. 2.20). Compare also Latin

permolere (Hor. Sat. 1.2.35).
101. See Ephor. 164, Sor. 1.8, Luc. DMerelr. 11.2, Tax. 25, Artem. 2.65, Ael. AH 11.16.

Compare (Sor. 1.25) and (Sor. 1.33, schol Il. 18.493).
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appears to be merely a play on . That puns on might also have
been used to denote homosexual penetration appears at Anacreon 3.1
f. Gentili: , "thrice deflowered Smerdias!"

326. , to spread (out), has a double meaning in the in-
terchange at L 729 ff. between Lysistrata and a would-be deserter, whose
excuse is that she must return home to "spread out her fleece on the
bed.""2

327. is literally "self-pollution" as used by the slaves at
R 753, who mean "ejaculate happily" (schol.

.
328. , rub or chafe (compare , section 340, below ), is used

to mean chafe sexually in a series of double entendres at V 1289, where
Cleon seems not only to be giving Aristophanes a hard time but buggering
him as well.103 We may compare cunt-chafer, used by Bdely-
cleon at V 1364 to insult his amorous old father, and 104

329. , bend or twist (in lovemaking), of forceful rape in Pherecr.
145.15, 28. Compare , any twisting or turning, used of a mode of
sexual congress at P 904 (cf. Lat. metae) and Pherecr. 145.9 (musical
"turns").

330. is synonymous in comedy with fornication because
of the reputation of Corinth for wantonness and luxuriousness :105 the
saying attributed to Aristophanes (Fr 902),

, not every man gets to sail to Corinth, may allude to the
"sailing" mode of intercourse as well as to Corinthian luxury.

331. (cod. ) at Fr 241; Phot, (- - ?) =
. Etymology unknown.

332. , sully/defile, was common with an abstract sexual mean-
ing;106 in Aristophanes it has a more literal and concrete meaning,
"make filthy." At P1 310 . . . ) is used of Lais'
physical and moral effect on Philonides' men, and at Eq 1286

means "to besmirch with secreta" in cunnilingus. Compare in
this same passage , to injure/degrade (his tongue).

333. means at CA 1096.

102. For the image see N 343 .
103. On the violent erotic language of this passage, see M. van der Valk in KOMO-

IDOTRAGEMATA. Studies in Honor of W.J, W. Koster (Amsterdam, 1967), pp. 128 f.
104. Phryn. 389, Thorn. Mag. p. 291R. Compare and at Hdn.

1.246.26.
105. Steph. Byz. glosses, . Compare P1 149

, Crat 273.4 (a substitution for Euripides' ,
according to Hsch. See T 404).

106. Theoc. 5.87, Isoc. 5.81, Apoc. 14.4.
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334. , to press, is used to mean "penetrate sexually" (in a rough
fashion). Thus at L 417 (see section 146, above) the word is used of the
effects of a large phallus on a tender cunt, and at Eq 259 of pederastic
rape, (see section 36, above). For at Eub.
75.11, see section 16, above.

335. For and to fill up (sexually), used of the male
in coitus, see n. 49, above.

336. to urinate upon, is used at R 95 to describe the im-
potence and sterility of poets who are unable to produce healthy offspring
(good tragedies) in their relations with Lady Tragedy; these are the op-
posite of the whom Dionysus is seeking.107

337. The related terms
(CA 1145) indicate illicit nocturnal intercourse with either sex.

The etymology is uncertain but probably derives from a word implying
movement: Phot. s.v. glosses , s.v.
glosses "a dance." Perhaps the name of the fish (Alexandr. 27)
is related.

338. , to turn about (in coitus) occurs at L 839, Pherecr. 145.15,
Amphis 20.4 ( ). See Hsch. s.v. ,
, and compare at Poll. 4.101 (cf. Athen. 14.
629C), Hsch. s.v. , AB 1.429.29, and POxy. 8.39 (Cercidas),
where is spoken of as . Cf. (a
musical strophe and a mode of intercourse) at Pherecr. 145.9. For -

and , see section 364, below. This double sense of
appears earlier, in lyric poetry, at Anacreon 78.4 Gentili, where

the poet equates horsemanship metaphorically with sexual intercourse.
Anacreon's poem deserves comparison with P 894 ff. (above, p. 168).

339. , wound/penetrate sexually (Hsch. s.v.
iamb, adesp. 53 W; A. Fr. 44), appears in a series of pederastic riddles
about the anus in Eub. 107.4, 8. In the passage, refers to the pathic,

to the active pederast.
340. , to rub/chafe (an organ in preparation for sexual inter-

course), appears in simplex and with a variety of prefixes. Simplex: V
739, 1344, P 12 (supply = anus), Eub. 108.3. With -: A 1149,
E 904. With = L 943 ( ). With -: R 1070 (peder
astic). With -: Eub. 96.2. With -: P 369 (see van Daele, ad loc;
Willems [n. 74, above], chap. 2, p. 28 n. 2; section 210, above), L 876,
952, 1090.108

107. For the sexual meaning of see J. D. Denniston, "Technical Terms In
Aristophanes," CQ.21 (1927): 113.

108. Triballus, the type of the barbarian lecher, may be related to this meaning of
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341. , to feel below (L 84), is simply ampli
fied by an obscenifying prefix. There is no specific justification for Tail-
lardat's judgment (n. 52, above), p. 105, that this is an "image unique,
mais qu'on ne peut guere croire inventee par Aristophane: elle a un air
proverbial." Compare L 275.

341a. Compare Anaxil. 44 ( ; CA 1182 , to feel
the breasts covertly (see sections 201 f., above). Lat. palpari might be
etymologically connected.

342. , to loosen up by introducing the penis, is used punningly
at L 419 and Epicr. 10.5. at T 263 is a pederastic reference to
Agathon's , used of the defiled Lady Music at
Pherecr. 145.5, is a sexual pun on the meaning "unstrung," used of musi-
cal instruments. , slacken, in the preceding line, contributes to the
obscene double entendre (see LSJ s.v. II.7).

343. , rub or scratch, seems to indicate self-induced erection
preparatory to sexual congress: P1 Com 59 ,
being smooth (effeminate) he scratched his cock; cf. Phryn. PS p. 12B

to scratch the penis: that is, to rub it or chafe it as for sexual intercourse.
Cf. at CA 982.

Burning

Words for burning, used to describe the effects of erotic passion and to
indicate sexual intercourse, are common in all languages.

344. at P 1136 means "bake my penis in coitus." See sec-
tion 42, above.

345. , to burn up, may be a double entendre at L 269 refer-
ring to rape: note the special object of the Male Chorus' attention, the
notorious wife of Lycon (line 270).

346. at P 1137 means "to roast my phallus in coitus." See
section 44, above.

347. , to be inflamed by passion, at L 221.
348. - , along with the whole area of sacrificial language and customs,

forms the basis for numerous obscene jokes in comedy. This verb appears
at A 792 (a for Aphrodite), Av 565 ( for the phal-eris bird),
568 (a to the ballsy bird), L 191 f. (a "white horse" to
swear by: see section 84, above), Eub. 130 ( , as if to

: see J. G. Griffith, " : A Postscript," HSCP 74 (1970): 44; J.
E. Sandys and F. A. Paley, Select Private Speeches of Demosthenes (Cambridge, 1896), 2: 242.
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pederasts). The tour de force of all extant sacrifice humor is the long
parody from Phaon by Plato Comicus (174).

349. Iris, prim object of Peisetaerus' sexual aggressiveness, uses
in its usual meaning, to burn to ashes, at Av 1242 to try to intimi-

date her antagonist. But Peisetaerus turns the word back on Iris by using it
in an unusual erotic meaning (11. 1260 f.),

, "Why don't you fly off somewhere
and burn up one of the young men?"

350. , to cover with hot pitch: see section 183, above.
351. , to heat up and thus excite, was a very popular term in

serious literature for sexual incendiarism.109 In Aristophanes see A 1105,
L 839. But at A 1102, used by Dicaeopolis of his penis (he pro-
mises to "bake" it in the servant-boy), has an obscene tone, like
at P 891 (see section 163, above). The image in these two places is of the
cunt or anus as an oven in which to bake the penis in coitus. It is worth
noting that the heat of the phallus, too, was said to be desirable: in
CA 5.16 Dem., a woman remarks that dildoes lack the heat (

) of a real penis.
352. , bake (the phallus in coitus): see section 177, above.
353. , to assail with burning missiles, is used humorously of the

effects on men of a hetaera at Anaxil. 22.9 (cf. Men. Man. 195).
354. , to fan into flame, is used with (q-v-) at E 842.

, Pherecr. 4 Dem. (cf. Hsch. s.v.
) .

355. , smear underneath with hot pitch: see section 177,
above.

356. , to be roasted, is used with (q.v.) at E 844.
357. , to smelt metal, is used humorously of the Relation's

phallus at T 59 ff.: he threatens to "smelt" to in the anuses of
Agathon and his servant.

358. These two terms refer to two popular modes of sexual intercourse;
they are personified in tandem by a pair of made-up coital gods,
and , at P1 Com 174.17.

359. refers to a position in which the woman bends backwards
and thrusts her hips forward.110 As a sexual term this word always includes
rapid pelvic motions, whether as part of a seductive dance or actually in

109. Sop. 6.9, Theoc. 7.55, 23.34, Call. Efrigr. 43.5, AP 12.92.7.
110. Cf. Hp. Art. 46, 48, Fract. 16, Arist. IA 707" 18.
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coitus. Thus Fr 140, , strain your body back-
wards and move your rear end like a wagtail ( ), refers to an erotic
dance; we may compare Mnesim. 4.55, ( = ) and
Procopius' description of the Empress Theodora (Arc. 9),

) , she stood there bent backwards and
poking her hindquarters out. In coitus the term indicates bodies writhing
and moving against one another, as in the phrase at E 10,

.
360. The wagtail of Fr 140 appears often in descriptions of women's

pelvic motions in coitus. This was a bird that twitched its tailfeathers so
seductively that it earned the nickname (Phot.). The gyrations
of the Lydian girl in Autocrates' Tympanistae are illustrative (1.7 ff.),

[She moves her buttocks up and down, jumping around like a wagtail
bird.]

A woman in Fr 29 seems to be using all her technique to arouse an old
man's passion,111

, wiggle your ass like a wagtail against the old man. Compare
Theocr. 5.117 (and schol.), :
here a boy is bent forward, holding onto a tree, and moving his hips
rapidly back against his lover. A homosexual play on this use of
appears in the pun at Eq 640 f., where the debauched Sausage-Seller
bangs open the (gate) of the Council Chamber with his
(for , meaning quick movements, cf. Hp. Art. 71).

361. The boy in the Theocritus passage above is engaged in the mode of
congress opposite , namely , to bend forward for penetra-
tion (whether vaginal or anal) from behind. The adulterous housewife of
T 488 f. is penetrated by her lover in exactly the same manner,

, "Then, holding onto
a laurel tree as I bent over, I was banged beside Apollo's sidewalk pillar."
There is also a double meaning at L 161, where Lysistrata advises her
confederates, if their husbands try to force them, "to hold onto the door-
posts." This reference, like the women's oath at L 231,112

111. Codd. : I read with Taillardat (n. 52, above), pp. 106 f., who
argues cogently for the change.

112. See Taillardat (n. 52, above), p. 107.
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, "I will not assume the position of a lioness on a
cheese-grater," is designed as a joke on the shamelessness of Athenian
housewives. In actuality , like the other special modes of inter-
course we have discussed, may have been a

to quote the scholiast at L 231. Its frequent appearance on vases
really does not tell us whether or not the average Athenian couple had
much use for it. Other references to this mode appear in contexts of rape,

, bending me over and twisting
me around, he ruined me, Perecr. 145.15, or violent sexual domination,
like Theoria's by the Council in Peace: 896, , 896 b,

.
362. Compare Cratin. 301, where young girls are likened to three-

legged tables loaded with food, and the euphemisms at Anaxil. 22.25 f. for
positions in which a woman is penetrated while on all fours:

, let me have a young girl, he says, a four-legger, or a hammock,
or a sedan chair, and then a three-legger, and then, he says, a two-legger!
(with the last position compare the joke at Eq 1384 ff., quoted in section
363, below).

363. is the natural position of the homosexual pathic;
were apparently called (Hsch.). Thus Cleon's threat at Eq 365
is intended, as the scholiast remarks, as a contemptuous reference to the
Sausage-Seller's admitted profligacy:

, "I'll drag you out, bent double, by your ass." Socrates' pathic
disciples are (N 191, cf. T 236), and Cleisthenes
at R 425, that is (1) bent over, he smote himself from
grief and (2) he was buggered as he bent over. At Eq 1384 ff., where Demus
is urged to enjoy himself with a young boy, we must understand :

, "and if you want, make a folding
chair of him." The scholiast rightly explains, '

. The joke plays upon , to squat,
used of horses crouching to let their rider mount (LSJ s.v. II). See preced-
ing section.

364. at Eq 263 is a metaphor from wrestling but has a
secondary meaning in the context, namely Cleon turning his victims
around and twisting them into positions for enforced buggery. Compare
the threats of the Relation against Agathon and his servant at T 59 ff. See
section 338, above.

364a. is used as a sort of refrain in Eup. 7 Dem. (from Demes]
and has been interpreted as a reference to homosexual assault, a meaning
that can be made to fit the three situations in which the word appears.
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Other scholars argue for a meaning closer to "torture" or "torment." For
the obscene interpretation, see A. Mayer, BPhW 32 (1912): 830 ff., P.
Maas, ibid., pp. 861 ff., C. Jensen, Hermes 51 (1916): 321 ff., W. Schmid,
Philol. 93 (1939): 414, J. Demianczuk, p. 44; against: A. Korte, Ber. Sachs.
Akad. 71 (1919): 6, pp. 25 ff., E. Wiist, Philol. 91 (1936): 114 f., J. M.
Edmonds, Mnem. Ser. 3, 8 (1940): 1 ff., K. Plepelits, Die Fragmente der
Demen des Eupolis (Diss. Vienna 46: Verlag Notring, Vienna, 1970), pp. 35
ff. I do not think our present evidence sufficient to decide the matter but
note the following: the unquestionably obscene meanings of and

(especially in section 364, above); the presence in priapic
contexts of homosexual rape as a punishment (H. Herter, RVV23 [1932]:
209 f, APlan. 261, Catullus 16); the possible obscene meaning

at Eup. 276.3; the prefix , used also in, for example, ,
, .

365. , in the sense of bent upwards or concave (cf. Plu. 2.139B),
probably indicates . Thus in Fr 74
translate, "drive at her uphill" (a reference based on the contours of the
acropolis); note the double entendres in and (q.v.). The
same double meaning on this feature of the acropolis appears at L 288 of
the men's assault on the barricaded women; their storming of the ac-
ropolis is often compared metaphorically to sexual intercourse in this play.
At Philipp. Com. 1 means
bending over and thrusting out the rear end naked; thus
Thryallis, at Alciphr. 1.39, shows off her

she hiked up her shift and wig-
gling her loins a little. . . .

Kissing

366. Kissing merits a place in a discussion of obscene language because
in Attic Comedy kissing often has a definitely obscene tone. The various
types of kisses are treated as an aspect of sexual congress which can be
made as titillating and comical as modes of intercourse.

367. and are the standard terms for erotic kissing in Greek,
and they appear frequently in Aristophanes. : P 709, Av 141
(homosexual), L 797, 923, R 543, 755; A 1200 ff., Eq 946, V 608,
Av 671, 674, L 840, 871, 890, 923, 1036, T 1190, 1191, E 181, 647, 650,
910. Although the substantive < appears in Aeschylus (Fr. 135),
Sophocles (Fr. 537), Euripides,113 and elsewhere in comedy, 114 Aristoph-

113. IA 679, 1238, Suppl. 1154, Andr. 416.
114. PI Com. 46.5, Nicophon 8.
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anes does not use it at all, preferring to specify certain kinds of kisses
appropriate for prostitutes and other figures of lasciviousness, and thus
more likely to raise a laugh than any ordinary kiss. For the cheering and
comical effects of a whore's expert kissing-technique, see the description
at Ephipp. 6, where open-mouthed kisses are compared to the gaping of
young sparrows, and the dramatization of Elaphium's expertise with the
archer at T 1190 ff.

368. TO is the kiss "with inside lip,"115 literally "spread
out," at A 1201. We hear of biting connected with this mode at A 1209.116

369. :6v is the tongue-kiss, named after the
door-bolt (schol. A 1201): A 1201. Compare at T 132. This
method of kissing is called at N 51 (Strepsiades' over-
sophisticated wife) and T 131 (as being especially stimulating, as at T
1192). The passage at V 607 ff., in which Philocleon's daughter kisses her
father this way in order to capture with her tongue the three-obol piece he
carries in his mouth, is meant to be warm and humorous, not disgusting,
as some commentators have found it.

370. At Telecl. 13 this kiss is called after ,
door-hinge, perhaps (like ) referring to the open mouth (cf.
Hsch. s.v.).

371. The image of intertwining tongues probably lies behind Fr 30
Dem.,117 now I
kissed her there, and it was like weaving a wicker basket.

372. , the plucking kiss (Telecl. 13), is clearly a variety of tongue-
kissing.

373. (Hsch.) probably refers to tongue-kissing, but may also
involve puckering the lips.118

374. (Bust. 1880.61) is a little boy's or girl's kiss, that is,
without the tongue.

375. (Hsch.), the limping kiss (?), is obscure.
376. (Telecl. 12) describes the "mouth-to-mouth" kiss.
377. (Eunic. 1) describes a kiss in which the ears are grasped like

jug-handles (cf. LSJ s.v. II).
378. The kisses at Ephipp. 6 are like fledgling sparrows being fed.
379. can mean "tongue-kiss into silence" as well as

merely tongue-lash. This vulgar and violent image is twice used of Cleon:
A 380 (note the surrounding sexual imagery), Eq 352.

115. Shakespeare, WT 1.2.286.
116. For which see Luc. Luc. 32.
117. See schol., Taillardat (n. 52, above), pp. 104 f.
118. Hsch. glosses
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Fellatio

Fellatio was a favorite subject of the iambic poets and the Sicilian
comic school, from what we can tell from fragmentary evidence, both as a
way to insult a male enemy and to describe the skills of flute-girls or
hetaerae. It continued to be both an erotic and a scurrilous topos through
out classical literature, particularly in epigram and iambic poetry.119 The
situation in comedy is similar.

380. Whereas , to bend (down) over, appears to have
been the standard term for fellatio in earlier poetry, there is only one
instance of this usage in comedy, the pun at L 17, where a woman reports
on the duties of housewives: 57 ,

means both "busy herself" and "go down on [the phallus]," a
joke on wifely lechery. As we saw earlier (section 361, above), this term is
used in comedy rather of a certain mode of sexual intercourse.

381. is virtually the vox propria for fellatio in the
comic poets. Like Englishmen and Americans, who attribute shameless
lovemaking techniques to the gay French, the Attic poets seem to have
attributed the invention and practice of fellatio to the luxurious Lesbians:
cf. Theopomp. 35,

[Not to mention that old technique, much repeated by mouth, which
they say the Lesbians invented.]

Compare the schol. at V 1346, Pherecr. 149, Strattis 40.2, 41. In Aristo-
phanes is used thrice: (1) of Philocleon's flute-girl (V
1346), whom he rescues about to
suck off the banqueters;120 (2) of Euripides' Muse, who Dionysus main-
tains in a damning double entendre, ( R 1308): that is,
she never sang in Lesbian modes like those of Terpander imitated by
Aeschylus, and she never performed fellatio; and (3) at E 920, where the
young girl insults the hag, ,
"As I see it, you put the L in Lesbianism." Here is probably

119. See the numerous citations collected by Grassmann (chap. 1, n. 70, above), pp. 3
ff., 14 ff., 18 f., 25 f.

120. The performance of fellatio upon the guests was perhaps one of the "duties" of
flute-girls and other female objects of amusement who were present at banquets: P 853
ff., V 1346, Alexis 49, Nicophon 17.
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onomatopoetic, delivered by the actor, we may be sure, in a salacious and
exaggerated manner.121 Fellatio was a favorite insult in the rich ancient
literature of vetula-Skoptik.lzz

382. , later a common term for fellatio,123 appears of Theoria at
P 853 ff.124

[Tr: Up there with the gods she's always been accustomed to lick
ambrosia.

SI: Well, she'll have to get used to licking here, too!]

is deliberately used by Trygaeus for , to set up the servant's
coarse joke.125

383. References to the mouth often imply fellatio: thus Kinesias is told
of his wife (L 855), "your wife always has
you on her lips," and the young man at E 1107, referring to his impending
sexual bout with the three hags, wishes to be buried

, at the very mouth of entry, implying again the sexual stock-
in-trade of old ladies. Strattis' I'll do you by mouth
(40.2) is more explicit; cf. schol. V 1346.

383a. Compare the terms 126 and (cf. CA 32
Dem.).

384. For ( ) , suck-tail (-phallus), see the references at CA
1352.

385. to pipe a tune, appears to be an obscene pun on fellatio
at Nicophon 17, an exhortation to a flute-girl:

, "blow us a winnowing-song." here plays upon
in the meaning "hull"127 or "pound in a mortar" ;128 cf. ,

peeled barley, and , one who hulls.129 Thus the image is similar to

121. The reading , proposed by T. L. Agar in CQ. 13 (1919): 19, is rightly dis-
missed by Coulon (chap. 4, n. 24, above), p. 28. See Phot., Frisk (n. 1, above), s.v. .

122. See Grassmann (chap. 1, n. 70, above), pp. 18 ff., Hor. Ep. 8, 12.
123. Brecht (chap. 1, n. 62, above), p. 54; compare at Eust. 518.52,

Latin lingere (Mart. 12.55.13).
124. The image suggests the gods at their banquet (see n. 120, above).
125. For see n. 75, above.
126. Hsch. s.v. .
127. Pherecr. 183; cf. Fr 339.
128. D.L. 9.59, Luc. Herm. 79.
129. For used to refer to bodily parts, see LSJ s.v. 2, 3, 4; means the

penis at Ptol. Tetr. 187, schol. Opp. H. 1.582, Anon. In Ptol Tetr. 157.
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that of (sections 288, 290, above). Another reading might be to
interpret as a play on , to spit out, with reference to ejacu-
lation,130 although this is less likely.

386. There are few references to men as fellators. The speaker at Strattis
40 certainly is, as is the of Alexis 242, whose kiss would be offensive
to his lover. In Aristophanes the well-known example is Aristyllus, who
(predictably) also has a kiss people avoid (E 647). At PI 314 he is

as the scholiast remarks,
387. At both places there is a strange reference: at E 648 it is said that

one who should kiss Aristyllus would smell of mint ( ) , and at
P1 313 there is a reference to excrement ( ). Both of these are
usually interpreted simply as references to dung, the first by pun ( /

) and the second directly. But since it is the oral-genital and not the
anal side of Aristyllus with which we are dealing, we may suspect a phallic
pun. P. Kretschmer in 1923 tried to establish a connection between ,
menta and mentula,151 and concluded that must have been a Deckname
for the phallus in Greek, although he could find no direct evidence that
this was so. In these two jokes on Aristyllus the fellator, we may have just
such evidence in puns.

388. One further joke is R 423 f., where it is said that Cleisthenes
, which

means (1) beats his jaws in grief and (2) fellates. The joke can only
have this reference.

389. See also sections 246 and 290, above.

Cunnilingus

389. Ariphrades, a devotee of this kind of lovemaking, is the object of
three savage descriptions unmatched anywhere else in the remains of
comedy for coarseness and scabrous detail. As far as Aristophanes was con-
cerned, Ariphrades was not only , not only , but the
inventor of a new kind of , namely TO (Eq 1281 ff.),
which is described in lines 1284ff.132 This claim that Ariphrades "in
vented" cunnilingus reappears at V 1280 ff., and his practice thereof is
further elaborated at P 883 ff., E 129, and at Fr 63. Ariphrades' "in-
vention" is the subject of long and provocative discussion in an article by
E. Degani.133

130. Cf. (secreta muliebria) at Eq 1285, in a description of cunnilingus.
131. "Mythische Namen," Giotto. 12 (1923): 105 ff.
132. With in line 1286 compare at Hippon. 124.
133. See further E. Degani, "Arifrade 1'anassagoreo," Maia 12 (1960): 190 ff.
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390. , tongue-case, is a playful term for the cunt: Eub.
142, Lysipp. 5, Timocl. 2.134

391. , lick, was apparently a standard term:135 Eq 1285, Fr 409
( ), Eup. 52.2 ( ), schol. P 883 ( ).136

392. Culinary terminology understandably furnishes cunnilingus humor.
In Aristophanes all such references but one come from Peace: like the
second speaker at Eup. 52, Smoeus' dish-licking at E 847 is a double
entendre for cunnilingus, . Compare
Trygaeus' exhortation to the Council at P 716 f.,

how much juice
you will slurp down during those three days, how many boiled sausages and
cutlets and Ariphrades' potential behavior at line 885:

, falling upon her he'll lick up her juice. A subtler
reference is the "bottom-grass posset" ( ) which Hermes
prescribes for Trygaeus (712) as a cure for too much Opora (fruit/sex).137

393. There may be a pun involving cunnilingus in ,
in the scurrilous chorus of PI 295, where the scholiast notes the habit goats
have of licking their genitals: these "goats" are, of course, symbolic of
contemporary debauchees ( ).

394. Two further jokes on cunnilingus and "breakfast" (see preceding
section) are Cantharus 8, where a man declares that he will breakfast "in
the Isthmus" (see section 143, above), and E 470, where Chremes advises
Blepyrus to comply with his wife's orders in order to "make love and eat
breakfast all at once" ( ), an obvious double
entendre.

395. Other ancient terminology that might be comic includes
and (Hsch.); ; (Hsch.) ;138 and (Eub. 142).139

134. Cf. schol. P 883; see also A. Lobeck, Phrynichi Eclogue (Leipzig, 1820), pp. 99 f.
135. Cf. Latin lingere (Mart. 7.67.17), ligurire (Suet. Tib. 45).
136. Cf. also Teucer ap. Cat. Cod. Astr. 8(4). 196.
137. The surface meaning is as medicine for colic resulting from the over-

consumption of fruit. Here Opora symbolizes (as often) both the fertility of the earth and
the ideal sex partner: Trygaeus is both her lover and her harvester. See H. Frankel,
Wege und Formenfruhgriechischen Denkens (Munich, 1955), pp. 45 ff.

138. For this habit of dogs see Suda s.v. .
139. Gal. 12.249, Luc. Pseudol. 28, Hsch. s.v. EM 235.46, schol. P 883.
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Xezein

396.

This "perfectly hilarious" vignette, from Eubulus' Cercopes (53.4 ff.), of
a man hard-pressed, oozing (see section 400, below), and biting his lips
as he looks for a place to relieve himself, contains most of the limited comic
possibilities inherent in defecation as a dramatic device. We are simply
invited by the poet to laugh at someone revealed in his embarrassing
dependence upon the most ignoble of bodily needs. No spectator can feel
anything but merry superiority to the plight of such a character, whose
rising desperation serves merely to degrade him further and thus increase
our amusement. In a sense, defecatory jokes and routines are the purest
kind of obscene comedy, in that a normally hidden aspect of a comic
figure's life can be observed and enjoyed publicly without distraction from
its lowliness. Defecation is indeed one aspect of our lives that must always
be hidden (unlike sex), and must always be thought inappropriate in any
social context whatever (see the discussion of the psychological dynamics
of the excremental processes above, pp. 52 ff.). Sexual jokes can rarely
be reduced to such a low level because sex is so important and so complex
a part of our lives; defecation is a remarkably uncomplex process. Its only
comic potential (aside from the fact that merely to mention defecation
constitutes an automatic exposure and raises a laugh) may be said to
involve the tension of pain or discomfort, followed by an ignominious relief
of that tension. Someone who comes upon the stage for the purpose of
dramatizing defecation must necessarily be in pain or in fear of pain, at
least until relief is achieved. The fact that the pain is intense but perfectly

187
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harmless adds to the basic humor of exposure. The worst possible outcome
for a comic figure in this situation is that he will soil himself or someone
else.

397. It is not surprising, then, that defecation in Old Comedy appears
only as a kind of low farce with little flexibility. That it was extremely
popular is indicated by passages like that of Eubulus quoted in the pre-
vious section, and by the prologue of Frogs, where Xanthias tries to initiate
some jokes on (1. 1), that is, defecation humor "at which the
audience will always laugh" (1. 2). Although Dionysus (speaking for the
poet) expresses revulsion at such cheap comedy, Xanthias manages to
develop a climax-joke involving the various stages of crepitation: ,
I'm hard-pressed (1. 3), , I'm squeezed (1. 5), , you're
about to shit (1. 8), , I'll fart out (1. 10). Xanthias informs
us that such poets as Phrynichus, Lycis, and Ameipsias regularly employed
this kind of humor. But Aristophanes declares his contempt. As early as
the parabasis of Clouds, Aristophanes had proclaimed himself superior to
these lowly devices and to the poets who used them, and, in truth, although
we find in his plays many incidental references to the humor of defecation
farce, there are only a small number of scenes of any length that exploit
it dramatically, and when these occur it is invariably for thematic purposes
(outlined in chap. 3) which transcend the merely farcical: these are the
prologue of Peace, certain sections of Frogs, and Blepyrus' extended de-
fecation scene in Ecclesiazusae.

398. We shall describe the uses of defecation comedy under several major
headings. It is interesting to note that the characters involved in these con-
texts or the persons referred to therein are invariably lowly (rustic and/or
vulgar) or in some way worthy of harsh insult (comical foreigners or the
victims of personal attack). Scatological humor in comedy is much more
restricted to certain lowly types of character than sexual humor, which
often appears in noble roles—for example, in the glorification of the
countryside or the praises of peace. Scatological humor, on the other hand,
remains quite ignoble.

399. Urgency. As in the Eubulus passage (section 396, above), is
the standard term; itself is an "altererbtes volkstiimliches Wort"
(Frisk, s.v.) found almost exclusively in Old Comedy. This word is explicit-
ly condemned, along with its attendant contortions, by Aristophanes (R 8).
Its two other appearances, outside the Blepyrus-scene (E 313, 345, 368),
are (1) at Av 790 ff.: anyone who should be caught at the theater
could, if he had wings, fly out, relieve himself, and return easily. Other
reasons given for this kind of avian escape are eating and adulterous
fornication—a nice trio of basic bodily drives; (2) at N 1386 ff.: the crude
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Strepsiades complains of having been locked indoors and thus forced to
soil himself out of desperation.

400. Soiling oneself or one's clothes is, of course, closely connected to the
motif of urgency: Av 790 ff., N 1386ff. , to sweat/to ooze excre-
ment, in the Birds passage is not unique in this meaning:1 cf. R 237
("sudat prae labore et ita cacaturit," [He sweats from strain and is there-
fore about to shit] Blaydes, ad loc.), Eub. 53.5 The comical picture of a
hard-pressed character frantically looking for his shoes may have been
popular in comedy, to judge from Eq 888 f. and E 344 f. A certain Patro-
cleides (Av 790) seems to have been known as , the shitter, on
account of his soiled clothing (see the schol., Poll. 5.91). Philocleon's aged
incontinence leads to similar difficulties at V 1127ff.: old people are
especially prone to this kind of embarrassment (see section 420, below).

401. Constipation is closely related to the motif of urgency. In Aristo-
phanes it occurs only in the Blepyrus scene of Ecclesiazusae. Interesting are
two sexual jokes connected with constipation: at E 355 we hear that an

, prickly-pear, is blocking Blepyrus' (excrement: P 137 ff., 163,
723 f.); this sets up a joke on buggery involving an
(punning on the deme Acherdous). At E 369 f., Blepyrus' call to Eileithyia
to act as a midwife perhaps serves to emphasize the sudden exchange of
sexual roles by man and wife. It is also in this most scatological of Aristo-
phanic comedies that we hear of one Antisthenes, who seems to have
suffered comic ridicule on account of his chronic constipation: E 367 f.,
806 ff.

402. Fear often produces soiling. In Aristophanes see A 350 f., 581, Eq
900 f., 1056 f., V 627, N 295, P 241,2 1175, Av 65 ff., 1169, E 1061 f. The
effects of the terrors of the underworld on Dionysus bring on the most
extended exploitation of this kind of humor: R 308, 479, where the terrified
Dionysus' confession, , "I've shat; call the god,"
parodies the sacral formula, , It [the libation] is
poured; call the god (see the schol.). Jokes on Dionysus' plight continue
throughout the scene (479-502). We may compare the terror of Peisetaerus
and Euelpides at their first sight of the hoopoe's servant at Av 65 ff.

403. Color jokes, usually involving the word (E 329, 1061 f., Eq
900 f.), refer to the tawniness of soiled clothing. There are many witty
variations on this theme. Kinesias' at R 153 is at once a martial
dance and a defecatory one (compare the frightened messenger at Av 1169

1. As is maintained, most recently, by J. Taillardat, Les Images d'Aristophane (Paris,
1962), p. 168.

2. Polemos is , rightly glossed by the scholiast as meaning and
.
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. One of Cleon's schemes is called by Demus a
(Eq 900), a reference to Cleon's ruddy complexion as well

as to the scheme's fecal nature. The hapax at R 308 does not
mean "blush scarlet for another" (as in LS ) but "soil oneself a little in
fear of another." The (P 1177) flees from fear and is
therefore tawny; compare the pun a line earlier on to describe
the color of the dye. The threat at T 570, to make a woman excrete the
sesame-cake she had eaten, plays on the tawny color of sesame: compare
the parallel joke at Eup. 163.3, , shit sesame-cakes, and
see Athen. 14.646F, Plaut. Curc. 294 f. , gold, can also be used in
this meaning: the Persian king who took eight months to defecate spent
that time a reference to the fabled golden mountains
of Persia and to excrement itself (A 81 f). Similarly, Dionysus, in bowel
difficulties, calls upon the "golden gods" (R 483), a play upon ritual
language.3

404. Heavy burdens or exertions activate the bowels and cause soiling: thus
the Sausage-Seller nearly soils himself under the weight of his oracles (Eq
998) and Dionysus' rowing causes oozing defecation (R 237 f.) as well as
a long series of noisy explosions.

405. Striking someone often produces defecation, and one who threatens
bodily harm will often mention this reaction to strengthen his threat: thus
the fearful slave at Eq 69 f. and the terror of the young men at E 1060 ff.,
and the threats made by Philocleon (V 941), Cleonice (L 440), the Re
lation (T 570), the hypothetical father-beater (E 640). At Av 68 '

, the name by which Peisetaerus introduces himself to the hoopoe's
servant, puns on with reference to cowardice.

406. References simply to befouling someone are uniformly vulgar, re-
flecting the low characters of the befouler and the befouled. The buffoonish
Strepsiades much appreciates the story of the that defecated on
Socrates as he stood gazing at the heavens, lost in thought (N 171 ff.).
Strepsiades himself is involved in self-defilement at N 411, in his story
about the burst bladder: compare the similar mishap of Dicaeopolis with
the at A 350 f. The defiling of public monuments appears several
times: sometimes it is a bird that defiles (Av 1054, 1117), sometimes
human beings like Philocleon, who habitually defiles the statue of Lycus
(V 394), or the throngs who use the temple of Zeus the Savior as an
outhouse (P1 1184). The most notorious offender of this type was the
dithyrambist, Kinesias, most blasphemous of men (Athen. 12. 55IF), de-

3. See the discussion of gold in myth and cult by H. Lorimer in Greek Poetry and Life:
Essays Presented to Gilbert Murray (Oxford, 1936), pp. 14 ff. Freudian connections between
gold and the excremental processes are irrelevant, I think, to the joke here.
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filer of all monuments, particularly the small ones dedicated to Hecate
that stood outside homes (schol. R 153, 366). Apparently Kinesias' habit
was a popular source of humor in later Aristophanic comedy: R 153, 366,
E 329 f. For the clever excremental parody of certain Homeric battle-
scenes at A 1168 ff., see E. Borthwick in Mnem. 20 (1967) 412 f. Further
references to the theme of befouling another person include R 1075, Fr
152.3, Alc. Com. 4.

407. A rather childlike fascination with excrement appears in several
jokes exaggerating the size of the feces. Blepyrus' production (E 351) is
compared to a long rope, and the number eight appears in similar exag-
gerations at Eq 70 ( ) and A 81 ff., where the wealthy
and debauched Persian king spends eight months defecating and another
whole month reclosing his anus.

408. Bed-pans and potties are favorite items in Old Comedy.4 The com-
mon term was , required at banquets or meetings whenever one could
not politely leave the premises: cf. Eup. 4 Dem., 351.5, Epicr. 5.4, Axionic.
7.1, GA 15.32 Dem., 375.2, Diph. 43.34 f. Note also the antics of the aged,
and therefore incontinent, Philocleon at V 807 ff., 858, 935, 940, 946.

409. Another such article was the (always plural), which seems
to have been the trivet for a chamber pot. We hear of it in Aristophanes
only in Fr 462, but often elsewhere: Cratin. 49, Pherecr. 88, Eup. 224, Pl
Com. 116.

410. From Eup. 46 ( = Poll. 10.45) we learn that and dc(
were euphemisms for , suggesting perhaps that that word, like

, had an impolite tone. The euphemism used by women was (
(Eup. 46). This distinction lies behind the recognition of the Relation as
an imposter by the assembled women: at T 633 the Relation, when asked
as a test what was done at the previous meeting, invents some plausible
answers, among them that the bibulous Xenylla asked for the ,
which is correct. But, ignorant of the euphemistic usage of that word, he
goes on to remark that she asked for the because there was no

, thus betraying himself as a man: only men have the . There is
also perhaps a practical difference between the two articles: the is
partly closed with an opening near the top for the penis; a woman would
very probably have had strategic difficulties in using such a vessel.

411. (E 371), a combination and , is an Aristo-
phanic invention designed to express Blepyrus' quintessentially degraded
situation. Trygaeus degrades the arms-merchant by turning his breastplate
into a bedpan (P 1228: cf. 11. 1235 ff.).

412. References to outhouses use the common terms (P 99, T
4. For technical details see the notes of van Leeuwen and Fritzsche at T 633.
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485, Eub. 53.2, 66.3, CA 868), (Strattis 43), or (P99, 158).
None of these seems to have possessed an improper tone. (E 1059,
Antiph. 40.5; cf. at Pl Com. 5) and (PI 815; for the pun
see Blaydes, ad loc.; Fr 353: cf. Poll. 5.91, Hsch.; ) in 7G2 4.15
probably means "relieve oneself"5) are of course more euphemistic. These
references occur in only two contexts: (1) the prologue of Peace, where it is
essential that all privies be closed, and (2) when a character is making a
polite excuse to leave, as at T 485, E 1059.

Scatophagy and Related Humor

413. Scatophagous humor in Aristophanes has two functions: to insult
(sections 414-17) and to refer to anal intercourse (sections 418-19).

414. Scatophagous insults are frequently hurled at Cleon: at P 48 he is
said to eat ,6 a play on anon; , the hides and leather of Cleon's
lowly trade, and , to excrete. In P 47 ff. Aristophanes implies that his
dung-beetle "represents" Cleon. At Eq 899 Cleon is said to be an

, a reference to pederasty (compare E 317). With Cleon as
, churner of filth, at Eq 309 and hurler of -

, filthy-minded threats, at P 753, compare Hipponax 135b ( -
, filth-hole) and Batr. 230 ( , lying in filth). Compare also

the "sea of " and the , eternal shit, which await evil
persons in the Aristophanic underworld (R 145 f), an idea Aristophanes
had used in Gerytades (150), where the poet's enemies had to swim in a
river of diarrhoea.7

415. The crude Carion, who found that the god Asclepius did not react
even to the particularly foul odor of his crepitations, calls him a -

: the scholiast's idea that this is a reference to an actual diagnostic
technique of ancient physicians (he mentions Hippocrates) does not seem
to be the appropriate explanation of the joke here: Carion's epithet is a
gratuitous insult intended to shock his lady companion, as it does (Pl 706).

416. The joke at E 595, in which Praxagora says to her husband,
, seems to refer to a fable or colloquial expression of

some kind, van Leeuwen, ad loc., suggests that it means "only when eating
dung may you interrupt me"; van Daele, ad loc., sees an allusion to death,
which seems less likely. Perhaps Ussher, ad loc., is correct in maintaining
that the expression is not abusive or threatening but "simply the statement

5. I am grateful to Professor Zeph Stewart for this reference.
6. Diarrhoeic excrement, according to Hp. Acut. 28.
7. For allusions outside comedy to the folk-myth of underworld excrement, cf. PI. Ph.

69e, Rep. 363d, 533d; D.L. 6.39.
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of a fact: 'you're very keen to anticipate,' she tells him, 'even if I eat dung
you'll be before me' (a case where few others would rush in)."

417. Scatophagous references to animal excrement are used to indicate
especially low behavior. At N 1431 f. Strepsiades turns the logic of his son
back on him by maintaining, in typically crude fashion, that if Pheidip-
pides follows the cocks in father-beating, why not also sleep on a perch and
munch dung? Pheidippides replies that not even Socrates would do that,
filthy as he is. The diet of the dung-beetle in Peace includes animal dung,
an item used by Aristophanes to designate buffoonishness and rusticity:
thus at A 1026 a farmer says that he was raised ev (a surprise
for . Similarly, Cleon is said to practice his trade among

at Eq 658. The Empusa who so terrifies Dionysus (R 295) is

life in the country. Dogs and pigs are scatophagous, according to the slave
at P 24, but not as dainty about their disgusting fare as the monstrous
dung-beetle. For a similar reference to goats, see Creobyl. 7.2. , ass-
droppings (P 4), are part of the beetle's fodder, too, since dung-beetles
were supposed to have sprung from ass dung.9 With thematic reference to
such filthy repasts in the prologue, the chorus at P 790 calls bad poets

, little balls of sheep/goat dung (schol., Hsch) . Com-
pare the insult in Eup. 16, - }, full of many shit-
balls. Eupolis elsewhere calls someone ' , fox-shit (284) .
Similarly, an old man in Menander is , mouse dung (430) .

418. There are many references to dung in contexts of buggery; the
word used is almost always a form of . (Eq 295) is a
threat by the Sausage-Seller to bugger Cleon; at V 1 184 ) means
"debauchee" as well as (van Daele). At P 9 ?
must have the same reference, considering the joke in lines 1 1 f . After the
apotheosis .of the dung-beetle, we hear (P 724) that he will eat "Gany-
medes' ambrosia," a reference to Olympian pederasty. The Spartan
ambassador who wants (L 1 1 74) contrasts his anal desires with
the vaginal predilections of the Athenian prytanis, who wants
(11 73) . Compare Pl Com. 222, . We might also cite
Juv. 9.43 ff., the most extended use of this motif:

an facile et pronum est agere intra viscera penem / legitimum atque illic
hesternae occurrere cenae ? / servus erit minus ille miser qui foderit
agrum / quam dominum.

vidanger

8.Compare thefemale sea-monsters who devour travelersat Lu2.46c
9.See Blaydes ad loc and line 82,whrwhere Trygaaeus calls his foulpegas

imagined by Xanthias to have one leg made of cow dung.8 Cratinus'
(39) is of unknown context but seems to be an example of
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The segmentation pun at P 42, ; ,10 may refer to Zeus as
pederast,11 although the insult need not have a specific sexual reference
(compare , CA 28).

419. Two scatophagous references to anal intercourse are heterosexual
(L 1174, discussed in the previous section, is actually a pederastic joke
despite its heterosexual reference): (1) at Pl 304 the debauched Philonides
and Lais are said to indulge in this kind of lovemaking: she persuades him

, to eat shit-cakes she'd
made for them; that is, for Philonides and his companions; for the image
see section 446, below. We may compare Antiph. 126, where Cyprian
Aphrodite's affection for pigs leads her to transfer their scatophagous
habits to bulls; the exact references in the joke are unclear. (2) The young
swain of the lecherous old lady of Pl 1024 is said to eat her , a pun
on (travel-money) and (excrement),12 a clear reference
to anal intercourse.

Urination

420. Urination is specifically mentioned only infrequently, usually with
reference to incontinent old men: thus the scurrilous remarks about the old
and bibulous Cratinus' , pillow (Eq 400) and "flow" ( Eq
526 with schol.), the problems of Philocleon (V 807 ff., 858, 935, 940, 946,
1127 f.), the chorus of old men in (402, 550), the Relation at T
611 f., and the of Eup. 45.

421. To urinate on someone was to defile him, of course: thus Carion's
friend fears that the newly dominant women will (E
832), that is, treat him like nothing. Similarly, the impotent poets of R 95
can merely defile Lady Tragedy ( ), they cannot through a
genuine union (cf. Eq 517) produce live offspring, as can the manly and
fertile poet ( ) sought by Dionysus. Purely farcical are Philocleon's
defiling of Lycus' statue (V 394); the jokes about giving the dung-beetle a
drink (P 49); the (presumed) banquet-scene in Aristophanes' Dramata
(269), in which someone, perhaps Heracles, cannot find his and must
use a pitched jar instead: compare the gods' behavior after too much wine
in Hermipp. 82.1 f.; and Strepsiades' childish and typically rustic notion
that rain is Zeus passing water through a sieve (N 373).

10. Zeus who walks on high/shit-walker; the sexual meaning of may also
be present.

11. Cf. ? at AP 12.33.2.
12. Cf. E 1059, Hp. Acut. 30, Arist. Mir. 830a22.
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422. Much of what was said of excremental humor also applies to the
humor of crepitation, which is extremely frequent in comedy. Indeed, the
noise and odor of gas being expelled from the bowels is considered to be
universally and unconditionally humorous, and can be found in virtually
all slapstick comedy. As L. Radermacher remarks, "Man muss sich
wundern, wie zahlreich die Moglichkeiten sind, die er [Aristophanes]
besitzt, um auch aus der Tcopdrj einen Schlager zu gestalten."13 Undoubted-
ly the breaking of wind could be counted on to raise a laugh when all else
failed. Unlike jokes about excrement, crepitation always has a gay, harm-
less tone, and sometimes even a neutral one. It never approaches the harsh
tone and base level of excremental humor despite its essentially low and
farcical dramatic dynamics.

423. Crepitation is used to designate rusticity and vulgarity. Strepsiades'
ridiculous comparison of his own noisy defecation to thunderclaps (N 293
ff., 389ff.) marks him as a rustic clown. Socrates, who characteristically
takes up the lowly comparison to illustrate a scientific principle, shares in the
comic degradation.14 The similarly rustic Silenus in Euripides' Cyclops
(327 f.) makes the same joke. Carion's windy behavior in the temple of As-
clepius is specifically condemned as and (Pl 697 ff.),as is
Xanthias' nauseating routine in the opening of Frogs. The man who breaks
wind (a. parody of omen-taking) at Eq 639 is , and
therefore ; (and debauched) ;15 compare the asinine Cephisodo-
rus at Timocl. 16.8 ' (see sections 425 and 429, below).
The Sausage-Seller's crepitation jokes at Eq 902 are called
by Cleon. Without doubt, the word (CA 82) was meant to
express similar disparagement.

424. Like defecation, crepitation can be used to designate fear. The vox
propria is , a word built on . There is a fine cres-
cendo at N 1133, where Strepsiades confesses,

c, "I tremble and shiver and fart out in fear!" Similarly, L 354

13. " ," RE 22.235. For full citations and discussion see E. Lenaiou (C. Chari-
tonides), 'AIIOPPHTA (Thessaloniki, 1935), pp. 204 ff. and R. Hosek, Lidooost a lidove
motivy u Aristofana (Prague, 1962), "Zu Aristophanes Plutos 176," SPFB 91 (1960) : 89 ff.

14. Dover's notion (Clouds, ad loc.) that / and ) ( ) may actually have
been pronounced similarly is hardly necessary to explain the humor here : breaking wind
loudly is amusing whatever the vocabulary used to describe it, and Strepsiades' etymo-
logizing becomes all the more humorous if the two words are not that similar.

15. See section 459, below, and compare the sneezes at Od. 17.451 and Xen. An. 3.2.9.
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and Pl 700 refer to characters who break wind in terror (cf. Pl 699
). with a direct object ("to break wind in fear of")

appears at Eq 224, L 354. itself is used absolutely at P 1077 and
Pl 693. never appears in a context of fear, except perhaps at
V 1177, where the reference is probably to an incident of unknown nature
from the Lamia of Crates (cf. Crates 18, E 78): see now M. G. Bonanno,
Studi su Cratete Comico (Padua 1972), 102 ff.

425. Crepitation by rich and overfed people can express arrogance: at Pl
176 the rich general Agyrrhius is said to break wind because he is con-
stantly overfed.16 So also Lamius (E 78), a joke which probably alludes to
the incident involving Lamia at V 1177 (see preceding section). For
Cephisodorus at Timocl. 16.8, where the comparison with asses is explicit,
see sections 423, 429.

426. The expression of glee or /riskiness is the point of Philocleon's be-
havior at V 1305, , he jumped and frisked and
farted (like an ass, 1306), and that of the joyful Coryphaeus at P 335.

"for I'm gleeful, I'm gay, I
fart and I laugh!"

427. Crepitation from contentment, laziness, or happiness is quite frequent:
thus Cleon lazes away at Eq 115, (there may also be
an allusion to overfedness as well: see section 425, above), as do Pheidip-
pides at N 9 (in contrast with his anxious father's insomnia) and Blepyrus
at E 464, but you'll stay at home,
farting away without a care. Dicaeopolis breaks wind from boredom (A
30) and later on makes a joke that has caused difficulties of interpreta-
tion:" A 254 ff.,

Blaydes, ad loc., understands a coital context: since brides are fearful, and
breaking wind can express fear, the joke must lie in a comical description
of defloration. But surely expresses general action and not a specific
incident. The most reasonable (and humorous) explanation is that of the
scholiast, who explains as a surprise; we may assume that the ex-
pected word was . Thus we may render "Blessed is the man who gets
you, daughter, and produces from that union some kittens just as good as
you are when it comes to ... farting in the morning" (that is, instead of

16. Blaydes, ad loc., thinks the reference is to the habits of well-fed asses. R. Hosek
(n.13, above) would place Pl 176 in our section 427.

17. See the acute but inadequate discussion of H. Erbse, "Zu Aristophanes," Eranos
52 (1954): 76 ff.
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making love in the morning, they will laze and snore). Perhaps was
suggested here for two additional reasons: (1) was a slang term for
girls (cf. V 1185) and (2) were animals notorious for laziness and
lasciviousness18 as well as for possessing particularly noxious crepitations
(Pl 693).

428. The latter passage from Plutus emphasizes the foul odor of crepita-
tion, an attribute of ventral wind which one supposes is always implicit in
comic references but which is very rarely explicitly stated: cf. also the

at CA 781.
429. One can express contempt by breaking wind in the direction of

someone else. The terms are and . There
seems to be no difference in nuance between the two. At V 618 Philocleon's
wine-flask ( ) makes a gurgling sound which Philocleon interprets as a
contemptuous crepitation ( ): note (617) and the pun
on , ass. Similarly, the mattock-maker at P 547 breaks wind at the
sword-maker, and Blepsidemus does likewise for Poverty at Pl 618; cf.
also Epicr. 11.28. All of the latter have -Sac.
appears in the same meaning at R 1074, Sosip. 1.12, Damox. 2.39.

430. Crepitation, with its attendant noisiness, was much used for the
purely farcical humor of describing the various stages of incipient defecation.
Thus, throughout Trygaeus' perilous flight heavenward, when it was
particularly hazardous to distract the beetle's attention from its flight up-
wards by emitting odors or excrement, Trygaeus has attacks of indigestion.
The language at P175, - "already a
certain wind is churning up around my navel," is echoed frequently else-
where in comedy: T 484 "A churning pos-
sesses my belly"; Pl 1131 , "A
certain distress seems to be churning at you in your innards"; Fr 462

; "What's churning my belly?"; Antiph. 177.3 f.,
"If my belly or my

navel starts to churn"; Damox. 2.25 ff. "churning
and windiness." All of this suggests that such descriptions were a standard
part of the comic poet's repertoire.

431. For emphasis on windiness and noise the following passages will be
instructive: Strepsiades' thunder-making at N 386 ff., which probably
included loud imitations of farts produced offstage (not by the actor him-
self: the mask would make that impossible); the stomach disorders of Eq
626 and 701; the babbling ass-hole, of Eq 1381 f. ;19 the

18. Semon. 7.53, Theoc. 15.28.
19. Cf. Cratin. 6.3, Eub. 107.1, O. Crusius, Die Mimiamben des Herondas^ (Leipzig, 1926)

at Herod. 2.44.



[There is a tongueless babbler, the same for men and women, steward of
its own kind of wind, hairy but sometimes smooth, speaking nonsense to
the sensible, frequently sliding from key to key. It is one thing and many,
and if you stab it it remains whole.]

432. An obscene mutation, also referring to noisiness, of such proverbial
expressions as , to speak to a deaf person (Greg. Gypr.
3.32), is CA 50 , to fart at a deaf person.

433. Garry Wills22 suggests ways in which could produce elaborate
sound effects to accompany crepitation in comedy. There can be no doubt
that such sound effects were employed. We have already cited the -

of A 863 ff., where such effects were produced onstage, and N 386 ff.)
where they were produced offstage. Cf. further the (cf. N 160 ff.)
whose sound is like crepitations and whose name derives from the same
onomatopoeia as the vessel of the same name: its gurgling sound resulted
from a narrow mouth called the For as a musical term, see
E. Borthwick in CQ_ 17 (1967) 154 and the riddle of Eubulus quoted in
section 431, above (1. 3). Wills plausibly suggests that the sound effects
accompanying Dionysus were produced by a (Thphr.
HP 4.11.3); compare the description of Pan in R 230, 6

, playing on the tuneful reed.
434. Strain and effort produce crepitation. Dionysus' rowing (an un-

20. See the schol., Starkie at 11. 863 and 866. Dicaeopolis dubs their song
(863), probably a witty turn on what seems to have been an insult directed at the

blear-eyed. Cf. E 255, Luc. Asin. ad Jin., and see P. Junghanns, Die Erzahlunstechnik von
Apuleius (Leipzig, 1932), p. 36, n. 1.

21. = a play on the frogs' vox of 1. 258. The most thorough and
persuasive account of the frogs in Frogs is G. Wills, "Why are the Frogs in the Frogs?"
Hermes 97 (1969) : 306 ff. For doubts, see the note by D. M. MacDowell in CR 22 (1972) :
3 ff.

22. Art. cit., p. 315.
23. Eub. 107.25, Herod. 2.44.
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jokes on the flatulent crackling of the flute-players at A 863 ff. ;20 and the
extended contest between the frogs' croaks arid Dionysus' antiphonal
crepitations in Frogs (237 £, 250 f., 255, 261 f., 264 ff.).21 Many of these
motifs are encapsulated in Eubulus' riddle (107), which is worth quoting
here:
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wonted strain on the fat and lazy god: cf. R 21 ff., 200, 740) brings on his
gastric troubles initially (221 f.) and leads to crepitation (237 f.) which
continues throughout the scene with rising speed, volume, and intensity.
Xanthias' efforts at the beginning of the play also lead to flatulence. The
short, fat man at R 1091 ff. breaks wind from the exertion of running; L.
Radermacher is correct in denying the blows he receives from the amused
spectators have anything to do with his flatulence.24 Strain and effort may
also be the comic basis for (CA 1078), a play on the wrestling
term .

The Hindquarters

435. (rectum or anus: s.v. II) appears in the invented name
, sheath-rump (pathic) at CA 1047.

436. edpa, seat, is a euphemism, and had a respectable tone in serious
literature.25 In Aristophanes (N 1507 and T 133) the word is given a wry
and buffoonish coloration.

437. , gate, seems to be a vulgar term for the anus and is always
used with reference to pederasty. At E 316 f.,

[This Coprean fellow keeps banging at my gate.]

the Coprean is a personification of the prickly pear blocking Blepyrus'
defecation; (see section 305, above) gives the personification a
homosexual meaning. Similarly, at E 361 an ' (the pear
again) (see section 41, above). Similar jokes on this
vox are Apollod. Com. 13.9 (all orators are pederasts) and Eur. Cyc. 502.

438. - fence, seems to be an invented double entendre at T 59
ff., where the Relation twists obscenely the paratragic terminology of
Agathon's servant:

24. "Volkstumliche Schwankmotive bei Aristophanes," WSt 35 (1913): 193 ff.;
Radermacher thinks that the man blows out the lamp as a prank, quoting the proverbial
saying, "Alles ist eine Wissenschaft, sagte der Teufel, und blies die Altarlichter mit dem
Hintern aus."

25. Hdt. 2.87, Hp. Aph. 5.22, Arist. HA 633"8, Simon. Eg. 9, Theoc. 24.111, Luc. VH
1.23, Thphr. Ch. 27.

LSF
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26. The scholiast's explanation is correct: . For
the image cf. Hp. Ep. 23, where means "mouth."

27. So Blaydes, ad loc., A. Willems, Aristophane (Paris-Brussels, 1919), 1 : 397, Taillardat
(n. 1, above), p. 70. Cf. Hsch. (from ), glossed as ,
a reference, one assumes from the prefix, to masturbation.

28. Hp. Epid. 5.7 (sg.) ; Mul. 2.131 (pl.); schol. Eq 422; Suda.

The lines mean, "I'll smelt this penis of mine in your back gate," i.e. bug-
ger you.26

439. At N 676 - ] is surely the round mortar (anus) into
which the pestle (penis) is inserted,
means "kneaded his dough in a round mortar," that is, buggered.27

Dover's objections (ad loc.) are not decisive against this natural inter-
pretation, and his solution—that the line refers to masturbation—is un-
satisfactory. His only argument is an appeal to stage action, which cannot
of course be documented. He cites "the two-handed grip favored by (e.g.)
the satyr on the London black-figure cup B 410 (JHS 85 [1965], pl. vi6)"
as the gesture behind our joke, but surely what we see on vases is highly
stylized and not in conformity with natural masturbatory gestures, which
are one-handed. Besides, the satyrs on vases are usually ostentatiously
readying themselves for intercourse and are not really masturbating. As
for Dover's notion that anal intercourse was "too much taken for granted
by the Greeks to be an object of riducule per se," it is hoped that the follow-
ing chapter will demonstrate the contrary. Aristophanes and the other
comic poets never miss an opportunity for just such ridicule; indeed, there
seems to have been no lack of opportunity.

440. For see section 143, above.
441. For , dried fig, see chap. 2, n. 137.
442. , the large intestine, refers to the rectum in the pederastic

puns on : and at Eq 263 and 455 f.; see chap. 3, n.
21.

443. For ?, gulf, see section 203, above.
444. , the perineum,28 almost always refers to anal intercourse:

thus the debauched young Sausage-Seller at Eq 424, 483 f.; the "argo-
naut" who "sails" the at Fr 544 (see section 266, above); Fr 482;
the description of buggery at Eup. 77.3 f. At Eub. 97, Eup. 156, and Crates
27, it seems merely to mean "hindquarters"; at Theopomp. 78, it is a
nickname for a hag.

444a. meaning "the buttocks" appears at Archipp. 41.
445. meaning "the male anus": see chap. 2, n. 123.
446. , kneaded dough, refers to the anus at P 11 f.:



[Bd. Isn't this thing back here an ass-hole?
Ph. No, that's simply the branch-hole of the torch sticking out.]

MacDowell, ad loc., gives only the literal meaning, "a branch of the
torch." Similar images involving appear in technical writers: "ear"
(Emp. 99) and "squinty eye" (Thphr. HP 1.8.4) are examples.

447a. The anus as a squinty eye is the image behind the joke at N 193,
6 , his ass-hole's peering at the sky!

448. , rump, appears at P 1239 and R 222. Both references are to
sore backsides, , tail-feathers or tail-end,29 appears in a quasi-
technical sense at N 162 (of an insect's tail) and V 1075 (of the wasps').

449. was the vox propria for the anus in comedy and has an ex-
clusively male (and therefore usually homosexual) reference (see sections
203 f., above). Its low tone assured that even in the absence of a joke its
mere mention could be counted on to raise a laugh: thus its purely gratui-
tous occurrences at Eq 381, 640, 721, N 164, V 431, 604, 1035, 1173, P
172, 758, 1237, T 248, and so forth.

450. ) (and ., buttocks, at Archipp. 41), on the other hand,
is not found very frequently in comedy at all, and certainly not nearly as
often as the ubiquitous Trpco/rro?. Unlike the latter, ] occurs outside
comedy regularly, often with no more vulgarity of tone than English
"rump."30 Also unlike , refers as often to women as to men,
and except for the stock term , only twice occurs with a homo-
sexual meaning: (1) Eq 1368 with deliberate salaciousness in the diminu-

29. Arist. HA 504" 32, 618" 33, al.
30. Thus compounds like (Arist. HA 540a14), (Hippiatr. 14),

(Str. 4.4.1, of boats), (Hdt. 2.76, Hp. Art. 57, 78), (Str.
14.1.20), (Hdt. 4.192), (of land, Eust. 310.2), - (Arist. PA 659a20),

(ibid.), (Hsch.), (Arist. HA 523b21),
(Hsch.), and so on.
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[Give me another turd-cake, and yet another—this one from a buggered
boy: the dung-beetle says he likes them well kneaded.]

The same image, with reference to a woman, is that of PI 305 (quoted in
section 419, above).

447. , a knot or eye from which a branch or twig springs (LSJ), is an
image used to describe the anus at V 1376 f., where Philocleon and his son
make anatomical jokes about the purloined flute-girl:
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tive , (2) R 1070, also in the context of wearing down the rump by
rowing. The verb (like at T 1 124) is used by the bar-
barian archer at T 1120 ff. to achieve some variation in his smutty lan-
guage; the meaning, of course, is "to bugger."31 Occasional comic com-
pounds involving are found outside Aristophanes with a homosex-
ual meaning.32

451. , gateway, at Anaxandr. 33.17 certainly has the double mean-
ing of anus :

[This art (e.g. the fisherman's) contributes to love's conquest with all
manner of boiled fish, leading our very bodies to the threshold of a
meal/the Best, and makes Nature take a free place at table.]

Here plays upon some proper name, perhaps (Jacobs,
cited by Kock); compare the similar joke on at D.L. 6.59
involving . For see section 27, above.

452. at Eq 54 f. seems to be a double entendre for the anus:

[And just the other day when (1) I was kneading my bread Laconian-
style in Pylos, (2) I was kneading my Laconian loaf in a gate . . .]

The is, of course, the slave's phallus (compare the action
at N 676). Contributing to the humor is a pun on . For

= cunt, see section 142, above.33

453. , bull, usually the phallus or the female member, can also
indicate the hindquarters: Eust. 259.3, 527.44, 906.60, 1871.43 = ,

31. See Theoc. 5.41, AP 9.317.
32. (Suda s.v. ), (Schol. Theocr. 5.112),

(Schol. Eq 1365), (Phryn. PS p. 86B, Poll. 2.184).
33. There is probably a further pun on . For the obscene meaning of the

latter word, cf. Athen. 15.695E:

[The whore and the bathman have one thing in common: they lave both the good man
and the bad in the same trough.]
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This usage is reflected in such comic terms for
aggressive (as opposed to pathic) homosexuals as

Eust. 1910.10; = , Hsch.) and (AP 12.
41.4 = aggressive homosexuals; cf. Eust. 259.4 al. = the hairy-rumped ;
Phryn. 173 Rutherford = ', Theopomp. Hist. 217
(a) = at N 346 and 350 also refers to aggressive homo-
sexuals.

454. , the perineum, appears in the ludicrous depilation of the
Relation at T 242,34 elsewhere with a pederastic meaning: -
(Telecl. 66), (Stratt. 74),35 not to mention Hipponax 114a,
Archilochus 283. That it could mean simply "anus" is clear from Hsch.,
Luc. Lex. 2, Ruf. Onom, 101.

454a. , neck, seems (although I find no other example) to indi-
cate the anus at R 19 f., where Xanthias is complaining that overexertion
is causing him to fart:

[O this wretched neck of mine, so hard-pressed and yet unable to say
anything laughable! (that is, fart: see lines 1—6).]

For ; used for various parts of the body, see LSF s.v. II.
455. Several proper names are used to indicate the anus: Aristodemus

(Fr 231, Cratin. 151) seems to have won this unflattering distinction on
account of his debauchery,36 as is likely also in the case of Execestus (CA
24), Theodorus (CA 310), and Timesianax (Hsch. s.v. ' ).
Batalos, accepted by Taillardat (n. 1, above), p. 70, into this category to
refer to a distinguished flautist of that name (schol. Aeschin. 1.126.2),
seems, rather, to be a word simply meaning "anus" (Harpocr. 44.9)
which was used as a scurrilous epithet of debauchees or stammerers (a
reference to crepitation) :37 ( meant to wiggle the hindquar-
ters,38 and ) "to mount."39

34. Not, with Coulon, ad loc., the : see E. Fraenkel, Beobachtungen zu Aristo-
phanes (Rome, 1962), pp. 116f.

35. Unless the figure in question is an old lady with a gaping podex [anus], along the
lines of Hor. Ep. 8.5. See Poll. 2.184, Hsch.

36. Schol. Luc. Alex. 4.
37. Demosthenes was apparently so smeared: Aeschin. 2.99, D. 18.180.
38. Hippiatr. 30 (of horses).
39. AP 317 (cj.), Theoc. 1.87.



7 Homosexuality

The aim of this chapter is to give an account of a complex cultural phe-
nomenon solely through the eyes of Attic comic poets; it is hoped that their
evidence and viewpoints concerning homosexuality will shed light on this
subject about which all too little has been written, and that the material
analyzed here will provide some clues for the unraveling of the knotty
problems facing researchers who deal with broader questions than can be
dealt with in this book.1

Homosexuality was a universally recognized sexual option throughout
the ancient world, particularly in Dorian areas, where it seems to have had
a religious, ethical, and legal sanction and to have been more a part of a
man's everyday public life than was the case in Athens. The evidence does
not enable us to determine whether or not homosexual behavior was act-
ually more frequent in Dorian areas than in Attica, but we may be sure
that in Athens it lacked the built-in nobility and social status it enjoyed
elsewhere, particularly by the middle of the fifth century.

The available evidence points to a certain Athenian nervousness regard-
ing all types of homosexual encounters. Solon's laws concerning homo-
sexuality, for which our chief source is Aeschines' speech Against Tim-
archus, attempted to regulate its practice and to protect Athenian citizens
from sexual abuses: slaves could not indulge in homosexuality willingly or

1. Those interested in a more general consideration of homosexuality in ancient Greece
may consult the following works: E. Bethe, "Die dorische Knabenliebe," RhM62 (1907):
438 ff.; G. Devereux, "Greek Pseudo-homosexuality and the Greek Miracle," Symb.
Oslo. 42 (1968): 69 ff.; K. J. Dover, "Classical Greek Attitudes To Sexual Behavior,"
Arethusa 6 (1973): 59 ff., and "Eros and Nomos," Inst. Class. Stud. Bull. Univ. Land. 11
(1964): 31 ff.; E. Eyben, "Antiquity's View of Puberty," Latomus 31 (1972): 677 ff.;
W. K. C. Guthrie, Socrates (Cambridge, 1971), pp. 70 ff.; W. Kroll, "Kinaidos," RE 21
(1921): 459 ff., and "Knabenliebe," RE 21 (1921): 897 ff.; H. Reynan, "Philosophic und
Knabenliebe," Hermes 95 (1967): 308 ff.; W. Schmid (chap. 1, n. 28, above), p. 22, n.
4 and p. 34, n. 5.
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unwillingly or frequent the palaestras; free persons could not be prostituted
or violated; and fathers were encouraged to protect their sons from seduc-
tion by employing guardians to watch out for their best interests, at least
until they reached an age at which they could make intelligent decisions
regarding the conduct of their lives. Nevertheless, it is clear that homo-
sexual love flourished despite its less than noble public status: not only the
evidence of comedy but also the enormous number of black- and red-figure
vases with homosexual themes that appear up to the end of the fifth cen-
tury attest to the popularity of homosexual love affairs, as do such cele-
brated names as Harmodius and Aristogeiton, Themistocles, Aristeides and
Stesileus, and Sophocles as (FHG 2.64).

From Aeschines' speech it is possible to perceive something of the code
of behavior that surrounded the carrying out of such affairs. Love affairs
between men and boys or between two grown men could, depending on
circumstances, be licentious and depraved or noble and chaste. If a man
conducted the affair high-mindedly, without any kind of payment and out
of proper regard for his lover's beauty and ffaxppoffvvt], then no one could
blame him for satisfying his desires. But if a man prostituted himself for
payment or made a habit of surrendering his body or pursuing young men
for purely sensual purposes, then he could legitimately be called to account
for lewdness. Obviously, there can be no cut-and-dried moral categories;
like all matters sexual, this is an area in which many subtle shades of moral
judgment are apparent; and the literature of comedy, allowing for its
exaggerations and distortions, can teach us much about them.

Before we examine the presentation of homosexuality in comedy we
must briefly develop several important points, mentioned in chapter 2
(pp. 52 ff.), which will be helpful in differentiating Greek homosexuality
from the homosexuality of modern culture. As we remarked earlier, the
Greeks showed a pronounced tendency to attach the greatest importance
to (indeed, to glorify) the sexual instinct itself rather than the particular
object; consequently they were much freer than modern men to vary sexual
objects on their relative merits. Greek culture, unlike modern cultures,
imposed on adult males no limitations as to the choice of sexual objects per
se, and the only "perversions" remarked by the comic poets (reflecting, we
may be sure, community opinion) are cases in which sexual acts other
than vaginal intercourse, otherwise perfectly acceptable, are pursued to
excess (see Cratin. 152, for example) or practiced in an inappropriate
setting. As K. J. Dover remarks,2 "The middle-aged peasant who is the
common type of comic hero and whose values are implicit throughout
comedy is a sensual opportunist who is prepared to take any pleasure for

2. "Eros and Nomos," n. 1, above, p. 39.
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its own sake." Whether or not the average, happily married Athenian
adult actually did indulge in the kind of multifarious sexual opportunism
so frequently practiced by comic heroes, the fact remains that any and all
sexual outlets were available to him should he choose to pursue them.

It is not difficult even from our limited evidence to understand the adult
Greek male's easy sliding from one kind of sexual object to another and
why his bisexuality probably caused him, on the whole, little anxiety of
the kind modern homosexuals experience. For Greek men were expected
by society to pass through predominantly homosexual stages of life on
their way to full masculinity, marriage, and fatherhood. As young boys,
they were pursued as , love objects, by older boys and men and
were expected to reciprocate these attentions with all the shyness, coyness,
and modesty characteristic of all love games, including the American
adolescent's pursuit of the opposite sex. (Instructive in this regard are
Unjust Logic's harangue on youthful sexual decorum in Clouds, Pausanias'
speech in Plato's Symposium, and Lysias' in the Phaedrus.) In later adoles-
cence, a Greek youth might become an , lover, himself and pursue
younger - Finally, upon the assumption of manhood, he would
arrange a suitable marriage, settle down into his role as father and citizen,
and relegate homosexuality to a secondary role.

As an adult, the Greek male was predominantly heterosexual and his
sexual responsibilities were primarily to his wife. Homosexual gratifica-
tion became, with marriage, at best a marginal luxury, and in its distinctly
secondary role did not usually become the focus of intense and lasting
emotions of the kind we find exalted by Plato. Homosexual passion in
Greece was a phenomenon of youth, as Callicles caustically remarks to
Socrates in the Gorgias, and was, upon the advent of marriage and the
rearing of children, expected to assume a role quite subordinate to adult
heterosexuality.3

But homosexual drives were not shut off or denied in adulthood—they
remained a powerful force and no shame was attached to their occasional
gratification, provided the proper etiquette was observed. Thus the Greek
male adult slid easily from one kind of sex object to another as a result of a
natural and culturally sanctioned prolongation into adulthood of certain
aspects of pubertal sexuality, especially the early adolescent's undif-
ferentiated (and undifferentiating) sexual instincts. Comic terminology, in
which words for the vagina and the anus, and vaginal and anal penetra-
tion, are very often identical, reflects this undifferentiatedness of the sexual
drives.

Moreover, the comic terminology by which male and female bodies are

3. See also Pl. Lgg. 839b3-6, Lys. 3.4, etc.
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erotically described (see pp. 53 fF., above) reflect another related feature
of the bisexual personality, one we observe also in countless vase paintings
and statues: namely, the preference of the Greeks for sexual objects which
are sexually incompletely identified, not fully developed, and combine the
physical characteristics of both sexes—women or girls who have trim,
firm bodies with neat features (small breasts and hips like unripe fruit, and
a minimum of pubic hair), and young, undeveloped boys who display the
"feminine" mental qualities of shyness, coyness, modesty, and the need
for instruction and assistance from older men. There is a constantly ex-
pressed preference for more or less ambiguously defined sexual character-
istics, a preference reflecting well-known features of pubertal sexuality—
namely, a decidedly narcissistic object-choice; the retention of the erotic
cathexis of the anal zone (see pp. 53 ff.), the undifferentiatedness of the
object-choice, and noticeable feelings of spontaneity and strangeness
revealed by inordinate fascination with the phenomenon of erection.

Greek society encouraged its adult males to retain these adolescent
traits into adulthood because the group ideal was the beautiful adolescent.
Boys were encouraged in puberty to display homosexual interests and to
reciprocate the attentions of older boys and adults, and retained these
traits in manhood. Greek culture was an intensely male culture, preoc-
cupied with youth and the ideals of youth. Not only in Sparta, where the

was publicly responsible for the conduct of his )[t£vo$, but also
to a degree in Athens, the lover was a kind of father-surrogate and edu-
cator for his boyfriend, and the love of boys, even if infrequent, was con-
sidered to be more exciting and more rewarding than the routine love of
one's wife or other women. As Devereux says, "The basic fact is not Greek
(pseudo-) homosexuality, but a psychological and affective state, which
made the Greek capable of complying with the cultural demand for homo-
sexual behavior. This state . . . is that of adolescence, artificially pro-
longed into adulthood."4

Thus it is not too hard to see the great difference between Greek homo-
sexuality, which was accepted by and fully integrated into society, and
modern homosexuality, which is considered by society—not without
reason—to be a perversion, a deviation from the socially enforced hetero-
sexual pattern. All the energies of modern culture are devoted to the rear-
ing of heterosexuals; homosexual leanings are assiduously discouraged
from youth to adulthood and therefore can be nurtured by the individual
only in defiance of society. Whereas Greek homosexuality is not a stable
pattern in life, but only a phenomenon of puberty later integrated into
adult heterosexual life, modern homosexuality tends to be a lasting pattern

4. N. 1, above, p. 90.
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which establishes itself as a perversion early in childhood and gives way
with great difficulty (if at all) to heterosexual "normality" in later life.
Modern homosexuality becomes a compulsion leading inevitably to
anxiety and even neurosis; Greek homosexuality, on the contrary, re-
mained only a temporary resort (see, for example, Lysistrata), purely sex-
ual in nature, and thus did not normally become a device for alleviating
anxieties. Finally, there is no evidence that Greek homosexuality was
normally fused with or placed in the service of nonsexual aggressive drives,
or that it was ever antihedonistic or less pleasurable than vaginal inter-
course, as modern homosexuality commonly seems to be. When these
characteristics of true perversion occurred in Greece—as in the case of
devoted pederasts, pathics, or transvestites (discussed below)—they were
criticized not for their homosexual passions but only for what was con-
sidered to be unhealthy exclusiveness and a refusal to accept the normal
range of sexual possibilities open to Greek male adults. Therefore, Her-
acles, when Dionysus confesses that he has been smitten by desire (R 52
ff.), tries to guess, more tragico, who the object of the god's desire might be:
his first guess is a woman, then a boy, then a man, and finally Cleisthenes,
who as an effeminate does not qualify for any of the recognized sexual
categories.

456. The order in which Heracles mentions these four types of love-
object in fact corresponds to their relative social acceptability, at least in
the view of the poets of comedy. Heterosexual relations, whether with wife,
flute-girl, courtesan, or slave, were of course a normal part of Greek male
adulthood and could hardly be the target of mockery unless accompanied
by some sort of perversion. Aristophanes never makes heterosexuality the
basis for , personal ridicule, but on the contrary very
often treats it with some seriousness and even nobility, most notably in
Peace and Lysistrata. There can be no doubt that heterosexuality is pre-
sented in comedy as the normal sexual state; part of every hero's triumph,
along with unlimited eating and complete freedom from social restraints,
is unabashed and uninhibited access to the opposite sex; the healing
through fantasy of a war-torn polis usually includes general heterosexual
indulgence accompanied by themes of universal fertility.

457. Homosexuality, on the other hand, rarely appears in comedy with-
out some pejorative coloration. The audience is invited to laugh self-
consciously, and usually derisively, at the exposure of what was a common
but somewhat embarrassing fact of Athenian sexual life in the fifth cen-
tury. At best, homosexuality (in the form of the occasional enjoyment of a
boy) is presented as a harmless vice; at worst (in the case of grown men
who are fond of other men or who are actually effeminate), it is made to
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represent and exemplify corruption, decadence, shamelessness, wicked-
ness, or "perversion". Never is it presented in a sympathetic light, never
are we encouraged to look beyond its purely physical and sensual aspects
to the more idealized view that we find in the writings of Greek philoso-
phers. A modern analogy would be our own society's ambivalent feelings
about alcoholism: nothing is more prevalent in America and most of
northern Europe than the drinking of alcohol, and yet everyone admits
that drinking is harmful, dangerous, and often degrading, not to mention
illegal or rigorously circumscribed in certain areas. No one takes a drink
without some sign of self-consciousness, and no form of joke, save sexual, is
more popular in comedy. As with Athenian homosexual humor, modern
humor regarding alcohol boasts as many slang terms as sexual humor itself.

Pathics

458. Of all the types of homosexual humor in comedy by far the most
common is the abuse of pathics, evidently the most risible kind of homo-
sexual. It would seem that homosexual surrender was potentially more
harmful to one's good name than homosexual pursuit. Nearly all terms of
abuse that refer to homosexuality refer to passive homosexuality. A com-
monplace in comedy is the contention that all Athenians (that is, the audi-
ence) are pathics;5 Athens herself is 57 (see section 464,
below), the gapers' city (Eq 1263). A running joke in Aristophanes and
other comic poets holds that most successful statesmen are those with the
widest : witness the discussion concerning the degraded beginnings
of the Sausage-Seller's dizzying career at Eq 424 ff., 876 ff.; at Eq 879 f.
Cleon is said to have "put a stop to" simply to prevent the
development of future rivals to his power. And Agyrrhius' career was
going nowhere until he became a pathic: now he is an important official
(E 102 ff.). Eupolis complains (100) that Athens has fallen under the sway
of , and Plato Comicus remarks (186.5) that any-
one who becomes a pathic will of course become a rhetor as well.

459. The most striking comic working-out of this alleged pattern in
Athenian public life is, of course, the rise of the Sausage-Seller. In a
wonderfully ambiguous passage, the Sausage-Seller himself reports his
maiden speech to the (Eq 638 ff.):

5. A 79, 104, 635 (cf. also s.v. ), Eq 1263, 1367, P 11 and
schol., 101, N 1084 ff., Fr 694.
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[As I was mulling over these things, a pathic fellow farted on the right.
I bowed reverently, then ramming at the bar with my ass I burst in,
and, gaping wide, broke forth . . . ]

We notice that his speech is prompted by an appropriate Athenian omen,
not a sneeze but the crepitation of a pathic. The words used to convey the
beginning of the address are all double entendres for :

. puns on the coital jerking named after the (see section
360, above); plays on gaping in its pathic sense; and
plays on the meaning "break wind" (see chap. 6, n. 21). The Sausage-
Seller qua rhetor seems indistinguishable from the Sausage-Seller qua
pathic; the authority of a politician's voice depends on the width of his

.

All of this bating of the audience is good-natured and takes place in a
venerable comic tradition. On the individual level, however, the strongest
Schimpfworter in comedy derive from passive homosexuality.

460. the most common, seems not to have developed into
a more general term of abuse but to have retained its homosexual mean-
ing. It is used only with reference to those whose have been widen-
ed by constant buggery and who are on that account depraved or evil.6

The use of to insult the audience in Clouds (1083 ff.) does
not imply that the term was being used simply to mean "wicked" but in
fact meant to assert that Athenians actually were pathics all.

461. The related word , cistern-arse, seems to have been
more general in its applicability. Strepsiades uses this word of his son (N
1330), who is anything but a pathic; at Eup. 351.4 is used of
wine-drinking in the morning; and in Cephisodor. 3 by a slave insulting
his master.7

462. is often used as a general term of abuse: two char-
acters in Aristophanes' Banqueters were and 6 (N
529), the good man and the bad man. Such seems to be the tone of its use
at A 664, N 909, of women at L 137, 776 and in Fr 130, Cratin. 241. Other
appearances are distinctly homosexual: A 79, Eq 638 f. (see section 459,
above), N 1023, V 84, 687, T 200 (note the of 1. 201).

6. A 716, 843, Eq 721, N 1084 (a humorous reference to ), 1090-99, V
1070, T 200, Eub. 120.7 f.

7. Compare (Luc. Lex. 12, Poll. 2.172, Ruf. Onom. 107), (Poll.
2.172, Ruf. Onom. 106, Aristag. 6), 3. (CA 1362)—all referring to pathics.
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463. The opposite of the gaping is one that is , narrow or
closed. Thus the comic word (Phot.) and the Sausage-
Seller's crude joke at Eq 719 ff. (with which compare, in a nonhomosexual
sense, N 161, E 367):

[Pa: I'm able to make the city now wide, now narrow.
SS: Even this ass-hole of mine knows that trick!]

464. The verb is often used in the abuse of pathics: the Athenians
are (A 104), (A 635), (Eq 1263),
Certain young men are (A 604), a joke that is repeated of
Cleon at Eq 78.8 By itself the verb seems to be a standard one with which
to describe the widened state of pathics' i: Eq 380 f., 641,9 V 1493,
L 629 (where , gaping wolf, is a humorous reference to
Spartan pederasty. The expression is proverbial s.v. 1] but here

= pederast, as in AP 12.250.2; cf. Pl. Phdr. 241d).10

465. To have a smooth and white skin (rather than a manly suntan)
meant effeminacy. The generally pale appearance of such men was con-
centrated in jokes on their rear-ends (as in English slang of our own day),
resulting in terms like (Alex. 321)11 and (Call.
Com. 11.2). is a standard epithet of pathics (e.g. E 428; cf. LSJ s.v.

? II. 1 .c); Photius preserves the proverb, ,
[there's no good use for pale men.]12

466. The opposite of the white-rumped were the hairy-rumped, t or (PI Com. 3). These men are virile, manly, and

usually heterosexual13 Thus Myronides and Phormio at L 802 are para-

8. Cf. the scholiast: Van
Leeuwen objects (ad loc.): "Immo vel nimis severum morum magistrum se praestabat
Cleon." Nevertheless he admits that in the very next line Cleon is a thief ( ).
We must not hold the scurrilities of comic poets to the factual level. In fact, Aristophanes
often accuses Cleon of homosexual offenses: see sections 472-18, 479-4, below.

9. For referring to crepitation, see V 617.
10. For in a nonhomosexual sense, cf. N 161, E 367. A. Willems, Aristophane

(Paris-Brussels, 1919), 2: 420 f.,sees a reference to in at L91 f.,imply-
ing that the Corinthian girl is "une callipyge" (compare Pl 149-52). If this is true,
Aristophanes may be making a reference to the notoriously free sexual habits of the
Corinthians.

11. Glossed as meaning ; }.WK6-Kufoc are glossed by Photius as dsAol. Cf. also
Hsch., Bust. 863.29, Suda, schol. at L 803.

12. For in Fr 544.2, see section 266, above.
13. The only exception in Aristophanes appears to be at N 349, which refers, ap-
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digms of manliness and strength, and the Agathon whom the Relation
mentions as 6 , 6 (T 31) is quickly differentiated from the
Agathon shortly to appear onstage. This use of appears
throughout Greek literature, from Archilochus onward.14

467. In general, a small phallus and a large rear-end (as opposed to a
wide ), like those of athletic youths we see displayed on vase-
paintings, meant manliness and anal integrity: N 1014, 1018, Eub. 11.2. A
large phallus and a small rear end (well-worn by buggery rather than well-
muscled by exercise) meant idleness and pathic depravity: N 1014, 1018,
R 1070. Thus the at Eq 1368 refer to as
well as to the "worn rumps" of deckhands: seems to indicate
pathic lechery.15

468. , apparently a Tarentine word for "hide" or ,
was a Schimpfwort in comedy similar to :16 the image seems to be
that of leather toughened by repeated rubbing (buggery). The word
means "pathic" at Eq 963 (a reference to the Sausage-Seller made by
Cleon), and Fr 56 Dem. ( = )) and Fr 694 (all
Athenians are ) .17

469. Identical to are the terms , the tough chine of beef,18

and , the dewlap of oxen.19 Compare the Latin scortum, hide, which
can mean both prostitute and homosexual.20 Perhaps , whore,
and the related words , etc. are connected with

, hide, in the same metaphor.21 While these terms are used in comedy

parently, to aggressive homosexuality. Cf. = manly as opposed to effeminate at
T 160. There is, however, no evidence to support the view of Th. Hopfner, Das Sexualleben
der Griechen und Romer (Prague, 1938), p. 242, that "haarige Leute galten iiberhaupt als
geil" [hairy people were considered especially lascivious]. For other hairy-rumped ag-
gressors, see section 281-10, above.

14. Archil. 178, Hdt. 7.216, Luc. Pseudol. 32, Schol. //. 24.315.
15. PI Com. 184.3; compare the monkey-woman in Semon. 7.76. For the worn anus,

cf. Poll. 2.184, Suda s.v. Maxoc, Phryn. PS p. 86B.
16. The Suda glosses as . The explanation in Poll. 10.187, , and

the Suda's alternatives ( ) are
clumsy guesses.

17. Brunck's suggestion that refers to fellatio, the connection being with -
, to milk/suck/let suck (middle voice), is rightly denied by J. Taillardat, "Comica,"

Rev. . Gr. 64 (1951): 14 ff.
18. Eub. 11.3, Pl Com. 186.5, CA 1048. Cf. also Diphil. 43.22, AP 12.42, Hsch., AB

102.33.
19. Suda = ; Hsch. s.v. glosses .
20. M. Hammerstrom, "De vocibus scorti, scrattae . . . ," Eranos 23 (1925): 106 f.
21. See H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg, 1960-72) s.v. -
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chiefly with reference to female debauchees,22 at least several uses may
have a homosexual reference: Eub. 11.3 = homosexuals; CA
1048 = active pederasts; Diph. 43.22
= debauched panderers.

470. Holding up the middle finger meant, as it still does, that the recip-
ient of the gesture was a pathic. This insulting gesture has the same force as
the word (which Phot, glosses as ) and can
be used as an all-purpose expression of enmity and contempt. The techni-
cal term for this gesture was (A 444, P 549) ;23

is also used (Eq 1381).24 Strepsiades' buffoonish game with his finger at N
653 f. disrupts his lesson and annoys Socrates, who considers anyone who
would make such a gesture to be , rustic and perverse
(N 655).

471. The term (CA 1142, Fr 912?) meant actually to poke
someone's with the finger; the purpose was the same as that of
the gesture discussed in section 470, above.

Pathic

472. The list of individuals attacked by comic poets as pathics is sub-
stantial ; a detailed perusal will reveal most of the scurrilous nuances con-
nected with this vice and considered so humorous by the audience.

1. Agathon: see section 479-1, below.
2. Agyrrhius—E 102 ff.: a - ; cf. Pl 176 (crepitation as a sign of -

, as at Eq 638 ff.).
3. Alcibiades25—A 716: , cf. Fr 554 (born in the archonship

of "Phalenias"), CA 1063, Eup. 158. Also an adulterer (Pherecr. 155, Eup.
158, 351, CA 3).

4. Amynias—N 686 ff.: a and draft-dodger; V 466:
(see section 483, below); V 1267: a descendant of Crobylus, a play on

, an effeminate hair-style (cf. also Hermipp. 71).26

5. Amynon—E 364 f.: an ex-
pert in all matters concerning the ass-hole.

6. Androcles—Cratin. 263: , debauched.
7. Antimachus—N 1022 f.: full of ].
8. Antisthenes—E 366 ff.: an expert on widening anal , nar-

rows.

22. Eq 1285, E 1106, Fr 478, Hermipp. Com. 71.
23. Cf. D.L. 7.17, PLond. 1821.308.
24. Cf. schol. Eq 1381, P 549, Phryn. PS p. 83B, AB 48.23.
25. See now R. Littman, "The Loves of Alcibiades," TAPA 101 (1972): 263 ff.
26. See MacDowell at V 74.
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9. Ariphrades — Eq 1287: , bed-mate of Oeonichus, in
addition to his taste for cunnilingus.. Cf. V 474 f. (of Bdelycleon).

10. Aristodemus — Fr 231 : polluted
and pathic in the extreme. His name was synonymous with .

11. Aristomedes— Timocl. 1.3, 2.3 Dem. (?).
12. Autocles— Timocl. 2.1 Dem. (?).
13. Gallias — see section 479-6, below.
14. Gallistratus — Eub. 11: has , big, beautiful

rump; Eub. 107.5: a walking ?.
15. Chaereas' son — V 687 ff. : , pathic young man;

Philocleon imitates his effeminate gait.
16. Ghaerephon — Fr 573: , son of the night.
17. Gleisthenes — see sections 480-88, below.
18. Clearchus (?) — CA 1047: called (see section 435, above).
19. Gleocritus — Av 877 (withschol.) : , effeminate

and debauched; cf. Eup. 124.
20. Cleon — A 664 : ; P 48: by implication a ,

Eq 380 f. : being a comic substitute for his ; P
758: he has the of a camel (i.e. wide and smelly);27 Eq 876 ff . :
one of the (rhetors) . These references do not mean that Cleon
was actually a pathic; they are merely scabrous insults brought on by the
poet's personal dislike of Cleon.

21. Cleonymus — N 672 ff. : feminine in gender, who )
(i.e. buggered: see section 439, above), a play on the

involved in Socrates' quibbles over gender.
22. Demochares — Archedic. 4 (a professional fellator).
23. Epigonus — E 167: identified in the audience as a woman.
24. Evathlus — Fr 41 1 : .
25. Execestus — CA 24: his name used to mean .
26. Geron — E 848 ff. : dressed effeminately and giggling with his boy-

friend.
27. Gnesippus — Cratin. 97 : a character in Malthakoi.
28. Gryttus — Eq 877 : prosecuted by Cleon for pathic pederasty.
29. Leagrus — Pl Com. 64: has the soft shanks of a "eunuch cucumber"

(i.e. ripe and seedless).
30. Lycurgus — Cratin. 30: follows behind women carrying a

(lady's potty) and an effeminate robe.
31. Melanthius and sons — Gallias 11 : , especially

27. Cf. V 603 f., Hor. Ep. 8.5 f., Strattis 74 (= Poll. 2.184), Hsch. s.v. -
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white-assed. (a play on their name) ; cf. Eup. 164: .
32. Melesias — N 686: feminine in gender.
33. Nicias — E 427 f. : a young man and "like Nicias"

jumps up and advocates turning the city over to the women.
34. Philoxenus — V 84 : ; N 686: feminine in gender; Eup.

235: - ', Phryn. Com. 47: - , male whore.
35. Prepis — A 843: just to touch him meant to be infected by -

36. Sebinus — R 427: a Redender Name ( ) , not a real person, as has
been supposed (for example, by W. Schmid [chap. 1, n. 28, above], p. 22,
n. 4).

37. Smicythus— Eq. 969: called Smicythe (cf. IG 1.139).
38. Sostratus— N 678 : called Sostrate.
39. Straton — the habitual companion of Cleisthenes : A 122, Eq 1373 f.

Fr 407.
40. Theodorus — CA 310 f: his name meant and he was

nicknamed its}. .
41. Timarchus — CA 298: .oc called from the

notorious , Timarchus (cf. Hsch. s.v. ).
42. Xenophon — Cratin. 53: )', called a mouse on account

of his lechery.

Active Pederasty

473. Humor involving active pederasty is far less frequent and less
intense than that which plays upon the vices and foibles of pathics and
effeminates, who surrender to rather than initiate homosexual intercourse.
The reason for this seems to be that there was no particular shame in-
volved in seeking outlets for one's homosexual drives as long as one did
not make it the ruling passion of one' sexual life, and as long as one was
careful not to involve boys or young men whose company would be
denied by their parents or guardians.28

474. References to boy-love are often no more pejorative than references
to heterosexual love: one of Peisetaerus' Utopian dreams is a city where
he might actually be encouraged to take his pleasure with high-born boys
rather than being punished by their fathers (Av 137 ff.); Philocleon very
much enjoys looking at naked boys (V 578); and both Demus (Eq 1385)
and Dicaeopolis (A 1 102, 1121) possess a boy as well as women as part of
their triumphs.

28. See P. G. Maxwell-Stuart, "Strata and the Musa Puerilis," Hermes 100 (1972):
216.
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475. But men who loiter around the palaestra waiting to seduce young
boys are always condemned, though not subjected to the abuse and harsh
humor reserved for pathics and effeminates. It is felt that grown men
should spend their time on more grown-up pursuits and should not pester
young men with their lusts. Thus Socrates and his followers are obliquely
criticized at N 1 7929 for spending idle hours at the palaestra engaged in
various disreputable activities. Aristophanes must (for obscure reasons)
deny having tried to seduce boys at the palaestra in the parabases of both
Wasps (1025 ff.) and Peace (762 f.). The palaestra was, of course, associated
with athletics, and the young men who exercised there were expected to
be healthy and wholesome;30 professional pathics usually frequented
sleazier places, such as the agora,31 the bath-houses,32 or the area around
Lycabettus (Theopomp. Com. 29).

476. Much of the active pederastic humor in Aristophanes derives from
making fun of the nobles for their sexual behavior. Close pederastic re-
lationships with boys, complete with all the trappings of a love affair, had
been very much an accepted part of the nobles' style of life in aristocratic
times, and the practice continued throughout Aristophanes' day, as is
clear in the passionate Third Speech of Lysias, as well as in the names of
the hundreds of kaloi memorialized on Attic Lieblingsvasen, most of them
from the upper classes and including not a few archons, strategoi, politi-
cians, and Socratics.33 But the average democratic playgoer of Aristo-
phanes' day must have looked at these affairs with cynicism and amuse-
ment, just as he looked with amusement at the odd doings of all men in
authority: intellectuals, politicians, nobles, gods. Part of the fun of Old
Comedy was the identification of the "average" people in the audience
with the self-assertive and authority-debunking heroes on stage. The
comic poets were quick to exploit this sensitive side of the nobility for its
humorous potential. There is even some reason to believe that Aris-
tophanes' attacks on the nobles' . led to some attempt at censorship
on their part (V 1025 ff.).

477. Aristophanes wrote according to the cynical principle of CA 1 2,
; this means, in essence, that every noble

29. The scholiast remarks,
.

30. Cf. N 1054, R 729, 1070, Fr 637.
31. Eq 181, 218, 293, 636, 1257, 1259, 1335, 1373, 1375 ff., N 991, 1003, 1055, T 578.
32. Eq 1060, N 837, 991, 1054.
33. See D. M. Robinson and E. I. Fluck, A Study of the Greek Love Names (Baltimore,

1937), pp. 36 ff., 66 ff.; W. Schmid (n. 1, above), p. 22, n. 4, p. 34, n. 5. Aristophanes
pokes fun at such inscriptions at A 144, V 98 f.
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is a pederast and that none of their fine words or lofty traditions can
change the somewhat naughty character of a passion no different from the
ones everyone has. The Hieronymus at N 348 is called and
grouped with the (aggressive pederasts), and Unjust Logic takes
pains to identify a in the audience as just as much an -

as any other Athenian (N 1101). Aristophanes' cynical view re-
garding the nobles' homosexual relationships is particularly clear in the
dialogue between Carion and Chremylus at Pl 153 ff.: Chremylus tries to
differentiate youthful pathics according to motive and social class. Some
do it for money and are therefore , common whores, while some do
it for and receive respectable gifts like silver, horses, or huntingn
dogs.34 Carion, on the other hand, feels that buggery is an evil whatever
the traditions and euphemisms the nobles bring forth to disguise it, and
here we must accept Carion as the spokesman for the poet. Young men
who take gifts in return for sexual favors are never any better than ,

[For they are perhaps ashamed to take plain silver, so they cover up
their wickedness with fine names.]

478. The speeches of Just Logic in Clouds may be taken in part as a
humorous portrayal of what Aristophanes considered to be the sexual
hypocrisy of the upper classes.35 Just Logic sets himself up as the spokes-
man for the (961 ff.),36 the good old days when young
men were modest and shy, exercised constantly and learned wholesome
things, unlike the brazen, flabby, wide-arsed, and insolent youth of the
present day, who take as their model the , Unjust Logic (909). In
his speech Just Logic harangues his audience on the virtues of sexual contin-
ence and modesty, but falls into such anatomical and erotic detail that his
own unchaste drives are apparent to all: his own vision of throngs of well-
muscled, bronzed young men has inspired in him the kinds of lust that
would be found in the most sexually aggressive member of the audience.
This, of course, proves to be a tremendous psychological victory for Un-
just Logic: what good are the elaborate rituals of pursuit and capture
constructed by the nobles when it is apparent that the goal is TO

34. Av 705 ff., R 148; cf. Isaeus 10.25, Xen. Mem. 1.3.11, Oec. 2.7.
35. See the comments of K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles,

1972), pp. 114f.
36. Note Demus's comment (Eq 1387) about the boy the Sausage-Seller has offered

him: .
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in any case? It is much healthier simply to let our desires have free play
and not to try to repress them or pretend that they are something other
than what they really are, namely the urges of "na-
ture" (1075). In other words, Unjust Logic strips away the veil of Just
Logic's double standard—which holds that it is proper to pursue boys
but improper for them to play along without the trappings of an affair
(cf. Pl. Symp. 182a ff.)—urging instead that everyone display his desires
openly and that all young men readily comply without going to the out-
moded trouble to be coy. This lesson is brought home to Just Logic in a
very vivid fashion when Unjust Logic proves to his opponent that every-
one in the audience, from the highest class to the lowest, is an )-

; Just Logic has no choice but to admit the bankruptcy of his aristo-
cratic sexual notions and to desert to the enemies' camp with the cry
(1103), ', .

479. The list of active pederasts ridiculed by name in comedy is very
brief:

1. Agathon—T 254: his clothes smell of little boys' penises (Agathon is
otherwise purely pathic).

2. Alcibiades—Fr 907: called a pederast ( ). The
homosexual practices of the Spartans were notorious in Athens,37 as were
Alcibiades' noble, and therefore laconizing, tendencies.

3. Autocleides—cf. Timocles's Orestautodeides, Harpocr. s.v., Aeschin.
1.52.

4. Cleon—Eq 263: violates his victims anally; Eq 963 f.: a 0coAdy all
the way to his pubis, i.e. totally a pederast.; V 1284 ff.: Cleon violates
Aristophanes figuratively.38 These are all figurative uses of the image of
anal penetration and are not meant to imply that Cleon was a pederast in
real life. Anal rape is often the equivalent of a beating or some other
violent humiliation of an opponent: cf., for example, the Sausage-Seller
(Eq 364) or the Relation (T 59 ff.).

5. Hieronymus—see section 477, above.39

6. Meletus—Fr 114 (= schol. Pl Apol. 18b): .
Perhaps also at Eup. 163.

7. Phaeax—Eq 1377 ff.: a clever speaker, and
(see sections 244 and 305 above).

8. Phaenippus—A 603: (ac-
tive pederasts: see section 277, above).

37. Cf. V 474 f., L 620 ff., 629, 1105, 1148, 1174, Fr 338; Pl Com. 124, Eup. 352.1.
38. See chap. 5, n. 103, above.
39. Cf. Aeschin. 1.52 and schol., Harpocration s.v.
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9. Teisamenus — see under Phaenippus, above.
10. Xenophantes' son — N 349 f. : a hairy, aggressive pederast compared

to a (see section 453, above).

Effeminacy

480. Lowest in respectability and most ridiculous of all homosexuals in
comedy are the effeminates, men who actually dress as women and who
are, in addition, promiscuous pathics. Most of the many special character-
istics of effeminates are to be found in the scenes in
featuring Agathon and Cleisthenes, the most notorious effeminates in
Aristophanes. Jokes connected with this vice appear throughout comedy.
The major motifs are the following.

481. Doubtful sex. This motif occurs mostly in one-line jokes or sudden
incidental references, and always refers to Cleisthenes: Strepsiades sees
him in clouds that look like women (N 355) ; Peisetaerus complains that
in Athens a woman goddess holds the while Cleisthenes holds
the (Av 829 ff.) ; Heracles is unsure where to place him sexually
(R 57) ; and Cleisthenes himself, dressed as a woman, proclaims his effe-
minacy in in no uncertain terms (574 ff.) :40

[Dear women, relations of mine through style of life, my clean jaws show
clearly that I am your friend: for I'm mad about women and always
strive to protect your interests.]

482. Transvestism. Agathon and Cleisthenes are dressed as women
throughout Thesmophoriazusae, and this ludicrous sight inspires the earthy
Relation to react most colorfully to their appearance, voicing without
doubt the amusement and surprise of the audience. From the descriptions
he gives, we learn that comic effeminates were dressed in an odd combi-
nation of male and female clothing. Naturally, it is funniest to the audience
to see a man dressed enough like a woman to be taken for one (T 137),
but not so completely as to obscure his true sex. At T 97 f. Agathon is
said to look like a whore, and in the Relation's paratragic outburst at T
130 ff. we learn that Agathon carries such incongruous items as the lyre

40. Cf. T 192, 268, 863, etc. for derisive words compounded in and referring to
effeminacy. A complete list of such words can be found in LSJ s.v. through

Themopghoriazusac
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and a woman's robe, skins and a snood, a and a a
sword and a mirror. Other outlandish items of clothing are reviewed for
the audience's amusement during the sex-change of the Relation (T 250
ff.).

483. Hair-style. Effeminates and pathics, like nobles and Spartans, wear
their hair long and often curled: at V 1068 are equated with

and with in Fr 218.41

484. Depilated anus. As courtesans depilate their cunts, so effeminates
depilate their : Cleisthenes at A 119, R 424, Agathon (and the
unfortunate Relation) at T 218 ff.; cf. Eub. 107.2. CA 1340, 1346.

485. The practice of removing hair by means of hot pitch is alluded to at
Alex. 264.1 (Km:oKOTCo6fjL£VO<i, which is also the title of a play by Philemon
[Poll. 7.165]) and CA 339.6 f., .

486. Softness. Effeminates are said to be smooth, soft, and white (unlike
the hard and hairy: T 31, 159 f.; see section 466, above). The word

09 is the standard epithet ;42 craa/lo'?, usually used of women,43 is ap-
plied to Agathon at T 192.

487. Shaving. All effeminates shave their faces smooth: Agathon at T
191, 216-48, Fr 326; Cleisthenes at Eq 1373 f., T 235, 575, Fr 407; cf.
Alex. 264.1, CA 1340, 1346.

488. Promiscuity. Effeminates are supposedly willing to submit to anyone
(L 621, 1092, T 35, 153, 157 f., 200 f., R 48, 57). Cleisthenes, despite his
promiscuity, is often paired with one Straton,44 and in the scurrilous
chorus at R 427 he is made to lament for "Sebinus the Anaphlystian," an
obscene redender Name ( ).

Autoerotic Behavior

489. Male masturbation in comedy does not seem to bear the kind of
harsh ridicule reserved for homosexual behavior but is considered more a
type . Thus one of Strepsiades' crude buffooneries is his
masturbation in bed (N 734) ,45 All other references to masturbation in
Aristophanes concern slaves or foreigners. Perhaps the crudest routine in

41. Cf. also N 349, V 466, 1267.
42. Fr 218, Eup. 338, Cratin. 10, Pl Com. 59, Theoc. 5.90.
43. Av 668, L 418, E 902.
44. A 118 f., Eq 1374, Fr 407.
45. Dover's comment, ad loc., that it is "a common assumption of vulgar humor that an

adult male cannot be in bed alone and awake for long without masturbating," sounds
more like a common assumption of the English public schools than one of classical
Athens, for which there is no evidence at all.
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Aristophanes occurs in the conversation between two slaves who open
Knights (24 ff.), where the acceleration of their word-game on
auto and their fear of being "flayed" are made the basis for a series of
jokes about masturbation. The foreigner, Datis, famous for masturbating
at noon (instead of making love?) sings a malapropian song at P 291,

, in which the middle voice of the
verbs implies self-gratification rather than the innocent joy intended by
the speaker. Such unwitting crudity was apparently dubbed "Datism."46

490. The masturbatory redender Name ' , linked with the
pederast "Sebinus" (see section 488, above) in the scene of Cleisthenes'
pathic grief at R 428, and appearing again, more self-consciously, at E
979 f., may indicate that masturbation was humorously connected with
the more comical types of homosexuality (cf. Pl Com. 59). It is interesting
to note that personifications of this kind in English are feminine (e.g.
"Mary Five-fingers"). Note also that in Lysistrata masturbation, along
with pederasty (1092, 1113, etc.), was one of the last resorts of the men
when deprived of their women (1090, 1099), and the same is true of the
women's state in Ecclesiazusae (705 ff.). Eubulus similarly lists masturba-
tion along with pederasty as a last resort of the men who fought at Troy
(120.5).47

491. Female masturbation is mentioned only to satirize the lechery of
women : , lecherous women use
dildoes, as Cratinus remarks (316). The was the penis coriaceus

48 about eight fingers long (L 109, about six inches),
and said to be an Ionian import.49 It was used by women, according to
the comic poets, whose constant need of sexual input was momentarily
frustrated by the absence of husbands (or, less charitably, the absence of
adulterers, mule-drivers, or slaves. See, in addition to the passage from
Lysistrata [n. 48, above], the scene in CA 5 Dem. in which two women
contemplate the use of dildoes and slaves for sexual gratification, and
compare Eup. POxy., 2741, Fr. IB, col. ii[iii], 20 ff.). The word

46. See the schol., Hdn. Philet. p. 443, Suda s.v.
47. Other appearances of masturbation, of unknown context, suggest that the motif

was popular in stage-business and farcical jokes : Fr 36; Pherecr. 204 (cf. AB
423); Eup. 61 (see Phot., Suda, Zon. s.v.). See also Luc. Peregr. 17, Poll.
2.176, Hsch., Phot. s.v. ; (cf. Pl Com. 59, Phryn. PS p. 12B, Hsch.,
AB 9.6) ; (AP 12.22, cf. at L 672) ; , a play by Blaesus,
which may have had to do with this vice (Athen. 3. 111C).

48. Schol. L 109. Cf. L 110 , a phrase said to parody
and which reappears at Strattis 54; cf. at Eup. 388.

49. L 108 ff., Herod. 6.58. In CA 5.15 f. Dem. we learn that could be flesh-
colored.
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was undoubtedly vulgar, perhaps deriving from , to slip/glide
along.

492. The comic characteristics of the motif of female masturbation are
therefore very different from those surrounding male masturbation, which
was purely farcical and not tendentious. In Lysistrata the women's use of
dildoes is on a par with their adulterousness (107 ff.), bibulousness, and
general lechery. When the women are without men they must "skin the
skinned dog" (L 158: see section 117, above), although
are all compared with the real thing (L 159, CA 5.7 Dem.).
With Lysistrata we may compare the woman who owns the articles in Fr
320, from the Second Thesmophoriazusae, along with several (1. 13).50

Masturbation has a slightly different tone in the insults the young woman
hurls at her older rival in E 890 and 916: there it signifies the aging hag's
inability to snare young men.

50. See sections 12, 70, 101, 147, 150, 154, and 158 for other such articles in this
catalog.



Appendix: The Theory of Dorian Influences

in the Development of Attic Comedy

The theory, put concisely by G. Norwood,1 is as follows:

In fifth-century Athens the comic actor's costume included the phallus
and huge padding of the stomach and posterior: the first item is attested
by passages of Aristophanes, and all three by numerous vase-paintings.
Comedy being Dionysiac, we are to understand this costume as that
attributed to the attendants of Dionysus. But we know that the Athenian
idea of the Dionysiac costume was not that just described: on Attic vases
the god's male followers are always silenus-satyrs with the tail and
ears of horses. On the other hand, Dorian Greeks regularly portrayed
these attendants as human with phallus and padding. Firstly, such at-
tire (as South Italian vases show) was used by the phylakes—actors in
Italian farce—who often appear as companions of the god. Secondly,
dancers thus padded are seen on Chalcidian and Spartano-Cyrenaic
vases. Thirdly, they are found above all on the vases of Corinth: it is
certain that the Dionysiac thiasos was imagined during the seventh
and sixth centuries in Corinth as entirely human, with padding and
phallus. The upshot is that the actors of Athenian Old Comedy re-
gularly wore a costume displaying the physical peculiarities of Pelo-
ponnesian attendants on Dionysus, peculiarities entirely foreign to the
Attic conception of the thiasos. They are a Peloponnesian element added
to, but never completely coalescing with, the genuinely Attic chorus
that normally appeared in animal masquerade.

There has been a recent tendency, however, to modify or deny this
formulation. L. Buschor has shown that padded Dionysiac dancers of the

1. G. Norwood, Greek Comedy (London, 1931), pp. 9 f.

223
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"Dorian" type existed in Attica from at least the first half of the sixth
century, and probably represent a genuine Attic substratum.2 Besides,
Korte's thesis depends on an absolute distinction between the purely
lyric choruses and the Dorian actors.3 But we cannot make such a sharp
distinction, especially in view of Aristotle's plausible derivation of comedy
"from those leading off the phallic songs" (Poet. 1449a 11), which certainly
implies a dramatic development out of the lyric choruses themselves. More-
over, it is extremely difficult to imagine when and how such a fusion could
have come about. The admittedly unorganic nature of Old Comedy need
not be accounted for by such an improbable fusion.

It was H. Herter who most forcefully suggested that the entire develop-
ment took place in Attica out of purely Attic components :4 instead of an
"ausserliche Kontamination" he saw "eine organische Entwicklung der
attischen Komodie, die . . . ihre wesentlichen Vorbedingungen in sich
selber trug."5 These internal elements were in fact a chorus and actors
both serving in the ithyphallic of the Dionysiac cults. G. Giangrande
has strengthened Herter's view by arguing that the pre-Greek phlyakes,
so common in Dorian regions, existed from prehistoric times all over
Greece, including Attica. There, however, they were suppressed and
hidden from view by the emerging Dionysus-cult, which took hold in
Attica much earlier than in Dorian areas.6 This is why padded, phallus-
bearing figures seem to flourish only in the Peloponnese and Southern
Italy. The impulse to reactivate these dormant figures in Attica will have
come about through the initiative of Aristotle's

On the negative side, L. Breitholz has dealt a mortal blow to the
elaborate and confident hypotheses built up over the years around Korte's
original intuition. His learned arguments systematically destroy each
scrap of circumstantial evidence that had been used to postulate the
existence and describe the nature of "Dorian farce." All that remains is
the possibility that some form of mimetic activity may have taken place
outside Attica, but certainly not with the characteristics of "einem scher-
zhaften Ensembledrama mit gesprochenem Dialog,"8 and in any case not
before the fifth century. That is, no evidence enables us to say that any
form of non-Attic drama could have influenced the development of comedy

2. E. Buschor, "Satyrtiinze und fruhes Drama," SB (Vienna, 1943), p. 5.
3. RE 21 (1921): 1219.3 ff.
4. Herter (n. 44, above).
5. Ibid., pp. 36 ff.
6. Giangrande, n. 44, above.
7. H. Herter, "Phallophorie," RE 38 (1938): 1677.10 ff.
8. Breitholz, op. cit., p. 17.

77
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in Attica before the fifth century. There is every reason to believe that
Old Comedy, like tragedy, was a native Attic product. Earlier we tried
to sketch a probable course of development for the obscenity of Old Com-
edy along these lines; for the moment we must consider the argument
that the obscenity of Old Comedy derives from non-Attic sources.

We must begin by acknowledging certain hard facts about the literary
evidence (1) all the evidence concerning Dorian farce is late and doubt-
ful; (2) the later the evidence the more biased it is in favor of everything
Dorian;9 and (3) not a single line, title, or description of any such farce
remains — an odd circumstance considering its supposed international
influence. As for the authors themselves, Susarion seems to be completely
legendary and Ecphantides cannot be localized.10 Creatures like Maison
are stock types from later farces and not authors. Thus, one need waste
no time juggling hypotheses that have been constructed on flimsy deduc-
tions based on phantom evidence. Instead we are forced back on two
potential sources of information : (1) references in Old Comedy to "Meg-
arian humor" and (2) the fragments of Epicharmus and Sophron.

The locus classicus for the former is the prologue to Wasps (54-66) :

[Come, let me address the audience. First, by way of preface, a few

9. The bias of Aristotle has been excellently treated by G. Else, The Origins and Early
Form of Greek Tragedy (Cambridge, Mass., 1967), chap. 1, especially pp. 23 ff., in the area
of tragedy. As for Aristotle's comic theories, Aristotle himself admits that he knows little
about the subject (Poet. 1449b1), and his nod toward Dorian claims seems more philo-
sophically than historically founded. Else thinks, in Aristotle's Poetics: The Argument (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1957), p. 122, that his disapproval of iambic satire and the abusive tone of
Archilochus, Hipponax, and Cratinus may have led him to look all the more favorably
on the harmless humor of such writers as Epicharmus as the originators of comedy.

10. Discussion in Breitholz, op. cit., pp. 71 ff.
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words of caution: do not expect anything exceedingly grand, or jokes
snitched from Megara. There will not be a pair of slaves tossing the
audience nuts from a basket, no Heracles cheated out of a supper, no
degrading portrayal of Euripides, and as for Gleon, even if luck should
bring him some kind of success, we shall refrain from again making
hash of him. This is just a bit of sensible advice, no cleverer than you
are yourselves but much wiser than you will in find vulgar comedy.]

The passage says that the audience should not expect anything too grand,
but neither should they expect "a joke snitched from Megara" (there is
surely a pl
explanations of this remark: (1) certain Megarian dramatic poets are

, and (2) Megarians in general are
always joking and laughing in a buffoonish and vulgar way ( ).
That the latter is the likelier interpretation is undeniable: does not
mean "dramatic presentation," or even "literary production," but a
laugh or a joke.

Those who use this passage to substantiate the existence of Megarian
farce point to the two examples of Megarian humor that follow: nut-
throwing slaves and Heracles cheated of his supper. (Presumably, the
inclusion of Euripides and Cleon in the play would make it , like
Knights.) Both of these jokes are given as typical Megarian jokes, un-
deniably, but it is far from certain that these jokelike motifs were taken
from a Megarian stage, that they were dramatic motifs. In fact they were
nothing of the kind: they were "dramatic devices which only Megarians
would find amusing." Slaves throwing sweets was a common enough
captatio benevolentiae on the Attic stage that Aristophanes would hardly
need to associate them with a Megarian drama in order to condemn them
as buffoonish (cf. P 959 ff, Pl 795 ff.). As for Heracles, there is nothing
to associate him more closely with Megara than with any other place in
Greece. His popularity extends back into Mycenaean times, before there
were Dorians in Greece. And although he was especially popular in Dorian
areas, where most of his adventures took place, we cannot for that reason
assume any theatrical use of his legends and personality without further
evidence.11 No Dorian representation of Heracles on phlyax vases goes
back further than the time of Middle Comedy, and for all of them we can
suggest specific scenes from Attic drama as possible inspiration.12

On the other hand, Heracles always had many cult-places in Attica

11. The fragments of Epicharmus (in which Heracles figures prominently) do not have
the character of farce, but at most are mythological travesty.

12. T. B. L. Webster, "South Italian Vases and Attic Drama," CQ.42 (1948): 15 ff.

The scholiast on line 57 gives two
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(greatly outdistancing in this respect such homebred heroes as Theseus),
and is very often represented on protoattic pottery. He was a popular
figure in satyr drama, and only a little less popular in tragedy (Prometheia,
Alcestis, Trachiniae, Heracles, Philoctetes, to name a few). After only occa-
sional appearances in pre-Aristophanic comedy (the Busiris of Cratinus
is the only specific example), Heracles became extremely popular:
Pherecrates' ' , Nicochares' ' , ' -

, ' ' , and Plato's , not
to mention Aristophanes' Birds and Frogs. The scholiast at P 741
states that was so common a theme that even the poets

cf. Cratin. 308. For Heracles cheated of his
supper, there is a marvelous sophistication of this stock "Megarian" joke
by the distended and frustrated Kinesias at L 928, ' "
' , "But this poor cock's being feted no better than
Heracles!".

Thus Heracles the clown, as in the case of the nut-throwers, can be
viewed as a native dramatic invention; we need not seek to explain Aristo-
phanes' condemnation of playwrights who rely on stale Heracles jokes and
cheap crowd-pleasing tricks by looking outside the conventions of the
Attic stage itself.

That Megarian was a strong Schimpfwort in Attic ears seems quite
clear.13 Such clownish jokes as we find, for instance, in Frogs and Achar-
nians are fit "only to make the children laugh"14 and are hence Megarian.
Megara was thought of as "ein gerngrosses, dummstolzes Krahwinkel
[an upstart, stupidly arrogant backwater],"15 whose people were stupid,
vulgar, and despicable: , , ,

(Philonides 5). Thus the foul and ludicrous scheme of the
Megarian in Acharnians is (738), an example of
what Eupolis condemns as , a lewd
and very Megarian joke (244). That the Athenian comic poets would
seek to excuse their use of such low humor by claiming it for the Me-
garians is understandable enough; as Wilamowitz puts it,16 "Gewiss its
das die wahre Komikerlogik. Aber die Megara liegt eben in der Vorstel-
lung der Athener: diese Komodie wird nicht in Megara gespielt, sie

13. See the impressive collection of citations assembled by Starkie, Wasps, at V 57, and
cf. Wilamowitz's amusing discussion, "Die megarische Komodie," Hermes 9 (1875):
319 ff.

14. P 50. Cf. Thphr. Ch. 9, Luc. Gymn. 22. For critiques by Aristophanes of such low
humor, see N 537 ff., V 54 ff., R 1 ff., 16 ff., 354 ff.

15. Wilamowitz (n. 13, above), p. 327.
16. Ibid., p. 331.

grew sick of it ( ); 
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spielt in Megara" [That is the true logic of Comedy. But Megara lay only
in the imagination of the Athenians: this comedy was not played in Me-
gara, it was played on Megara].
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Pictorial and Plastic Art

Since this book explores verbal phenomena only I have included no plates and have
referred to pictorial and plastic art only when it strengthens the conclusions drawn
from textual evidence. Readers interested in examining Classical Greek artifacts of a
sexual or scatological nature will find collections in H. Licht, Sittengeschichte
Gnechenlands (Zurich, 1927-28), and in J. Marcade, Eros Kalos (Geneva, 1965); see
also the works cited on p. ix, note 8.
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(Boldface numbers correspond with the section-numbers of Chapters 4—7.)

The fragments of Attic Comedy should now be read in R. Kassel and C.
Austin, Poetae Comici Graeci (Berlin/New York, 1983—), together with their
annotations.

Introduction

x—xi

For costuming in general see Stone (1981), who is undecided about whether
comic choreutai as well as actors could be ithyphallic (101—2), in spite of, for
example, Kratin. Dionysalexandros, whose chorus is unthinkable without the
phallos. A new piece of evidence is a late fifth-century Attic red figure calyx-
krater, published by J. R. Green, Greek Vases in the J. Paul Getty Museum 1
(1985) 95-118, which depicts an aulos-player and two dancers costumed as
birds who wear short drawers to which erect phalloi are attached; one of the
dancers is reproduced on the cover of Sommerstein's edition of Birds
(Warminster/Chicago, 1987). Green argues that the vase illustrates Birds
(some grounds for caution are given by Sommerstein, Birds 6 and Henderson
at Lys. 799-800), while Taplin (1988) 93-96 thinks they may be the two
Logoi from the original Clouds, costumed as fighting cocks. In my view, the
aulos-player at least indicates that the dancers are choreutai, so that the vase
may be taken as evidence that comic (like satyric) choreutai could, when
appropriate, be ithyphallic. For speculations about the optical and musical
dynamics of comic drama see MacCary (1979).

Chapter 1

2-3

We still need to refine our definition of the boundaries of the Greek
semantic category "obscene." Classical Greek lexicographers, unlike their

240
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Roman (Richlin [1983] 1-31) and modern counterparts, included obscene
words alongside other words and had no separate category for them: one
finds only explanatory paraphrase (X=a certain body-part or act) and

("in a base/bad sense") to characterize metaphors. At the same
time, classical literary genres show distinct stylistic discrimination across a
broad spectrum of aeschrologic language: Koster (1980) has investigated
this spectrum in the language of invective and Parker (forthcoming) has
uncovered a basic taxonomy in Hellenistic sex-manuals.

In addition, obscenity was not a moral category for classical Athenians,
but a generic one (allowed/demanded on special festive occasions and in
certain genres of art associated with them, e.g., comedy, iambos, drinking-
bowls) and a social one (a status- and gender-marker). Thus, as Dover
(1978) 143n. 13 points out, my use (e.g., p. 210) of words such as "evil" and
"wicked" (rather than "worthless" or "useless") is inappropriate.

No form of sexuality, at least before Plato, was considered in any way
"unnatural"; it is more accurate to speak of what was conventional or
unconventional: Dover (1978) 60, 100-1, 154, 165-70; Parker (1983)
99-100; Winkler (1990) 20-22; cf. Hdt. 1.61.1 (Peisistratos, not wanting to
impregnate his wife, ). For Greek terminology
covering the category "taboo" (none of which refers to obscenity) see Parker
(1983) 328-31.

The feelings of shame, guilt and inhibition that characterized Athenian
sexuality differed in important respects from our own, but were not
demonstrably less "muddled." More subtle formulations can be found in
Dover (1978), index at "inhibition," and Winkler (1990). Parker (1983)
74—103 discusses the points at which sexuality was considered incompatible
with the sacred and was regulated by the community. "Such rules," he
writes,

have nothing directly to do with morality. . . nor is it easy to see them as
expressions of a strong internalized feeling that the sexual act is degrading
or disgusting.... An aura of shame does indeed surround sexuality, but its
source seems to be embarrassment about bodily functions rather than
guilt. It is within the general structure of respectful behaviour and
decorum that these rules find their place. . . . The insulation of sex from the
sacred is merely a specialized case of the general principle that sexual
activity, like other bodily functions, requires disguise in formal contexts
(75-76).

Thus sexual offenses are breaches of social not moral rules: "It is only among
the possessors of 'honour' (full citizen rights) that they are out of place.
Offenders are not exiled or put to death but deprived of 'honour' and forced
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to find a place amid the flotsam of foreignness and vice that laps around the
citizen body" (96). From the point of view of the adult male citizen, to avail
oneself of this flotsam (unchaste women and boys) carried no dishonor or
penalty so long as the safety and honor of his own family, and his reliability as
a citizen, were not thereby compromised. Among the public vehicles of such
dishonor or penalty was the comic festival, where the effect of sexual
accusation lay somewhere between doing something about disruptive but
otherwise unactionable gossip and doing nothing about it: see Henderson in
Winkler/Zeitlin (1990) 295-96. It would be interesting to know the attitudes
of the "silent majority" who were not adult male citizens (including the
"flotsam"), but these are perhaps irrecoverable.

9

We are no longer in a position to verify Aristophanes' claim to be less
vulgar than his rivals, but one ancient critic at least thought him less vulgar
than Kratinos (Platon. dig. char. 1 p. 6 Koster = Ar. test. 79 K-A).

12-13

I no longer hold the view that what was said or portrayed at the comic
festivals was all in fun in the sense that it could have had no impact on the
social and political life of the polis as a whole, or that anyone was fair game
for comic ridicule. Comic festivals were an organic institution of the
democratic polis in its fifth-century form and played a distinctive role in its
social regulation; comic poets show systematic bias in their choice of people
to satirize and not to satirize; and they were not exempt from the rules
governing other kinds of public/official discourse: see Henderson in
Winkler/Zeitlin (1990) 271-313.

13-17

On obscenity, humor, and women's cults see Zeitlin (1981, 1982, 1985)
and Winkler (1990) 188-209. "It is possible that, for the more frankly
hedonistic rites, purity will not have been required; but the contrast between
the intrinsic dignity of religious activity, and the possibly disreputable
character of actual rites, presumably meant that the Greeks sometimes
purified themselves in respectful preparation for acts they would have been
ashamed to perform in everyday life," Parker (1983) 78-79. For a different
approach to women and sexual pollution see A. Carson, "Putting Her in Her
Place: Women as Dirt in Ancient Society," in Halperin/Winkler/Zeitlin
(1990).
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Other aspects of aeschrology in cult are discussed by Rusten (1977) and
Syl (1985).

17-23

For the iambos generally see Rosen (1988) and West (1974), who notes
(17) that "obscenity is always cast in the form of ritual strife and abuse".
Note, however, that the first-person speakers of iambos can sometimes speak
(like characters in drama) in fictive identities rather than in propria persona.
For euphemism preferred to obscenity in the archaic epode see Henderson
(1976). For the recently discovered erotic poem by Arkhilokhos known as
the Cologne Epode I use D. L. Page's text in Supplementum Lyricis Graecis
(Oxford, 1974) S478.

Add to the lists:

— drinking-straw and penis in A 42: Gerber (1976), who adds
Strattis 3 ( ), AP 11.221, 12.215, 216.

[receive] = admit sexually: A 189, Sem. 7.48-49, cf. A 331

: read
= pubis: A 40, 67.11(?).

[between the thighs]: A 66.
also A 32.

  [after she beat my nose and my
mucus/wick]: H 22 (cf. West [1974] 143), perhaps referring to manual
sex? For pic = penis cf. S. fr. 171 (see on pp. 26-27 below) and probably
also Nu. 344; cf. Davies (1982) 117, Brown (1983).

[Sindic sluice-gate] = vagina: H 2a.
[having pierced her/his lid (vagina or anus) with

my /his thin siphon]: H 56, cf. E. Kykl. 439-1-0 with Seaford (1984).
[they drip like a bag of sour wine] :

H57, cf. West (1974) 142.
read .

From the Cologne Epode, where the speaker apparently ejaculates outside
the girl's vagina (whether or not he first penetrates her is unclear), add:

3 [drive straight on] = a pun ("make straight")? Cf.
15 [the divine thing] = "sexual intercourse" (Hesych. 839)

or perhaps "marriage."
21 [coping] = area around the clitoris; or anus (cf. Ar. Th. 60)?
21 [gate] = vagina or anus.
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23-24 . . . [ ] [I will hold a course to the grassy
gardens] = end up at/on the pubis.

43 [grab].
48 [seize hold of].
51 [feel all around].
52 [I discharged my white force] = ejaculate.

Other sexual descriptions are:

A 23: a woman's capture of the speaker is like the capture of a city.
A48 (and 49?): a drinking party with prostitutes, West (1974) 125.
A 51-54: Perhaps an encounter with one of Lykambes' daughters, see

Henderson (1976) 162-63.
A 112: Not a wedding, as West (1974) 129-30—this is a city under attack—

but a brothel-scene with young soldiers. For = bawd
cf.Pl.Com. 174.7,Hom.Ep. 12, AG 6.318, Henderson (1987) 125-26.

A 113: The speaker chides his commander for being more valiant in bed than
in battle, West (1974) 129-30; cf. Ra. 428-30.

H 22: see above.

Some poems of Anakreon ought to be noticed as examples of symposiac
erotica: I cite D. A. Campbell's Loeb edition (II 1988):

346 Seduction of a boy; abuse of a girl or hetaira.
358 [gape] perhaps refers to fellatio (the girl is Lesbian) or to

cunnilinctus: see Dover (1978) 183.
399 [play the Dorian] = of a woman showing herself naked.
408 Seduced girl compared to a fawn, cf. the Cologne Epode.
417 Lover as horseman.
446 Abusive terms for whores: (generous giver), (public

highway), (with lust-mad garden = vagina),
(much-sung).

For symposiac iconography see F. Frontisi-Ducroux and F. Lissarague,
"Ambiguity and Ambivalence in the "Anakreontic" Vases: A Dionysiac
Inquiry," in Halperin/Winkler/Zeitlin (1990).

26-27

The language of satyr-dama, though never obscene, is less chaste than was
here characterized and deserves a study of its own. Seaford (1984) provides a
thorough analysis for E. Kykl. and F. Lissarague discusses "The Sexuality of
Satyrs" in Halperin/Winkler/Zeitlin (1990).

For example, TO [the bald thing] was apparently used instead of
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to mean a boy's (hairless) penis: A. Dikt. 787-88 (of young Perseus)
. [his red-tipped bald thing], cf. 31  S. fr. 171

Mette (a boy) .
[straightway stroked my nose ( = penis) and moved my/his hand to his bald
thing], Ikhn. 368 Mette . [stop merrily
fluttering your smooth bald thing]. In E. Kykl. 227 (Polyphemos describing
Silenos) ( ) [his
bald countenance/mask swollen from blows], . punningly refers to Silenos'
stage-phallos (with "blows" alluding to masturbation?).

Other examples from E. Kykl . :

2 (cf. 18).
169 and deictic ~ phallos.
171 ~ .
184 ~ penis (cf. on 15, below).
185 of erotic arousal.
326 ~ ejaculate.
327-28 ~ masturbation.
439-40 ~ penis, here "widowed" (cf. Ar. Lys. 956 of an "orphaned"

penis) .
495-502 (wine and sex spoken of in mystical/religious terms).
502 ~ vagina.
516 ~the vagina of a concupiscent bride.
589 ~ semen.

Chapter 2

51-52

Fellatio when performed by a man was considered disgusting and degrading:
note the abuse directed at (in addition to Aristyllos) Demokhares (Arkhedik.
4 = Polyb. 12.13.7) and Demosthenes (76 FGrH fr. 8, cf. Aiskhin. 2.23, 88),
and the absence of male fellatio in vase-p'aintings; contrast cunnilinctus (in
group sex on ARV 2 113: Thalia Painter), which is often portrayed as
enjoyable enough, though Ariphrades (despite other critical agenda
underlying Aristophanes' abuse) could be reviled for practicing it (Eq. 1276
ff.) and in Roman times Galen 12.249 Kuhn could say that "we are more
revolted" by cunnilinctus than by fellatio. Of oral sex generally Parker
(1983) 100 concludes, "When performed by a woman such acts are not
revolting, because woman is naturally degraded in relation to man; even
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when done by a man, it is only when combined with the absolute self-
degradation of homosexual prostitution that they are sufficiently outrageous
to become a focus for political abuse." For further recent bibliography see
Krenkel (1980), Richlin (1983) 26-29 (on the Roman concept of os
impurum), and Halperin (1990) 185 n. 73.

66-70

Spyropoulos (1981) discusses Eq. 1399 in light of the play's thematic
association of obscenity with "dirty" politics.

Chapters 4-6

In these chapters I sometimes succumbed to a danger inherent in the
glossarial method and about which I warn users: treating words apart from
their dramatic contexts. In his review Vaio (1979) picked a good example,
my treatment of the song in Peace 1127-39 (trans. Sommerstein):

I rejoice, yes I rejoice,
that I am free from helmets,
free from cheese and onions.
For I take no delight in battles,
but in drinking deep
by the fire in the company
of friends, after kindling
those of the logs
which have dried best after
being grubbed up in summer,
toasting some chickpea
and roasting acorn,
and also kissing Thratta
while the wife is in the bath!

The words for cooking and for the foods mentioned in this song have sexual
meanings elsewhere and are distributed among five sections, cf. 44, 165, 344,
and 346 ("bake/roast my phallus in coitus"), but nowhere is the song
considered as a whole. Had I done so, as Vaio 693 points out, I would have
seen that this song pictures "a rustic drinking bout with male comrades,
there being no mention of female companionship until lines 1138 f. (kissing
the maid, while the wife's in the bath). Why talk of mere osculation at 1138,
when you've just 'baked and roasted your phallus in coitus' at 1136 f?"
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Chapter 4

120-24

"The Greeks felt, however inarticulately, that the penis was a weapon, but a
concealed weapon held in reserve," Dover (1978) 134 of the impression
given by vase-paintings.

2. For Th. 254 see on 479 below. For the aesthetics of penis-size see Dover
(1978) 125-35. For in Nu. 1019 (Dover's emendation
has not found critical acceptance) see C. Austin, CR 20 (1970) 20, who
argues that it is an interpolation and is followed by G. Mastromarco,
Aristofane I (Torino 1983) (cf. his critical note, p. 89) but not by
Sommerstein.

3. could indicate a large penis: Arkhil. 43, where someone's penis is
likened to a donkey's, AB 394.5
(referring to the cult of Priapos).

4-5. and are used to mean "with glans exposed"
(by erection) and "circumcised": in both senses in Av. 504—7,
circumcised in Eq. 964 (Kleon as Paphlagonian barbarian), PL 265-67;

circumcised in Akh. 155-61. For circumcision generally see
Dover (1978) 129-30.

6. Timokles wrote a play titled Konisalos.
10. Add Euboulos' play-title Orthannes (cf. Ar. fr. 325 with Kassel-Austin).
13ff. Add pic [nose] = penis in Nu 344 (see above on pp. 17-23); cf.

Davies (1982) 117, Brown (1983).
15. Seaford at E. Kyk. 184 suggests adding S. fr. 756 (a satyr lusts after

Herakles) .
16. A phallic meaning is unlikely in Eq. 1168-69, Lys. 365; the context of

Euboul. 75 (from Orthannes) is suggestive but indecisive (see Kassel/Austin
here and at Ar. fr. 325).

18. means "body."
21. Stone (1978) reviews the passages in which may refer to the

penis or comic phallos and excludes Ve. 56-57 and 68-69 from the list.
25.  ps "misguard (take advantage of) our

posture."
30. Another omission of an expected obscenity ( ) is Av. 443.
42. Di Marco (1987) sees a play on in , Nu.

192-93.
45. For the controversy about in Ra. 1198-248 see D.

Bain, CQ 35 (1985) 31-37, who concludes (as I still do) against a phallic
interpretation.
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48. probably envisages a "prow" stout enough to ram
thrice without failure (cf. 49).

58. For the erotic use of this skolion see further Henderson on Lys. 630—31.
60. Add Ve. 27 and 823 (pl.).
73. For see Watkins (1975).
82. D. Bain, JHS 104 (1984) 210 argues against reference to the testicles

here.
84. The uses of cited here point to the female; the white horse of Lys.

191-92, if it has an erotic tone, seems to evoke the Amazons rather than the
penis.

104. The foot as a displacement for the phallus is very common as a
structural symbol in myths and folktales, most notoriously in the story of
Oidipous (swollen/knowledgeable foot/phallus).

111. On depilation see M. Kilmer, JHS 102 (1982) 104 ff., D. Bain, LCM
7 (1982) 7 ff.

115f. or in Lys. 1001 is attested in a Doric iambos, Lyr.
Adesp. 974 Page ' ' (context?). See further Golden
(1982), who discuses the etymological play on (TO) "shield" and (6)

"haircloth sack."
118. For the priapic name cf. Ar. fr. 325 with Kassel/Austin.
125. Note that the myrtle was sacred to Aphrodite, cf. G. W. Elderkin, CP

35 (1940) 387 ff. "Myrtle berry" (as opposed to myrtle bush) might also
have designated the clitoris. For the Harmodios-skolion see Lambin (1979),
Henderson on Lys. 630-31.

146. In Lys. 414—18 refers to the anus (too narrow), just as in
the previous anecdote (408-13) refers to the vagina (too wide),
Henderson ad loc.

157. In Eupolis 56 ( = 64 K-A) was an epithet applied to
Autolykos.

164. "If there were one reference to veneral disease in Old Comedy, there
would be several hundred; Aristophanes knew no more of the pox than of
astrology, or Christianity (see Housman ap. Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 6),"
Lloyd-Jones (1976) 358.

184ff. Lys. 996, which must refer to vagina or anus, may be a
hapax (the speaker is Lakonian), or a play on a proper name or toponym.
Coulon suggests emending to [their milkbowls].

184. means "trimmed in the shape of a delta": the
wives' pubic hair must be carefully trimmed since it is to be visible through
their diaphanous clothing (Henderson ad loc.). Reference to the pubis itself
would require the definite article.

192. "is not well rendered by 'she is all cunt': a mouse's nest has
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many different apertures, and one remembers how Theodote 'most
ungratefully murmured against the parsimony of nature,'" Lloyd-Jones
(1976) 358.

196. Psychoanalytic critics think that the , the intersection of
three roads where Oidipous met Laios (S. 0 T 733, and still so called today),
symbolizes the female (ultimately maternal) genitals/womb in their
cathected ("oedipal") aspect. This interpretation, supported by the
structural role played in the myth by the , gains further support
from the parallels for in an explicitly sexual sense.

200ff. For breasts see further Gerber (1978).
203. In Lys. 1170 "the Melian Gulf" refers to the vagina not the anus

(which the Spartans have already opted for, 1163), Henderson ad loc.

Chapter 5

205. The force and usage of has been debated in a series of articles in
LCM: C. Collard, 4 (1979) 213-14; H. D.Jocelyn, 5 (1980) 65-67, 6 (1981)
45-46; A. H. Sommerstein, 5 (1980) 47;J. Henderson, 5 (1980) 243; D. Bain,
5 (1982) 111. I no longer think that invariably connoted "violent
and/or illicit intercourse," though in all instances it can be translated by
"fuck." That it had obscene force, however, is assured by its use for climactic
effect (Av. 793 ff., Th. 206, Ek. 228); when it is used in the presence of a
spouse it expresses exasperation rather than affection (Lys. 934, Ek. 525). Its
attestation for Solon (Hesych. 322) was probably drawn from an iambic
poem rather than a public notice, but in any case Solon cannot be used to
exemplify fifth-century usage any more than can Menander, who also used

(frr. 397.11 K-T, 138.8 Austin). Even "primary" obscenities vary in
usage over time; it is my impression that for Americans "fuck," though still
obscene, has become less shocking in polite discourse than it was when I
wrote this book.

213. With n. 12: Jocelyn (1980), following Heraeus and Housman,
demonstrates that (always used absolutely in securely transmitted
passages) means "behave like a " (one who fellates), an act
appropriate only for whores and slaves; when attributed to citizen males this
was an insult parallel to those referring to submission to anal penetration (as
Akh. 79). To the list of references to irrumation Seager (1983) adds Th.
493-96.

222. Read .
237. Whatever means we cannot translate "go into her."
240. For [playmate] = eromenos see Dover (1978) 16-17; two

comic examples (Kratin. 258 and Eup. 327) use this term to refer to a girl
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"but in both the language may very well be humorous and figurative"
(Dover) .

249. For as sexual aggression see Dover (1978) 35-39.
250. For as gratification of an erastes cf. Pl. Smp. 182a.
252-53. Words denoting work in sexual contexts: Arkhil. 42, Alex.

237; Arkhil. 208; Eup. 266, Theokr. 4.61, Alkiphr. 3.19.9,
4.14.4; ' Sem. 7.48; see further Gerber (1975). For

as gratification of an erastes cf. PL Smp. 184d, X. Hiero 1.37, 7.6.
259. See Whitehorne (1989).
301. In Pax 896b should mean "throw her down

sideways." For the question of the line's authenticity (it is preserved only in
R) see Sommerstein ad loc.

322. For "grating" add (masturbation) in Ar. fr. 36 (37 K-A);
and (sexual arousal) in PI. 973-74; (131); cf.

Dover (1978) 123, Davies (1982).
336. The symbolic equation urine ~ semen is well attested in myths (cf.,

e.g., the name and function of the sky-father Ouranos).
362. In Kratinos 301 tables are likened to girls, and Anaxil. 22 alludes to

the riddle of the Sphinx.
366—79. For the connection between kissing and drinking see Seaford on

E. Kykl. 172; for tonguing Krenkel (1981).

183-86

See on 51-52, above.

395. Euboul. 142
410. In Av. 1552 it seems that Peisetairos palms off on Prometheus the

unwelcome task of carrying off the (see Sommerstein ad loc.).
ossea locas gl
[crude/unrefined], cf. Men. Sam. 427 with Austin's note: "an interesting
exception to the general tendency noted by H. at the top of p. 40," Lloyd-
Jones (1976) 359.

419. "at Antiph. 126, the scatophagous habits commonly attributed to
cows in Cyprus are explained by the hypothesis that Aphrodite has
transferred to them the habits usually attributed to pigs because in her
Cyprus cults the pig is a sacred beast," Lloyd-Jones (1976) 359.

438. referring to "some area or other of the lower human trunk"
(Jocelyn [1980] 38) is now attested for Arkhilokhos (S 478.21). Jocelyn
suggests that Th. 59 ff. may threaten irrumation (cf. 1. 57), but Agathon's
phrase is used in Lys. 973-79 (Kinesias of his wife
Myrrhine) to set up a joke about (apparently) vaginal penetration.

55 is here probbly used as glosed by ad loc
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439. I am now inclined to interpret Nu. 675—76 as referring to
masturbation, cf. Dover (1978) 139, Sommerstein ad loc.

Chapter 6

400. Edmunds (1978) interprets the "too dirty to be washed
clean" in Ve. 603-4 as referring to Philokleon's incontinent defecation and
flatulence.

Chapter 7

This chapter must be read, corrected, and adjusted in light of Dover (1978),
Halperin (1990), Winkler (1990), and DeVries (who provides a full review of
the iconographic record). Shapiro (forthcoming) discusses the male "pinup"
in vase paintings. I ought to have noted that neither in the comic poets nor in
our other sources is there allusion to any category of Athenian males that
would correspond to our category "gay": for reasons see Halperin (1990) 18
ff., 41 ff. Against current models for an "initiatory" homosexuality in
classical Greece see Dover (1988). For oral and anal rape as punishments
meted out to defeated enemies and adulterers see D. Fehling, Ethologische
Ueberlegungen auf dem Gebiet der Altertumskunde (Munich 1974) 18-26, Dover
(1978) 105, Jocelyn (1980) 63 n. 290, Richlin (1983) 140-41, 150, 215, 221.
For the ways in which the sexual behavior of citizen males was overseen in
classical Athens see Winkler (1990) 45-70.

Note that no mention of female homosexuality (for which see Dover
171-84) is attested in comedy.

204

For Dorian homosexuality see Dover 185-96.

458ff, "It must be emphasized that when a comic poet uses such words as
euruproktos, lakkopnktos and katapugon of a named person (e.g., Clouds 1023,
Wasps 687), we do not know whether it is important to him that the audience
should interpret the word as a charge of passive homosexuality rather than
as a charge of worthlessness, inferiority or shamelessness in general," Dover
(1978) 143.

465. Men. Sik. 200         For vase-paintings see Dover
(1978) 76-81.

476. On kalos-vases see Dover (1978) 114-24.
478. On and natura = "genitals" McLeish (1977) rejects an obscene

meaning, but see now Winkler (1990) 217-20.
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479. "There is no passage of comedy which demonstrably ridicules or
criticizes any man or any category of men for aiming at homosexual
copulation with beautiful young males or for preferring them to women,"
Dover (1978) 137. Comic poets criticized only excessive or otherwise
improper behavior. Of my candidates on pp. 218-19:

1 In Th. 254 the point is that Agathon, who is wearing a dress, is male: the
diminutive [pricklet] is contemptuous.

2 Alkibiades was portrayed by contemporaries as sexually unrestrained in
every way, and his assimilation to Spartans further conditions this
portrayal as unattic.

3 Autokleides' sexual hybris need not have included active pederasty.
4 Kleon is aggressive toward everybody and here is portrayed (very

figuratively) not as a pederast but as raping adult men, an expression
of dominance, cf. Akh. 519-20 (with Dover [1978] 204).

5 (and 10) By characterizing Hieronymos Xenophantou (PA 7556) as a
shaggy centaur (cf. 453) Ar. does seem to allude to predatory
pederasty. But; as in the case of Alkibiades, this characterization
criticizes not pederasty itself but Hieronymos' excessive behavior,
and it need not exclude the predatory pursuit of females as well; cf.
Dover (1978) 37-38, 138.

6 Ar. fr. 114 may as well have ridiculed Kallias as Meletos.
7 The context rather suggests that men like Phaiax are being called passive.
8 (and 9) In Akh. 603 Ar. ridicules Phainippos and Teisamenos merely for

featherbedding in office.

In Ve. 1023—28 and Pax 762—63 Ar. defends himself against rumors that he
conceitedly thought his celebrity would bring sexual success and that he had
taken bribes from jealous erastai to slander the eromenoi in his comedies.

486. Men. Sik. 201 ( .
487. Men. Sik. 201 ( 264 .
489. For masturbation see Dover (1978), Krenkel (1979), and note that

masturbation, one of the characteristic attributes of satyrs, was often
exploited in satyr-drama, (n. 45) "Actually, I first encountered [this
assumption] in a reveille-call used among American GIs in Italy in 1943
['drop your cocks and grab your socks'?], and heard it again in the film Kes,
where the speaker is a Barnsley miner," Dover (1978) 98 n. 73.

491. For female homosexuality see Dover (1978) 173-84.
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Agriculture Eating: and sex, 47-48, 52, 60-61, 174. See
—symbolism from, 45-47 also Cookery; Foods
—terminology from: for male genitals, Effeminacy: as theme, 88-89. See also

117—20; for female genitals, 134-36; for Homosexuality
breasts, 148-49; for sexual congress, Eleusinian Mysteries, 16-17
166-69 Epicharmus, 24-26

Anal sex, 51-54 Erection, 36, 44, 49, 110-12, 115-16
Animals: as symbols, 48; for male genitals, Euphemisms, 54—55, 101; for male geni-

126-29; for female genitals, 131-33 tals, 112-17; for female genitals, 133-34;
Anus: cathexis of, 53-54; terms for, 199- for sexual congress, 154-61

203 Excrement: valuation of, 54; as theme,
Archilochus, 18-23 63-64, 69-70, 74-75, 92, 102, Ch. 6,
Aristophanes' plays: A, 57-62; Eq, 66-70; passim; and urgency, 188-89; soiling

N, 70-78; V, 78-82; P, 62-66; Av, 82- clothes, 189; and constipation, 189; and
86; Th, 86-91; L, 93-99; R, 91-93; E, fear, 189; color of, 189-90; and exertion,
99-104; PI, 104-7 190; and violence, 190; soiling others,

190-91; vessels for, 191-92. See also
Birds: as symbols, 46-17, 50; for male Scatology; Scatophagy

genitals, 128-29; for female genitals, 147 Exhibitionism: in iambic poetry, 22
Breasts, 38, 148-49
Buttocks, 149-50, 199-203 Fellatio: in iambic poetry, 22; in Sicilian

Comedy, 25; in Greek life, 51-52; in
Circumcision, 110-11, 118 comedy, 153-54, 157, 159, 167-68, 183-
Cookery: in sexual symbolism, 142-44. See 85

also Foods; Heat Female secretions, 145-46
Costuming, iii, 111; as thematic device, Fish. See Sea animals

82, 87-89, 98-99 Flowers. See Agriculture
Countryside: and sexuality, 58-61, 64—66, Flying: as sexual metaphor, 49-50

72-73 Foods: as symbols, 144. See also Cookery;
Cracks: and female genitals, 147 Eating; Heat
Crepitation, 195-99; sound effects for, 198
Cults. See Iambic poetry; Obscenity Gates: symbolizing female genitals, 137-39
Cunnilingus: in iambic poetry, 22; in Genitals: terms for in iambic poetry, 19-

Greeklife, 51-52; in comedy, 185-86 20; in Sicilian Comedy, 25; in satyr-
drama, 27; symbols for, 44-50; male,

Demeter: cults of, 13-15 108-30; female, 130-48
Demonstratives, 117
Dionysus: cults of, 15-17 Heat: and sexuality, 47-48, 177-78. See
Dorian Farce, ii, 23-26, 223-28 also Cookery; Eating
Dreaming, 37-38, 41-43, 45 Herodotus, 4-5
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Heterosexual;ty: as theme, 58-60. See also comic mechanisms, 8-13, 38-39, 41-43;
Homosexuality Aristophanes' attitude toward, 9; in

Hipponax, 18-23 cults, 13-18, 32; in iambic poetry, 17-
Hitting: metaphors from, 170-74 23; in Sicilian Comedy, 25-26; in satyr-
Holes: symbolizing female genitals, 139-42 drama, 26-27
Homer, 3-5 Old Comedy: and Dorian Farce, ii, 23-26,
Homosexuality: in iambic poetry, 22; 223-28; negative nature of, 12-13; and

psychology of, 53-54, Ch. 7, passim; as cults, 15-17; and iambic poetry, 18-23;
theme, 58-61, 63-64, 67-69, 72, 75-77, and Sicilian Comedy, 24-26; and satyr-
Ch. 7, passim; and Dorians, 204; drama, 26-28; composition of audience
Athenian nervousness toward, 204-05; of, 34-35
Greek vs. modern, 205-08; and hetero- Orgasm, 50
sexuality, 206-08; and transvestism,
208, 219-20; pathic 209-15; pathics Pathicsa See Homosexuality

ridiculed by name, 213-15; active, 215- Perception. and obscene language; 35_36;
19; active homosexuals ridiculed by infantile, 36-38, 40; in period of latency,

name, 218-19. See also Anus; Buttocksname, 218-19. See also Anus; Buttocks;  36_37,7 40. adult) 37_38, 40. and meta_
Effeminacy phor, 41-54; and euphemisms, 54-55

Horsemanship: as metaphor, 49, 164-66 Perversion 53
Hostility: in cults, 14-18; in iambic Phallus. See Costuming

poetry, 17-23; in wit, 42-43; in sexual  physis 5; and N71, 77_79) 81_82
symbolism, 44-45. See also Obscenity Piercing. See Hitting

Pindar, 4-5
Iambic poetry, 17-23; and cult, 18, 23 Pornography. See Obscenity
Incest: in iambic poets, 22 Proper names. as terms for female geni- Proper names. as terms for female geni-Proper names. as terms for female geni-

tals, 147-48; for anus, 203
Kissing, 181-83  Pubic hair, 20, 46, 136, 145

Lesbianism. See Fellatio
Regression, 37-38

Masturbation: in iambic poetry, 22; in Rejuvenation, 61, 65, 67, 69, 82, 85, 111,
comedy, 115, 168, 200, 220-21; female, 121

221—22 Kings: symbolizing female genitals, 138-

Middle Comedy, 29 139

Motion: and sexuality, 49
Sacrifice: metaphors from. See Heat

Nautical metaphors, 49; for sexual con- Satyr-drama, 26-28
gress, 161-66 Scatology: in iambic poetry, 22-23; in

Nomos. See Physis Sicilian Comedy, 25-26. See also Excre-
Numbers: as sexual symbols, 50, 121 ment

Scatophagy, 192-94
Obscene language: metaphorical, 8-9, 35, Sea animals: as symbols for female geni-

37-39,41-54; primary, 35-4l; hypoco- tals, 142
ristic, 40-41, 109-110; and symbolism, Semonides, 23
44-50; as characterizing device, 71-72, Sexual congress: terms for in iambic
75-77, 79-81, 105 poetry, 21-22; in satyr-drama, 26-27;

Obscenity: scholarly neglect of, i-iii; im- metaphors for, 45-54, Ch. 5, passim
portance to plays, ii—iii, 2, 28—29; and Sexuality: Greek attitude toward, 5-13,
comic spectacle, ii-iii; defined, 2; in 33-35; in childhood, 36—38; pleasure
Roman culture, 2-3, 6, 13; Greek words in, 51-53; instinct and object, 52-53,
for, 3-6; Greek attitudes toward, 3-13, 205-06; and power, 84-86
32-35; and pornography, 6-10; as Shame, 5-13
exposure, 7-13, 32-35, 58-59, 67; and Sport: metaphors from, 169-70
hostility, 7-13, 38-39, 40, 42-43; and Symbolism. See Obscene language
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Testicles, 113, 118, 124-26 Urination: lack of primary obscenity for,
Tools: as phallic symbols, 44-45, 120-24 35; and sexuality, 50, 176; as theme, 194
Tragedy, 8, 88-89, 91
Transvestism. See Homosexuality Weapons. See Tools

Wings. See Birds
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